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Forward

Combining logics and logicians

It is not any new desideratum of philosophers and logicians to build a paradise where several different log-
ics could interact and cooperate, instead of clashing. The Czech philosopher and mathematician Bernard
Bolzano had thought already in 1837, about mixing and combining different notions of consequence in
his monumental Wissenschaftslehre. Bolzano is considered by some scholars to be philosophically akin in
thought and fundamental conceptions to Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, to whom we owe the intentions of
proposing a universal language, his characteristica universalis.

In Leibniz’s conception, such a language when fully developed would be the basis for the greatest
instrument of reason, the calculus ratiocinator: when there were disputes among persons, there would
be place for an invitation for logical agreement: “Let us calculate, without further ado, and see who is
right!” So, if it is not new that thinking should not be seen just as an one-sided monolith, the universe of
applications that the research on combining logics and the development of mixed logics promises us should
come as no surprise. Among the vast possibilities of procedures for combining logics, fibring occupies a
central place. Its theoretical significance is due to the fact that it is more liable to results of complete-
ness preservation than other combination procedures, in the sense that in many cases the completeness
of a fibred logic can be obtained by the completeness of its fibring components. The fact that results
of this sort have been obtained in the scope of higher-order, modal, relevance and non-truth-functional
logics, and that refinements of the notion of fibring such as modulated fibring, have proved to be apt
tools to solve some collapsing problems within the combination of logics justify the interest in fibring,
although this does not make it the unique research target. The ambit of this workshop is thus naturally
devoted to integrating, comparing and fostering other forms of composing and decomposing logics, such
as fusion, splicing, splitting, synchronization and temporalization. Other, more ambitious, transference
results between the whole and the component logics, such as preservation of completeness, interpolation
properties and decidability are also envisaged at the present Workshop. Applications of the amply gener-
ous ideal of combining rationalities include software specification, knowledge representation, architectures
for intelligent computing and quantum computing, applications to security protocols and authentication,
secure computation and zero-knowledge proof protocols, with its connections to formal ethics and game
protocols. The Workshop on Combination of Logics: Theory and Applications (CombLog’04) was held
in the premises of the Center for Logic and Computation, at the Department of Mathematics of IST,
Technical University of Lisbon, Portugal, from July 28-30, 2004. The sixteen selected extended abstracts
that compose this book of proceedings, the result of a qualified consortium of philosophers, mathemati-
cians and computer scientists, range from concrete cases of combined systems with a clear-cut intention,
to the exposition of new formal semantics and abstract categorical treatments of formal ontology and
institutions. The combinations of styles and trends, rather a combination of logicians than a combination
of logics, is reflected in this collection of papers, which offers a taste of what has been done, and opens
up main directions for further research.

Acknowledgement of sponsorship and support
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of Campinas, Marcelo E. Coniglio, CLE, University of Campinas, Paulo Mateus, CLC, IST, Technical
University of Lisbon, Till Mossakowski, University of Bremen and Amı́lcar Sernadas (Chair), CLC, IST,
Technical University of Lisbon.
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Reactive Kripke Semantics and

Arc Accessibility

Dov Gabbay

Department of Computer Science, King’s College London, U. K.

Abstract

Ordinary Kripke models are not reactive. When we evaluate (test/measure) a formula
A at a model m, the model does not react, respond or change while we evaluate. The
model is static and unchanged. This paper studies Kripke models which react to the
evaluation process and change themselves during the process. This is reminiscent of
game theoretic semantics where the two sides react to each other. However, reactive
Kripke models do not go as far as that. The only additional device we add to Kripke
semantics to make it reactive is to allow the accessibility relation to access itself.
Thus the accessibility relation R of a reactive Kripke model contains not only pairs
(a, b) ∈ R of possible worlds (b is accessible to a, i.e. there is an accessibility arc from
a to b) but also pairs of the form (t, (a, b)) ∈ R, the arc (a, b) is accessible to t.
This new kind of Kripke semantics allows us to characterise more axiomatic modal
logics (with one modality �) by a class of reactive frames. There are logics which
cannot be characterised by ordinary frames but which can be characterised by reactive
frames.

Prooceedings of CombLog’04
Workshop on Combination of Logics:

Theory and Applications



8 Reactive Kripke Semantics and Arc Accessibility

1 Motivation and Background

Traditional modal logic uses possible world semantics with accessibility relation R. When we evaluate
a formula such as B = �2p ∧ �3q in a Kripke model m = (S,R, a, h) (S is the set of possible worlds,
a ∈ S,R ⊆ S2 and h is the assignment) the model m does not change in the course of evaluation of B.
We say the model m is not reactive. It stays the same during the process of evaluation.

To make this point absolutely clear, consider the situation in Figure 1 below

�

� �

�

a
b

d

c

Figure 1

To evaluate a � �3q, we have to check b � �2q. We can also check another formula at b, say, b � �2p.
In either case the world accessible to b are c and d.

We do not say that since b � �2q started its evaluation at world a as a � �3q and continued to
b � �2q, then the accessible worlds to b are now different. In other words the model does not react to
our starting the evaluation of a � �3q by changing the accessible worlds at b and therefore allowing us
to see a different set of accessible worlds when we continue the evaluation of b � �2q.

The evaluation of � at b does not depend on how we “got” to b.
This paper addresses the case where the semantics does change (or react) under us as we evaluate a

formula. This idea makes the evaluation of a wff at a world t dependent on the route leading to t. Thus
we get a new kind of semantics, the reactive semantics. We shall explain exactly what we mean after we
consider some case studies.

1.1 Airline example

We begin with a very simple and familiar example. Consider Figure 2

�

�

�

� �

	

New York

London

Paris Prague

Vancouver

Los Angeles

Figure 2

Figure 2 gives the possible flight routes for the aeroplanes of TUA (Trans Universal Airlines). It is
well known that many features of a flight depend on the route. These include the cost of tickets, as well
as the right to take passengers at an airport. The right to take passengers at an airport depends on the
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flight route to that airport and on bilateral agreements between the airlines and governments. Thus, for
example, flights to New York originating in London, may take on passengers in London to disembark in
New York. However, a flight starting at Paris going to New York through London may not be allowed to
pick up passengers in London to go onto New York. It is all a matter of agreements and landing rights.
It is quite possible, however, that on the route Prague–Paris–London–New York, the airline is allowed to
take passengers in London to disembark in New York. We can describe the above situation in Figure 3.

�

�

� �

New York

London

Paris Prague

Figure 3

The double-headed arrow from Paris to the arc London→New York indicates a cancellation of the
‘passenger’ connection from London to New York. The double-headed arrow from Prague to the double
arrow arc emanating from Paris indicates a cancellation of the cancellation.

Figure 3 looks like a typical reactive Kripke model, where we have arcs leading into arcs.
Let us see more examples of this.

1.2 Inheritance networks example

This example offers a different point of view of arc semantics, coming from the non-monotonic theory of
inheritance networks. Consider Figure 4.

�

�

�

�

�

Son of Tweetie

Special Penguins

Penguins

Birds

Fly

Figure 4

In Figure 4, the circular nodes are predicates, such as Fly, Birds, etc. The arrows indicate inheritance,
so for example, we have ∀x(Bird(x) → Fly(x)). The arrows with a bar indicate blockage, for example
∀x(Penguin(x) → ¬Fly(x)). The square nodes indicate instantiation, so son of Tweetie is a special
penguin.

Figure 4 is the kind of figure one finds in papers on inheritance networks. The figure indicates that
Penguins are Birds, that Birds Fly but that Penguins do not Fly. However, special Penguins do Fly and
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the son of Tweetie, a rare bird, is a special Penguin, and therefore does Fly. The arrow with the bar on
it blocks the information from flowing from the Penguin node to the Fly node. The theory of inheritance
networks spends a lot of effort on algorithms that allow us to choose between paths in the network so that
we can come up with the desired intuitively correct answers. In the case of Figure 4 we want to get that
the son of Tweetie does fly, since we have the most specific information about him. It is not important
to us in this paper to take account of how inheritance theory deals with this example. We want to look
at the example from our point of view, using our notation, as in Figure 5.

�

�

�

�

�

Son of Tweetie

Special Penguins

Penguins

Birds

Fly

Figure 5

In Figure 5 the double headed arrow � emanating from Penguins attacks the arrow from Birds to
Fly, and the double arrow emanating from Special penguins attacks the double arrow emanating from
Penguins and attacking the arrow from Birds to Fly. This is not how inheritance theory would deal with
this situation but we are not doing inheritance theory here. Our aim is to motivate our approach and
what we need from the inheritance example is just the idea of the algorithmic flow of information during
the dynamic evaluation process.

We have already put forward the reactive and dynamic idea of evaluation in earlier papers and lectures
(see [3]). A typical example we give is to consider t � ♦A. In modal logic this means that there is a
possible world s such that we have s � A we take a more dynamic view of it.

We ask: where is s? How long does it take to get to it? and how much does it cost to get there? 1

The reader should recall the way circumscription theory deals with the Tweetie example, see [4, section
4.1, especially page 324]. We write

• Birds (x) ∧ ¬Ab1(x)→ Fly(x)

• Penguins(x)→ Birds(x)

• Penguins(x) ∧ ¬Ab2(x)→ Ab1(x)

• Special Penguins(x)→ Penguins(x)

• Special Penguins (son of Tweetie)

• Special Penguins (x)→ Ab2(x).

“Ab(x)” stands for “x is abnormal”. If the clause C(x) → B(x) represents the arc C → B then
C(x) ∧ ¬Ab(x)→ B(x) represents the situation in Figure 6

1It is our intention to explore whether our idea of double headed arrows cancelling other arrows can simplify inheritance
theory algorithms.
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C B

Ab

Figure 6

1.3 A technical example

It is now time to give a technical example. Consider Figure 7 below. This figure displays a past flow
of time. The node t is the present moment and a single headed arrow from one node to another, say
from s to t, means that t is in the immediate future of s. We use the modality � to mean ‘always in the
immediate past’. Thus the accessibility relation R of figure 7 is as follows:

• tRs, tRb, bRs, sRa, tRt, bRb, sRs and aRa.

The double-headed arrows cancel the accessibility relation.

� � �

�

a s t

b

Figure 7

Let us calculate t � �3q in Figure 7.

Initial Position: Starting point is t and all arrows are active.
Step 1: Send double arrow signal from t to all destinations inverting the active/inactive status of all
destination arrows. Then go to all accessible worlds (in this case s and b) and evaluate �2q there. If the
result is positive 1 and at all nodes, then send ‘success’ back to node t.
Step 2: Evaluate �2q at nodes b and s.
Subcase 2.b. Evaluation at b: First we send a double arrow signal from b to all destinations reversing
the activation status of these destinations. Thus the single arrow from s to s will be re-activated and we
will evaluate �q at s at the next step 3 (with s accessible to itself). b is not accessible to itself because
its arrow has been deactivated by t at Step 1.
Subcase 2.s. Evaluation at s: First we send a double arrow signal to reverse the status arrow from a
to a. Then we evaluate �2q at s with s not accessible to itself, since the arrow from s to s was deactivated
by t at step 1.

This can go on, but we shall not continue as we trust that the reader has got the idea by now.
Note that if we start at t and evaluate B = �3q ∧�2q, we will get that �q must be evaluated at s in

two ways. One with s accessible to itself (coming from b via t � �3q) and once with s not accessible to
itself (coming from t via t � �2q).

1.4 Tax example

Having explained the technical side of our reactive (changing) semantics, let us give some real examples.
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House prices in London have gone up a great deal. An average upper middle class family is liable to
pay inheritance tax on part of the value of their house (if the house is valued over £500,000, for example,
then there is tax liability on £250,000). Some parents solved the problem by giving the house as a gift
to their children. If at least one of the parents remains alive for seven years after the transaction, then
current rules say that there is no tax. Consider therefore the following scenario:

1. current date is April 2004

2. parents gave house as a gift to children in 1996

3. parents continued to live in house as guests of the children

(1)–(3) above imply that (4):

4. if parents both die in March 2004, then no tax is liable.

To continue the story, there were rumours that the tax people were going to change the rules in April 2004,
declaring that if parents remain living in the house after it was given as a gift, then the gift does not count
as such an there is tax liability. The rumours also said that this law is going to apply retrospectively.2

Thus we have that (5) holds:

5. If parents both die on March 2005, then tax is liable.

We assume that (4) still holds even after the new law as we cannot imagine that the UK tax inspector
would be opening closed old files and demanding more tax.

The way to represent (4) and (5) is to use two dimensional logic. We write t �s A to mean at time t
A is true given the point of view proposed or held at time s.

Thus 2005 �2003 ¬(5) holds, because from the 2003 laws point of view (before legislation) no tax is
liable ((5) says tax is liable).But 2005 �2004 (5) also holds, because according to 2004 legislation tax is
liable.

So far we have no formal problem and no need for our new semantics, because we can write

• t �t �A iff for all future s, s �s A.

In other words we evaluate sentences at time t according to the point of view held at the very same
time t.

The problem arises when we want to formalise the following scenario. The parents die in 2003. The
lawyer is dealing with the estate. We do not know when he is going to finish. When he submits the
paperwork then the tax liability at 2003 is judged according to the time of submission. Now the second
index s in t �s A behaves like a reactive model as we are evaluating

2003 �time lawyer submits (4).

2 Connection with hyper-modalities

In [2], we introduced hyper-modal logics. We showed that such modalities cannot always be characterised
by a class of Kripke frames. However, there is hope that our new reactive semantics might provide frames
for some of these modalities. This section and the next study the connection.

A hyper-modality � is a modality which changes its nature depending on where in a formula it
appears. So for example, in the formula B = �3q ∧ �2q, the inner modalities may not have the same
meaning as the outer ones.

2Some countries, like Austria, for example, would never legislate retrospectively. They regard this as a cultural taboo.
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To illustrate this point consider the arrangement of Figure 8

� � �

�

a s t

b

Figure 8

t is now, s is in the past of t and so are a and b. We consider two past operators

• HKA saying A was true at all the immediately past moments of time

and

• HTA saying A ∧HKA

We let � alternate between HK and HT, starting with HT.
Thus B = �3q ∧�2q reads

HTHKHTq ∧HTHKq.

Let us evaluate B at t. We write t �K A when we are evaluating A at a K mode and t �T A when we
are evaluating A at the T mode.

Writing the above in full we have:

(*1) t �K �A iff for all immediately past points s we have s �T A.

(*2) t �T �A iff t �K A and for all immediately past points s we have s �K A.

Let us now evaluate t � (�3q ∧�2q) in the flow of Figure 8. We have (remember we start with �T):

• t �T �3q iff first s �K �2q and second b �K �2q and third t �K �2q iff first a �T �q and second
s �T �q and third b �T �q and s �T �q.

• t �T �2q iff first s `K �q, and second b �K �q and third t �K �q.

Since both t �T �3q and t �T �2q must hold, we see that we need to evaluate both s �T �q and s �K �q.
This means that we cannot make the evaluation of �q at s be dependent solely on the properties of

the set {y | yRs}. We do need the dependency on the T and K modes.
Indeed, we axiomatise in [2] a modal logic with only the connective � with the property that this

logic can be characterised by the two K and T modes but it cannot be characterised by any class of
frames. This shows that mode shifting is a genuinely stronger instrument of defining modal logics than
imposing conditions on the accessibility relation R. We will to show in this paper that this logic can be
characterised by a class of reactive models.

So much for a short survey of the ideas of [2]. See Appendix A for formal definitions of hyper-modal
logics. Let us now proceed to show the connection with the reactive semantics of this paper.

First observe that the mode described above change the meaning of �. The modes do not change the
semantics. In other words, the geometry of Figure 8 remained fixed. The model has not changed during
the course of evaluation of t � B. We want to show that we can achieve the same effect by changing the
semantics as we evaluate.

Figure 9 describes the same flow of time as that of Figure 8 with the addition of the property that
time is reflexive. Now suppose we have two modes of evaluation �T, where we evaluate � in the reflexive
mode (i.e. Figure 9), and �K, where we evaluate in the irreflexive model (i.e. in Figure 8).

Let us spell it out clearly:

(*3) t �K �A iff first deactivate all reflexive arrows in the accessibility relation R and then ask for
s �T A to hold at every s which is accessible to t.
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� � �

�

a s t

b

Figure 9

(*4) t �T �A iff first reactivate all cancelled reflexive arrows in R and then ask for s �K A to hold at
every s accessible to t.

Clearly the evaluation of t � B will end up the same whether we view it as shifting the meaning of � or
shifting the underlying accessibility relation in the model.

Let us view the changing of the semantics as disconnecting or reconnecting arrows (accessibility) in
the model.

This we have already done in the technical example of subsection 1.3. See Figure 7.
It is not difficult to see how a general arc model can be constructed in which � alternates between a

T and a K modality.
To do this properly, we need first a formal definition of the reactive semantics for modal logic.

3 Reactive Kripke models

We now give a definition of what we call reactive Kripke models, giving rise to what we call arc modal
logics.

Definition 1. Let S be a set of possible worlds and a ∈ S is the actual world. An arc-accessibility
relation on S is defined as follows:

1. The set of all arcs A is defined by

1.1. S ⊆ A, these are 0 level arcs.

1.2. If α ∈ A is an n level arc and s ∈ S then β = (s→ α) is an n+ 1 level arc.

2. A subset R ⊆ A is an arc relation.

3. An arc-Kripke model has the form (S,R,R∗, a, h), whereR and R∗ are an arc-accessibility relations
and R ⊆ R∗ and h is an assignment giving to each t ∈ S and each atom q a value h(t, q) ∈ {0, 1}

Definition 2. Let m = (S,R,R∗, a, h) be a model.
Define a � A, by structural induction

1. a � q if h(a, q) = 1, for q atomic.

2. a � A ∧ B iff a � A and a � B.

3. a � ¬A iff a 6� A.

4. a � �A iff for all s in S such that (a, s) ∈ R we have that s � A in the model ms = (S,Ra,R∗, s, h),
where Ra is obtained from R as follows:

Ra = R− {α | (a→ α) ∈ R ∧ α ∈ R} ∪ {α | (a→ α) ∈ R ∧ α 6∈ R ∧ α ∈ R∗}.
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5. A model m = (S,R,R∗, a, h) is said to be of level ≤ n, n ≥ 1, if all its arcs in R∗ are of level ≤ n.

For example, a model of level ≤ 2 can contain either arcs of the form t → s or of the form
r → (t→ s), where r, t, s,∈ S.

6. Let Kn
A, n ≥ 1 be the set of wffs valid in the class of all reactive Kripke models of level ≤ n. Note

that K1
A is ordinary modal K.

7. A modal logic L is said to be a reactive modal logic if for some class K of reactive models L = {A |
A is valid in all models of K}.

Example 3. Consider the two point model of Figure 10 with S = {a, b}:

a b

Figure 10

Let R = R∗ = {a→ b, b→ a, a→ (a→ b), a→ (a→ (a→ b)), b→ (b→ a), b→ (b→ (b→ a))}.
Consider a model

m = (S,R,R∗, a, h).

Here Ra = {b→ a, b→ (b→ a), a→ (a→ (a→ b))}.

Ra,b = {b→ (b→ a), a→ (a→ (a→ b))}
Ra,b,a = {b→ (b→ a), a→ (a→ (a→ b)), a→ (a→ b)}.

Note that a→ b is not restored until Ra,b,a,b,a.

Definition 4. Let (S,R) be a set S with a binary relation R ⊆ S2. Let τ be a Horn clause theory

in the language with R containing universal clauses of the form (universal closure) (
n∧

i=1

xiRyi → xRy).

Let Rτ ⊇ R be defined as the smallest extension of R such that (S,Rτ ) � τ . Rτ can be constructed by
induction as the closure of R under all instances of τ as follows:

1. Let R0 = R

2. Let Rn+1 = {(a, b) | for some clause L in τ of the form (universal closure)(
∧
xiRyi → xRy) and

a substitution θ to the variables of L such that θ(yi), θ(xi) ∈ S, θ(x) = a, θ(y) = b, we have that∧
θ(xi)Rnθ(yi) holds.

3. Let Rτ =
⋃

nRn.

Definition 5.

1. Let
�

be the set of natural numbers {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Let
� ∗ be the set of all finite sequences of natural

numbers including the empty sequence ∅. Define α < β, for α, β ∈
� ∗ by

α < β = ( definition) for some m ∈
�
, β = α ∗ (m),

where ∗ is concatenation.

Let <∗ be the transitive closure of <.

2. A tree T is a nonempty subset of
� ∗ such that if β ∈ T and α < β then α ∈ T .
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3. Let τ be a Horn theory on <.

Let (T,<) be a tree and let (T,<τ) be its τ -closure. Define Rτ as follows:

• (α→ β) ∈ Rτ if (α, β) ∈<τ .

• (γ → (α → β)) ∈ Rτ whenever γ <τ
∗ α and γ <τ

∗ β hold where <τ
∗ is the transitive closure of

<τ .

4. Let Kτ be the class of all models of the form (T,<,Rτ , δ, h), where T is a tree and δ ∈ T .

5. Let Hτ be a set of all wffs A such that A holds in any model of Kτ .

Example 6. Let τ = {∀x(xRx)}. Then the models of Kτ have the form (T,<,Rτ , δ, h), where Rτ =<
∪{γ → (α→ α) | γ 5∗ α}. This is so since <τ is < ∪{(α, α) | α ∈ T}.

It is easy to see that the meaning of � alternates between K and T modalitie because R switches the
reflexive arcs on and off. Thus the logic Hτ of our example is the same as the logic HS

1 of Section 3 of
[2].

We know from [2] that the following is a Hilbert axiomatisation of Hτ . We make use of our irreflexivity
rule, see [1].

Axioms: (E,F are wffs without �).

1. A ∧�A, where A is a substitution instance of a truth functional tautology.

2. �(A→ B)→ (�A→ �B)

3. �(�(A→ B)→ (�A→ �B))

4. ♦>

5. ¬E ∧�2E ∧ Y → ♦(¬E ∧ Y ), where Y = A or Y = �A, for A without �.

6. ¬E ∧�2E ∧ ♦(¬E ∧ A) ∧ ♦(¬E ∧ B)→ ♦(¬E ∧ A ∧ B).

7. ¬E ∧�2E → ♦(¬E ∧ A) ∨ ♦(¬E ∧ ¬A)

8. �A ∧ ¬E ∧�2E → ♦(¬E ∧ A).

9. �X ∧ ¬E ∧�2E → ♦(¬E ∧�(¬ ∧�2F → ♦¬F ∧X))

10. ¬E∧�2E∧♦A∧♦(¬E ∧�Y ∧��Y ′∧¬A∧��X)→ ♦(A∧X ∧Y ∧�Y ′) where Y, Y ′ are without
�

11. ¬E ∧�2E ∧ ♦(C ∧ E ∧ Y )→ ♦(¬E ∧ ♦(Y ∧ E ∧ ♦(C ∧ E))

Rules

MP:
` A;` A→ B

` B

IRR:
` ¬q ∧�2q → A

` A
where q is an atom not in A.

2-necessitation:
` A

` �2A

IRRn:
`

n∧

m=1

βm
m → A

` A
where βm

m are as defined below and qi
j are all not in A.

The following defines βi
j :

Let qi
j be a double indexed sequence of atoms. Let
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1. βi
1(qi

1) = ¬qi
1 ∧�2(qi

1).

2. βi
2(qi

1, q
i
2) = ¬qi

2 ∧�2qi
2 ∧ ♦(¬qi

2 ∧�βi
1).

3. βi
n+1(qi

1, . . . , q
i
n+1) = ¬qi

n+1 ∧�2qi
n+1 ∧ ♦(¬qi

n+1 ∧�βi
n)

Example 7. We now give an example of a class of reactive Kripke models characterising a logic which
cannot be presented as a hyper-modal logic. Consider one point models of the following form, see Figure
11

�

�

�

�

a

k arcs

Figure 11

Let
arc0 = a→ a
...
arcn+1 = (a→ arcn)

Consider the models mk of the form

mk = ({a}, {arc0, arck}, {arcn | n ≤ k}, a)

The model mk is a one node model with arcs as in Figure 11, where only the arcs a→ a and a→ (a→
. . . (a→ a) . . .) (k arrows) are active.

The following points are clear for the class of models {mk}.

1. ♦n�⊥ is consistent for all n.

2. The following holds in the logic L of this class

� ♦n�⊥ →
∧

m≤n

(�mA⇔ A)

for all wffs A without �.

We claim the logic L cannot be presented as a hyper-modal logic.
For suppose there is a class of traditional Kripke models of the form (S,R, a) and a sequence

(Ψ1, . . . ,Ψk) of conditions characteristing modalites �1, . . . ,�k such that the evaluation of ♦ alternates
according to this sequence (see Definition 9).

Then for a high enough n, the meaning of ♦ in ♦n�⊥ starts repeating itself.
Let (S,R, a) be a model of ♦n�⊥, for n large enough. By property 2, all ♦m,m ≤ n satisfy �a

♦mA ⇔ A, for A without �. Thus we must have Ψi(a,R) = {(a, a)}. Therefore, how can we also have
�a ♦n�⊥?

This example shows that there is a class of reactive models of finite level defining a modal logic L
which is not a hyper-modal logic.
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�

b

a

Figure 12

Example 8. We now exhibit a hyper-modal logic which cannot be characterised by a class of finite level
reactive models. Consider the situation in Figure 12 Let Ψ1 = {(a, a)} and let Ψ2 = {(a, a), (a, b)}.
Consider the sequence (Ψ1,Ψ1,Ψ2). This means that � is interpreted as seeing only the a node twice
and then it can also see b once before repeating. Let L be the hyper-modal logic defined by this set up.

To implement this logic by reactive models we need to switch the arc a→ b on and off by other arcs
in the repeating sequence (−,−,+).

Figure 13 can help visualise the situation:

�

b

���������

a

n 2 1

Figure 13

We note that if the connection a → b must alternate as (−,−,+) then connection a → (a → b) (i.e.
arc1 in Figure 13) must alternate (−,+,+) and arc2 must alternate (+,−,+) and so on.

However in any finite level model, the highest level arcs cannot alternate. Hence modalities of the
form �n for high enough n cannot be implemented in any given model. We conjecture that if we allow
models of unbounded level then all reasonable hyper-modalities can be implemented. In our case the
sequence (−,−,+) can be implemented by a single model of infinite level.
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Appendix

A Hypermodalities

Since we are comparing in this paper the notions of hyper-modal logics and reactive modal logics, we
need to give here the exact definition of a hyper-modal logic.

Our starting point is a general Kripke model of the form m = (S,R, a, h). R is an arbitrary binary
relation on S.

We are going to introduce evaluation modes into such semantics. It is convenient to regard the relation
xRy as a classical formula ΨK(x,R, a, y) in the language of the relation R, the individual variables x, y
and actual world constant a as follows

• ΨK(x,R, a, y) =def xRy

we have

• t � �A iff ∀s(ΨK(t, s)→ s � A).

We can refer to ΨK as the mode of evaluation for �. It is fixed in the semantics and does not change.
Intuitively it tells us, for a world x, how to evaluate �A at x, namely where to look for worlds y where
y � A must hold. The subscript K indicates that this formula is used in the case of K modality.

We can think of different formulas Ψ for the mode. Consider for example:

• ΨT(x,R, a, y) =def xRy ∨ x = y

• ΨK4(x,R, a, y) =def (∃n ≥ 1)xRny.
Where xRny is defined by induction as:

– xR0y iff x = y

– xRn+1y iff ∃z(xRz ∧ zRny).

• ΨKB(x,R, a, y) =def (xRy ∨ yRx).

Clearly ΨK4(x,R, a, y) is not a first-order formula. It defines the transitive closure of R.
One can think of Ψ as changing the accessibility relation from R to λxλyΨ(x, y). Another way of

looking at Ψ is that it gives us a new mode of how to use R in evaluating the truth value of �A. The
latter view is more convenient to use because we will be shifting modes during the evaluation.

Let us write �i, to mean that the mode Ψi is used in the evaluation. Then �K for arbitrary frames
(S,R, a) yields the logic K, �T yields the logic T, �KB yields the logic KB and �K4 yields the logic K4.

Note that our starting point is a frame (S,R, a) with an arbitrary R. We define Ψi(x,R, a, y) as a
binary relation and use it to evaluate �. Thus in traditional terms the frame we are using is (S,Ψi, a) not
(S,R, a). When we shift modalities, i.e. change from t �i �A to s �j �A it is like shifting from (S,Ψi, a)
to (S,Ψj , a). We now give a formal definition of hypermodality.

We treat the simple case is where the number of modes is a finite set µ and there is a function ε for
shifting modes. This case is given in the next definition.

Definition 9 (Mode shifting). Let µ = {Ψ0, . . . ,Ψk} be a set of modes and let ε be a function assigning
to each 0 ≤ i ≤ k a value 0 ≤ ε(i) ≤ k.

Let (S,R, a, h) be a Kripke model. We define the following (µ, ε) satisfaction in the model
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• t �i �A iff ∀s(Ψi(t, s)→ s �ε(i) A).

• We say A is true in the model if a �0 A.

Definition 10.

1. Let K be a class of models of the form (S,R, a, h). Let (µ, ε) be a mode system. We write K �(µ,ε) A
iff for every model (S,R, a, h) in K we have a �0 A.

2. Let L be a logic complete for a class K of Kripke models of the form (S,R, a, h). Let K[µ, ε] be
{A | K �(µ,ε) A}. We sometimes write L[µ, ε] for K[µ, ε], when the implicit dependence on K is
clear.

Obviously the nature of hypermodal logic depends on (µ, ε) and its abstract properties and also on
the class K of models chosen.

B Traversing a graph

Definition 11. By a graph G we mean a set S with a binary relation R ⊆ S2. Let a ∈ S be the starting
point. We write G = (S,R, a).

Definition 12. 1. By a Horn closure condition in the language of R we mean a clasuse of the form

C :
∧

i

xiRyi ∧
∧

j

uj 6= vj → xRy.

2. A substitution θ from Z = {xi, yi, uj , vj , x, y} into S is a function θ assigning values θ(z) ∈ S for
each z ∈ Z.

3. We say a relation R∗ ⊆ S2 satisfies the clause C if for all θ, if θ(xi)R
∗θ(yi) holds and θ(uj) 6= θ(vj)

holds then θ(x)R∗θ(y) also holds. We write G∗ = (S,R∗, a) � C.

Let τ be a set of clauses. We say G � τ iff G � C for all C ∈ τ .

Lemma 13. Let G = (S,R, a) be a graph and τ a set of clauses. Then there exists the smaller R∗ ⊇ R
such that G∗ = (S,R∗, a) � τ .

Definition 14. Let G = (S,R, a) be a graph and let µ = (τ1, . . . , τk) be a sequence of sets of clauses.
Let R∗

1, . . . , R
∗
k be the closures of R under τi resp. Define a µ-path H through S as follows.

The first element of H is a0 = a. The next element of H is a1 such that a0R
∗
1a1 holds. We say a1 is

a τ1 choice.
Assume an is a τn choice then an+1 is such that anR

∗
n+1an+1 where R∗

n+1 = R∗
i+1 if an is a τi choice,

i < k and R∗
n+1 = R∗

1 if an is a τk choice.

Definition 15 (A reactive graph). Let G = (S,R, a) be a graph. Write R = {(x, y) | xRy holds}.
Define W as follows:

W0 = S × S connections of level 0
Wn+1 = S ×Wn connections of level n+ 1
W =

⋃
nWn

We consider any set of connections of level ≥ 1 as a switch.
A subset R̄ of W can be used to describe S paths H as follows.

1. initial element of H is a0 = a initial set of R̄1 = R̄.

2. Assume Rn is defined and R̄n ⊆ R̄.

3. We define R̄n+1.

Let Rn+1 = R̄n = {α | (an, α) ∈ Rn} ∪ {β | (an, β) ∈ (R̄)−Rn}.

We assume (an, an+1) is in R̄n.

Conjecture: Let Hµ be the all possible paths defined on G = (S,R, a) using µ = (τ1, . . . , τk). Then
there exists an R̄ ⊆W that yields the same paths.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Data integration is emerging as a major challenge in the early 21st century. The rise of inexpensive
storage media, data warehousing, and especially the web, have made available vast amounts of data. But
unfortunately, it can be very difficult to find what you want, and to combine it properly to get what you
need. Reasons for this difficulty include the highly variable structure and quality of data; for example,
science labs and businesses often have data stored in spreadsheets, or even just formatted files, with little
or no “meta-data” to document either format or meaning; moreover, some entries may be incomplete,
corrupted, or inconsistent. If all documents had associated “schemas” (also called “data models”) that
accurately described their structure, and if fully automatic schema integration were feasible, then it would
be possible to solve several interesting problems at the syntactic level [4]; however, these two assumptions
are far from true. Moreover, format is only a small part of the difficulty, most of which is semantic
and pragmatic, not syntactic. Although the so-called “semantic web” vision for the world wide web has
received the most publicity, similar problems have appeared, and are being confronted, in other domains,
including “workflows” to automate processing the enormous datasets that are increasingly common, not
just in astrophysics, proteomics, high energy physics, etc., but also in ecology, agriculture, pharmacology,
e-business, geology, and numerous other areas. The growing popularity of XML may make things easier,
but it cannot solve the basic problems.

So called “ontologies” have been proposed as a solution. These are not philosophical (metaphysical)
assertions about basic “world substances,” but terminological systems, items from which can be attached
to items in e-documents. They cannot capture real world semantics, but only logical relations between
predicates, such as that all humans are mammals; the actual meanings of “human” and “mammal”
remain unformalized. Moreover, a given domain may have competing ontologies, each in some ways
incomplete and/or ambiguous, and possibly written in different ontology languages, which in turn may
be based upon different logical systems. OWL and RDF are currently most prominent, but others include
Ontologic, ALC, KIF, KL-ONE, XSB, Flora, and OIL; specialized ontology languages, e.g., Ecolingua
and EML for ecology, tend not to have a formal semantics. It follows from this that the ontology approach
to data integration may require not just schema and ontology integration, but also ontology language
integration, and even ontology logic integration, in such a way that semantics is respected throughout
the entire “integration chain,” from actual datasets or “documents,” through schemas and ontologies,
up to ontology logics. Institutions and their morphisms are promising for understanding the meaning
of this integration chain, untangling some problems involved, and even suggesting some sound solutions;
however, it should be noted that the deep difficulties of data integration have not only technical, but also
social aspects.

Section 2 below provides informal background on databases, schemas, schema mappings, ontologies,
workflows, and their role in data integration, written for logicians and others not especially familiar
with current database technology. Section 3 describes the author’s recent work on database theory
and practice, including abstract schemas with constraints and their morphisms for m-to-n matches with
semantic functions and conditions; this provides a new theory for integrating data in diverse formats.
Section 3.1 briefly describes our tool scia, which implements this theory for data that has XML DTDs or
SML Schemas. Section 4 sketches our approach to data integration via ontology integration, using prior
work on institutions, institution morphisms, and Grothendieck institutions to formalize the logic level of
the integration chain. Section 4 also includes a brief discussion of connections with the information flow
(in the sense of Barwise and Seligman) approach to ontologies.

2 Background

Information comes from and goes to human beings: pixels, bits, marks on paper, etc. have no meaning
in themselves, but must be interpreted. So what is stored in databases (or books, cave walls, DVDs, or
other media) is not information, but data. Interpretation has been studied for a long time by numerous
disciplines, including semiotics, hermeneutics, pattern recognition, literary criticism, ethnomethodology,
statistics, media studies, machine learning, phenomenology, cognitive neuro-science, psychophysics, and
more. What seems clear is that it is still poorly understood, in part because the narrow confines of the
individual disciplines prevent a comprehensive perspective on a complex phenomenon that transcends
such boundaries. It is distressingly common to sweep as much complexity as possible under the rug of
“context,” and it is a pervasive error to think that all the contextual information needed to interpret data
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can be digitally encoded and mechanically applied. Human beings are the ground for all information and
all interpretation, and human society is the matrix within which all meaning is embedded, and it is a side
effect of that process to create a constantly shifting foreground and background, with the latter being
called “context.”

Moving up the chain a bit, and confining attention to digital data, we find a great variety of storage
media, including tape, CD, DVD, flash memory, hard and scuzzy disk, RAM, stick, jukebox, and more.
This level is usually taken for granted, but it is non-trivial, as anyone who has ever had to deal with the
internals of device drivers can attest. Data at this level is already structured into bits, bytes, tracks, and
other device-dependent subdivisions, oriented towards particular patterns of use.

Databases further organize storage media to facilitate operations that either interrogate or update the
contents. This organization may involve data encodings according to data type, e.g., integer, character,
string, floating point, etc., as well as further structuring, to make relationships between different data
items explicit. Types determine what operations are available on the underlying bits, and provide humans
with valuable clues about interpretation, while structuring makes it easier to find related data, (usually)
provides associated names, and again facilitates interpretation. Unfortunately, several different ways of
structuring data, called meta-models, are in common use. One, called relational, structures data into
relations with fields, while another, called object oriented, structures data into objects with inheritance
and attributes. With the rise of the web, XML is poised to overtake these; its approach is called
semi-structured, hinting at its greater flexibility. There are also legacy databases that use so-called
hierarchical meta-models.

Data about data is called meta-data. The most important, or at least best understood, meta-data
for a database is its schema, which describes its conventions for structuring, typing, and naming data.
Schemas for relational and object oriented databases are well established and well studied, as they are
for XML, with its DTDs and XML Schemas. However, a great deal of critically important meta-data
falls outside the scope of schemas. For example, while it may be possible to say that a certain item of
data is measured in feet, it is not possible to say what a “foot” actually is, or to relate it to other units,
such as meters. In some cases, the way measurements are taken, the so-called “protocol,” can be very
important. For example, in ecology, species density is defined as species count divided by area. But
for marine species, volume may be the relevant denominator, and it will matter how species counts are
obtained, e.g., by a net that is dragged for a certain amount of time, or by observation from some fixed
point. The time of year and time of day may also be important, since species migrate at different times
of the day and year, and of course variations in weather modify these patterns. The taxonomies used
to classify species may also differ, e.g., different criteria may be used, different granularities of classes,
etc. Different modes of observation may also have different inherent inaccuracies, some of which may be
systematic, e.g., if certain colors are distorted or difficult to distinguish underwater. And all this is just
one tip of an enormous iceberg of potentially critical information.

As the above discussion suggests, making use of data in one database may require integrating it with
data from others. For example, to interpret a measurement of the density of gray whales at a certain
time and place, we might want to know the ocean temperature, the path and time of migration for that
species, and to compare current data with data from previous years, among other things. This requires
knowing what factors are relevant, how important they are, where to get the necessary data, and how to
process it. In general, the necessary data is stored in different databases at different sites, and although
it might all be accessible over the internet, some of it may require passwords and/or special knowledge.
Typically today, scientists import all the data they need into their own lab, massage it in various ways
(such as averaging or interpolating time series to achieve compatability with other time series), and finally
process the integrated data, often using hand coded ad hoc programs. All this is a far cry from writing a
query in a standard language like SQL or XQuery, and running it over a single database. However, the
goal of much current research is to bring data integration closer to that paradigm; some of this research
is described in the next three subsections. It is not claimed that these three areas include everything that
is relevant, or that they are likely to be sufficient for solving all problems of data integration.

2.1 Schema Integration

One standard approach to data integration is to construct a “global” database connected by “views” to
the various “local” databases such that the global database contains all the data of interest from the local
databases, and can be queried to obtain exactly what is needed for some particular purpose. However,
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it is likely that the local databases are all changing over time, and it seems wasteful and inefficient to
duplicate and continually update everything. So instead, the global database is only a “virtual” database,
represented by a schema, and the views are actually schema mappings. Somewhat more formally, and
using some language from category theory, views are schema morphisms, and the situation described above
is a cone (and/or cocone) in the category of schemas, with apex a global schema G over local schema Li.
The case of a cone vi : G→ Li is called “local as view” while the case of a cocone ui : Li → G is called
“global as view.” The latter is adequate for processing queries, but the former is also needed if updates
are to be processed.

Unfortunately, it can take a lot of effort to construct the necessary views, effort that is usually
not worthwhile for any single project. Moreover, the local databases and their schemas are in general
evolving, as are the needs of the domain of activity involved, so that additional ongoing work is needed to
“maintain” the views, i.e., to keep them up to date; often, no single research project will have the resources
or motivation to do this additional work. This motivates the construction of tools to automatically
construct schema mappings. Although there has been a good deal of effort in this area, one outcome
is that total automation seems infeasible, so that some human intervention is needed to achieve quality
results; see Section 3.1.

A different kind of gap is that the local databases often use different meta-models, while the notion
of view is limited to schemas having the same meta-model. An expensive option is to “wrap” a database
using one meta-model with a “mediator” providing a schema with a different meta-model; this may be
practical for legacy databases using obsolete models, but is otherwise not usually worth the trouble. This
implies that we need a way of defining views between schemas having different meta-models. To avoid
an ad hoc approach in which there are n2 different notions of view among n different kinds of meta-
model, it would make sense to have a single notion of schema that can be used for databases having any
meta-model; then we only need one notion of schema morphism, which should specialize to views for the
individual meta-models. Such a notion is that of an abstract schema, described in Section 3; as far as we
know, this work provides the first semantics for n-to-m matches with semantic functions and conditions,
among schemas that may have different meta-models.

2.2 Ontologies

Ontologies, in the sense discussed in Section 1, are used to express logical relations among predicates, and
in general may involve constants and terms, as well as logical connective, quantifiers, etc. The intention
is to establish a standard terminology, with logical relations among terms, for use over a set of databases,
in order to simplify both searching for and integrating data. Ontologies are often given as sets of Horn
clauses, but as already noted, there are a number of competing formalisms. Moreover, not all ontology
languages have a formal semantics, and among those that do, there are great differences in expressiveness.

These problems are analoguous to those already encountered at the meta-model level, as discussed in
Section 2.1, and there is also an analoguous way to solve them, namely to formalize logics and morphisms
among them in a uniform way. While logicians have seemed reluctant to formalize the notion of “a
logic,” computer scientists have been less shy, and there is now a considerable literature on “institutions”
[10], which are an abstraction of satisfaction relations between sentences and models, in the style of
Tarskian semantics, but parameterized over a category of signatures. A very high level of generality
is achieved through the use of category theory. (It is unfortunate that the term “model” becomes so
heavily overloaded in this collision of database theory and logic; the database notion that most closely
corresponds to “model” in the sense of Tarskian model theory and institutional abstract logic is actually
that of a database.)

2.3 Workflows

The kinds of data processing required for applications to both scientific research and e-commerce go
well beyond what can be accomplished using only database query languages. Data must flow through
a complex pipeline, being massaged and combined with other data in a great variety of ways; such
processes are called workflows. In the case of scientific workflows, more than mere data translation or
even complex data massaging are needed, including the use of powerful statistics packages, integration
with complex scientific models, and display of selected data using visualization packages. Web-based
business workflows have similar complexity, although the components are different. A number of languages
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have been developed to describe workflow components and processes, and of course there are also many
ad hoc solutions. In general, it is a major task to construct a workflow for a specific project using
these technologies, and therefore it is a major open problem to develop more flexible and user-friendly
approaches. Service integration is a generalization of data integration, and the problems described above
also arise in this new and more complex setting.

3 Abstract Schema Morphisms and Schema Matching

We assume familiarity with many-sorted algebra, e.g., [12, 14]. A signature is a set S of sorts and a
set Σ of operation symbols with their ranks, each a string of input sorts and a single output sort. The
term algebra TΣ contains all well-formed Σ-terms, indexed by their sort. Given a specification (Σ, E)
where E is a set of Σ-equations, the quotient TΣ/E by the ground instances of equations in E is initial,
in that it has a unique Σ-homomorphism to any other (Σ, E)-algebra.

Schemas describe those aspects of a database invariant under transactions, including both structural
and integrity constraints. Let D be a fixed data algebra, of basic data elements and operations upon
them, having one sort for each type of element, and including all elements as constants in its signature.
Let TD be the set of types of D, called basic types; then D is a TD-sorted algebra. Typical elements
of TD are Bool, Int, Char, and String (of characters). Elements of D serve as data values in schema
instances, i.e., databases or “documents.” We assume D has whatever constants, functions and relations
are needed. Let Pi be a collection of algebraic specifications for polymorphic types, such as sets,
bags, lists, or pairs; each Pi includes not only the constructors for that type, called collectors, but
also selectors (which are inverses to constructors) and any needed predicates, given as Boolean valued
functions. For each Pi, let ci be an operation on types (not on data) with the same rank as the main
constructor in Pi; examples are unary SetOf and ListOf, and binary product ×. The constructors in Pi

structure databases, for example, a relation as a set of records, whereas the ci are constructors for type
expressions.

We assume a set N of names for database elements, given as strings, i.e., elements of DString. The
type signature has one sort, plus the operations ci, with constants including N and the sorts TD of
D. Call the term algebra of this signature the type algebra, denoted T (N); its elements, called type
expressions1, are fundamental for abstract schemas (see Definition 14 below).

Example 1 (Relational Databases). Let the name of the database itself be B, the names for its
relations be R1, ..., Rn, and the names for the fields of each Ri be Fij . Also let P1 be a theory of finite
sets with c1 = SetOf, and let Pk for k > 1 define k-tuples, so that c2 is the binary infix product type
constructor ×, c3 is a constructor for types of 3-tuples, etc.2 Then

S(B) = R1 × ... × Rn S(Ri) = SetOf(Fi1 × ... × FiKi ) S(Fij) ∈ T D

The first says a relational database has relations Ri, the second says each Ri is a set of records of type
Fi1 × ... × FiKi

having Ki fields Fij which the third says all have values of a basic type. (If preferred,
BagOf could be used instead of SetOf.) Any particular relational schema makes particular choices for
these parameters, as illustrated below.

Example 2 (A Relational Student Database). There are three relations, and

S(B) = Student × Enrolled × Course

S(Student) = SetOf(StudentID × Address × Major × GPA)
S(Enrolled) = SetOf(StudentID × CourseId)
S(Course) = SetOf(CourseId × Synopsis)
S(StudentID) = Int

We omit the remaining basic types for fields. The type algebra contains terms such as SetOf(CourseId×
Synopsis) and Student× Enrolled × Course, which uses the 3-tuple type constructor.

The name graph G(S) of a partial function S : N → T (N) with a given top name B has B as its
root node, and if t is a node of G(S) and if a name n appears in S(t), then t.n is also a node of G(S),
and there is an edge from t to t.n in G(S). Then S is acyclic if its graph G(S) is acyclic; this condition

1It seems not to be as widely known as it could be that it is often useful to regard type expressions as an initial algebra,
and that initial algebras also elegantly capture the notion of abstract syntax; see [14].

2A more sophisticated approach uses only the binary pair constructor with an associative law, so that the n-tuple
constructor is built with n − 1 pair constructors.
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is useful for XML and similar structures, but not websites. Also, name n ∈ N is reachable if it appears
in G(S), and S is reachable if every name in N is reachable; let N∗ be the set of reachable names.

Definition 3. Given P , an abstract schema is a partial function S : N → T (N) that is acyclic with
respect to a designated top name B ∈ N , and n′ is a match to n if n′ occurs in M(n).

Having explicit element names and treating tags and attributes the same way allows an element to
match a tag or attribute in another schema.

Example 4 (XML Schemas). The XML Schema spec is very complex (over 300 printed pages) and
ugly, so we treat a simplification, which seems to agree with what Wadler calls “the essence of XML”
[19], essentially an abstract schema with only one collector, ListOf, due to the inherent ordering in XML
syntax. Here is the abstract schemas for a simple XML Schema for books, in which B is Bib, and

S(Bib) = ListOf(Book) S(Book) = title × year × Author S(Author) = ListOf(author)

If the specification for lists includes the empty list, then the constraint that Author lists are non-empty
requires equation, for which see Example 12 below.

To define the databases that conform to a given abstract schema, we need a suitable signature; it is
much larger than the signature of the type algebra.

Definition 5. For S : N → T (N) an abstract schema, its explicit type algebra T#(N∗) is built like
its type algebra, but with N replaced by N∗ and with a new unary type constructor #n added for each
n ∈ N∗. Let E denote the set of type equations of S , which are n = #n(S(n)) for each n ∈ N∗. Then
the signature Σ(S) of S has the initial algebra T#(N∗)/E as its sorts, plus the signature of each Pi

instantiated with each element of T#(N∗)/E.

The # operations make types explicit, so that, e.g., #title(String) and #author(String) are different;
also, paths can be traced by following # operations in parse trees of explicit type expressions.

Example 6 (Bibliographic Schema Signature). The sorts are type expressions like ListOf(Book),
Book(title × year × Author), and ListOf(title × year × ListOf(author)), which satisfy the type
equations, so that Bib is equal #Bib(ListOf(Book)) and to

#Bib(ListOf(#Book(#title(String) × #year(Int) × ListOf(#Author(ListOf(#author(String)))))))

Unused names like GenomeRef do not appear in Σ(S) because Σ(S) is based on N∗ not N .

Definition 7. The specification of an abstract schema S : N → T (N) has Σ(S) as its signature, and
has as its equations those of the Pi instantiated with all explicit type expressions, plus a spec for D.

It is also convenient to remove “unreachable” types, not in any type expression equal to the top sort.

Example 8 (Bibliographic Schema Specification). If the polymorphic specification P1 for lists has
binary constructor cons and selectors head and tail, then for any explicit type expression t, the equation
head(cons(a, L)) = a is included, for a a variable of sort t and L a variable of sort ListOf(t). Note that
this gives an infinite set of equations; another such set has equations tail(cons(a, L)) = L; all are in E.

Definition 9. Let IS be an initial algebra of the specification of S. Then a database of S is an element
of the carrier of the top sort of IS .

Note that such elements can be described by terms, but the implementation in IS may be quite
different.

Example 10 (Student Database). The explicit type expression for the top sort of Example 2 is

#B(SetOf(#Student(#StudentID(Int)× #Address(String)× #GPA(Real))×
SetOf(#Enrolled(#StudentID(Int)×
#CourseId(String)))× SetOf(#CourseId(String)× #Synopsis(String))))

Then a typical small student database for the schema of Example 2 is:

〈 { 〈215, Muir 129, Math , 3.2〉 , 〈329, Revelle 774, CS , 3.8〉 } , { 〈215, 130〉, 〈215, 220〉, 〈329, 130〉 , 〈329, 87〉 } ,

{ 〈130, ...〉, 〈87, ...〉, 〈220, ...〉 } 〉

where ... indicates omitted text.
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Integrity constraints and schema morphisms need notation for selectors in the Pi. If there is a
standard notation, we will use it, e.g., head and tail for lists; for the product type constructor ×, we
use its argument type names prefixed by &. Also, for n ∈ N , let ##n denote the selector from B to n,
using iteration of conjunction over elements in collections (called “mapcar” in lisp).

Definition 11. An integrity constraint for schema S is an equation of the form (∀d : B) t(d) = true,
using operations in the signature of S . A constrained abstract schema is (S, C) where C is a set
of constraints for S. A database m of S satisfies a constraint if t(m) = true, and satisfies (S , C) if it
satisfies each constraint in C, in which case we write m |= (S , C).

Example 12 (Integrity Constraints). The following are typical integrity constraints for Example 4:

(∀Y : year) Y ≤ 2004 (∀A : Author) |A| > 0

where | | is a length function assumed to be in the list specification (these do not look like equations,
but they are with “≤” and “>” as Boolean valued functions followed by an implicit “= true”.) Even so,
these do not have the form required by Definition 11. However, they can be put in that form as follows:

(∀d : B) ##year(d) ≤ 2004 (∀d : B) |##Author(d)| > 0

Typical constraints with more than one variable translate to forms with more than one ##.

The example below has a mapping with both semantic functions, which manipulate data values
(e.g., for converting meters to feet), and conditions, which restrict the application of mapping formulae.

Example 13 (Schema Mappings). Let the abstract schema S1 be like S of Example 4 except for
adding the following type definitions:

S1(author) = fname × lname S1(fname) = NString S1(lname) = NString

where NString is a basic type having no space character, and where fname and lname are elements for
the first and last names of authors. Let S2 be a second abstract schema built on S of Example 4 by
adding the following type definition and constraint:

S2(author) = ListOf(NString) (∀A : author) 0 < |A| < 3

Now S1 databases map to S2 databases by

Mauthor(A) = &fname(A) • &lname(A)

where author is the type name from S2, A is a variable of sort author from S1, &fname and &lname are
selector functions for the author product type in S1, and • is the append operation on lists.

The converse mapping for these schemas involves both conditions and semantic functions:
M′

lname(A) = A if |A| = 1 M′
lname(A) = tail(A) if |A| = 2

M′
fname(A) = ⊥ if |A| = 1 M′

fname(A) = head(A) if |A| = 2

where A is a variable of type author from S1, and where ⊥ is a null value. (Formally, each pair of
equations should be one equation with a polymorphic if then else .)

There is an important duality, under whichM maps databases one way, but maps queries the opposite
way (although this paper does not treat queries). For N a name set and n ∈ N , let %n be a new variable
symbol of sort n, and let %N = {%n | n ∈ N}. We are now ready for the main concept:

Definition 14. An abstract schema morphism from S : N〉T (N) to S ′ : N ′ → T (N ′) is a partial
function M : N ′

∗ → IS(%N), which is IS with %N adjoined as new constant symbols. Let M(m) denote
the mapping of a S model m byM. If (S , C) and (S ′, C ′) are constrained schemas, then a morphismM
is a constrained abstract schema morphism if m |= (S, C) implies M(m) |= (S ′, C ′).

Example 15 (continuation of Example 13). The schema morphism from S to S ′ in Example 13
is obtained from the formulas for M in that example, replacing A by %author, and assuming that any
name not explicitly mentioned is assigned the “obvious” mapping, which is the identity function for leaf
nodes, e.g., Myear(Y ) = Y for Y the variable %year of sort year from S1, is the tupling function for
the product constructor, and for the list constructor, is iteration (“mapcar”) of a given function over list
elements.

Proposition 16. Abstract schemas and schema morphisms form a category, with the identity morphism
on S given by 1S(v) = v, and with composition of morphisms M : N ′

∗ → IS(%N) with M′ : N ′′
∗ →

IS(%N ′) defined by (for the cogniscenti, this is a Kleisli composition)

M′;M(n′′) =M′(n′′)[%n′←M(n′)]n′∈N ′
∗

which is the result of substituting M(%n′) for each occurrence of n′ in M′(%n). Constrained schemas
and their morphisms also form a category.
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This result makes available many powerful concepts and results from category theory, including a
nice notion of equivalence via isomorphism, the correct notions of product, sum, and more generally,
limit and colimit, for abstract schemas. All concepts apply to schemas of different kinds, and colimits
give an elegant and extremely general notion of heterogeneous schema integration. See [1] for database
motivation for the following, and Section 4 for some definitions:

Proposition 17. Abstract schemas as signatures (but with morphisms in the opposite direction), with
integrity constraints as sentences, and with databases as models, form an institution. Moreover, particular
kinds of schemas (XML, relational, etc.) form particular sub-institutions.

3.1 A Schema Mapping Tool

Our laboratory has designed and built a tool called scia which supports integration and transformation
of databases having schemas in DTD and XML Schema format [15, 17, 20]. Since fully automatic schema
mapping generation is infeasible, this tool attempts to minimize total user effort by identifying the critical
decision points, where user input can yield the largest reduction of future matching effort. A critical
point is where a core context has either no good matches, or else has more than one good 1-to-1 match,
where core contexts are the most important contextualizing elements for tags within their subtrees.
Core context elements typically have a large subtree, and can be found by heuristics and/or user input.
In interactive mode, the tool solicites user input at critical points, and then iterates until both user
and tool are satisfied; in automatic mode, it does just one pass using default strategies. Each pass has
four steps: linguistic and data type matching; structural matching; context check; and combining match
results. Other tools only try to find the easiest 1-to-1 matches, leaving all other difficult matches for
the user to do by hand [18]; semantic functions, and conditions are not treated at all, or are left for a
different tool for view generation, whereas our tool integrates these functions. A major finding is that
this approach can significantly reduce total user effort.

4 Ontology Integration

An ontology is just a theory over a logic, i.e., a set of sentences in that logic. Using ontologies to integrate
data raises issues analoguous to those discussed in Section 2.1: Mappings of ontologies over a single logic
are well enough understood, so that cocones and colimits of ontologies can be used (as in [1, 3]), but to
integrate ontologies over different logics, the notion of logic must be formalized, along with morphisms
of theories over different logics, for which morphisms of logics will also be needed. Such issues can
be addressed using institutions [10], which axiomatize the notion of logical system based on Tarski’s
idea that the satisfaction of a sentence by a model is fundamental. However, we need to parameterize
sentences and models over signatures, rather than just assume a single fixed signature, as Tarski did.
Institutions have been successfully applied to give semantics for powerful module systems [13], and multi-
logic specification languages [8], databases [1], behavioral types and semantics for the object paradigm
[11], as well as to generalize many results in classical model theory, such as Craig interpolation [7].

An institution consists of an abstract category Sign of signatures, a functor Sen : Sign→ Set for
sentences, a functor Mod : Signop → Cat for models, and a satisfaction relation |=Σ between models
and sentences such that for every signature morphism f : Σ→ Σ′, we have f(M) |=Σ′ e iff M |=Σ f(e).
A theory over an institution I is a pair (Σ, E) where E is a set of Σ-sentences. A Σ-model M satisfies
(Σ, E) iff M |=Σ e for all e ∈ E. The model class of a theory, (Σ, E)•, is the class of all models that
satisfy the theory, and the theoryM• of a classM of models is the class of all sentences that are satisfied
by all models in M. This situation is a Galois connection, which gives us notions of closed theory, i.e.,
such that (Σ, E)•• = (Σ, E), and closed model class. Then a theory morphism (Σ, E)→ (Σ′, E′) over
I is a signature morphism f : Σ→ Σ′ such that f(E) ⊆ E′••, and theories with these morphisms form
a category denoted Th(I). This category has whatever colimits Sign has [10].

An institution morphism from I to I ′ consists of a functor Φ : Sign → Sign′ and two natural
transformations, αΣ : Sen′(Φ(Σ))⇒ Sen(Σ) and βΣ : Mod(Σ)⇒Mod′(Φ(Σ)), such that M |=Σ αΣ(e′)
iff βΣ(M) |=Φ(Σ) (e′), for all signatures Σ in I, Σ-models M in I, and Φ(Σ)-sentences e′ in I ′. Institutions
with these morphisms form a category, which we denote Ins.

There is an alternative approach to formalizing ontologies, pursued for example, in [16], using local
logics in the sense of Barwise and Seligman [2]; however, local logics are actually a special case of
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institutions, in which sets of “instances” are models, “types” are sentences, “classification” is satisfaction,
the “consequence” relation give morphisms of sentences (as in a more general formulation in [10], but not
in the definition above), and the category of signatures has just one object and one morphism. (Sentences
in information flow theories are not just types, they are sequents of types.)

The logical heterogeneity of ontology languages creates a need to deal with multiple institutions at
once. Let

�
be some (finite) subcategory of institutions. Then GTh(O) has objects (I,Σ, E) where

I is in
�

and (Σ, E) is a theory of I. A morphism in GTh(O) from (I,Σ, E) to (I ′,Σ′, E′) consists
of an institution morphism (Φ, α, β) : I → I ′ and a signature morphism f : Σ′ → Φ(Σ) such that
E ⊆ αΣ(f(E′))••. There is an “obvious” composition that makes GTh(O) into a category; in fact, it is
the Grothendieck category of the theory functor Th : O → Cat, and it is also the theory category of
the Grothendieck institution [8] of O viewed as a diagram, i.e., a (contravariant) functor from a small
category to the category of institutions. The Grothendieck institution [8] is a remarkable construction of
a single institution from an indexed family of institutions; its category of signatures is the Grothendieck
category of the indexed category of signatures of the institutions involved.

It is known that if O satisfies some reasonable conditions, then GTh(O) is cocomplete. An immediate
benefit of this is a powerful “module system” for combining ontologies with heterogeneous logics. This
arises from the fact that any cocomplete institution supports a rich collection of constructions on its
theories, including instantiation of parameterized theories, sums of theories, and more; such features
are important for structuring large and/or complex theories to better support reuse and reasoning. We
thus get a powerful method for structuring ontologies into modules, including inheritance and sums of
modules, shared submodules, and modules parameterized by other modules, in the style made popular
by ML, but originating in the Clear language [6], and further developed under the name parameterized
programming [9]. An elegant categorical semantics for this is given in [13]. Another benefit of the
Grothendieck construction is its ability to lift Craig interpolation from the individual institutions to
the whole [7]. This theory will be important when we extend our tool to take advantage of ontologies,
providing a sound basis for its design, and an elegant semantics for its operation.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We plan to extend our data integration tool so that it can handle relational schemas, spreadsheets, etc.
This should be relatively straightforward, since it only requires writing a pre-processor to convert abstract
schemas into the internal form of the tool (which consists of a tree and a graph in RDF notation).

A next step is to extend the tool to make use of ontologies. A significant issue for this task is
connecting ontologies to abstract schemas; a good discussion of the setting for this problem is given in
[5]. One natural approach is to translate ontologies into abstract schemas. Some information will be
lost, but not as much as might be feared; for example, a logical implication can be translated into an
inclusion relation on sorts, as in order sorted algebra [12]. The full generality of institutions is too great
for this, so we restrict to description logics or a similar class, the theories of which can be encoded as
abstract schemas, so that the mapping generation tool can do the translation. It would be interesting to
abstractly characterize the institutions for which this works.

Some more theoretical issues also need further investigation, especially the properties of various cat-
egories discussed above, including abstract schemas, constrained abstract schemas, and Grothendieck
categories of ontologies over heterogeneous logics. Relationships with approaches based on local logics
should also be further explored.
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Knowledge-based programs, first introduced by Halpern and Fagin [6] and further developed by Fagin,
Halpern, Moses, and Vardi [3, 4], are intended to provide a high-level framework for the design and
specification of protocols. The idea is that, in knowledge-based programs, there are explicit tests for
knowledge. Thus, a knowledge-based program might have the form

if K(x = 0) then y := y + 1 else skip,

where K(x = 0) should be read as “you know x = 0” and skip is the action of doing nothing. We can
informally view this knowledge-based program as saying “if you know that x = 0, then set y to y + 1
(otherwise do nothing)”.

Knowledge-based programs are an attempt to capture the intuition that what an agent does depends
on what it knows. They have been used successfully in papers such as [1, 5, 7, 8, 11, 10, 13, 14] both
to help in the design of new protocols and to clarify the understanding of existing protocols. However,
as we show here, there are cases when, used naively, knowledge-based programs exhibit some quite
counterintuitive behavior. We then show how this can be overcome by the use of counterfactuals [9, 16].
In this introduction, we discuss these issues informally, leaving the formal details to later sections of the
paper.

Some counterintuitive aspects of knowledge-based programs can be understood by considering the
bit-transmission problem from [3]. In this problem, there are two processes, a sender S and a receiver R,
that communicate over a communication line. The sender starts with one bit (either 0 or 1) that it
wants to communicate to the receiver. The communication line may be faulty and lose messages in either
direction in any given round. That is, there is no guarantee that a message sent by either S or R will
be received. Because of the uncertainty regarding possible message loss, S sends the bit to R in every
round, until S receives an ack message from R acknowledging receipt of the bit. R starts sending the
ack message in the round after it receives the bit, and continues to send it repeatedly from then on. The
sender S can be viewed as running the program BTS :

if recack then skip else sendbit,

where recack is a proposition that is true if S has already received an ack message from R and false
otherwise, while sendbit is the action of sending the bit.2 Note that BTS is a standard program—it
does not have tests for knowledge. We can capture some of the intuitions behind this program by using
knowledge. The sender S keeps sending the bit until an acknowledgment is received from the receiver R.
Thus, another way to describe the sender’s behavior is to say that S keeps sending the bit until it knows
that the bit was received by R. This behavior can be characterized by the knowledge-based program BT′

S :

if KS(recbit) then skip else sendbit,

where recbit is a proposition that is true once R has received the bit. The advantage of this program over
the standard program BTS is that it abstracts away the mechanism by which S learns that the bit was
received by R. For example, if messages from S to R are guaranteed to be delivered in the same round in
which they are sent, then S knows that R received the bit even if S does not receive an acknowledgment.

We might hope to improve this even further. Consider a system where all messages sent are guaranteed
to be delivered, but rather than arriving in one round, they spend exactly five rounds in transit. In such a
system, a sender using BTS will send the bit 10 times, because it will take 10 rounds to get the receiver’s
acknowledgment after the original message is sent. The program BT′

S is somewhat better; using it S sends
the bit only five times, since after the fifth round, S will know that R got his first message. Nevertheless,
this seems wasteful. Given that messages are guaranteed to be delivered, it clearly suffices for the sender
to send the bit once. Intuitively, the sender should be able to stop sending the message as soon as it
knows that the receiver will eventually receive a copy of the message; the sender should not have to wait
until the receiver actually receives it.

It seems that there should be no problem handling this using knowledge-based programs. Let 3 be
the standard “eventually” operator from temporal logic [12]; 3φ means that φ is eventually true, and let
2 be its dual, “always”. Now the following knowledge-based program BT∗

S for the sender should capture
exactly what is required:

if KS(3recbit) then skip else sendbit.

2Running such a program amounts to performing the statement repeatedly forever.
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Unfortunately, BT∗
S does not capture our intuitions here. To understand why, consider the sender

S. Should it send the bit in the first round? According to BT∗
S , the sender S should send the bit if

S does not know that R will eventually receive the bit. But if S sends the bit, then S knows that R
will eventually receive it (since messages are guaranteed to be delivered in 5 rounds). Thus, S should
not send the bit. Similar arguments show that S should not send the bit at any round. On the other
hand, if S never sends the bit, then R will never receive it and thus S should send the bit! It follows
that according to BT∗

S , S should send the bit exactly if it will never send the bit. Obviously, there is no
way S can follow such a program. Put another way, this program cannot be implemented by a standard
program at all. This is certainly not the behavior we would intuitively have expected of BT∗

S .3

One approach to dealing with this problem is to change the semantics of knowledge-based programs.
Inherent in the semantics of knowledge-based programs is the fact that an agent knows what standard
protocol she is following. Thus, if the sender is guaranteed to send a message in round two, then she
knows at time one that the message will be sent in the following round. Moreover, if communication
is reliable, she also knows the message will later be received. If we weaken the semantics of knowledge
sufficiently, then this problem disappears. (See [2] for an approach to dealing with the problem addressed
in this paper along these lines.) However, it is not yet clear how to make this change and still maintain
the attractive features of knowledge-based programs that we discussed earlier.

In this paper we consider another approach to dealing with the problem, based on counterfactuals.
Our claim is that the program BT∗

S does not adequately capture our intuitions. Rather than saying
that S should stop sending if S knows that R will eventually receive the bit, we should, instead, say
that S should stop sending if it knows that even if S does not send another message R will eventually
receive the bit.

How should we capture this? Let do(i, a) be the formula that is true at a point (r,m) if process i
performs a in the next round.4 The most obvious way to capture “(even) if S does not send a message
then R will eventually receive the bit” uses standard implication, also known as material implication or
material conditional in philosophical logic: do(S, skip)⇒ recbit . This leads to a program such as BT⇒

S :

if KS(do(S, skip)⇒ 3recbit) then skip else sendbit.

Unfortunately, this program does not solve our problems. It too is not implementable by a standard
program. To see why, suppose that there is some point in the execution of this protocol where S sends
a message. At this point S knows it is sending a message, so S knows that do(S, skip) is false. Thus, S
knows that do(S, skip) ⇒ 3recbit holds. As a result, KS(do(S, skip) ⇒ 3recbit) is true, so that the test
in BT⇒

S succeeds. Thus, according to BT⇒
S , the sender S should not send a message at this point. On

the other hand, if S never sends a message according to the protocol (under any circumstance), then S
knows that it will never send a message (since, after all, S knows how the protocol works). But in this
case, S knows that the receiver will never receive the bit, so the test fails. Thus, according to BT⇒

S ,
the sender S should send the message as its first action, this time contradicting the assumption that the
message is never sent. Nothing that S can do is consistent with this program.

The problem here is the use of material implication (⇒). Our intuitions are better captured by using
counterfactual implication, which we denote by >. A statement such as φ > ψ is read “if φ then ψ”, just
like φ ⇒ ψ. However, the semantics of > is very different from that of ⇒. The idea, which goes back
to Stalnaker [16] and Lewis [9] is that a statement such as φ > ψ is true at a world w if in the worlds
“closest to” or “most like” w where φ is true, ψ is also true. This attempts to capture the intuition that
the counterfactual statement φ > ψ stands for “if φ were the case, then ψ would hold”. For example,
suppose that we have a wet match and we make a statement such as “if the match were dry then it
would light”. Using ⇒, this statement is trivially true, since the antecedent is false. However, with >,
the situation is not so obvious. We must consider the worlds most like the actual world where the match
is in fact dry and decide whether it would light in those worlds. If we think the match is defective for
some reason, then even if it were dry, it would not light.

A central issue in the application of counterfactual reasoning to a concrete problem is that we need
to specify what the “closest worlds” are. The philosophical literature does not give us any guidance
on this point. We present some general approaches for doing so, motivated by our interest in modeling

3While intuitions may, of course, vary, some evidence of the counterintuitive behavior of this program is that it was used
in a draft of [3]; it was several months before we realized its problematic nature.

4We assume that round m takes place between time m − 1 and m. Thus, the next round after (r, m) is round m + 1,
which takes takes place between (r, m) and (r, m + 1).
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counterfactual reasoning about what would happen if an agent were to deviate from the protocol it is
following. We believe that this example can inform similar applications of counterfactual reasoning in
other contexts.

There is a subtle technical point that needs to be addressed in order to use counterfactuals in
knowledge-based programs. Traditionally, we talk about a knowledge-based program TELL being im-
plemented by a protocol P . This is the case when the behavior prescribed by P is in accordance with
what TELL specifies. To determine whether P implements TELL, the knowledge tests (tests for the truth
of formulas of the form Kiφ) in TELL are evaluated with respect to the points appearing in the set of
runs of P . In this system, all the agents know that the properties of P (e.g. facts like process 1 always
sending an acknowledgment after receiving a message from process 2) hold in all runs. But this set of
runs does not account for what may happen if (counter to fact) some agents were to deviate from P . In
counterfactual reasoning, we need to evaluate formulas with respect to a larger set of runs that allows
for such deviations.

We deal with this problem by evaluating counterfactuals with respect to a system consisting of all
possible runs (not just the ones generated by P ). While working with this larger system enables us to
reason about counterfactuals, processes no longer know the properties of P in this system, since it includes
many runs not in P . In order to deal with this, we add a notion of likelihood to the system using what
are called ranking functions [15]. Runs generated by P get rank 0; all other runs get higher rank. (Lower
ranks imply greater likelihood.) Ranks let us define a standard notion of belief. Although a process does
not know that the properties of P hold, it believes that they do. Moreover, when restricted to the set of
runs of the original protocol P , this notion of belief satisfies the knowledge axiom Biφ⇒ φ, and coincides
with the notion of knowledge we had in the original system. Thus, when the original protocol is followed,
our notion of belief acts essentially like knowledge.

Using the counterfactual operator and this interpretation for belief, we get the program BT>

S :

if BS(do(S, skip) > 3recbit) then skip else sendbit.

We show that using counterfactuals in this way has the desired effect here. If message delivery is guaran-
teed, then after the message has been sent once, under what seems to be the most reasonable interpretation
of “the closest world” where the message is not sent, the sender believes that the bit will eventually be
received. In particular, in contexts where messages are delivered in five rounds, using BT>

S , the sender
will send one message.

As we said, one advantage of BT′
S over the standard program BTS is that it abstracts away the

mechanism by which S learns that the bit was received by R. We can abstract even further. The reason
that S keeps sending the bit to R is that S wants R to know the value of the bit. Thus, intuitively, S
should keep sending the bit until it knows that R knows its value. Let KR(bit) be an abbreviation for
KR(bit = 0) ∨KR(bit = 1), so KR(bit) is true precisely if R knows the value of the bit. The sender’s
behavior can be characterized by the following knowledge-based program, BTK

S :

if KSKR(bit) then skip else sendbit.

Clearly when a message stating the value of the bit reaches the receiver, KR(bit) holds. But it also holds
in other circumstances. If, for example, the KSKR(bit) holds initially, then there is no need to send
anything.

As above, it seems more efficient for the sender to stop sending when he knows that the receiver will
eventually know the value of the bit. This suggests using the following program:

if KS(do(S, skip)⇒ 3KR(bit)) then skip else sendbit.

However, the same reasoning as in the case of BT> shows that this program is not implementable. And,
again, using belief and counterfactuals, we can get a program BT3B

S that does work, and uses fewer
messages than BT>

S . In fact, the following program does the job:

if BS(do(S, skip) > 3BR(bit)) then skip else sendbit,

except that now we have to take BR(bit) to be an abbreviation for (bit = 0 ∧ BR(bit = 0) ∨ (bit =
1 ∧ BR(bit = 1)). Note that KR(bit), which was defined to be KR(bit = 0)) ∨KR(bit = 1)), is logically
equivalent to (bit = 0 ∧KR(bit = 0)) ∨ (bit = 1 ∧KR(bit = 1)), since KRφ ⇒ φ is valid for any formula
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φ. But, in general, BRφ ⇒ φ is not valid, so adding the additional conjuncts in the case of belief makes
what turns out to be quite an important difference. Intuitively, BR(bit) says that R has correct beliefs
about the value of the bit.

In the full paper (which will appear in Distributed Computing and is available at
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/halpern/papers/tark98.pdf) we provide a formal model of counterfac-
tuals, and formally analyze the programs BT>

S and BT3B
S in this model, showing that they have the

appropriate properties.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we study some intuitionistic modal logics that arise from a specific mathematical interpre-
tation of the modal operations:

2ϕ “ϕ is provable in HA”, i.e. HA ` ϕ
ϕ� ψ “for all σ ∈ Σ1: HA ` σ → ϕ implies HA ` σ → ψ”,

where HA is Heyting Arithmetic, the constructive counterpart of PA, and Σ1 is the first level of the
arithmetical hierarchy. All the logics we consider are part of the provability or preservativity logic of HA,
the set of propositional schemes that HA proves about its provability predicate 2HA or its preservativity
predicate �HA. Provability logic, in the language L2, can be considered to be part of preservativity logic,
in the language L�, as 2A can be defined as > � A. Preservativity logic was introduced by [8] as a
constructive alternative for interpretability logic. No axiomatization is known for the preservativity logic
of HA, but over the last few years at least part (all?) of the logic has been axiomatized (see [4],[5]). In
this paper we consider the following principles of the preservativity logic of HA (� and 2 bind stronger
than ∧,∨, that bind stronger than →).

IPC intuitionistic propositional logic
P1 A�B ∧B � C → A� C
P2 A�B ∧A� C → A� (B ∧ C)
Dp A�B → (A ∨ C) � (B ∨ C)
Mp A�B → (2C → A) � (2C → B)

K 2(A→ B)→ (2A→ 2B)
4p A� 2A 4 2A→ 22A
Lp (2A→ A) �A L 2(2A→ A)→ 2A

Le 2(A ∨ B)→ 2(A ∨ 2B)
Rules:
Pres A→ B / A�B Nec A / 2A
MP A (A→ B) / B

iP− denotes the logic given by IPC, the principles P1, P2, and the rules Pres and MP . iP is the
logic iP− extended by Dp and is called the basic preservativity logic (it is complete for the natural
frames, Theorem 4). By iP4 we denote the logic iP extended by the principle 4p. Similarly for the
other preservativity principles Lp,Mp,Wp. iK denotes the logic given by IPC, K, and the rules Nec
and MP . The logic iK extended by the principle 4 is denoted by iK4. Conform tradition, iKL is
denoted by iL, Similarly for Le; iLLe denotes iL extended by Le. iPX denotes an arbitrary extension of
iP . Lemma 1 below shows that all provability principles can be derived from the preservativity principles.

The non-logical axioms K, 4, L are part of the provability logic GL of PA. This in contrast to Dp and
Le, that do not belong to the preservativity logic of PA. The modal study of the principles above is
interesting for two main reasons. First, these principles express principles of HA. Therefore, knowledge
about them is likely to provide insights in HA, and might help in the search for a complete axiomatization
of the provability and preservativity logic of HA. Second, as mentioned above, some of these principles do
not belong to the logics regularly studied in intuitionistic modal logic and might therefore be a valuable
addition to the field.

In [5] modal completeness results were presented for all logics given by some or all of these principles,
except for iPL. In this paper we investigate the relation between the preservativity and provability logics
(Section 3), and present fixed point theorems for both iPL and iL (Section 4). From the latter it follows
that both the fixed point theorem and the Beth property hold for any extension of these logics in the
appropriate language, in particular for the provability and preservativity logic of HA.

1.1 2-fragments

The 2-fragment of a preservativity logic iPX in L� is defined to be

iPX2 := {A in L2 | iPX ` A}.
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Here we ask ourselves what the 2-fragment of a given preservativity logic is.
An obvious relation between 2 and � is given by the following lemma ([5]).

Lemma 1. iP− ` 2(A→ B)→ A�B and iP− ` A�B → (2A→ 2B).

The guiding idea behind the description of the 2-fragments is the translation ◦ on formulas that induc-
tively replaces all occurrences of A � B by 2A → 2B. All preservativity principles except Dp,Mp are
derivable in iL under this translation ([5],[4]). It turns out that there are rules that cover the effect of
Dp and Mp on the 2-fragment of the preservativity logics that contain them:

DR 2A→ 2B / 2(A ∨ C)→ 2(B ∨ C)
MoR 2A→ 2B / 2(2C → A)→ 2(2C → B).

We show that for all preservativity logics considered in this paper, these rules determine the 2-fragment
of a preservativity logic in the following way.

Theorem 2. (Numbers indicate the sections where the equality is proved.)

iP2

3.3
= iK

3.3
= iK +DR

iP42

3.1
= iLe

3.1.1
= iK4 +DR

iPL2

3.2
= iLLe

3.2
= iL+DR

iPM2

3.3
= iK

3.3
= iK +DR+MoR

In particular, if X is one of 4p, Lp or empty, then iPX2 = iKX◦ + DR. For X = Mp, iPX2 =
iK +DR+MoR = iK.

2 Semantics for Preservativity and Modal Logic

Definition 3. A frame F is a triple 〈W,R,≤〉, where W is a nonempty set of possible worlds, points or
nodes, ≤ is a partial order and R is a binary relation satisfying (≤ ◦R) ⊆ R.
A model M is a quadruple 〈W,R,≤,〉 where 〈W,R,≤〉 is a frame and  is a forcing relation between
points in W and propositional letters which satisfies the following condition, if x  p and x ≤ y, then
y  p. (persistence)

The forcing relation extends to the connectives in IPC in the usual manner:
M,w  A ∧B ≡def M,w  A and M,w  B;
M,w  A ∨B ≡def M,w  A or M,w  B;
M,w  A→ B ≡def ∀v ≥ w(M, v  A implies M, v  B);
M,w  > for any w; M,w 6 ⊥ for any w.
and to �-formulas as follows:
M,w  A�B ≡def for any v such that wRv, if M, v  A, then M, v  B.
Then M,w  2A iff for any v such that wRv, M, v  A.

Also one has persistence for all formulas.
As a matter of fact, given the persistence for propositional letters, the condition that (≤ ◦ R) ⊆ R is a
necessary and sufficient condition to guarantee persistence for all formulas ([9]), which is different from
the condition (≤ ◦ R) ⊆ (R ◦ ≤) for intuitionistic modal logic (sometimes we write R ◦ ≤ as R̄).

Theorem 4. ([4]) iP ` A iff A is valid on all (finite) frames.

It turns out that all intuitionistic modal logics iT that we will consider below are complete with respect
to some class of frames satisfying additionally:

• (brilliancy) (R ◦ ≤) ⊆ R.

In particular, iK is complete w.r.t the class of finite brilliant frames.
Next we give some basic propositions in preservativity logics. First the connection between the

preservation rule and the more-often-used rule: necessitation.

Theorem 5. In any preservativity logic iT containing all theorems in iP−, the preservation rule and
the necessitation rule are equivalent.
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The following substitution lemmas are used in our section on fixed points.

Lemma 6. (a) T ` �(A↔ B)→ (F [A/p]↔ F [B/p]), for T = iP4 or T = iK4,
(b) If p occurs only modalized in F , i.e. only under 2 or �, then
T ` 2(A↔ B)→ (F [A/p]↔ F [B/p]), for T = iP4 or T = iK4.

Proof: We can prove (a) directly by induction on the complexity of F , and (b) by induction from (a). /

As in classical provability logic 4 is derivable from L (and here also from Le).

Lemma 7. For T = iL or T = iLe, T ` 2A→ 22A.

3 Conservation Results

The rule BP (BoxPres): 2A → 2B/A � B plays a dominant role in the following considerations. The
rule is discussed in Section 5.2 of [4] where a short proof sketch is given for the admissibility of the rule
for iPH . The admissibility of this rule is not automatically preserved for sublogics or superlogics. Each
logic needs its own proof, but we will just give the basic one for iP4.

3.1 Conservation of iP4 over iLe

In the part of this subsection before subsubsection 3.1 we will repeat the argument of [4] because it
is very characteristioc. A notational convention: Given a frame M , [z) := {w| there is a sequence of
w0S0w1 · · ·wn = w for some worlds w0, w1, · · · , wn in M where Si ∈ {R,≤}}. Thus [z) stands for the
subframe generated by z. The same notation applies to models.

Theorem 8. 1. In L2, 4 corresponds to semi-transitivity: (R ◦R) ⊆ (R ◦ ≤).
2. In L2, `iK4 A iff A is valid on all finite transitive frames.
3. The principle 4p corresponds to gatheringness: if wRvRu, then v ≤ u.
4. `iP4 A iff A is valid on all finite gathering frames.
5. On finite frames Le corresponds to the Le-property:
∀wv(wRv → ∃x(wRx ≤ v ∧ ∀u(vRu→ x ≤ u))).
6. `iLe A iff A is valid on all finite brilliant Le-frames.
7. In L2, `iLLe A iff A is valid on all finite
transitive conversely well-founded brilliant Le-frames.

Lemma 9. Let M := 〈W,R,≤,〉 and N := 〈W,R′,≤,〉 be two finite models. If R′ ⊆ R ⊆ (R′ ◦ ≤),
then M,w  B iff N,w  B for any formula B in L2 and any world w ∈ W .

Lemma 10. Let M := 〈W,R,≤,〉 be a finite Le brilliant model. Then there is a finite gathering model
N = 〈W,R′,≤,〉 such that R′ ⊆ R ⊆ (R′◦ ≤).

Proof: Assume that M := 〈W,R,≤,〉 is a finite Le brilliant model. Define:

wR′v ≡def wRv and ∀u(vRu→ v ≤ u) and N := 〈W,R′,≤,〉.

This model can be shown to have the right properties. /

Theorem 11. `iLe A iff A is valid on all finite gathering frames.

Proof: The right-to-left direction follows from the fact that Le is derivable in iP4 (observe that, by 4p
and Dp, `iP4 (A ∨ B) � (A ∨ 2B), and apply Lemma 1). We just need to show the other direction.
Suppose that 6`iLe A. Then by the completeness of iLe, we know that there is a world b in some finite
brilliant Le model M = 〈W,R,≤,〉 such that M, b 6 A. According to Lemma 10, there is another new
finite gathering model N = 〈W,R′,≤,〉 such that R′ ⊆ R ⊆ (R′◦ ≤). From Lemma 9, it follows that
N, b 6 A. /

Corollary 12 (Conservation). `iP4 A iff `iLe A, for all A in L2.
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iLe is equivalent to the logic iK4 with DR

Lemma 13. Let M be a model on a gathering frame and x, y be two worlds in this model such that
xRy. If y  A, then, for any z ∈ [y), y ≤ z and z  �A.

Lemma 14. iP4 satisfies BP : `iP4 A�B iff `iP4 (2A→ 2B).

Proof: The direction from left to right follows from Lemma 1. We prove the other direction by contra-
position. Suppose that iP4 6` A�B. It follows that A�B is false at a point w of some finite gathering
model M . Then there is a point v such that wRv, v  A and v 6 B. Take W ′ := {w} ∪ [v), R′ = R �W ′ ,
≤′=≤�W ′ , and x  p iff x ′ p for any propositional variable p, for all x ∈ W ′. Observe that M ′ has a
gathering frame. Note that, for any x ∈ [v) and for any formula B in L�, M ′, x  B iff M,x  B.

It is clear that M ′, w 6 2B because wR′v and M ′, v 6 B. By the above lemma, we get that
M ′, w  2A because R′[w] ⊆ [v) and for any x ∈ [v), x  A. So M ′, w  2A but M ′, w 6 2B, which
implies that M ′, w 6 2A→ 2B. Therefore 6`iP4 2A→ 2B. /

Lemma 15. If the rule BP is admissible for iPX , then DR is admissible for iPX , and whence for iPX2.
If in addition iPX `Mp, then both DR and MoR are admissible for iPX , and whence for iPX2.

Theorem 16. iLe is equivalent to the logic iK4 with the extra rule DR. Whence iP42 = iLe =
iK4 +DR.

Proof: First show that iLe is contained in iK4 +DR. We only need to show that Le is derivable in the
latter logic. Since iK4 + DR ` 2A → 22A, we can get Le immediately by just applying DR. For the
other direction, recall Lemma 7 that the principle 4 is derivable in iLe. Whence it remains to show that
DR is admissible for iLe, which is the same as showing that it is admissible for iP42, by Corollary 12.
That DR is admissible for iP42 follows from the previous lemma, by applying Lemma 15. /

3.2 Conservation of iPL

Lemma 17. The principle Lp corresponds to gatheringness plus converse well-foundedness of the modal
relation. Similarly, L corresponds to semi-transitivity plus well-foundedness ([4]).

Extending the argument of lemma 10 we obtain:

Lemma 18. iLLe ` A iff A is valid on all finite gathering conversely well-founded frames.

Theorem 19 (Conservation). iLLe is the L2-fragment of iPL.

By a syntactic argument one gets

Lemma 20. 1. iP4 ` 2((2C → C) � C)→ (2C → C) � C.

2. iP4 ` 2 � L↔ �L↔ 2L where L is (2C → C) � C.

The following lemma is then just a matter of careful checking.

Lemma 21 (Detour Lemma). iPL ` A iff there exist C1, C2, · · · , Cn such that iP4 ` 2((2C1 →
C1) � C1) ∧ · · · ∧ 2((2Cn → Cn) � Cn)→ A.

Lemma 14 extends to

Lemma 22. If iP4 ` 2C → (2A→ 2B), then iP4 ` 2C → (A�B), for all formulas C.

Theorem 23. iPL satisfies BP : iPL ` 2A→ 2B iff iPL ` A�B

Corollary 24. iLLe is equivalent to the logic iL with the extra rule DR.

Whence iPL2 = iLLe = iL+DR.
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3.3 Conservation of iPM over iK

There is an interesting but complicated model-theoretic proof that iK is the L2-fragment of iPM (The-
orem 27), again via showing the admissibility of BP . Here we skip this and just give a direct syntactic
proof.
We give a proof of iK + DR + MoR = iPM2 that uses the following translation on formulas which is
related to the translation ◦ given in the introduction.

Definition 25. The translation * from formulas in L� to those in L2 is inductively defined as follows:

• For p, > and ⊥, p∗ = p, >∗ = > and ⊥∗ = ⊥.

• For ◦ ∈ {∨,∧,→}, (A ◦B)∗ = A∗ ◦B∗.

• (¬A)∗ = ¬A∗

• (A�B)∗ = 2(A∗ → B∗).

Lemma 26. If iK ` X∗, then iPX2 = iK, where X is in L�.

Proof: Clearly, iK ⊆ iPX2. Thus it remains to show that iPX2 ⊆ iK. Assume that iPX2 ` A. Of
course we can consider A as a formula in L� according to the fact that 2A ≡ (>�A) in iP . It suffices
to show that

if iPX ` A, then iK ` A∗ (∗)

because, for any formula B in L2, B∗ = B.
Since iPX ` A, there is a finite sequence s1s2 · · · sn(= A) of formulas in L� in which, for any si(1 ≤ i ≤
n),

1. either si is in the forms of P1, P2, Dp or X ,

2. or there are some A1, A2, sj ∈ L2 (j < i) such that si = A1 �A2 and sj = A1 → A2 ,

3. or there are some sj , sk(j, k < i) such that sk = sj → si.

The sequence s∗1s
∗
2 · · · s

∗
n(= A∗) of formulas in L2 is a proof of A∗ in iK. We treat the first case and

leave the others to the reader. If si is an instance of P1, P2, Dp or X , then it is easy to see that s∗i is a
theorem of iK for the first three, and it follows by assumption for X . /

Theorem 27. iPM2 = iK = iK +DR+MoR.

Theorem 28. iP2 = iK.

4 Fixed Points and Beth Definability

In this section we will give the fixed point theorems for iL and iPL and point out connections with
Beth’s Definability Theorem. Let us remind the reader that fixed point theorems are of the form: for
each formula A(p) in which p occurs only modalized, there exists a unique B not containing p such that
B and A(B) are provably equivalent. The proof of the existence of fixed points in iL is an adaptation of
the well-known proof of that property for GL; the proof of the existence of fixed points in iPL derives
from the one for IL, the basic interpretability logic ([2]). The connections with Beth’s theorem extend
the work of [1] on interpretability logic (see also [3], Ch. 5).

A notational convention: AB is the result of substitution of B for p in the formula Ap.

Theorem 29 (Uniqueness Theorem). Suppose that p occurs modalized in A, then `L (�(p ↔
Ap) ∧�(q ↔ Aq))→ (p↔ q) where L ∈ {iL, iPL}.
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The proof of the uniquenss theorem in e.g. [7] is intuitionistically acceptable. Proofs of the existence of
fixed points for a system usually consist of proving the existence of fixed points for the basic formulas and
proving an inductive step. For the inductive step for iPL, we may borrow the following (reformulated)
Theorem 2.4 of [2], since its proof did not use classical logic. This means that for iL and iPL we can
confine ourselves to proving the basic cases.

Theorem 30. Let U be any extension of iL or iPL satisfying:

FIX: Every formula Ap of the form 2Bp or Bp� Cp has a fixed point.

and the substitution lemmas (Lemma 6). Then, for every formula Ap with p modalized, there is a formula
J such that p does not occur in J and `U J ↔ AJ .

4.1 Fixed Point Theorems for iL and iPL

Lemma 31. iL ` 2A> ↔ 2A2A> for all formulas A.

Now an application of Theorem 30 suffices.

Theorem 32. If in C the propositional letter p occurs exclusively under 2, then there is a formula D
not containing p such that iL ` D ↔ CD.

The following theorem is proved similarly to the one for interpretability logic in [2]. To put it more
precisely, the fixed point for the formula A(p) � B(p) in iPL is a mirror image of that for the formula
A(p) �i B(p) in IL. This is not surprising since classically A(p) �B(p) is equivalent to ¬B(p) �i ¬A(p)
in IL.

Theorem 33 (Fixed Point Theorem for A(p) � B(p)). ` A2B> � B> ↔ A(A2B> � B>) �

B(A2B>�B>).

Since we have now proved FIX of Theorem 30 we can conclude

Theorem 34 (Fixed Point Theorem). For every formula Ap with p modalized, there is formula J
such that p does not occur in J and `iPL J ↔ AJ .

In iPW, we have a simpler form of fixed point for Ap�Bp.

Theorem 35. In iPW , the fixed point of Ap�Bp is A>�B>.

4.2 Beth Definability and Fixed Points

For a large class of intuitionistic modal logics the Beth property (Definition 36) and the fixed point
property (Definition 37) are equivalent. This theorem and its proof is an adaptation of the corresponding
theorems and proofs of [1] concerning interpretability logic. An essential difference lies in a change in
Maximova’s trick ([6]) needed for intuitionistic logic to obtain the Beth property from the existence of
fixed points.

Definition 36 (Beth Definability Property). A logic L has the Beth Property iff for all formulas
A(p̄, r) the following holds:

• If `L �A(p̄, r) ∧ �A(p̄, r′) → (r ↔ r′), then there exists a formula C(p̄) such that `L �A(p̄, r) →
(C(p̄)↔ r).

Definition 37 (Fixed Point Property). A logic L has the fixed point property iff, for any formula
A(p̄, r) which is modalized in r, there exists a formula F (p̄) such that

• (existence) `L F (p̄)↔ A(p̄, F (p̄))

• (uniqueness) `L �(r ↔ A(p̄, r)) ∧�(r′ ↔ A(p̄, r′))→ (r ↔ r′).

Theorem 38 (Equivalence of Beth Definability and Fixed Points). Let L be an intuitionistic
logic with modal operators that extends iL and obeys the substition lemmas. Then L satisfies the Beth
theorem iff L has the fixed point property.

Since iL and iPL have fixed points, so do their extensions. Hence

Corollary 39. Let T be an extension of iL or iPL satisfying the conditions of the above theorem. Then
T has the Beth property.
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Combining Interpreted Languages

in Abstract Algebraic Logic1

Don Pigozzi
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Abstract

Algebraic logic can be viewed the part of logic that focuses on the logical equivalence
of sentences rather than their validity. This is especially true of abstract algebraic
logic where the way in which equivalence and validity interconnect is the central
object of study. Algebraic methods have proved useful in several areas of logic when
an abstract semantical approach is called for.
Abstract algebraic logic has developed along two distinct lines. In the Boolean or
semantic-based approach, logical equivalence is taken to be a primitive notion, while
in the logistic or rule-based approach it is obtained from a formal system of deduction
by abstracting the classical Lindenbaum-Tarski process. This is a preliminary report
on an ongoing project aimed at developing a general framework that combines these
two approaches. Hopefully this will lead to a suitable domain for defining and inves-
tigating, in an algebraic context, fibring [15] and other forms of combining logics.a

We trace our understanding of the relation between equivalence and validity back to
Frege’s seminal insight, as interpreted by Church [6], that a (declarative) sentence
is to be viewed as a proper name. In particular it denotes or names something
(Church’s rendering of the Frege’s bedeuten). The thing it denotes, i.e., its denotation
(Bedeutung), Church calls its truth-value. According to Frege a sentence also has a
sense (Sinn). Carnap [5] makes a similar distinction between the extension and the
intension of a sentence. However, while Carnap’s notion of extension conforms closely
to that of truth-value, for intension he clearly has in mind something different from
Frege’s sense. He uses it to abstract the property common to all sentences that are
logically equivalent. We will use extension, truth-value, and denotation synonymously.
We reserve the term intension, as does Carnap, for the property that abstracts the
relation of logical equivalence.

aA similar, category-theoretic framework for abstract logic can be found in the theory of institu-

tions [7, 10]. For a categorical approach to fibring see [13].

Prooceedings of CombLog’04
Workshop on Combination of Logics:

Theory and Applications

1Preliminary report on an ongoing project of H. Andréka, I. Németi, and I. Sain, and the author.
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1 Languages

The algebraization of a propositional logic is essentially a one-step process, but the algebraization of
a quantifier logic requires two steps, the first being a transformation into a propositional language.
When starting with a quantifier logic, we assume that the transformation has already been done, so our
development begins with a propositional logic and hence a propositional language. A language type is a
pair 〈C, P 〉; members of C are called logical connectives, and members of P atomic sentences. The finite
rank, or arity, of each ω ∈ C is denoted by ρω. The set P of atomic sentences is called the signature of
the language type. We assume C ∩ P = ∅.

Let 〈C, P 〉 be a language. The (C, P )-sentences, P -sentences or simply sentences for short, are defined
recursively in the usual way. The set of (C, P )-sentences is denoted by SeC(P ) or Se(P ). In many contexts
the set C of logical connectives is fixed while the set of atomic sentences varies. For example, in first-
order logic the Boolean connectives, quantifiers, and equality are fixed, but the set of extralogical relation
symbols often varies. By a family of language types we mean a possibly proper class

〈
〈C, P 〉 : P ⊆ P

〉

languages of different signatures but with the same set C of logical connectives.
The C-sentential forms are defined like sentences except that sentential variables, variables for short,

take the place of atomic sentences. Finally, for each P ⊆ P the (C, P )-formulas, or simply P–formulas,
are defined like the sentential forms except that both sentential variables and atomic sentences of P are
taken to be formulas. The class of sentential forms is denoted by SfC or Sf and the class of formulas by
FmC(P ) or Fm(P ).

If ϕ is a sentential form, or more generally a P -formula, we write ϕ in the form ϕ(v0, . . . , vn−1)
to indicate that the variables that occur in ϕ must appear in the list v0, . . . , vn−1. Then for any
ψ0, . . . , ψn−1 ∈ Se(P ), we denote by ϕ(ψ0, . . . , ψn−1) the P -sentence (more precisely the (C, P )-sentence)
that results from ϕ by simultaneously substituting ψk for each occurrence of vk.

For convenience, in the sequel we will also use formula as a generic term referring to sentences,
formulas, or sentential forms. Technically, the class of formulas includes both sentences and sentential
forms (FmC(P ) ⊇ SfC ∪ SeC(P )), so no confusion is likely.

2 Languages as algebras

Let 〈C, P 〉 be an arbitrary language type. By an algebra of language type 〈C, P 〉, we mean a system
A = 〈A,ωA,pA〉ω∈C,p∈P , where A is a nonempty set (called the universe or carrier of A), ωA is a
ρω-ary operation on A (i.e., ωA:Aρω → A) for each ω ∈ C, and, for each p ∈ P , pA is a 0-ary operation
of A, called a distinguished element of A. C is called the logical language type of A and P is its signature.
Note that the language type of A is a pair whose components are the logical language type and the
signature of A.

The algebra of sentences of signature P is 〈Se(P ), ωSe(P ),p〉ω∈C, p∈S . It is denoted by Se(P ). Cor-
responding to the family of languages

〈
〈C, P 〉 : P ⊆ P

〉
we have a family of sentence algebras 〈Se(P ) :

P ⊆ P 〉. The algebra of sentential forms Sf = 〈Sf , ωSf 〉ω∈C and the algebra of P -formulas

Fm(P ) = 〈Fm(P ), ωFm(P ),p〉ω∈C, p∈S

are defined similarly. The signature of the first is empty and the signature of the second is P . We also
have a family of formula algebras 〈Fm(P ) : P ⊆ P 〉.

3 Interpreted languages and the Leibniz relation

The language has been formalized; the next step is to formalize the notion of an interpretation and with
it the notions of meaning, intension, and extension. A (C, P )-matrix is a pair A = 〈A, FA〉 where A is a
(C, P )-algebra and FA a subset of the universe A of A called the designated filter of A. The sentences
of a (loosely) interpreted language will take their meanings in the universe A of some (C, P )-matrix A.
FA is the set of meanings of true sentences (under the given interpretation), and its complement A \ FA

the set of meanings of the false sentences. The set of meanings inherits its algebraic structure from the
sentence algebra via the compositionality of the meaning function. Thus attached to each (C, P )-matrix
A = 〈A, FA〉 is a canonical homomorphism from Se(P ) to A that will carry the meanings of the sentences
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in the interpretation. The nominal elements of A are those that are actually the meaning (under a given
interpretation) of some sentence. A is nominal if each element if nominal.

Definition 1. Let 〈C, P 〉 be an arbitrary language type. By an (algebraic) interpretation of 〈C, P 〉 we
will mean any nominal (C, P )-matrix A = 〈A, FA〉. The canonical surjective homomorphism from Se(P )
onto A is called the meaning function or meaning homomorphism of A and is denoted by mngA. A is
called the underlying meaning algebra and FA the truth set of A.

In a context in which C is fixed we often refer to a (C, P )-interpretation as a P -interpretation.

Definition 2.

(i) By an (algebraically)interpreted language we mean a language type 〈C, P 〉 together with an single
interpretation of 〈C, P 〉.

(ii) A loosely (algebraically)interpreted language is a language type together with a class of interpreta-
tions, called admissible.

(iii) A loosely (algebraically)interpreted language family is a language type family
〈
〈C, P 〉 : P ⊆ P〉

together with a class of admissible interpretations for each 〈C, P 〉, P ⊆ P .

The consequence relation naturally associated with any loosely interpreted language has all the prop-
erties normally associated with such relations.

Definition 3. A sentence ϕ is said to be a consequence of a set of sentences Γ in a loosely inter-
preted language, in symbols Γ � ϕ, if, for every admissible interpretation A, mngA(ϕ) ∈ FA whenever
mngA(Γ) ⊆ FA.

With both the meaning and truth-value (extension) of a sentence clear in an interpreted language, we
can define its intension in terms of the notion of indiscernibility of meanings in the interpretation.

Definition 4. Let A = 〈A, FA〉 be a nominal (C, P )-matrix.

(i) Two elements a, b ∈ A are said to be A-indiscernible if, for every ϑ(v) ∈ Fm(P ) with a single
sentential variable v, we have ϑA(a) ∈ FA iff ϑ(b) ∈ FA.

(ii) Let ωA = { 〈a, b〉 ∈ A2 : a and b are indiscernible in A }. ωA is called the Leibniz relation on A.

Theorem 5. Let A be a nominal (C, P )-matrix. Then the Leibniz relation is a congruence relation on
A that is compatible with FA in the sense that, if a ≡ b (mod ωA) and a ∈ FA, then b ∈ FA. Moreover,
ωA is the largest congruence on A with this property.

The P -sentences ϕ and ψ have the same intension in a P -interpretation A if their meanings are
A-indiscernible, i.e., if mngA(ϕ) ≡ mngA(ψ) (mod ωA). They have the same extension if they have the
same truth-value, i.e., either mngA(ϕ) and mngA(ψ) are both in FA or are both in F̄A, where F̄A = A\FA.
Abstracting, the intension of a sentence ϕ is taken to be the equivalence class of its meaning under the
Leibniz congruence, i.e., mngA(ϕ)/ωA. Its extension is its truth-value, and is true or false depending on
whether of not mngA(ϕ) ∈ FA.

An interpreted language is said to be Fregean if the extensionality relation is a congruence. In this
case the intensionality and extensionality relations coincide. A loosely interpreted language is Fregean if
each of its interpretations is Fregean.

An interpretation A is intensional if the meaning of every sentence is uniquely determined by its
intension, i.e., if ωA is the identity relation. In an intensional interpretation the meaning of any sentence
can be identified with its intension. Extending this terminology we say that a (loosely) interpreted
language is intensional if its unique interpretation is intensional (all its interpretations are intensional).
By the intensional reduction of an interpretation A we mean the quotient matrix A∗ = 〈A/ωA, FA/ωA〉.

Theorem 6. An intentional interpreted language is Fregean iff its unique interpretation is a two-element
matrix.

Definition 7. Two sentences ϕ and ψ in a loosely interpreted language are said to be logically equivalent
if ϕ and ψ have the same intension, i.e., mngA(ϕ) ≡ mngA(ψ) (mod ωA), in every interpretation A.
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Since the intensionality and extensionality relations coincide for Fregean interpreted languages, we
have that in a Fregean loosely interpreted langauge, two sentences are logically equivalent iff they have
the same truth-value in every interpretation. So as one would expect, our notion of logical equivalence
coincides with Carnap’s for Fregean loosely interpreted languages.

Two sentences are logically equivalent in a loosely interpreted language iff they are logically equivalent
in its intensional reduction. This follows easily from the fact that the Leibniz congruence is compatible
with the truth set.

4 Rule-based interpreted languages

Rule-based interpretations are derived directly from the deductive mechanism of the logic. Let C be a
set of logical connectives. A rule over C is an ordered pair of the form 〈Γ, ϕ〉 where Γ ⊆ SfC and ϕ ∈ SfC .
Its cardinality is the cardinality of its set of premisses, i.e., |Γ|. A rule of cardinality 0 is called an axiom
and identified with its conclusion ϕ.

Definition 8. A rule-based logic over a logical language type C is a triple D = 〈C,AxD,RuD〉, where
AxD is a set of axioms and RuD a set of rules over C. The cardinality of D is the smallest cardinal greater
than the cardinality of each rule in RuD.

An interpretation of a rule-based logic is obtained by adjoining extra-logical axioms to the logical
axioms and rules. Let D = 〈C,AxD,RuD〉 be a rule-based logic and P a signature. A set T of P -
sentences (more precisely (C, P )-sentences) is called a D-theory over P if it contains all substitution
instances of the axioms and is closed under the inference rules of D. T is axiomatized by a set Γ of
sentences if it is the smallest theory including Γ.

Definition 9. Let D be a rule-based logic over C. An interpretation of a language type 〈C, P 〉 is D-based
if it is the intensional reduction of a matrix of the form 〈Se(P ), T 〉 for some theory D-theory T over P .
It is said to be axiomatized by a set of sentences if T axiomatized by Γ.

An interpretation is rule-based if it is D-based for some rule-based logic D over C.

Every rule-based logic D over a logical language type C defines an intensional loosely interpreted
family of languages whose admissible interpretations are the D-based interpretations of 〈C, P 〉 for every
signature P . A sentence ϕ is said to be a D-consequence of a set of sentences Γ, in symbols Γ �D ϕ, if
mngA(ϕ) ∈ FA where A is the D-based interpretation axiomatized by Γ.

Theorem 10. Let D be rule-based logic over C. The following are equivalent for all Γ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ Se(P ).

(i) Γ �D ϕ.

(ii) ϕ is a consequence of Γ in the loosely interpreted language defined by D.

(iii) ϕ derivable from Γ by the logical axioms and rules of D.

First-order predicate logic gives rise to a rule-based loosely interpreted language by eliminating individ-
ual variables and formalizing substitution for individual variables in the object language. The transformed
language will have as its logical language type C = {→,∨,∧,¬,>,⊥} ∪ {♦i : i < ω } ∪ { dij : i, j < ω },
where the ♦i are modal connectives and the dij are constants representing respectively the (transforms
of the) quantifiers ∃xi and the atomic equality formulas xi = xj . The signature P contains an atomic
formula r for each predicate symbol R.2

5 Semantic-based interpreted languages

semantic-based interpretations are derived from the primitive notion of class of models—an arbitrary
class—together with the primitive notion of meaning, a function that assigns to each element of the class
and each sentence a “meaning”. The other primitive notion involved in defining interpretations is the

2For details of the formalization of predicate logic as a rule-based interpreted language see [4, 11]. For a formulation
of predicate logic where substitution is simulated in the object language see [12]. For a discussion of quantifiers as modal
operators see [3, 14].
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validity relation. This specifies which sentences are “true” in each model. The fundamental condition
that connects meaning and validity is the following: if a sentence is true in a given model, then so is any
sentence with the same meaning.

Definition 11. Let 〈C, P 〉 be a language type. Let S =
〈
〈C, P 〉,ModS ,mngS ,�S

〉
be an ordered four-

tuple where

(i) ModS is a class, called the class of models of S,

(ii) mngS is a function with domain ModS × Se(P ), called the meaning function of S, and

(iii) �S is a subclass of ModS × Se(P ), called the validity relation of S.

We write M �S ϕ in place of 〈M, ϕ〉 ∈ �S and mngM

S (ϕ) in place of mngS(M, ϕ).
S is called a pre-semantical system if the conceptuality condition holds, i.e.,

(iv) M �S ϕ and mngM

S (ϕ) = mngM

S (ψ) implies M �S ψ, for all M ∈ ModS and ϕ, ψ ∈ Se(P ).

S is called a semantical system if in addition the meaning function satisfies the compositionality condition
for meanings, i.e.,

(v) For all M ∈ ModS , ω ∈ C, and ϕ0, . . . , ϕρω−1, ψ0, . . . , ψρω−1 ∈ Se(P ), if mngM

S (ϕi) = mngM

S (ψi)
for all i < ρω, then mngM

S (ωϕ0 · · ·ϕρω−1) = mngM

S (ωψ0 · · ·ψρω−1).

The validity relation �S defines a Galois connection between models and sentences in the usual way.
For each set Γ of sentences define

Mo Γ = {M ∈ Mod : for every ϕ ∈ Γ, M �S ϕ },

and for each class K of models define

Th K = {ϕ ∈ Se(P ) : for every M ∈ K, M �S ϕ }.

Mo Γ is called the class of models of Γ and Th K the theory of K. A sentence ϕ is said to be an S-
consequence of Γ, in symbols Γ �S ϕ, if ϕ ∈ Th Mo Γ.

Let S be a semantical system, and let M be a model of S. We denote the range of the function mngM

for any M by Me M, called the meaning set of M. The structure of M is embodied in its meaning set.
The compositionality condition guarantees that Me M can be given the structure of a (unique) algebra.

Definition 12. Let S be a semantical system over the language type 〈C, P 〉, and let M ∈ ModS . By the
meaning algebra of M we mean the algebra of type 〈C, P 〉

MeM = 〈Me M, ωMeM,pMeM〉ω∈C, p∈P ,

where ωMeM
(
mngM(ϕ0), . . . ,mngM(ϕρω−1)

)
= mngM(ωϕ0 · · ·ϕρω−1) for each ω ∈ C, all ϕ0, . . . , ϕρω−1

∈ Se(P ), and pMeM = mngM(p) for each p ∈ P .

The meaning homomorphism mngM : Se(P ) � MeM is unique since Se(P ) is a minimal algebra. It
is also surjective. Hence MeM is also minimal.

In addition to the structure of the meaning algebra, the semantical system also specifices the sentences
“true” in M by means of the validity relation. Recall that theory of M is defined to be the set Th M =
{ϕ ∈ Se(P ) : M � ϕ }. Abstracting from first-order predicate logic we get the following definition of
S-elementary equivalence.

Definition 13. Let S be a pre-semantical system over the language 〈C, P 〉. Let M and N be models
of S. M and N are S-elementarily equivalent, in symbols M ≡S N, if they have the same theory, i.e.,
Th M = Th N.

The truth filter of M, in symbols FM, is the set of meanings of sentences in the theory of M, i.e.,
FM = (mngM)(Th M) ⊆ Me M. We combine these two data to obtain the meaning matrix of M:
ME M = 〈MeM, FM〉.

Every semantical system S defines a generally loosely interpreted language whose admissible inter-
pretations are the meaning matrices of S.
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Theorem 14. Let S be a semantical system over the language type 〈C, P 〉. For all Γ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ Se(P ),
Γ �S ϕ iff ϕ is a consequence of Γ in the loosely interpreted language defined by S.

The admissible interpretations associated with a semantical system are not in general intensional, in
contrast to the case for rule-based logics. Important information can be lost in passing from a meaning
matrix to its intensional reduction.3

Two meaning matrices ME M and ME N are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism h: MeM ∼= MeN

of the underlying algebras that preserves truth filters in the sense that h(FM) = FN. The meaning matrix
captures essentially all the abstract structure of M inherent in the semantical system in the sense that, if
the meaning matrices of two models M and N of S are isomorphic, then M and N must be S-elementarily
equivalent. To see this we simply observe that, if h is a isomorphism between the meaning matrices
ME M and ME N, then for every ϕ ∈ Se(P ), ϕ ∈ Th M iff mngM(ϕ) ∈ FM iff h

(
mngM(ϕ)

)
∈ FN iff

mngN(ϕ) ∈ FN (by the initiality of Se(P )) iff ϕ ∈ Th N. The converse does not hold in general. For
this purpose a further abstraction is required, namely passage to the intensional reduction. The following
algebraic characterization of S-elementary equivalence is one of the main results of the elementary theory
of abstract algebraic logic.

Theorem 15. Let S be a semantical system over the language type 〈C, P 〉. Then two models M and N

of S are S-elementarily equivalent iff their reduced meaning matrices are isomorphic, i.e., there exists a
(unique) isomorphism h: Me∗ M ∼= Me∗ N of the reduced meaning algebras such that h?F ∗

M
= F ∗

N
.

Classical propositional logic, first-order predicate logic, and modal logic are just some of the logical
system that can be formalized in a natural way as both rule-based and semantic-based interpreted lan-
guages. The modal logic is an example of a special class of semantic-based interpreted languages that
arises as a abstraction of Kripke’s ”possible world” semantics.
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1 Extensive games

It is customary to present games in classical game theory in extensive form. This is done by first fixing
a set of actions A which represents the set of possible choices of the players in the game and then define
an extensive game GA of perfect information is a tuple

GA = (N,H,Z, (Ii)i∈N , P, (ui)i∈N )

such that
(i) N is the set of players of the game;
(ii) H is a set of sequences of actions from A, which are called histories, or plays of the game. We

require that:
(a) If h ∈ H, then any initial segment of h is in H too;
(b) There is a history h0, the root of the game, which is an initial segment of every h ∈ H ;
(iii) Z is the set of maximal histories of the game;
(iv) Each Ii is the information set of player i, which in the case of games of perfect information is a

singleton.
(v) P : H \Z → N is the player function which assigns to every non-terminal history the player whose

turn is to move;
(vi) each ui is the payoff function for player i ∈ N , that is, a function which specifies for each maximal

history in Z what is the payoff for player i.
From the class of extensive games of perfect information, we single out a particular subclass, which

is the class of zero-sum (win-loss) games. These are games played by two players, that is, ∃ and ∀ and
are defined in the standard way.

For any nonterminal history h ∈ H we let A(h) be the set of actions available to a player at the history
h, i.e. A(h) = {x ∈ A : h a x ∈ H}, and P−1({i}) be the set of histories of H where it is player i’s turn
to move, as specified by the function P . A strategy for a player i is usually defined as any function

fi : P−1({i})→ A

such that fi(h) ∈ A(h). In other words, a strategy for a player in the game yields exactly one choice for
any position where the player has to move.

An old result due to Zermelo is that every finite (i.e. game in which all the histories have finite length)
extensive zero-sum game is determined: either ∃ or ∀ has a winning strategy in the game.

2 Strategies as plans of action

It is natural to introduce a more operative notion of strategy as a plan of action: only the histories
reached in the game using the strategy matter; other counterfactual situations are ignored. We disregard
the information sets of the players for the present case.

Fix a game GA = ({∃, ∀}, H, Z, (Ii)i∈{∃,∀}, P, (ui)i∈{∃,∀}). A plan of action for a player in the game is
a set of histories which contains the initial history, is closed with respect to the moves of the opponent,
and yields, for every position reached by using the strategy, at least one possibility to continue the game.

More precisely, a plan of action for ∃ in the game GA is a set S∃ ⊆ H which satisfies the following
conditions:

(a) h0 ∈ S∃.
For every nonterminal history h:
(b) If h ∈ S∃, and P (h) = ∀, then h a x ∈ S∃ for every x ∈ A(h).
(c) If h ∈ S∃, and P (h) = ∃, then h a x ∈ S∃ for at least one x ∈ A(h).
(d) The plan of action S∃ is a winning one, if in addition, for every maximal h ∈ S∃ ∩ Z : u∃(h) = 1.
A plan of action for ∀ is defined in the same way, excep that ’∃’ is replaced by ’∀’ and in clause (d)

we have: u∀(h) = −1.
A plan of action as defined above is in the general case non-deterministic in that it need not func-

tionally pick up the choice to be made by the player in question. If we want it to be a function, then
we need the following qualification. A set S∃ ⊆ H is a deterministic plan of action for ∃ if there is a
function
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f∃ : P−1({∃}) ∩ S∃ → A

such that S∃ satisfies conditions (a)-(b) above and in addition condition (c) is replaced by (c’) If h
∈ S∃, and P (h) = ∃, then h a f∃(h) ∈ S∃. A deterministic plan of action for ∀ is defined analogously.

Notice that in the example below, ∃ has a winning strategy as a plan of action but not in the traditional
sense:

∃

∀ ∃

L R

L R L R

(1,-1) (1,-1) (-1,1) (-1,1)

The deterministic winning strategy is f∃(∅) = L.

3 Semantical games of perfect information

When the set of actions A consists of the set of the subformulas Subf(ϕ) of a proposition sentence ϕ in
negation normal form (otherwise negation is treated as role swapping) and a model M of the language
of ϕ is fixed in such a way that

• Each history h ∈ H is a sequence of subformulas of ϕ;

• The root of the tree is ϕ;

• When the last member of a history h is ψ ∧ θ (ψ ∨ θ), then both h a (ψ) and h a (θ) belong to H
and the corresponding move is by ∀ (∃);

• A maximal history is a win for ∃ if its last member is true in M ; otherwise it is a win for ∀

then we have a semantical game Gϕ;M for propositional logic. Game-theoretical truth and falsity in
M are defined in an obvious way:

M �+
GT ϕ ⇐⇒ there is a winning plan of action for ∃ in Gϕ;M

M �−
GT ϕ ⇐⇒ there is a winning plan of action for ∀ in Gϕ;M .

A fairly simple proof shows that game theoretical truth coincide with Tarskian truth, and game-
theoretical falsity coincides with Tarskian falsity.

When the formula ϕ is a formula of predicate logic such that the players choose not only conjunc-
tions and disjunctions but also elements from the universe of the model corresponding to the universal
and existential quantifiers of the formula, then we have a semantical game Gϕ,g;M where g is a partial
assignment to the free variables of ϕ (∅ is the empty assignment). In this case the root of the tree is
(ϕ, g) and each nonmaximal history h is extended either with

(χ, g), χ ∈ {ψ, θ},

or with
(χ, g ∪ {(xi, a)}), a ∈ dom(M).
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The details are straightforward.
Game-theoretical truth and game theoretical falsity are defined in analogy with the propositional

case. It turns out that, if the Axiom of Choice is assumed, the existence of winning deterministic plans
of action for ∃ and ∀ coincides with Tarskian truth and falsity, respectively.

When a formula is in prenex normal form, then any deterministic winning plan of action for ∃ is
decomposable into Skolem functions ; and if it is false, then any deterministic winning plan of action for
player ∀ is decomposable into Kreisel’s counterexamples.

4 Semantical games of imperfect information

The extensive game GA of imperfect information is a tuple

GA = ({∃, ∀}, H, Z, P, (Ii)i∈{∃,∀}, (ui)i∈{∃,∀})

where all the sets are as before, except for the information sets (Ii)i∈{∃,∀}which are not any longer
singletons. Each Ii is a partition of the set of histories where player i is to move, that is, a partition of
the set {h ∈ H : P (h) = i}. The histories h, h′ are equivalent for player i, h ∼i h

′, if there is S ∈ Ii such
that h, h′ ∈ S.

There are usually two requirements on equivalent histories.
The Consistency condition (to equivalent histories there should correspond indistinguishable futures)

For every h, h′ ∈ H , and i ∈ N : h ∼i h
′ ⇒ A(h) = A(h′).

The von Neumann & Morgenstern condition (to equivalent histories there should correspond indistin-
guishable pasts)

For every h, h′ ∈ H , and i ∈ N : h ∼i h
′ ⇒ length(h) = length(h′)

A deterministic plan of action for player i is defined exactly as before, except that now the function
fi is required to be uniform:

For every h, h′ ∈ Si: If h ∼i h
′ =⇒ fi(h) = f(h′).

Imperfect information does at least three things:

• It introduces indeterminacy in the game.

• It allows for a phenomenon known in game theory as signalling.

• It introduces, in combination with contradictory negation, paraconsistency in the logic.

I shall discuss some examples in the full paper ([2]).

4.1 Imperfect information in predicate logic

We consider extensions of first-order logic with formulas like

∀x0(∃x1/{x0})ϕ
∀x0∃x1∀x2(∃x3/{x0, x1})ψ

where ϕ and ψ are standard first-order formulas. The idea is that in the extensive form of the corre-
sponding games (played on a fixed model M), any two histories

〈〈∀x0(∃x1/{x0})ϕ,∅〉, 〈(∃x1/{x0})ϕ, {(x0, a)}〉〉

and
〈〈∀x0(∃x1/{x0})ϕ,∅〉, 〈(∃x1/{x0})ϕ, {(x0, b)}〉〉

from the first game are indistinguishable for ∃. In the second example, any two histories (we omit the
left side formulas and the root of the tree)

〈{(x0, a)}, {(x1, b)}, {(x2, c)}〉
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and
〈{(x0, a

′)}, {(x1, b
′)}, {(x2, c)}〉

are indistinguishable for ∃. The idea in the general case

Qx0Qx2...Qxn−1(Qxn/W )χ

with W ⊆ {x1, ..., xn−1} is that the slash ’/’ introduces an equivalence relation on the set of histories of
the relevant game and thus any two histories

〈{(x0, a0)}, {(x1, a1)}, ..., {(xn−1, an−1)}〉

and
〈{(x0, b0)}, {(x1, b1)}, ..., {(xn−1, bn−1)}〉

are equivalent for player i exactly when

For each i ∈ ({x1, ..., xn−1} −W ) : ai = bi.

The resulting logic (IF -predicate logic) is known to have the following properties:
1. Effective disproof procedure: The set of IF -contradictions is recursively axiomatizable.
2. Compactness: A set Γ of IF−sentences has a model if and only if every finite subset of Γ has a

model.
3. Interpolation property. Let K1 and K2 be two class of structures definable by IF−sentences.

If K1 and K2 are disjoint, then there is class of models K definable by a first-order sentence such that

K1 ⊆ K and K ∩K2 = ∅.

4. Expressive power. Σ1
1−logic has greater expressive power than standard first-order logic. For

instance, the property of being a non-standard number, an infinite set. etc are definable by IF -sentences.
5. Definability of truth: IF−logic defines its own truth-predicate, in the sense that there is a

IF−formula Φ(x), such that for every model M of PA, and every IF−sentence ϕ in the similarity type
of PA:

M � Φ(pϕq)⇔M � ϕ.

I will discuss some of the foundational issues in the full paper ([1]).

4.2 Informational independence and restricted quantifiers

This kind of informational independence arises in typically two cases.
1. With restricted quantifiers in predicate logic, that is, with quantifiers of the form ’∃x : R(x)’

and ’∀x : Q(x)’ where ’R(x)’ and ’Q(x)’ are relations in the relevant model. In this case we shall have
formulas of the form

(∀x0 : R0(x0))(∃x1 : R(x1)/{x0})ϕ
(∀x0 : R0(x0))(∃x1 : R(x1))(∀x2 : R(x2))(∃x3 : R(x3)/{x0, x1})ψ

The games are exactly like before, the players’ choosing individuals from the relevant model which
belong to the extension of the appropriate relation Ri (when there is no legal move, the opponent wins
right away). The assumption of imperfect information is implemented, as above, as the requirement of
uniformity over equivalent strategies. The Consistency Condition or the von Neumann & Morgenstern
Condition may be violated in this case. I shall discuss few examples in the full paper.

2. With modal operators which can be regarded as restricted quantifiers over accessibility relations.
In the syntax, we add to standard modal logic formulas of the form

Q1Q2...Qn−1(Qn/W )ϕ

where each Qi is one of the standard modal operators � or 3 and W ⊆ {1, ..., n− 1}. Models have the
form M = (W,R, V ). Games now will be played starting with a possible world w0 and the players will
choose possible worlds along the accessibility relation R (the play stops right away if a player cannot
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continue with a legal move, with the other player winning the play right away). As in the previous case,
the idea here is that any two histories

〈w0, w1, ..., wn−1〉

and
〈w0, w

′

1, ..., w
′

n−1〉

are equivalent for the relevant player exactly when

For all i ∈ ({0, ..., n− 1} −W ) : wi = w
′

i .

It is known ([3]) that the resulting logic (IF -modal logic) is strictly stronger than standard modal logic.
In the full paper I will discuss some other interpretations of imperfect information than the uniformity

of plans of action interpretation.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, software tends to be enormously complex. This truth has a number of consequences for the
methodology and practice of software development, and should be adequately reflected by the theories
that capture and support program development process. In a typical program a number of facets coexist,
giving rise to a number of its possible and useful views. Specification of a complex program necessarily
involves presentation, often separate presentation, of many aspects of its behaviour; practically useful
methodologies must support this. A successful example here is UML, where a good dozen of various
kinds of diagrams are used. Diagrams of each kind present a different program view, and in fact (leaving
aside any doubts about the formal underpinnings) offer a formalism to deal with one particular kind of
program properties. None of these individual views captures all the aspects of the program in question,
and only considering them together may lead to an adequate overall view.

Abstracting away from many details: to adequately describe a program we need to use a number of
logical formalisms, each targeted at a special kind of program properties. Indeed, the evident proliferation
of logical systems used in computer science in general, and in software specification and development in
particular, is not just theoreticians’ fancy, but a necessary consequence of the practical needs to capture
various aspects of software, as well as dealing with various programming languages and paradigms.

Consequently, what we are after is not a single “best” framework to cater for all needs and capture
all possible properties and kinds of software, but a truly heterogeneous environment, where a number of
formalisms may coexist and complement each other. In such an environment, it should be possible to vary
formalisms in use to deal with various aspects of software, meaningfully interpret resulting specifications
based on a number of logical formalisms, use various logical (and programming) means to deal with
different components of a single program, and switch between logical formalisms when progressing with
program specification and development. Such an environment should also be open, meaning that a well-
prescribed amount of work should be needed to add a new logical formalisms to it and make it available
for its users. Last but not least, it should come with a good support system, facilitating the use of each
individual formalisms incorporated in the environment, as well as the possibility to switch between these
formalisms in the course of building specifications and then developing programs.

To achieve such an ambitious and far-fetching vision a good deal of foundational work is necessary, to
precisely explicate the concepts and ideas involved, and to identify the potential problems and provide a
solid basis to resolve them satisfactorily.

The first problem is a formalisation of the very concept of logical system as used here. A number
of approaches are possible and provide potentially useful answers, including the rather popular in the
theorem-proving community views of logics as captured in so-called general logical frameworks developed
within appropriately rich type theories (with Edinburgh LF being perhaps the prime example [15]).
We follow here a more semantic, model-theoretic view, very much in the spirit of abstract model theory
[1] and the tradition of algebraic specification [11], where the notion of a logical system has been usefully
formalised as an institution [13, 28]. The framework of institutions provides a solid basis here for sketching
some key issues related to the development of a heterogeneous environment.

Some standard concepts of the theory of institutions are recalled in Sect. 2, covering the definition of
an institution as well as notions that capture various ways of relating one institution with another [27, 14].
These are used in Sect. 3 to present structured heterogeneous specifications, built over a number of insti-
tutions, following [29]. Section 4 then shows how an abstract view of software development [24, 30] may
incorporate the possibility of (and need for) switching from one institution to another, which leads to the
discussion of heterogeneous design, where various components of the same program might be specified
and developed using different formalisms, thus resulting in a heterogeneous version of architectural speci-
fication [3]. Section 5 offers some concluding remarks. Necessarily, the presentation here is very sketchy,
trying to concentrate more on the problems and ideas than on precise answers, with statements of any
technical results (and explicit examples!) being sacrificed for the sake of brevity — a more detailed and
complete presentation will be given in a forthcoming full version of this paper.

At least two projects have been successfully undertaken in a similar vein of exploiting the theory of
institutions to explicate and support practical use of multiple logical systems is software specification.
Perhaps the first such project leading to a practical system was CafeOBJ based on a cube of logics
formalised as institutions with institution morphisms between them [10]. The other one arose within
the CoFI working group, with activities centered around Casl, an up-to-date algebraic specification
formalism [2, 8]. This work used the concepts of institution theory to structure and facilitate the design
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and formal description of Casl, to compare it with other specification formalisms, and to design its
extensions [18, 8]. One of the recent Casl extensions is to provide a formalism to build heterogeneous
specifications, with tool support offered by HETS, Heterogeneous Tool Set, and formal underpinnings
developed in [17, 19, 20].

2 Institutional preliminaries

An institution [13] consists of a category Sign of signatures, functors Sen : Sign→ Set and Mod : Signop

→ Cat, and for each Σ ∈ |Sign|, a Σ-satisfaction relation |=Σ ⊆ |Mod(Σ)| × Sen(Σ). For Σ ∈ |Sign|,
Sen(Σ) is the set of Σ-sentences, and Mod(Σ) is the category of Σ-models and their morphisms. For
any signature morphism σ : Σ → Σ′ in Sign, Sen(σ), written as σ : Sen(Σ) → Sen(Σ′), is a translation
of sentences, and Mod(σ), written as σ : Mod(Σ′) →Mod(Σ) is a reduct functor. These are subject
to the following satisfaction condition:

M ′
σ |=Σ ϕ ⇐⇒ M ′ |=Σ′ σ(ϕ)

where σ : Σ→ Σ′ in Sign, M ′ ∈ |Mod(Σ′)|, ϕ ∈ Sen(Σ).
The requirements this definition imposes on a logical system are very mild, and examples of logi-

cal systems presented as institutions abound, including many typical logics such as various versions of
equational and first-order logics (perhaps with partial operations, predicate symbols, error elements, sub-
sorting, additional forms of higher-order constraints, etc). Just to hint that much more is covered, let
us mention that modal logics, many-valued logics, and even programming language semantics may be
formalized as institutions.

For any signature Σ ∈ |Sign|, the satisfaction relation between Σ-models and Σ-sentences allows for
reuse of standard logical concepts and results in an arbitrary institution. In particular, the definitions of
the class of models1 Mod [Φ] ⊆ |Mod(Σ)| of a set of sentences Φ ⊆ Sen(Σ), and of semantic consequence
Φ |=Σ ϕ, for Φ ⊆ Sen(Σ) and ϕ ∈ Sen(Σ), carry over without change.

In applications the institutions may be subject to further restrictions. For instance, in work on var-
ious forms of “putting together” signatures, theories and specifications [6], the category of signatures is
assumed to be cocomplete, or at least to have pushouts, and things work smoothly if the amalgamation
property holds over colimits of signatures (equivalently: the model functor is continuous, and so compat-
ible model families over signature diagrams can be amalgamated to a model over the diagram colimit).
Standard meta-logical properties may be abstractly formulated for an arbitrary institution, with various
forms of interpolation over signature pushouts [26] being one important example. Moreover, one often
assumes that the institutions of interest come with some additional structure; for instance, an additional
“proof-theoretic” counterpart of the consequence relations may be required, captured by entailment rela-
tions `Σ ⊆ ℘(Sen(Σ))× Sen(Σ), for Σ ∈ |Sign|, which leads to the concept of a general logic [16] when
each `Σ is sound for the semantic consequence |=Σ.

Given the formalisation of the concept of a logical system as an institution, much interesting work has
been done to free the theory of algebraic specification and software development as originally developed
for equational logic [11] from the limitations of using the equational logic only, leading to an abstract
specification theory in an arbitrary but fixed institution, [24, 30].

We undertake now the next step: dealing with a number of institutions at the same time. Naturally,
to make any sense of this, the institutions involved must be somehow linked with each other. A number
of concepts of a formal mapping between institutions have been proposed, starting with the original
institution morphisms in [13]. There is an obvious “taxonomy” for such mappings, based on the relative
direction of translation of the three institution components (signatures, models, sentences), as perhaps
first pointed out in [27] and then exploited to systematize the field and put forward key dualities in [14],
see also [19]. Two such concepts seem of the crucial importance for our purposes.

Consider two institutions I = 〈Sign,Sen,Mod, 〈|=Σ〉Σ∈|Sign|〉 and I′ = 〈Sign′,Sen′,Mod′, 〈|=′
Σ′

〉Σ′∈|Sign′|〉. An institution morphism µ : I′ → I consists of three components: a functor µSign : Sign′ →
Sign and two natural transformations, µMod : Mod′ → (µSign )op;Mod and µSen : µSign ;Sen → Sen′,
subject to the satisfaction condition:

M ′ |=′
Σ′ µSen

Σ′ (ϕ)⇐⇒ µMod
Σ′ (M ′) |=µSign (Σ′) ϕ

1We apologize for the traditional overloading of the term “model” here.
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where Σ′ ∈ |Sign′|, M ′ ∈ |Mod′(Σ′), ϕ ∈ Sen(µSign (Σ′)). Disregarding the sentence component (and so
the satisfaction condition as well) yields an institution semi-morphism.

An institution comorphism ρ : I → I′ consists of three components: a functor µSign : Sign → Sign′

and two natural transformations, µMod : (µSign )op;Mod′ →Mod and ρSen : Sen → µSign ;Sen′, subject
to the satisfaction condition:

M ′ |=′
ρSign (Σ) ρ

Sen
Σ (ϕ)⇐⇒ µMod

Σ (M ′) |=σ ϕ

where Σ ∈ |Sign|, M ′ ∈ |Mod′(ρSign (Σ)), ϕ ∈ Sen(Σ). Disregarding the sentence component (and so
the satisfaction condition as well) yields an institution semi-comorphism.

The rough and highly informal idea is that an institution morphism as above captures a way in which
“richer” institution I′ is built over more “poor” institution I, by “extracting” simpler I-signatures and
models out of more complex I′-signatures and models, and encoding I-sentences as I′-sentences. In turn,
an institution comorphism as above captures a way in which more “poor” institution I is represented
within “richer” institution I′, by mapping simpler I-signatures to some I′-signatures so that I-models can
be extracted out of I′-models and I-sentences may be represented as I′-sentences.

In the following we will often omit super- and sub-scripts identifying the exact component of an
institution (co)morphism in use. Thus, for instance, if Σ′ ∈ |Sign′| then µ(Σ′) stands for µSign (Σ′) and
if M′ ⊆ |Mod′(Σ′)| then µ(M′) stands for the image of M′ under µMod

Σ′ .

3 Structured heterogeneous specifications

The use of an institution I in software specification and development is based on the overall idea that its
signatures determine the syntax of the programs to be specified, its models represent (the semantics of)
the programs, and its sentences are used to specify their properties. Following this, we adopt a model-
theoretic view of specifications, as put forward in [22]. The meaning of any specification SP built over I
is given by its signature Sig [SP ] ∈ |Sign| and a class of its models Mod [SP ] ⊆ |Mod(Sig [SP ])|.

One crucial insight going back to [6, 7] is that specifications must be built in some well-structured
fashion; another one was that specific features of the logic at hand must not clutter the presentation and
understanding of specification structure. Both points were further put forward in [22] by insisting that
specifications are built from the simplest lists of axioms using some well-understood specification-building
operations designed independently of the institution one works with. Following this, we consider a few
very basic means to build specifications in an arbitrary institution:

Basic specification: indicates a signature and lists axioms to capture the desirable properties. For
any Σ ∈ |Sign| and Φ ⊆ Sen(Σ), 〈Σ,Φ〉 is a specification with Sig [〈Σ,Φ〉] = Σ and Mod [〈Σ,Φ〉] =
Mod [Φ].

Union: combines constraints imposed by various specifications. For any SP 1 and SP2 with Sig [SP1] =
Sig [SP2], SP1 ∪ SP2 is a specification with Sig [SP1 ∪ SP2] = Sig [SP1] and Mod [SP1 ∪ SP2] =
Mod [SP1] ∩Mod [SP2].

Translation: renames and introduces new components, following a signature morphism. For any SP
and σ : PSP → Σ′, σ(SP) is a specification with Sig [σ(SP)] = Σ′ and
Mod [σ(SP)] = {M ′ ∈ |Mod(Σ′)| |M ′

σ ∈ Mod [SP ]}.

Hiding: hides auxiliary components, receding to the source of a signature morphism. For any SP ′ and
σ : Σ→ PSP ′, SP ′

σ is a specification with Sig [SP ′
σ ] = Σ and

Mod [SP ′
σ ] = {M ′

σ |M ′ ∈ Mod [SP ′]}.

The above definition exploits the structure of specifications to determine their semantics in a compositional
manner. Compositionality is the key to effective use of large structured specifications; for instance, the
structure of specifications may be used to guide a proof search for their semantic consequences defined
as expected: SP |= ϕ, for a specification SP and ϕ ∈ Sen(Sig [SP ]), if ϕ holds in all models of SP .
The following rules form a compositional proof system for structured specifications built as above in an
institution with a proof-theoretic entailment 〈`Σ〉Σ∈|Sign|.

ϕ ∈ Φ

〈Σ,Φ〉 ` ϕ

SP1 ` ϕ

SP1 ∪ SP2 ` ϕ

SP2 ` ϕ

SP1 ∪ SP2 ` ϕ
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SP ` ϕ

σ(SP ) ` σ(ϕ)

SP ′ ` σ(ϕ)

SP ′
σ ` ϕ

for i ∈ I,SP ` ϕi {ϕi}i∈I ` ϕ

SP ` ϕ

Moreover, under reasonable assumptions about the underlying institution (we need pushouts of signatures,
amalgamation and — most likely to raise problems — interpolation), the above rules extend any sound and
complete entailments to a sound and complete proof system for consequences of structured specifications
considered, see [5].

Heterogeneity of specifications may be achieved by introducing new specification building operations
to move specifications from one institution to another. Of course, the institutions involved cannot be
totally unrelated; at least their signatures and models must be linked (as these are the ingredients involved
in the specification semantics). We will retain the property that each specification ultimately “resides” in
a specific institution, with its semantics given in terms of signatures and models of this institution, even
though some of its subspecifications may similarly reside in other institutions. We refer to specifications
residing in an institution I in this sense as I-specifications.

Institution semi-morphisms and semi-comorphisms offer a number of possible ways of moving specifi-
cations between institutions. It seems, however, that the following two inter-institutional constructs are
most natural and useful:

Translation: introduces new structure to specification models, following an institution semi-comorphism.
For any institution semi-comorphism ρ : I→ I′ and I-specification SP , ρ(SP) is an I′-specification
with Sig [ρ(SP)] = ρ(Sig [SP ]) and Mod [ρ(SP)] = {M ′ ∈ |Mod′(ρ(Sig [SP ])| | ρ(M ′) ∈ Mod [SP ]}.

Hiding: hides extra structure of specification models, following an institution semi-morphism. For any
institution semi-morphism µ : I′ → I and I′-specification SP ′, SP ′

µ is an I-specification with

Sig [SP ′
µ ] = µ(Sig [SP ′]) and Mod [SP ′

µ ] = {µ(M ′) |M ′ ∈ Mod [SP ′]}.

We deliberately reuse here the terminology for the corresponding specification-building operations within
an institution, as indeed, the intuition behind inter- and intra-institutional versions of translation and
hiding is quite similar.

Translation of an I-specification receding to an indicated signature in the source of institution semi-
morphism µ : I′ → I, and hiding for an I′-specification receding to an indicated signature in the source
of institution semi-comorphism ρ : I→ I′ may be defined similarly — we omit these here though.

Given the new inter-institutional specification-building operations, one can construct structured speci-
fications that span a diagram of institutions linked by institution semi-morphisms and semi-comorphisms.
Various parts of such a specification may be build in other institutions involved, and thus capture prop-
erties that may not be even expressible in the “surface” institution. Moreover, as before, the operations
indicate how to understand and work with such structured heterogeneous specifications in a compositional
way.

For instance, consider the problem of extending the above compositional proof system for structured
specifications to heterogeneous specifications. Evidently, there is little one can do if the sentences of
the institutions the specifications involve are not related. So, for this purpose we assume that the semi-
morphisms and semi-comorphisms used to move specifications between institutions extend smoothly to
sentences as well, that is, are in fact institution morphisms and comorphisms, respectively. Then the
following two natural rules soundly extend the original system:

SP `I ϕ

ρ(SP) ` ρ(ϕ)

SP ′ `I
′

µ(ϕ)

SP ′
µ ` ϕ

There is another, less direct way to introduce heterogeneous specifications. Namely, given a diagram
of institutions linked by (semi-)morphisms, one can construct a single institution which incorporates all
the institution in the diagram and captures links between them by signature morphisms. This is given
essentially by a (more elaborate version of) the Grothendieck construction to flatted indexed categories,
see [5]. Moreover, similar construction may be applied to diagrams of institutions linked by institution
(semi-)comorphisms [17], and further generalised to institution diagrams where links of both kinds may
be used [19]. Now, any structured specification built over the resulting Grothendieck institution using
the usual intra-institutional specification-building operations may be viewed as a possibly heterogeneous
specification built over the considered diagram of institutions. Translation and hiding w.r.t. certain
morphisms in this Grothendieck institution correspond to inter-institutional translation and hiding as
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explicitly introduced above. A warning is in order: the Grothendieck construction just puts the insti-
tutions involved next to each other, leaving them with their respective models and sentences, and only
providing extra links between their signatures with institution morphisms used to define the induced
model reducts and sentence translations. This has very little to do with the task of properly combining
the institutions involved to form a new, more complex logical system, given in the most rudimentary way
as the limit of the diagram in the (complete, see [26]) category of all institutions.

4 Heterogeneous software development

Given an institution I with models capturing the essential semantic aspects of programs we aim at, an I-
specification SP , whether heterogeneous or not, determines the programming task to produce a program
that correctly implements it, that is, a program with the semantics yielding a model of SP . Simplifying
a lot, the specified task is to build a model M ∈ |Mod(Sig [SP ])| such that M ∈ Mod [SP ]. The key idea
is that this should not be carried out in a single jump; instead, one should proceed step by step, adding
gradually more and more detail and incorporating more and more design and implementation decisions.

We adopt here a view proposed in [23], where each individual refinement step leading from one speci-
fication to another involves an additional component, a constructor. Intuitively, constructors correspond
to generic modules, like Standard ML functors [21]; semantically they are functions that map models
to models. In the realm of institutions, such constructors may be given as reducts w.r.t. signature mor-
phisms, or via various forms of definitional extensions. Mixing the two leads to a powerful idea that a
constructor may be given as a reduct w.r.t. a derived signature morphism [4], where symbols of the source
signature may be mapped to terms, perhaps involving recursion, or even simply written in a programming
language over the target signature.

With this concept in mind, we say that a specification SP ′ is a constructor refinement of SP via
constructor κ : |Mod(Sig [SP ′])| → |Mod(Sig [SP ])|, written SP κ∼∼∼>SP ′, whenever κ(Mod [SP ′]) ⊆
Mod [SP ]. Development process takes the form of a chain of such constructor refinements, with re-
quirements on individual refinement steps ensuring the overall correctness of the result [23, 24].

There is a natural way to allow such a development process to switch from one institution to another.
All that is needed are inter-institutional constructors. Under the semantic view of a constructor as a
function that maps models to models, any model component of an institution semi-morphism or semi-
comorphism can be used. Consequently, for any institution semi-morphism µ : I′ → I, I′-specification
SP ′ with Sig [SP ′] = Σ′, and I-specification SP with Sig [SP ] = µSign (Σ′), SP ′ is a constructor refinement
of SP via µ (or, to be more precise, via µMod

Σ′ ),

SP µ∼∼∼>SP ′

provided that µ(Mod [SP ′]) ⊆ Mod [SP ]. Using such an inter-institutional refinement in a development
process amounts to a decision to implement the requirements as captured by the I-specification SP
by first implementing the requirements captured by the I′-specification SP ′ and then extracting an
implementation of the original requirements from the result. A perhaps most typical case here has already
been pointed out in [23]. The institution I, where the original requirements specification is built, might be
a standard institution of some usual algebraic logical system, like the institution of Casl [8] (in fact, SP
then might be a Casl specification). Then the institution I′, with a richer structure of models, might be
an institution that captures some functional programming language, like Standard ML [21], with models
corresponding to Standard ML structures, sentences to pieces of Standard ML code, and satisfaction
relation capturing the semantics of Standard ML. A natural institution semi-morphism might then be
given, which in essence abstracts away from some details of the semantics of Standard ML and views
Standard ML structures as Casl models (many-sorted partial algebras). Then an inter-institutional
refinement captures formally correct implementation of a Casl specification SP by a Standard ML

specification (a program) SP ′.
Note that there is no hope here to extend the institution semi-morphism to an institution morphism:

this would require expressing Standard ML code using Casl sentences, which cannot be expected in
general. The semantic presentation above does not require this: the institution semi-morphism is all
that is needed. On the other hand, this does not provide any direct means to verify the correctness
of inter-institutional refinement steps, as captured by the requirement µ(Mod [SP ′]) ⊆ Mod [SP ]. This
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is a separate task (here: of verifying Standard ML code w.r.t. Casl axioms and specifications) and
separate calculi and tools need to be provided to carry this out.

In the above formalisation of refinement steps we have entirely disregarded the possible internal
structure of requirements specification. This was on purpose: in general there is no link between the
structure used to capture requirements and the structure used to implement them. Quite simply, the two
serve quite different purposes [12], which is perhaps even more visible in the context of heterogeneous
specification and development. Using a number of institutions to build a requirements specification often
reflects various views and aspects of the same program, and has nothing to do with identification of
program components in any possible implementation.

Consequently, separate tools must be provided to design and capture in the development process the
structure of program implementation. In Casl, these come in the form of architectural specifications [3],
which might look as follows:

arch spec ASP = units U1 : SP1

. . .
Un : SPn

result κ(U1, . . . , Un)

The architectural specification ASP above capture a branching point in the development process, namely
a design decision to build the system by providing separate implementations for specifications SP 1, . . . ,
SPn, (naming the resulting modules U1, . . . , Un, respectively) and putting them together using a multi-
argument constructor κ. In Casl architectural specifications, the result constructor κ is composed of
simpler constructors on models of the underlying institution built into the formalism. Perhaps the most
important among them (disregarding instantiation of generic units, which we omit here) are reducts w.r.t.
a signature morphism and amalgamation of models to the union of their signatures. While reducts are
quite straightforward and always safe, amalgamation causes extra problems, since not every two models
can be amalgamated [25].

Heterogeneity may be added to architectural specifications simply by extending the repertoire of
basic constructors by some inter-institutional constructors, as discussed above. These can be model
translations given by institution semi-morphisms, with typical examples sketched above. This opens
the possibility for component specifications SP 1, . . . , SPn to be given in various institutions, and their
implementations to be developed using quite different programming paradigms. The resulting models,
capturing implementations of individual system modules, can be translated to a common, typically more
abstract framework (an institution) and combined there as required.

5 Final remarks

The aim of this note is to present some preliminary thoughts on possible ways of using multiple logi-
cal formalisms as well as programming languages in course of program specification and development.
What emerges is a formal semantic view of a heterogeneous logical environment as a diagram of insti-
tutions linked by institution (semi-)morphisms and (semi-)comorphisms, which captures both, logical
systems used to build requirements specifications and programming languages and paradigms used for
implementation as well as their mutual semantic relationships. Given this, we sketch how heterogeneous
specifications can be built and how heterogeneous programs may emerge, with various logics and pro-
gramming formalisms used at subsequent stages of program development and for various components of
the program. This semantic view seems perfectly adequate to provide guidelines for the real work yet to
come.

The first task is to choose the logical and programming formalisms to be offered, formalise them as
institutions and develop (co)morphisms to link some of them. Providing such links is never an easy task:
we often look for relationships between some models and concepts developed to capture radically different
views and intuitions concerning software. In a way, relating various semantic views of programs is often
the most difficult task here.

Once this is given, there are further problems to solve. For instance, when discussing structured
heterogeneous specifications, we presented a proof system for showing their consequences, which works in
a satisfactory way under some technical assumptions. When those are not satisfied though (for instance,
because intra- or inter-institutional interpolation property fails) completeness of the compositional proof
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system must fail, and some non-compositional techniques may have to be used. Then, lifting this proof
system to refinements between specifications requires an additional oracle for conservativity of extensions,
perhaps even more troublesome in heterogeneous environments.

Our heterogeneous specifications ultimately reside in a specific institution, with other institutions in
use playing in a sense an auxiliary role only. An interesting alternative to consider is to deal with diagrams
of specifications distributed over the heterogeneous logical environment, understood as specifying a single
program from a number of various perspectives. Issues of consistency and of “emerging features” seem
to becoming even more important then.

Finally, the ease with which we treat heterogeneous development process is highly suspicious: we have
in fact disregarded the true computational contents of implementations. While extracting an abstract
model out of a program coded in a specific programming language is merely the task for the programming
language semantics, combining two such models extracted from programs coded in possibly quite different
programming languages, and especially resolving mutual dependencies between them in a computation-
ally meaningful way cannot be restricted to semantic manipulation only, and must require some extra
programming work to provide an interface between the languages involved.
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One of the main reasons for the success of modal logics in computer science is their unusual robust
decidability. Indeed, standard modal logics like polymodal K, S4, and S5, temporal logics like LTL and
CTL, dynamic logics like PDL, epistemic logics like S5 with common knowledge, description logics like
ALC and SHIQ, and modal spatial logics like S4u, are decidable in EXPTIME [7, 4].

However, modern applications of modal languages often require rather complex formal models and
corresponding languages that are capable of reflecting different features of an application domain. It
is not sufficient to work with just one sort of modal operators (say, epistemic or temporal) but subtle
combinations of different families of modal operators are required. For example,

• to analyze the behaviour of a multi-agent distributed system we may need a formalism containing
both epistemic operators for capturing knowledge of agents and temporal operators for taking care
of the development of this knowledge in time. In other words, we should construct a suitable
combination of epistemic and temporal logics [2].

• To describe the behaviour of spatial objects (regions) changing over time we may need combinations
of spatial modal logics with temporal logics;

• to analyze the dynamics of ontologies and the knowledge of agents about ontologies we may need
combinations of description logics (as the underlying language for ontologies) with dynamic modal
logics and epistemic logics.

• Fragments of first-order logic may be required to describe an application domain. In this case,
instead of propositional modal logics, first-order modal logics are required; i.e., we have to combine
(fragments) of first-order logic with propositional modal logics.

While decidability is preserved under forming combinations of modal logics without interaction axioms
or constraints (i.e., fusions) [8, 1] this situation changes drastically as soon as some kind of interaction
between the modalities is required. In contrast to standard modal logics, combined modal logics often
exhibit rather nasty computational properties, and the standard toolkit of modal logic, e.g.,

• proving the finite model property by some kind of filtration;

• proving a variant of the tree-model property and applying automata-based decision procedures
[7, 4];

• providing an embedding into a decidable fragment of first-order logic [4]

is no longer directly available. In fact, straightforward constructions of combined modal logics from
simple one-dimensional ones will almost certainly result in computationally useless ‘monsters’.

The aim of this presentation is twofold: (i) to discuss possible explanations for this phenomenon - the
robust undecidability of combined modal logics - and (ii) to use the insights gained from this discussion in
order to provide methodologies for constructing computationally well-behaved combined modal logics.

We will argue that the high computational complexity or even undecidability of most combined modal
logics is explained by the two- or many-dimensional structure of their intended models [3]:

• The fact that almost all three-dimensional modal logics are undecidable can be intuitively explained
by the undecidability of the product S53 and its relation to the undecidable 3-variable fragment of
first-order logic.

• Two-dimensional modal logics are usually at least NEXPTIME-hard. This can by intuitively ex-
plained by the NEXPTIME-completeness of the product S52 and its relation to the 2-variable
fragment of first-order logic. However, the computational properties of two-dimensional modal
logics depend - in a way not yet completely understood - on the geometry of the models of the com-
ponents. We will present partial results for two-dimensional modal logics as well as open problems
based on [3].

• Products of S5 with CTL∗ and CTL may be regarded as 2 1
2 -dimensional modal logics and show

again the computational significance of the move from two to three dimensions: the product with
CTL∗ is undecidable while the product with CTL (or LTL) is decidable [5].
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• The decidability/undecidability of fragments of first-order modal logics is closely related to the
number of free variables allowed withing formulas starting with a modal operator; i.e., formulas
of the form 2ϕ(~x). While monodic fragments - which allows for just one free such variable -
often exhibits ‘good’ computational properties, two variables usually lead to undecidable fragments
already [3]. We will give an overview of explanations for this and discuss open problems.

• Finally, we discuss the method of E-connections to produce decidable and expressive combinationas
of modal logics of many dimensions [6].
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In this paper we present a fact, surprising enough to be called a paradox, which shows that the central
issue in combination of logic is still problematic. This issue has been described by Dov Gabbay in his
book on fibration as follows “Combine S1 and S2 into a system S which is the smallest logical system
for the combined language which is a conservative extension of both S1 and S2. The two systems are
presented in totally different ways. How are we going to combine them.” ([9], p.7)

Given two logics L1 and L2, let us call L1 ∗ L2 the combination of L1 and L2 described by Gabbay,
i.e. the smallest logic for the combined language which is a conservative extension of both L1 and L2. If
we have a mechanism for combining semantics or proof systems, how can we be sure that this mechanism
produces L1 ∗L2? If we have a technique to combine a Kripke semantics K1 generating a logic L1 and a
Kripke semantics K2 generating a logic L2, we would like to be sure that the combination of K1 and K2
generates the combined logic L1∗L2. Modal logic is one of the favourite subject of logic combinators and
it has been investigated since many years, so it is not surprising that people have found some techniques
producing the expected result. But there are some other cases, where there is not yet a solution. The
difficulty does not appear in a remote region of the logic land, e.g. the combination of super turbo polar
fuzzy logics, but in a very simple case: good old classical propositional logic.

Consider the semantics SC for classical conjunction, given by the following usual condition: b(F∧G) =
1 iff b(F ) = 1 and b(G) = 1. We call LC the consequence relation (logic, for short) generated by this
condition using the usual method.

Similarly we consider the semantics SD for classical disjunction, given by the following usual condition:
b(F ∨G) = 1 iff b(F ) = 1 or b(G) = 1 and we call LD the generated logic.

Now if we put together the two conditions SC and SD in the natural way, we get a logic LCD which
is not the expected one, it is not LC ∗ LD, i.e. the smallest logic for the combined language which is a
conservative extension of both LC and LD.

In the logic LCD generated by the combination of SC and SD, we have distributivity between
conjunction and disjunction:

(F ∧G) ∨H a` (F ∨H) ∧ (G ∨H)
(F ∨G) ∧H a` (F ∧H) ∨ (G ∧H)
The reader can check this with the truth-table method. But distributivity does not hold in LC ∗LD

by definition. Strangely enough, the combination of SC and SD produces something new, which was
apparently neither in SC nor in SD. This kind of combination remembers biological phenomena and
should perhaps better be called copulation. Note furthermore that here we have two logics which are
presented in a very similar way, not heterogeneous presentations as suggested by Gabbay. So the challenge
seems bigger than expected.

What can be said is that truth-functionality is not preserved by combination, since LC and LD are
truth-functional (i.e. have a truth-functional semantics) but not LC ∗ LD. The combination of SC and
SD is a particular case of combination of logical matrices. What the paradox shows is that if we combine
logical matrices in the natural way, we don’t necessarily get what we want.

We find a similar problem at a proof-theoretical level. Let us consider the system GC which is the
Gentzen system that we get by keeping only the structural rules and the two rules for conjunction of
Gentzen’s sequent system LK for classical logic. We consider in a similar way the system GD. Now the
system GCD that we get by putting together the rules of GC and GD generates the logic LCD. In
particular it is sound and complete for the combination of the semantics SC and SD (see [1]). It is in
fact easy to prove distributivity in this system. Distributivity appears as derived rules. What shows the
paradox here, is that if we put rules of two systems together, we may get more than expected, like if the
rules were copulating.

It is possible to find a Gentzen sequent system for LC ∗ LD. Consider the system GC1 which is the
same as GC except that sequents must have one and only one formula on both sides. We define GD1 in
a similar way. GC1 and GD1 generates respectively LC and LD, and when we put them together we get
a system which generates LC ∗KD. They do not copulate, or if they do, this does not produce a fruit.

We may find several other examples where this kind of paradox appears. The paradox can be explained
by the fact that in a semantics, or in a proof system, all features are not explicit. The implicit features
may not manifest themselves isolately, but they may manifest, become active and produce something
new by the combination process. Combination then turns into productive copulation.

The same logic can be generated by many different methods. But the fact that different methods
generate the same logic does not mean that these methods are equivalent in general. LC can be generated
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by a standard system of sequents, namely GC, and by a substructural one, GC1. This doesn’t mean that
substructural and non substructural systems of sequents are the same.
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Introduction

In a broad view, combining logics includes, besides synthesizing logical systems by means of compositional
procedures (as for instance fibring), also the direction of analysing a logic in terms of less complex logics.
Such a reversing procedure is called splitting, as opposite to the process of splicing (cf. [6]).

In this paper we propose a categorial characterization of the process of splitting logics called possible-
translation semantics (PTS’s, cf. [6]). Such semantics are adequate to providing interpretation to several
non-standard logics (as to paraconsistent and to many-valued logics, for instance).

On the other hand, by combining algebraic techniques with PTS’s one obtains a new notion of
algebraizability (cf. [3]) extending the method of finitely algebraizable logics due to W. Blok and D.
Pigozzi in [1]. This extended notion of algebraization offers a solution to the question of obtaining an
exact algebraic counterpart to certain logics which are not amenable to the method of Blok and Pigozzi,
as it is the case of various paraconsistent logics.

The main results of this paper are the characterization of the possible-translations semantics (PTS)
and the concept of algebraizability via PTS’s in categorial terms, and the proof of the Finiteness Preser-
vation Lemma (13): it is proven that the product of finitely-algebraizable propositional logics is also
finitely-algebraizable, under certain conditions.

This is achieved by defining the categories PS of propositional languages, and CR of propositional
logics (defined through consequence relations), and showing that they are closed under arbitrary products.
This permits to specify the category ACR of algebraizable logics as a subcategory of CR (cf. [10]).
Examples and some research directions are discussed.

1 Propositional languages

Definition 1. A signature is a denumerable family Σ = {Σk}k∈ω, where each Σk is a set (of connectives
of arity k) such that Σk ∩ Σn = ∅ whenever k 6= n. The domain of Σ is the set |Σ| =

⋃
n∈ω Σn. We fix a

denumerable set V = {pk : k ∈ ω, k ≥ 1} of (propositional) variables such that pk 6= pn whenever k 6= n.
The (propositional) language generated by Σ, denoted by L(Σ), is the algebra of type Σ freely generated
by V . Elements of L(Σ) are called formulas. For every n ≥ 0 consider the following sets:

L(Σ)[n] = {ϕ ∈ L(Σ) : the variables occurring in ϕ are exactly p1, . . . , pn},

L(Σ)(n) = {ϕ ∈ L(Σ) : the variables occurring in ϕ are among p1, . . . , pn}.

Definition 2. Let Σ be a signature. A substitution on L(Σ) is a function σ:V → L(Σ). We denote by σ̂
the unique extension of σ to an endomorphism σ̂ : L(Σ)→ L(Σ).

Given ϕ ∈ L(Σ)(n) and σ such that σ(pi) = αi (i = 1, . . . , n) then σ̂(ϕ) will be denoted by
ϕ(α1, . . . , αn).

Definition 3. Let Σ and Σ′ be signatures. A signature morphism f from Σ to Σ′, denoted Σ
f
→Σ′, is a

map f : |Σ| → L(Σ′) such that, if c ∈ Σn then f(c) ∈ L(Σ′)[n].

Given a signature morphism Σ
f
→Σ′, a map f̂ : L(Σ)→ L(Σ′) can be defined in a natural way:

1. f̂(p) = p if p ∈ V ;

2. f̂(c) = f(c) if c ∈ Σ0;

3. f̂(c(α1, . . . , αn)) = f(c)(f̂(α1), . . . , f̂(αn)) if c ∈ Σn and α1, . . . , αn ∈ L(Σ).

The extension f̂ of f is unique: if f, f ′ are signature morphisms such that f̂ = f̂ ′ then f = f ′. Moreover,
the propositional variables occurring in ϕ and in f̂(ϕ) are the same.

Definition 4. Let Σ
f
→Σ′ and Σ′ g

→Σ′′ be signature morphisms. The composition g � f of f and g is the

signature morphism Σ
g�f
→Σ′′ given by the map ĝ ◦ f : |Σ| → L(Σ′′).

Definition 5. The Category PS of (Propositional) languages is defined as follows:
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• Objects: Propositional signatures (cf. Definition 1);

• Morphisms: Signature morphisms (cf. Definition 3);

• Composition: As in Definition 4;

• Identity morphisms: For every signature Σ the identity morphism Σ
idΣ→Σ is defined by idΣ(c) = c

(for c ∈ Σ0) and idΣ(c) = c(p1, . . . , pn) (for c ∈ Σn, n ≥ 1).

Proposition 6. PS is s category with arbitrary (small) products.

The proof that PS a category is just a verification, as usual. PS is proven to have arbitrary (small)
products by defining appropriate terminal signatures and using previous definitions.

2 Consequence relations

In this section we introduce the category CR of (propositional) logics defined through consequence
relations.

Definition 7. A (propositional) logic is a pair L = 〈Σ,`L〉, where Σ is a signature (cf. Definition 1) and
`L is a subset of ℘(L(Σ))× L(Σ) satisfying the following properties, for every Γ ∪Θ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ L(Σ):

• If ϕ ∈ Γ then Γ `L ϕ (Extensivity);

• If Γ `L ϕ and Γ ⊆ Θ then Θ `L ϕ (Monotonicity);

• If Γ `L ϕ and Θ `L ψ for all ψ ∈ Γ then Θ `L ϕ (Transitivity);

• If Γ `L ϕ then ∆ `L ϕ for some finite ∆ ⊆ Γ (Finitariness);

• If Γ `L ϕ then σ̂(Γ) `L σ̂(ϕ) for every substitution σ (Structurality).

Definition 8. Let L = 〈Σ,`L〉 and L′ = 〈Σ′,`L′〉 be logics. A morphism of logics L
f
→L′ from L to L′

is a PS-morphism Σ
f
→Σ′ which is a translation, that is, it satisfies, for every Γ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ L(Σ):

Γ `L ϕ implies f̂(Γ) `L′ f̂(ϕ).

By defining composition of morphisms and identity morphisms as in PS we then obtain a category
of (propositional) logics defined through consequence relations, called CR. A fundamental property of
CR is the following:

Proposition 9. The category CR has arbitrary (small) products.

Proof: Let F = {Li}i∈I be a family of logics, where I is a set and Li = 〈Σi,`Li
〉 for every i ∈ I . If I = ∅

then, taking the terminal signature S1, L1 = 〈S1, ℘(L(S1))× L(S1)〉 is a terminal object in CR being,

therefore, the product of F ; given a logic L = 〈Σ,`L〉 then the unique PS-morphism Σ
!
→S1 defines

the unique morphism L
!
→L1 in CR. If I 6= ∅ consider the product 〈ΣF , {πi}i∈I〉 of {Σi}i∈I in PS (cf.

Proposition 6). Define a relation `F ⊆ ℘(L(ΣF)) × L(ΣF) as follows: Γ `F ϕ iff there exists a finite
set ∆ ⊆ Γ such that π̂i(∆) `Li

π̂i(ϕ) for every i ∈ I . The rest of the proof consists in showing that
LF = 〈ΣF ,`F〉 is a logic and is not detailed here. /

3 Products of algebraizable logics

In this section we prove that, given a (small) family F of finitely algebraizable logics (in the sense of [1])
satisfying a finite bounding condition, then the product of F in CR is also an algebraizable logic. This
will be used in Section 5.

We begin by briefly recalling the basic definitions of [1].
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Definition 10. A logic L = 〈Σ,`L〉 is algebraizable (in the sense of Blok-Pigozzi) if there exists a finite
set ∆ = {∆i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} of formulas in L(Σ)[2], and a finite set 〈ε, δ〉 = {〈εi, δi〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
contained in L(Σ)[1]× L(Σ)[1] such that, for every ϕ, ψ, α ∈ LΣ:

1. `L ϕ∆ϕ;

2. ϕ∆ψ `L ψ∆ϕ;

3. ϕ∆ψ, ψ∆α `L ϕ∆α;

4. ϕ1∆ψ1, . . . , ϕk∆ψk `L c(ϕ1, . . . , ϕk)∆c(ψ1, . . . , ψk) for every c ∈ Σk and ϕ1, . . . , ϕk, ψ1, . . . , ψk in
L(Σ);

5. ϕ `L ε(ϕ)∆δ(ϕ), and ε(ϕ)∆δ(ϕ) `L ϕ.

We say that 〈∆, 〈ε, δ〉〉 is an algebraizator for L.

Some remarks on the notation adopted in Definition 10. For any ϕ, ψ ∈ L(Σ) then ϕ∆ψ denotes the
set of formulas {∆i(ϕ, ψ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and ε(ϕ)∆δ(ϕ) denotes the set {∆j(εi(ϕ), δi(ϕ)) : 1 ≤ j ≤
n and 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. And given sets Γ,Θ of formulas then Γ `L Θ means that Γ `L ϕ for every ϕ ∈ Θ.
Following [10] we define the category ACR of algebraizable logics.

Definition 11. The category ACR of algebraizable logics is the subcategory of CR defined as follows:

• Objects: logics L = 〈Σ,`L〉 which are algebraizable (cf. Definition 10);

• Morphisms: a morphism L
f
→L′ is a CR-morphism L

f
→L′ such that, if 〈∆, 〈ε, δ〉〉 and 〈∆′, 〈ε′, δ′〉〉

are algebraizators for L and L′, respectively, then p1f̂(∆)p2 `L′ p1∆′p2 and p1∆′p2 `L′ p1f̂(∆)p2,

where p1f̂(∆)p2 denotes the set of formulas {f̂(∆i)(p1, p2) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n};

• Composition and identity morphisms: inherited from CR.

Remark 12. From [1] we get the following: let 〈∆1, 〈ε1, δ1〉〉 and 〈∆2, 〈ε2, δ2〉〉 be two algebraizators

for a logic L. Then p1∆2p2 `L p1∆1p2 and p1∆1p2 `L p1∆2p2. Therefore, a CR-morphism L
f
→L′ is a

ACR-morphism iff there are algebraizators 〈∆, 〈ε, δ〉〉 and 〈∆′, 〈ε′, δ′〉〉 for L and L′, respectively, such

that p1f̂(∆)p2 `L′ p1∆′p2 and p1∆′p2 `L′ p1f̂(∆)p2. On the other hand, from [10] we have the following

result: a CR-morphism L
f
→L′ is a ACR-morphism iff, for every algebraizator 〈∆, 〈ε, δ〉〉 for L, the pair

〈f̂(∆), 〈f̂ (ε), f̂(δ)〉〉 is an algebrizator for L′.

Now we will prove that the product of a (small) family of algebraizable logics satisfying a finitely
bounding condition is algebraizable.

Theorem 13 (Finiteness Preservation). Let F = {Li}i∈I be a family of algebraizable logics, where
I is a set and Li = 〈Σi,`Li

〉 for every i ∈ I . Assume that F has the following property: there are natural
numbers n and m such that, for every i ∈ I , there is an algebraizator 〈∆i, 〈εi, δi〉〉 for Li such that ∆i

has at most n elements, and 〈εi, δi〉 has at most m elements. Then, there exists the product in ACR of
F .

Proof: By hypothesis we can take, for any i ∈ I , finite sequences

∆1
i · · ·∆

n
i

〈ε1i , δ
1
i 〉 · · · 〈ε

m
i , δ

m
i 〉

such that 〈∆i, 〈εi, δi〉〉 is an algebraizator for Li, where

∆i = {∆1
i , . . . ,∆

n
i }

and 〈εi, δi〉 = {〈ε1i , δ
1
i 〉, . . . , 〈ε

m
i , δ

m
i 〉}, for every i ∈ I . In fact, it is enough to take, for every i ∈ I , an

algebraizator with at most n elements in ∆i and at most m elements in 〈εi, δi〉 and list their elements,
repeating, if necessary, some elements, in order to define sequences of length n and m, respectively.

Now, consider the product 〈LF , {πi}i∈I〉 in CR of family F , and define the following formulas in
L(ΣF ):
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• ∆j = (∆j
i )i∈I(p1, p2) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n;

• εj = (εj
i )i∈I(p1) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m;

• δj = (δj
i )i∈I (p1) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

Finally, let ∆ = {∆i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and 〈ε, δ〉 = {〈εi, δi〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. It can be proven that 〈∆, 〈ε, δ〉〉
is an algebraizator for LF (cf. Definition 10). The rest of the proof consists of proving (by induction on
the length of formulas) that the clauses of Definition 10 are satisfied. /

4 Possible-translation semantics

Besides considering synthesis of given logics by means of a combination process (as, for instance, fibring)
in order to obtain a new logic, it is also convenient to be able to split a logic into a family of simpler
logics. This kind of ‘reverse’ technique is what was called splitting logics, as opposite to the process of
splicing logics (cf. [6]). In this section we provide a categorial characterization of the process of splitting
logics called possible-translation semantics (cf. [6]).

We begin by adapting the original definitions of [6] to our formalism.

Definition 14. Let L = 〈Σ,`L〉 be a logic, and let {Li}i∈I be a family of logics such that I is a set and

Li = 〈Σi,`Li
〉 for every i ∈ I . Let L

fi

〉 Li be a CR-morphism for every i ∈ I . Then P = 〈{Li}i∈I , {fi}i∈I〉
is a possible-translation for L (in short, a PTS) if, for every Γ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ L(Σ),

Γ `L ϕ iff there is a finite ∆ ⊆ Γ such that f̂i(∆) `Li
f̂i(ϕ) for every i ∈ I.

The meaning of having a PTS for a logic L is that L splits into the family {Li}i∈I through the
translations {fi}i∈I .

Inspired by [8] we say that a CR-morphism L
f

〉L′ is a conservative translation if, for every Γ ∪
{ϕ} ⊆ L(Σ),

Γ `L ϕ iff f̂(Γ) `L′ f̂(ϕ).

Using the results stated in the previous sections we characterize PTS’s in categorial terms.
We also show below that PTS’s for a logic induce conservative translations over products of families

of logics in CR, and vice-versa. Such (induced) conservative translations turn out to be apt to extend
the method of finite algebraizability with interesting applications, as shown in Section 5.

Theorem 15. Given a possible-translation semantics for a logic L there exists a conservative translations

L
f

〉L′, (where L′ is a product in CR of some family of logics), and vice-versa.

Proof: Fix a logic L = 〈Σ,`L〉. If P is a PTS for L then it is possible to define a conservative translation

L
t(P )

〉 L(P ), where L(P ) is a product in CR of some (small) family of logics, encoding P . Conversely,

given a conservative translation L
f

〉L′, where L′ is a product of logics, we can define a PTS for L called
PTS(f) encoding f such that these assignments (t and PTS) are one inverse of the other. Calculations
are omitted here. /

5 Algebraizing logics by possible-translations semantics

The results above give support to a method for algebraizing logics using PTS’s which extends the well-
known method of finite algebraizability of [1]. The idea, introduced in [3], is the following: consider a
logic L, and let P = 〈{Li}i∈I , {fi}i∈I〉 be a PTS for L. Suppose that every Li is algebraizable, and
assume that the family F = {Li}i∈I satisfies the condition of Theorem 13. Then, by Theorem 15, the
product 〈LF , {πi}i∈I〉 of family F in ACR encodes P . Moreover, it is possible to build an algebraizator
for LF from a bounded (in the sense of Theorem 13) family of algebraizators for F . This shows that there

exists a conservative translation L
f

〉LF , where LF is an algebraizable logic. The conservative translation
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f is a link between L and LF that preserves derivability (see comments after Definition 14) and so, using
the algebraization for LF , one obtains a kind of ‘remote’ algebraization for L: in order to algebraically
analyze L, it is sufficient to translate L into LF and then analyze the result using the algebraic resources
of LF .

Here a concrete example is considered. Possible-translations semantics are used (cf. [6] and [12])
to obtain new semantics for the paraconsistent systems Cn introduced in [7]. Such semantics permit to
characterize the logics Cn in terms of a family Fn of three-valued logics LFI1 (cf.[4]), which are equivalent
to the three-valued paraconsistent logic J3 (introduced in [9]).

It turns out that J3, LFI1 and the three-valued  Lukasiewicz logic  L3 are all finitely algebraizable with
the same equivalent quasivariety, to wit, the quasivariety of the three-valued Moisil algebras, as shown
in [2], p. 43.

It is clear then that logics J3 (or LFI1) in the family Fn are finitely algebraizable and their alge-
braization satisfy the conditions of Finiteness Preservation Theorem 13. As a consequence, the product
LFn of the family Fn is also algebraizable, as argued in [3].

Furthermore, as a consequence of Theorem 15 there exists a conservative translations from each Cn

into LFn .
This shows that our categorial characterization extends the concept of finite algebraizability in ade-

quate terms, offering a non ad hoc solution to the question of algebraizing logics in general, as it amply
extends the method of [1]. Other interesting questions, as the characterization of logics having the Craig
interpolation property for consequence relation, can be recast here as a challenging problem: indeed, it
is known (see [11] page 43 for a discussion) that a logic enjoying the deduction-detachment theorem has
the Craig interpolation property iff its algebraization has the amalgamation property. Since the amalga-
mation property can be seen as a universal construction in the (sub)category CR of algebraizable logics,
it remains to know whether this would correspond to any form of Craig interpolation property.
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1 Introduction

Fibring [13, 14, 30] is recognized as one of the main mechanisms for combining logics, namely because
of the general preservation results that have been established for different metatheoretic properties, eg.
completeness [32, 9]. However, fibring suffers from an anomaly usually known as “the collapsing prob-
lem” [2, 4]. Indeed, ever since the first accounts of fibring, it could be noticed that fibring the semantics
of classical with intuitionistic logic would collapse into just classical logic. In [28], modulated fibring
has been introduced and shown to avoid these collapses, by means of a very careful use of adjunctions
between lattice structured models. Cryptofibring is a new structurally simpler alternative to solve the
semantic collapse problem, by adopting a generalization of fibred semantics using cryptomorphisms. In
particular, cryptofibring encompasses the original definition of fibred model, while admiting also amalga-
mated models that can be used to show that the above mentioned collapses are no longer present. In this
presentation we focus only on propositional based logics, but cryptofibring can be smoothly generalized
to cover a wider universe of logics.

2 Cryptofibred semantics

A signature is an
�

-indexed family C. The elements of each Ck are known as constructors or connectives
of arity k. Given a signature C the generated set of formulae is the carrier L(C) of the free C-algebra.
A signature morphism g : C → C ′ is an

�
-indexed family of maps where each gk : Ck → C ′

k.
The denotation [[ϕ]]A of ϕ ∈ L(C) in a given a C-algebra A = 〈A, ·A〉 is inductively defined, as usual,

by [[c(ϕ1, . . . , ϕk)]]A = cA([[ϕ1]]A, . . . , [[ϕk ]]A). A C-structure is a pair � = 〈A, T � 〉 where A = 〈A, ·A〉 is a
C-algebra and T � ⊆ A. The elements of A are called truth-values and those in T � are known as designated
truth-values. In the sequel, we write [[ϕ]] � for the denotation of ϕ in the underlying algebra. We denote
the class of all C-structures by Str(C). Given a signature morphism g : C → C ′ and a C ′-structure
� ′ = 〈A′, T � ′〉, the reduct of � ′ by g is the C-structure � ′|g = 〈A′|g , T � ′〉 where A′|g = 〈A′, ·A′ ◦ g〉.
Observe that [[ϕ]] � ′ |g = [[g(ϕ)]] � ′ for any ϕ ∈ L(C). Given two C-structures � and � , a C-homomorphism
h : � → � is a C-algebra homomorphism h : A → B such that T � = h−1(T � ). Given a signature
morphism g : C → C ′, a C-structure � and a C ′-structure � ′, a g-cryptomorphism h : � → � ′ is a
C-homomorphism h : � → � ′|g.

An interpretation system is a tuple I = 〈C,M, α〉 where C is a signature,M is a class and α :M→
Str(C). The elements of M are known as models. In the sequel, we write � m = 〈Am, Tm〉 for α(m), ·m
for ·Am

, and [[ϕ]]m for [[ϕ]]α(m). Given Ψ ⊆ L(C) and ϕ ∈ L(C), we say that Ψ entails ϕ in I, written
Ψ `I ϕ, if, for every m ∈M, [[ϕ]]m ∈ Tm whenever [[Ψ]]m ⊆ Tm.

Let I = 〈C,M, α〉 and I ′ = 〈C ′,M′, α′〉 be interpretation systems. An interpretation system crypto-
morphism f : I → I ′ is a triple f = 〈g, µ, h〉 where:

• g : C → C ′ is a signature morphism;

• µ :M′ →M is a map;

• h = {hm′}
m′∈M′ with each hm′ : � µ(m′) → � m′ being a g-cryptomorphism.

Interpretation systems and cryptomorphisms constitute a category cInt.

We assume given two interpretation systems I ′ = 〈C ′,M′, α′〉 and I ′′ = 〈C ′′,M′′, α′′〉. Furthermore,
we denote by C0 the signature C ′ ∩ C ′′ and we consider the interpretation system I0 = 〈C0, Str(C0), Id〉
endowed with the obvious cryptomorphisms i′0 : I0 → I ′ and i′′0 : I0 → I ′′. Then, the cryptofibring
of I ′ = 〈C ′,M′, α′〉 and I ′′ = 〈C ′′,M′′, α′′〉 constrained by sharing C0, is the interpretation system
I ′ ~ I ′′ = 〈C ′ ∪ C ′′,M′ ~M′′, α~〉 where:

• C ′ ∪ C ′′ is the union of C ′ and C ′′, and i′ : C ′ → C ′ ∪ C ′′ and i′′ : C ′′ → C ′ ∪ C ′′ are the obvious
inclusion morphisms;

• M′ ~M′′ is the class of tuples 〈 � ,m′,m′′, h′, h′′〉 such that:

– � ∈ Str(C ′ ∪ C ′′);

– m′ ∈M′ and m′′ ∈M′′;
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– h′ : � m′ → � is a i′-cryptomorphism;

– h′′ : � m′′ → � is a i′′-cryptomorphism;

• α~(〈 � ,m′,m′′, h′, h′′〉) = � .

When C0 is the empty signature we say that the cryptofibring is unconstrained. Observe that I ′ ~I ′′

includes those structures that appear in the original notion of fibring: the class of all structures � such
that (i) � |i′ ∈ α′(M′) and (ii) � |i′′ ∈ α′′(M′′). But I ′ ~ I ′′ is much richer. It also includes amalgamated
structures as described next. Given a C ′-algebra A′ and a C ′′-algebra A′′, their amalgamation is the
C ′ ∪ C ′′-algebra A = A′ ⊕A′′ = FC′∪C′′(A′ ] A′′)/≡ where ≡ is the least congruence such that:

• c′(a′1, . . . , a
′
k) ≡ c′� ′(a′1, . . . , a

′
k) for a′1, . . . , a

′
k ∈ A

′ and c′ ∈ C ′
k;

• c′′(a′′1 , . . . , a
′′
k) ≡ c′′� ′′(a′′1 , . . . , a

′′
k) for a′′1 , . . . , a

′′
k ∈ A

′′ and c′′ ∈ C ′′
k .

This is however not a colimit in cInt as shown below.
In the sequel, we use the obvious amalgamation injections j ′ : A′ → A and j′′ : A′′ → A. Note

that we can set up a flattened category cAlg of algebras and cryptomorphisms as follows. Each object
is a pair 〈C,A〉 where A is a C-algebra. Each morphism 〈g, h〉 : 〈C,A〉 → 〈C ′,A′〉 is composed of a
signature morphism g : C → C ′ and a C-algebra homomorphism h : A→ A′|g . In this category, the pair
〈C ′ ∪ C ′′,A′ ⊕A′′〉 endowed with 〈i′, j′〉 and 〈i′′, j′′〉 is a coproduct of 〈C ′,A′〉 and 〈C ′′,A′′〉. Given two
interpretation systems I ′ = 〈C ′,M′, α′〉 and I ′′ = 〈C ′′,M′′, α′′〉, their amalgamation is the interpretation
system I ′ ⊕ I ′′ = 〈C ′ ∪ C ′′,M′ ⊕M′′, α⊕〉 where:

• M′ ⊕M′′ is the class of tuples 〈m′,m′′, T 〉 such that:

– m′ ∈ M′ and m′′ ∈M′′;

– T is a subset of the carrier set of Am′ ⊕Am′′ such that:

∗ j′−1(T ) = Tm′ ;

∗ j′′−1(T ) = Tm′′ ;

where j′ and j′′ are the underlying amalgamation injections;

• α⊕(〈m′,m′′, T 〉) = 〈Am′ ⊕Am′′ , T 〉.

Note that M′ ⊕M′′ includes, among others, the “minimal” models of the form

〈m′,m′′, j′(Tm′) ∪ j′′(Tm′′)〉.

It also includes models with more designated values, as long as they are chosen outside j ′(Am′)∪j′′(Am′′ ).

Proposition 1. I ′ ⊕ I ′′ is a pushout of {i′0 : I0 → I ′, i′′0 : I0 → I ′′} in cInt.

However, cryptofibring of interpretation systems enjoys the following nice relationship with amalga-
mation.

Proposition 2. `I′~I′′ coincides with `I′⊕I′′ .

Cryptofibred semantics, per se, may not be suitable as it encompasses so many models that soundness
with respect to possible deduction systems associated with the interpretation systems at hand can easily
be lost. Next, we adapt the construction to a suitable notion of logic system encompassing both a
semantic and a deductive component, together with a soundness condition.

3 Cryptofibring

Assume given once and for all a set Ξ of schema variables. Given a signature C, the generated set of
schema formulae is the carrier SL(C) of the free C-algebra with generators Ξ. A schema C-substitution
is a function σ : Ξ → SL(C). Given an schema formula δ, the instance of δ by the schema substitution
σ is denoted by δσ and is the result of simultaneously replacing each schema variable ξ in δ by σ(ξ). A
(ground) C-substitution is a function ρ : Ξ → L(C). The instance of δ by the substitution ρ is denoted
by δρ and is the result of simultaneously replacing each schema variable ξ in δ by ρ(ξ).
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A C-rule is a pair 〈Υ, η〉, where Υ∪ {η} ⊆ SL(C). A rule is said to be finitary when Υ is finite and is
said to be axiomatic when Υ is empty. A deduction system is a pair D = 〈C,R〉 where C is a signature
and R is a set of finitary C-rules. The notion of proof is the usual. When there is a proof in D of δ from
Γ, we write Γ `D δ. As usual we may also omit the set of premises when it is empty. Note that proofs
are closed for substitutions: if Γ `D δ then Γσ `D δσ, for any schema substitution σ. The image of a
C-rule r = 〈Υ, η〉 by a signature morphism g : C → C ′ is the C ′-rule g(r) = 〈g(Υ), g(η)〉. A deduction
system morphism g : D → D′ is a signature morphism g : C → C ′ such that g(Υ) `D′ g(η) for every
〈Υ, η〉 ∈ R.

We put the two components together into logic systems. A logic system is a tuple L = 〈C,R,M, α〉
where DL = 〈C,R〉 is a deduction system, and IL = 〈C,M, α〉 is an interpretation system. In the sequel,
we may write `L for `DL

and `L for `IL . A C-structure � is said to be appropriate for a set R of C-rules
iff, for every 〈Υ, η〉 ∈ R and C-substitution ρ, if [[Υρ]] � ⊆ T � then [[ηρ]] � ∈ T � . We denote by App(R) the
class of C-structures that are appropriate for R. A logic system L = 〈C,R,M, α〉 is said to be:

• sound iff Ψ `L ϕ whenever Ψ `L ϕ for Ψ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ L(C);

• full iff α(M) = App(R);

• complete iff Ψ `L ϕ whenever Ψ `L ϕ for Ψ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ L(C).

Clearly, a logic system is sound iff all its structures are appropriate for its rules. Therefore, every full
logic system is sound. Furthermore, every full logic system is complete1.

Let L = 〈C,R,M, α〉 and L′ = 〈C ′, R′,M′, α′〉 be logic systems. A logic system cryptomorphism
f : L → L′ is a triple f = 〈g, µ, h〉 such that:

1. g : DL → DL′ is a deduction system morphism;

2. f : IL → IL′ is an interpretation system cryptomorphism;

3. for every m′ ∈M′, � m′ ∈ App(g(R)) whenever � µ(m′) ∈ App(R).

Condition 3 above is a reasonable requirement that guarantees the preservation of soundness by crypto-
morphisms in the following sense: if L = 〈C,R,M, α〉 is sound, so is g(L) = 〈C ′, g(R),M′, α′〉. Otherwise,
valid rules when embedded in a larger language context might become unsound (see for instance [9]).

Logic systems and cryptomorphisms constitute a category cLog.

We assume given two deduction systems D′ = 〈C ′, R′〉 and D′′ = 〈C ′′, R′′〉, and again we denote
by C0 the subsignature C ′ ∩ C ′′, and by D0 the canonical deduction system 〈C0, ∅〉 endowed with the
obvious morphisms i′ : D0 → D

′ and i′′ : D0 → D
′′. We start by defining the cryptofibring of deduction

systems: the cryptofibring of D′ and D′′ constrained by sharing C0 is the deduction system D′ ~ D′′ =
〈C ′ ∪ C ′′, R′ ∪R′′〉.

We can finally define the notion of cryptofibring of logic systems. We assume given two logic systems
L′ = 〈C ′, R′,M′, α′〉 and L′′ = 〈C ′′, R′′,M′′, α′′〉. The cryptofibring of L′ and L′′ constrained by sharing
C0 is the logic system L′rL′′ = 〈C ′ ∪ C ′′, R′ ∪ R′′,M′rM′′, αr〉 where:

• M′rM′′ is composed of every 〈 � ,m′,m′′, h′, h′′〉 in M ′ ~M ′′ such that:

– � ∈ App(R′ ∪ R′′) whenever � m′ ∈ App(R′);

– � ∈ App(R′ ∪ R′′) whenever � m′′ ∈ App(R′′);

• αr(〈 � ,m′,m′′, h′, h′′〉) = � .

Expectedly, this is not a colimit in cLog. As before, we define the amalgamation of logic systems.
The amalgamation of L′ and L′′ is L′ ⊕R L′′ = 〈C ′ ∪ C ′′, R′ ∪ R′′,M′ ⊕RM′′, α⊕R

〉 where:

• M′ ⊕RM
′′ is composed of every 〈m′,m′′, T 〉 in M′ ⊕M′′ such that:

– T is closed for all ground instances of rules in R′ ∪R′′;

1Fullness underlies the completeness techniques used, for instance, in [32], which are in fact also applicable to cryptofibring
since it includes all fibred models. We shall not dwell on completeness preservation by cryptofibring here, but the fact that
cryptofibred semantics is richer opens the way to obtaining more general sufficient conditions for completeness preservation.
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• α⊕R
(〈m′,m′′, T 〉) = 〈Am′ ⊕Am′′ , T 〉.

Then, the following result holds.

Proposition 3. L′⊕RL′′ is a pushout of {i′0 : L0 → L′, i′′0 : L0 → L′′} in cLog.

Fortunately, the strong relationship between the two entailments still holds.

Proposition 4. `L′rL′′ coincides with `L′⊕RL′′ .

4 Combining classical and intuitionistic logics

In this section, we use cryptofibring to combine the implicative fragments of classical propositional logic
(CPL) and intuitionistic propositional logic (IPL), and show that the resulting logic does not collapse
to CPL. To avoid any constraint in the combination we shall assume that CPL and IPL are based on
disjoint denumerable sets P and Q, respectively, of propositional symbols.

The implicative fragment of CPL can be easily presented as a logic system with the usual semantics
based on bivaluations v : P → {0, 1} with 1 designated, and the set of rules:

• 〈∅, (ξ1⇒c (ξ2⇒c ξ1))〉
〈∅, ((ξ1⇒c (ξ2⇒c ξ3))⇒c ((ξ1⇒c ξ2)⇒c (ξ1⇒c ξ3)))〉
〈∅, (((ξ1⇒c ξ2)⇒c ξ1)⇒c ξ1)〉
〈{ξ1, (ξ1⇒c ξ2)}, ξ2〉.

The implicative fragment of IPL can be presented with the usual Kripke semantics and the set of
rules:

• 〈∅, (ξ1⇒i (ξ2⇒i ξ1))〉
〈∅, ((ξ1⇒i (ξ2⇒i ξ3))⇒i ((ξ1⇒i ξ2)⇒i (ξ1⇒i ξ3)))〉
〈{ξ1, (ξ1⇒i ξ2)}, ξ2〉.

Note that the only difference between the calculi is the absence in IPL of Peirce’s law , the third rule
of CPL.

In order to show that CPLr IPL does not collapse into CPL, we have to find a model over the
combined language that satisfies all the rules from both logics, together with cryptomorphisms from
suitable models of each of the logics, in such a way that, for instance, the analogous of Peirce’s rule for
intuitionistic implication is not valid. We shall consider the model obtained by a natural extension of the
usual Kripke semantics for intuitionistic logic. Given a partially-ordered Kripke frame 〈W,≤〉, and letting
B≤ be the set of all upper-subsets of W , any corresponding model m = 〈W,≤, V 〉 with V : P ∪Q→ B≤
induces an interpretation structure 〈〈B≤, ·m〉, {W}〉 with:

• pm = V (p) and qm = V (q);

• ⇒c
m(b1, b2) = ((W \ b1) ∪ b2)c;

• ⇒i
m(b1, b2) = ((W \ b1) ∪ b2)i,

where Xc = {w ∈ W : there exists x ∈ X such that x ≤ w} and X i = {w ∈ W : {w′ : w ≤ w′} ⊆ X},
given X ⊆ W . In the particular case when W = {u, v, w} and u ≤ v, only, and V is such that V (p)
is either ∅ or W , and V (q1) = {v}, V (q2) = ∅, the structure we obtain satisfies all the rules but
(((q1 ⇒i q2)⇒i q1)⇒i q1) does not hold. Indeed, [[(((q1 ⇒i q2)⇒i q1)⇒i q1)]]m = {v, w}. However, the
reduct of this structure to ⇒i and Q is a structure of IPL with the obvious cryptomorphism. Moreover,
it is also possible to map the CPL structure based on the bivaluation v : P → {0, 1} such that v(p) = 0
if V (p) = ∅ and v(p) = 1 if V (p) = W , along the cryptomorphism that sends 0 to ∅ and 1 to W .
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Introduction

Since the introduction of the concept of Fibring of Logics by D. Gabbay in the 90’s (cf. [5]), such a name
was used to define a very broad set of methodologies. With the purpose of formalize the techniques of
fibring, Sernadas et alia introduced a categorial definition of fibring, (see, for instance, [8, 11, 3]). One
of the main issues intrinsic to the idea of fibring is to find preservation results. That is, the problem to
know whether certain properties of the logic systems are preserved through the fibring. In the present
article, based on these techniques, we study the question of preservation of algebraizability by fibring.

As an answer to this question we will offer some conditions for the preservation of algebrizability
via fibring. Thus, we will define the category of algebraizable consequence systems ALCO, which will
be our framework wherein the problem of fibring will be analyzed. Then, we will obtain the principal
preservation result: In an special subcategory of ALCO (called ALCO∗) it is possible to obtain the
fibring of algebraizable logics. After this we will study a particular case of fibring of algebraizable logics:
The case when the logics are defined by means of Hilbert-type axiomatization. We conclude this article
by proving the existence of an isomorphism between the category of equivalent algebraic semantics and
ALCO∗. This opens the possibility to perform the fibring of algebraic semantics, sharing or not function
symbols.

1 Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the basic definitions which we propose to deal with: the category of propo-
sitional languages (which is also studied in [2]) and the category of algebraizable logics, as well as the
categorial notion of fibring.

Definition 1. (i) Fix a denumerable set V = {pi}i∈ � of propositional variables. A propositional signature
is a family of pairwise disjoint sets C = {Ck}k∈ � such that |C| ∩ V = ∅, where |C| =

⋃
n∈ � Cn; elements

of Ck are called connectives of arity k. The propositional language generated by C (denoted by L(C)) is
the free algebra (of words) generated by V over C.
(ii) Given signatures C1 and C2, a signature morphism h : C1 → C2 is a map h : |C1| → L(C2) such
that, if c ∈ C1

n then h(c) ∈ L(C2) such that h(c) depends exactly on p1, . . . , pn.

If h : C1 → C2 then there is exactly one extension ĥ : L(C1)→ L(C2) given by ĥ(p) = p, if p ∈ V , and

ĥ(c(β1, . . . , βk)) = h(c)(p1/ĥ(β1), . . . , pk/ĥ(βk)) if c ∈ C1
k . By defining the composition of C1 h

→C2 k
→C3

as k � h = k̂ ◦ h, and putting idC : C → C as idC(c) = c(p1, . . . , pn) then we obtain a category of
propositional languages, called PLAN.

Definition 2. (i) The category ALCO of algebraizable logics is the category whose objects are conse-
quence systems of the form L = 〈C,`〉, where C is a PLAN-object and ` ⊆ ℘(L(C))×L(C) is a standard
consequence relation (that is, extensive, transitive, monotonic, structural and finitary, cf. [30]), which is
algebraizable in the sense of Blok-Pigozzi (see [1]). Given Li = 〈Ci,`i〉 (i = 1, 2), an ALCO-morphism
h : L1 → L2 is a PLAN-morphism h : C1 → C2 satisfying:
(a) if Γ `1 α, then h(Γ) `2 h(α);
(b) there are algebraizators 〈(εi, δi),∆i〉 for Li (i = 1, 2), respectively, such that, for every formula φ, ψ
of L(C1), it holds h(φ)∆2h(ψ) `2 h(φ)h(∆1)h(ψ).
Composition and identity maps are as in PLAN.
(ii) The category ALCO∗ is the subcategory of ALCO such that the objects are the same, but the mor-
phism are ALCO-morphisms satisfying:
(c) there are algebraizators 〈(εi, δi),∆i〉 for Li (i = 1, 2), respectively, such that, for every formula φ, ψ
of L(C1), it holds h(φ)∆2h(ψ) a`2 h(φ)h(∆1)h(ψ).1

In the definitions above, we can substitute “there are algebraizators” by “for every algebraizator”,
because of the properties of algebraizators.

The category ALCO∗ is not a full subcategory of ALCO, as shows the following example:

Example 3. Let us consider Sette’s propositional paraconsistent logic P 1, defined in [9] over a signature
C such that |C| = {¬,∨,∧,⇒}. In the positive fragments, P 1 coincide with classical logic CPC. In [7]

1Γ1 ` Γ2 means Γ1 ` γ for every γ ∈ Γ2; and Γ1 a` Γ2 means Γ1 ` Γ2 and Γ2 ` Γ1.
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it was proven that P 1 is algebraizable, where ∆P 1 = {p1 ⇒ p2, p2 ⇒ p1,¬p1 ⇒ ¬p2,¬p2 ⇒ ¬p1}2.
Now, let P 1

⇒ be the {⇒}-fragment of P 1. Since it coincides with the implicational fragment of CPC,
it is algebraizable with ∆′ = {p1 ⇒ p2, p2 ⇒ p1}. It is clear that, considering the inclusion map
inc : P 1

⇒ → P 1, inc(∆′) cannot be an equivalence set for P 1. Therefore, inc is an ALCO-morphism, but
not an ALCO∗-morphism.

We adapt the categorial notion of fibring introduced in [8], defining the following:

Definition 4. Let D be a category of propositional logic system based on the category PLAN, that is,
such that there is a forgetful functor N : D → PLAN . Let L1 and L2 be two D-objects.
(i) The unconstrained fibring of L1 and L2 (denoted by L1

⊕
L2) is the co-product in D of L1 and L2

(if it exists).
(ii) Let D = {ij : C → N(Lj)}j=1,2 be diagram in PLAN formed by monomorphisms. Suppose that
there exists the coproduct L1

⊕
L2 in D, and consider the coproduct N(L1)

⊕
N(L2) = N(L1

⊕
L2) of

N(L1), N(L2) in PLAN, with canonical injections kj : N(Lj)→ N(L1

⊕
L2) (j = 1, 2). The constrained

fibring of L1 and L2 by sharing D is the codomain L of the cocartesian lifting q : L1

⊕
L2 → L of the

coequalizer q : N(L1

⊕
L2)→ C ′ of {k1 � i1, k2 � i2} in PLAN (if the cocartesian lifting exists).

2 Categorial Fibring in ALCO∗

In this section we will prove that ALCO∗ has constrained and unconstrained fibring.
From [30] we know that the set Stan(L(C)) of standard consequence systems defined over the language

L(C), ordered by inclusion (of the consequence relations), is a complete lattice. Using this fact, we can
define the following:

Definition 5. Let Li = 〈Ci,`i〉 (i = 1, 2) be two consequence systems in ALCO∗. Consider the set F
of standard consequence operators ` over the coproduct C = C1

⊕
C2 such that:

(i) Γ `i α implies Γ ` α for every Γ ∪ {α} ⊆ L(C i) (i = 1, 2);
(ii) ϕ∆iψ ` ϕ∆jψ, for some ∆i and ∆j equivalence sets of the consequence systems Li and Lj (i, j ∈
{1, 2}).3

We define the consequence system LF = 〈C,`F 〉 such that `F is the infimum of the family F in
Stan(L(C)).

Then we can prove the following:

Proposition 6. Let Li (i = 1, 2), and LF as in Definition 5. Then L is an algebraizable consequence
system.

Theorem 7. Let Li (i = 1, 2), and LF as above. Then 〈LF , inc1, inc2〉 is the ALCO∗-coproduct of L1

and L2, where inci : Li → LF is the canonical injection (i = 1, 2).

With respect to constrained fibring, we have:

Theorem 8. Let N : ALCO∗−→PLAN the forgetful functor. Then, N is a cofibration.

From theorems 7 and 8 we obtain the following:

Theorem 9. ALCO∗ has both constrained and unconstrained fibring.

3 Fibring Algebraizable Hilbert Systems

In this section we analyze the special case of algebraizable consequence systems generated by axioms and
inference rules, that is, Hilbert-style systems. A first approach to this problem was outlined in [22].

Definition 10. (i) Given a signature C and a fixed countable set Ξ = {ξi}i∈ � disjoint of V ∪ |C|, the
schematic propositional language relative to C, denoted by L(C,Ξ), is the free algebra generated by V ∪Ξ
over C.

2And, implicitly, it was proven that {p1 ⇒ p2, p2 ⇒ p1} is not an equivalence set for P 1.
3As before, it is equivalent to require “for every equivalence sets ∆i and ∆j”.
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(ii) A schematic inference rule is a pair 〈Υ, β〉 such that Υ ∪ {β} is a finite subset of L(C,Ξ).
(iii) A Hilbert system is a pair H = 〈C,P 〉 where C is a signature and P is a set of schematic inference
rules
(iv) A function σ : Ξ → L(C) is called an instantiation. Any instantiation can be extended to a unique
homomorphism σ̂ : L(C,Ξ)→ L(C).
(v) Given a Hilbert system H = 〈C,P 〉, the consequence system LH = 〈C,`H〉 induced by H is defined
as follows: Γ `H α iff there exists a finite sequence φ1, ..., φm (m ≥ 1) in L(C) such that φm = α and,
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
(a) φi ∈ Γ, or
(b) there is an instantiation σ and a schematic inference rule 〈Υ, β〉 such that

σ̂(β) = φi and σ̂(Υ) ⊆ {φ1, ..., φi−1}.

In order to define the fibring in ALCO of Hilbert system, we need to generalize the schema language,
allowing symbols for schema connectives.

Definition 11. (i) Given a signature C, fix a family of pairwise disjoint sets Θ = {Θn}n∈ � such that
Θn∩(|C|∪V ∪Ξ) = ∅, for every n ∈

�
; elements in Θn are called n-ary schema connectives. The language

L(C,Θ; Ξ) is the free algebra generated over V ∪ Ξ by {Cn ∪Θn}n∈ � .
(ii) A realization is a partial function ρ :

⋃
n∈ � Θn → |C| such that, if Cn 6= ∅, then ρ(κ) ∈ Cn for every

κ ∈ Θn.
(iii) Given an instantiation σ : Ξ→ L(C) and a realization ρ :

⋃
n∈ � Θn → |C|, the extended instantiation

induced by ρ and σ is the function χ : L(C,Θ; Ξ)→ L(C) defined as follows:
(a) χ(p) = p for every p ∈ V ;
(b) χ(ξ) = σ(ξ) for every ξ ∈ Ξ;
(c) χ(κ(φ1, . . . , φn)) = ρ(κ)(χ(φ1), . . . , χ(φn)), if κ ∈ Θn and ρ(κ) is defined;
(d) χ(κ(φ1, . . . , φn)) = p0, if ρ(κ) is not defined.
(iv) An extended Hilbert-system is a pair H = 〈C,P 〉 such that C is a signature and P is a set of inference
rules as in Definition 10(ii), but now using L(C,Θ; Ξ).
(v) An extended Hilbert-system H induces a consequence system LH = 〈C,`H〉 as in Definition 10(v),
but now using L(C,Θ; Ξ) and extended instantiations.

Definition 12. (i) The category ALHI− is the full subcategory of ALCO whose objects are consequence
systems L = 〈C,`〉 of ALCO such that ` is induced by some Hilbert system H.
(ii) The category ALHI is the full subcategory of ALCO whose objects are consequence systems L = 〈C,`〉
of ALCO such that ` is induced by some extended Hilbert system H.

In order to obtain a sufficient condition for the existence of unconstrained fibring in ALHI, we recall
the following result, due to [1]:

Proposition 13. Suppose that a standard consequence system L = 〈C,`〉 has a set ∆ = {∆i(p1, p2)}ni=1

of formulas such that, for every formula ϕ, ψ:
(i) ` ϕ∆ϕ;
(ii) ϕ∆ψ ` ψ∆ϕ;
(iii) ϕ∆ψ, ψ∆α ` ϕ∆α;
(iv) For every connective c ∈ Ck, and every formula ϕ1, . . . , ϕk, ψ1, . . . , ψk:

ϕ1∆ψ1, . . . , ϕk∆ψk ` c(ϕ1, . . . , ϕk)∆c(ψ1, . . . , ψk);
(v) ϕ, ϕ∆ψ ` ψ;
(vi) ϕ, ψ ` ϕ∆ψ.
Then L is algebraizable.

Theorem 14. If L1 and L2 are logics in ALHI satisfying the conditions of Proposition 13, then there
exists the unconstrained fibring (i.e., the coproduct) L1

⊕
L2 of L1 and L2 in ALHI.

With respect to ALHI−, we also obtain a sufficient condition for the existence of fibring.

Definition 15. : Let L = 〈C,`〉 be an algebraizable consequence system, and let 〈(δ, ε),∆〉 be an
algebraizator of L. We say that L is equivalence-expressing if there is a formula (p1 ↔ p2) ∈ L(C) such
that, for every φ, ψ ∈ L(C): φ∆ψ a` φ↔ ψ.

Proposition 16. Let Li (i = 1, 2) be two ALHI−-objects, which are equivalence-expressing. Then, there
exists the constrained fibring of L1 and L2 by sharing↔, where {↔} is the identification of ↔1 and ↔2.
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4 The Category ASEM of Equivalent Algebraic Semantics

Based on [6], now we define the category of classes of algebras that are equivalent algebraic seman-
tics for some algebraizable consequence system. We will use languages in PLAN to represent terms of
quasivarieties.

Definition 17. (i) Let K be a quasivariety and let |=K be the associated consequence relation (cf. [1]).
Given sets of terms δ = {δi(x)}i≤n, ε = {εi(x)}i≤n and ∆ = {∆j(x, y)}j≤m, we say that [(δ, ε),∆] is a
deductivizator of K if it verifies: x ≈ y =||=K ε(x∆y) ≈ δ(x∆y).
(ii) Given a quasivarietyK such that K has a deductivizator, we define a equivalence relation 'K between
deductivizators as follows:
[(δ, ε),∆] 'K [(δ′, ε′),∆′] iff ε(x) ≈ δ(x) =||=K ε′(x) ≈ δ′(x). The equivalence class of [(δ, ε),∆] under
'K will be denoted by [ε, δ,∆]K .

Definition 18. The category ASEM of equivalent algebraic semantics is the category whose objects
are triples A = 〈C,K, [ε, δ,∆]K〉, where C is a signature, K a quasivariety which have a deductivizator,
and [ε, δ,∆]K is the equivalence class under 'K of some deductivizator [(δ, ε),∆] of K. Given objects
Ai = 〈Ci,Ki, [ε

i, δi,∆i]Ki
〉 (i = 1, 2), a morphism h : A1 → A2 is a PLAN-morphism h : C1 → C2

satisfying the following:
(a) If Γ |=K1

(ν ≈ η) then h(Γ) |=K2
h(ν ≈ η), for every set Γ ∪ {ν ≈ η} of K1-equations;

(b) For every τ ∈ L(C1), ε2(h(τ)) ≈ δ2(h(τ)) =||=K2
h(ε1(τ)) ≈ h(δ1(τ)).4

The fundamental result of this section is the following:

Theorem 19. ALCO∗ and ASEM are isomophic categories.

As a corollary we obtain the following:

Corollary 20. ASEM has coproducts, and the functor N : ASEM−→PLAN which associates each
equivalent algebraic semantics with its underlying signature is a cofibration.

From the previous corollary, we can obtain new equivalent algebraic semantics (sharing or not function
symbols) from previous ones. This result suggest the implicit notion of “fibring of equational languages”,
modifying the definitions of the previous sections.
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1 Introduction

The common knowledge is a present phenomenon in a lot of situations in our social life. To coordinate
actions, to establish agreements and in other typical behaviors, the individuals need a previous knowledge
or the mutual understanding or even the common knowledge of certain facts. The knowledge about the
conventions among all the members in a community is an example of common knowledge, once, for
every stipulated fact, everybody knows this fact, and everybody knows that everybody knows such fact,
and everybody knows that everybody knows that everybody knows the fact, and so on. In Computer
Science, the analysis and the applications of the common knowledge and other knowledge types became
a very active research field, especially in the last two decades, giving rise to the epistemic logics or logics
of knowledge. However, it is proved in [8] that common knowledge requires coordinated actions and
simultaneity to be attained. Hence, common knowledge can not be achieved in asynchronous systems,
because simultaneity is not applicable in such environments.

We propose a logic to represent other concepts of knowledge that can be achieved in asynchronous
environments, such as the concurrent common knowledge [12]. To illustrate the concept of concurrent
common knowledge, suppose that we are attending the final game of the Soccer World Championship
and our country is one of the teams. We can suppose there is a small gap of time in the arrival of the
images in televisions around the country, in other words, suppose that the images reach first some places
and some time later other places. As soon as the victory goal happens, some places begin to celebrate
the title, knowing that in all the country, sooner or later, everybody will know about the victory. In
this case, the knowledge about the winner team is not simultaneous, but everybody knows that, in some
moment sooner or later, all the others will know it. Thus, we say that the team’s victory is concurrent
common knowledge among all.

2 A Model for Asynchronous Distributed Systems

Consider a model for asynchronous distributed systems based on Lamport’s definitions of time and
causality [10]: time is given by causality relations among events and consistent global states are consistent
cuts in an asynchronous run hypergraph. The model consists in: a network of fifo channels with m agents;
a set R of asynchronous runs; a set E of events; a set C of consistent cuts.

The hypergraph in Figure 1 illustrates one possible run of the PIF (propagation of information with
feedback) algorithm for 3 agents. The goal of PIF algorithm is to make the messageM known to all the
agents in the system, and, assuming that just one agent initiates the algorithm, to inform the initiator
when M has reached all of them.

a1

a2

a3

EP(r) EF(r)

 Consistent Cut
  (Global State)

Inconsistent Cut

Figure 1. Consistent Cut

The dots represent events - when an agent sends and/or receives messages. The arrows establish a
causality relation among events. A cut represents a global state and divides the graph into two sets of
events, EP and EF , those which happen before (in the past of) and those which happen after (in the
future of) the present cut. Intuitively, we can think about a consistent cut as a global state in which
there are no messages from the future to the past.

In this model, an agent can not distinguish between two cuts if his local state is the same in both
cuts. If so, the cuts are said to be indistinguishable according to the agent’s point of view. There are
distinct possible runs depending on the order in which messages reach the agents.
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3 Products of Modal Logics

We think about asynchronous systems as a two-dimensional world. That is, taking into account the model
of the previous section, we reason about the agents’ knowledge under the perspective of a cartesian pair
(r, c), a run-cut pair. In a modal logic approach, that means the interpretation of possible worlds are
pairs (r, c) representing a state: a consistent cut c in an asynchronous run r.

The two-dimensional approach of knowledge can be formalized using the concept of products of modal
logics. Like fibring, fusion, splitting and temporalization, which are forms to compose or decompose
logics, products of modal logics is a technique to combine logics giving rise to many-dimensional or
multidimensional logics. In multidimensional logics, the states are tuples representing dimensions where
logical formulas are evaluated. The foundations of multidimensional logics are in Segerberg [13]. A
complete overview on this subject and many results, including transference results between the whole
and the component logics, were recently published in [6]. It follows some formal definitions and results
on axiomatizing products of modal logics [14].

Definition 1. Let F1 = (W1, R1) and F2 = (W2, R2) be two propositional frames. The product of frames
[14] is the frame F1 × F2 = (W1 ×W2, Rh, Rv), where:

Rh = {((x, z), (y, z))|xR1y} and Rv = {((z, x), (z, y))|xR2y}.
Let L1 and L2 be modal logics, F(L1) the class of frames validating L1 and F(L2) the class of frames

validating L2. The product of logics L1 and L2 is the logic L1 × L2 = L(F(L1)× F(L2)) 1.

Definition 2. For L1 n-modal and L2 m-modal logics, let [L1, L2] = L1 ∗ L2 + C1
ij + C2

ij , where:

L1 ∗ L2 is the fusion of L1 and L2, C1
ij = (2i2j+np↔ 2j+n2ip) and C2

ij = (♦i2j+np→ 2j+n♦ip),
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n , 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
We say the logics L1, L2 are commutative if L1 × L2 = [L1, L2].

Definition 3. A modal formula is pseudo-transitive if it has the form:`
1 2kp→

a
2 p, where p ∈ Prop,

`
1 = ♦i, . . . ,♦j ,

a
2 = 2i, . . . ,2j are sequences of modal operators.

A PTC formula is a pseudo-transitive or closed formula.
A PTC logic is a modal logic axiomatized by PTC formulas.

Theorem 4. The logic resulting from the product of two PTC modal logics is commutative [14]. That
is, if L1 and L2 are PTC then L1 × L2 = [L1, L2].

Many known modal logics are PTC, such as D,K4,S4, T ,B,S5, and others. Thus, two-dimensional
products like T × T , S4 × S4 or S5 × S5 are commutative. We are interested, particularly, in the
commutative product S5m × S5m which is used when axiomatizing our logic.

4 Semantics for Two-Dimensional Modal Logic of Knowledge

To model the desired two-dimensional knowledge approach we need a two-dimensional many-modal logic.
The two dimensions refer to the runs’ and cuts’ dimensions, represented by the modal operators Hi and
Vi, respectively. As usual, the semantics is based on Kripke’s semantics of possible worlds, so we have
possibility or accessibility relations for each dimension. These accessibility relations are equivalence re-
lations, reflecting the concept of indistinguishable cuts and runs according to the agent’s point of view.
Hence, the accessibility relations are, in fact, equivalence relations for indistinguishability in each level
of knowledge considered: the run dimension, the cut dimension, and a third relation for the transitive
closure under the former. The closure relation gives us new features, for instance, representing knowl-
edge properties according to indistinguishable pairs (r, c). Thus, the modal operator Ki related to the
closure relation ∼irepresents the so-called agent’s concurrent knowledge, that is, what he knows under
indistinguishable consistent cuts in all possible runs.

We introduce the definition of closed sub-product of modal logics in order to formalize the kind of
knowledge that we are interested in. The closed sub-product of modal logics is similar to the product,
with two additional features: an extra relation for the transitive closure under the two basic relations,
and a subset W∆ of the cartesian product R × C. To understand the set W∆, consider that there are
some pairs (r, c) which, in fact, may not occur in the system. If so, we restrict the evaluation of the

1The modal logic L(F) for a class of frames F is defined as the intersection
⋂
{L(F ) | F ∈ F}.
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formulas to the so-called reasonable pairs, that is, the pairs (r, c) that really make sense. The subset
W∆ ⊆ R × C denote these reasonable pairs. The idea is to make the modal operators Hi and Vi range
only over the reasonable pairs in W∆, whereas the operators H i and V i range over the whole cartesian
product W = R× C.

Definition 5 (Closed Sub-product of Modal Logics). Let LH be the smallest set of formulas
containing the set of primitives PropH , closed under negation, conjunction and the modal operators Hi,
i = 1, . . . ,m. Let LV be the smallest set of formulas containing the set of primitives PropV , closed under
negation, conjunction and the modal operators Hi, i = 1, . . . ,m.

Consider the frames FH = (R,∼=i) and FV = (C,�j) for LH and LV , respectively. The closed
sub-product of the frames FH and FV related to W∆ is the frame FH ⊗FV = (W,'i,≈j ,∼k,W∆), where:

1. W = R× C is the set of all the states (r, c);

2. W∆ ⊆W = R× C is a subset of the states (r, c);

3. 'i= {((r, c), (r′, c))|r ∼=i r
′};

4. ≈j= {((r, c), (r, c′))|c �j c
′};

5. ∼k= ('i ∪ ≈j) *, where ('i ∪ ≈j) * is the transitive closure under the union of 'i and ≈j .

Let F(LH) the class of frames validating LH and F(LV ) the class of frames validating LV . The
semantic sub-product of the logics LH and LV is the logic L(F(LH )⊗ F(LV )).

Definition 6 (Model for Closed Sub-product of Modal Logics). A model M over a closed sub-
product frame F = FH ⊗ FV is a pair M = (F, v), where v is a truth-value function for the primitive
Prop = PropH ∪ PropV . For each p ∈ Prop, v(p) is the set of (r, c) where p is true, that is, v(p) :
Prop→ 2R×C .

According to [12], to incorporate concurrent common knowledge, we need more three modalities:

. Piα meaning “there is another consistent cut in the same run indistinguishable under the point of
view of agent i where α is true”. In our logic, the operator Pi is, in fact, the dual of Vi.

. ECα meaning “everybody concurrently knows α”, which is given by the formula ECα =
∧
KiPiα.

. CCα meaning “α is concurrent common knowledge”. As usual, concurrent common knowledge
implies that everybody concurrently knows α and everybody concurrently knows that everybody concur-
rently knows α and so on. Thus, CCα is given by the formula CCα→ ECα ∧E2

Cα ∧ E
3
Cα ∧ . . ..

We will use the same subscript i for the relations and modal operators, because we have m agents,
and therefore, the product of two m-modal logics. It follows the formal semantics definitions.

Definition 7 (Satisfiability in L2
m). Let L2

m be the smallest set of formulas containing ∆, the set of
primitives Prop = PropH ∪PropV , closed under negation, conjunction and the modal operators H i, V i,
Ki, EC and CC where i = 1, . . . ,m.

Suppose 'i, ≈i and ∼i are equivalence relations in a closed sub-product of two modal frames, as
defined in 5. Let F = (W,'i,≈i,∼i,W∆) be a frame for L2

m and let M be a model over F . A formula
α ∈ L2

m is true in [M, (r, c)], [M, (r, c)] |= α, for (r, c) ∈W = R× C, when: 2

1. [M, (r, c)] |= p⇔ (r, c) ∈ v(p), where p ∈ Prop;
2. [M, (r, c)] |= α ∧ β ⇔ [M, (r, c)] |= α and [M, (r, c))] |= β;

3. [M, (r, c)] |= ¬α⇔ [M, (r, c)] 6|= α;

4. [M, (r, c)] |= H iα⇔ ∀(r′, c′){((r, c) 'i (r′, c′))⇒ [M, (r′, c′)] |= α};
5. [M, (r, c)] |= V iα⇔ ∀(r′, c′){((r, c) ≈i (r′, c′))⇒ [M, (r′, c′)] |= α};
6. [M, (r, c)] |= ∆⇔ (r, c) ∈W∆ ⊆W = R× C;

7. [M, (r, c)] |= Hiα⇔ [M, (r, c)] |= ∆ and [M, (r, c)] |= H iα;

8. [M, (r, c)] |= Viα⇔ [M, (r, c)] |= ∆ and [M, (r, c)] |= V iα;

9. [M, (r, c)] |= Qiα⇔ [M, (r, c)] |= Hiα and [M, (r, c)] |= Viα;

10. [M, (r, c)] |= Kiα⇔ [M, (r, c)] |= ∆ and ∀(r′, c′){((r, c) ∼i (r′, c′))⇒ [M, (r′, c′)] |= α};
11. [M, (r, c)] |= Piα⇔ [M, (r, c)] |= ¬Vi¬α;

12. [M, (r, c)] |= ECα⇔ [M, (r, c)] |=
∧
KiPiα;

13. [M, (r, c)] |= CCα⇔ [M, (r, c)] |= Ek
Cα for all k ≥ 1.

2Because of clarity we keep the semantic definitions for abbreviations such as Piα and ECα
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5 Axiomatic System C2
m

When the accessibility relations are equivalence relations, we know that logics as LH and LV are axiom-
atized by S5m [8]. Furthermore, we know that the product S5m × S5m is commutative, and therefore,
axiomatized by [S5m,S5m], according to the theorem 4. Thus, we propose the system C2

m in the table
13.1 as an axiomatization of the two-dimensional many-modal logic L2

m.

The axioms 1 to 12 are axioms of S5m for the horizontal and vertical dimensions, and also for the
concurrent knowledge Ki. The axioms 13, 14 and 15 reflect the properties of the commutative product.
The axioms 16 and 17 restrict the knowledge to the reasonable pairs. The axioms for concurrent knowledge
Ki are 18, 19 and 20. The operator Qi defined in axiom 18 is an auxiliary one which we call “inter-
dimensional step”. Remembering that Pi is the dual of Vi, axioms 21 and 22 define EC , everybody
concurrently knows. And finally, for concurrent common knowledge CC , we have axiom 23.

Table 13.1. System C2
m

Axioms
1. (H iα ∧Hi(α→ β))→ H iβ 12. ¬Kiα→ Ki¬Kiα
2. H iα→ α 13. H iV jα↔ V jH iα
3. H iα→ H iHiα 14. ¬H i¬V jα→ V j¬H i¬α
4. ¬H iα→ Hi¬H iα 15. ¬V i¬Hjα→ Hj¬V i¬α
5. (V iα ∧ V i(α→ β))→ V iβ 16. Hiα↔ ∆ ∧H iα
6. V iα→ α 17. Viα↔ ∆ ∧ V iα
7. V iα→ V iV iα 18. Qiα↔ Hiα ∧ Viα

8. ¬V iα→ V i¬V iα 19. Kiα↔ QiKiα
9. (Kiα ∧Ki(α→ β))→ Kiβ 20. Ki(α→ Qiα)→ (α→ Kiα)
10. Kiα→ α 21. Piα↔ ¬Vi¬α
11. Kiα→ KiKiα 22. ECα↔

∧
KiPiα

23. CCα↔ EC(α ∧ CCα)
Rules

R0. From ` α infer every uniform substitution for α
R1. From ` α, α→ β infer β (modus ponens)
R2. From ` α infer H iα (horizontal generalization)
R3. From ` α infer V iα (vertical generalization)
R4. From ` α infer Kiα (two-dimensional generalization)
R5. From ` α→ EC(α ∧ β) infer α→ CCβ (induction rule)

where i, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Note: Axiom 10 can be deduced from axioms 19 and 20.

6 Conclusions

This work presents results on epistemic logics and many-dimensional logics with applications in the area
of distributed multi-agent systems. We introduced the axiomatic system C2

m for concurrent common
knowledge. The system is suitable to represent the properties of concurrent knowledge in distributed
systems because the semantics is based on a model which considers consistent cuts and asynchronous
runs to define time.

We have used the concept of multidimensional logics to deal with the two-dimensional approach of
knowledge. Thus, the main contributions of this paper is in combination of logics in order to express the
desired properties and the interactions among all the involved entities. The closed sub-product of modal
logics was defined to make the necessary adjustments, resulting in a more powerful semantics.

As future developments, we would like to build a temporal version of the two-dimensional knowledge
logic, which would better describe the evolution of knowledge acquisition over time.
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Appendix

A Soundness and Completeness for C2
m

A.1 Soundness for C2
m

We prove soundness for system C2
m with respect to the class of closed sub-product of modal frames for

S5m. Thus, is it necessary to show that all the axioms of the system C2
m are valid in this class of frames

and the inference rules also preserve the validity. Let F be the class of closed sub-product of modal
frames according to definition 5 and let M be a model over F ∈ F. As 'i, ≈i and ∼i are equivalence
relations, the axioms 1 to 4 as well as the axioms 5 to 8 and 9 to 12 correspond to axioms from S5m,
therefore the proofs can be found in [8]. As 13, 14, 15 are the axioms of Shehtman and Gabbay for the
commutative product of logics, the soundness and completeness proofs can be found in [14]. For axioms
16, 17, 18, 21 and 22 soundness is straightforward from semantics rules 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12, respectively,
in the satisfiability definition 7. The proofs for axioms 19 and 20 are not difficult and can be found in
[4]. For the soundness proof of axiom 23, we propose a graph-theoretical characterization for concurrent
common knowledge, as follows.

Definition 8. Ki-reachable, Vi-reachable, KiVi-reachable and KV -reachable in n KV -steps.
Let W∆ be the set of states (r, c) such that M, (r, c) |= ∆. Let w,w′, w′′, wn ∈W∆, n ≥ 0.
1. w′ is Ki-reachable from w if and only if w ∼i w

′;
2. w′ is Vi-reachable from w if and only if w ≈i w

′;
3. w′ is KiVi-reachable from w if and only if there is a w′′ such that w ∼i w

′′ and w′′ ≈i w
′;

4. w′ is KV -reachable from w in n KV -steps if and only if there are w0, w1, . . . , wn such that
w = w0, w′ = wn, and for all j, 0 ≤ j ≤ n−1 we havewj+1 isKiVi-reachable from wj , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.

Proposition 9. Graph-theoretical Characterization for Concurrent Common Knowledge.
a) M,w |= ECα iff, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, for all w′ KiVi-reachable from w, M,w′ |= α;
b) M,w |= Ej

Cα iff, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, for all w′ KV -reachable from w in j KV -steps, M,w′ |= α;
c) M,w |= CCα iff, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, for all w′ KV -reachable from w in n KV -steps, for all n > 0,
M,w′ |= α.

Proof for proposition 9: part a) follows from definition of EC , everybody concurrently knows; consider-
ing that M,w |= Ej+1

C α⇔M,w |= EC(Ej
Cα), part b) follows by induction on k; part c) is straightforward

from b) and from the definition of concurrent common knowledge CC .
Using proposition 9, it is easy to prove soundness for axiom 23: M |= CCα ↔ EC(α ∧ CCα). For

instance, for the direction (→), suppose thatM,w |= CCα. Thus, M,w′ |= α for all w′ KV -reachable from
w in n KV -steps, n > 0. Particularly, if w′′ is KV -reachable from w in one KV -step, we have M,w′′ |= α
and M,w′ |= α for all w′ KV -reachable from w′′ in n KV -steps, n > 0. Therefore, M,w′′ |= α∧CCα for
all w′′ KV -reachable from w in one KV -step. Hence, M,w |= EC(α ∧ CCα). The proof for the converse
direction is similar.

Regarding the inference rules of C2
m, it is easy to see that rules R1 to R4 preserve validity, and the

proofs can be found in [4]. To prove soundness for rule R5, that is, to prove that if M |= α→ EC(α∧β),
then M |= α→ CCβ, we also use the graph-theoretical characterization of proposition 9. In fact, we show
by induction on n, that for all w′ KV -reachable from w in n KV -steps, n > 0, we have M,w′ |= α ∧ β,
and, therefore, M,w |= CC(α ∧ β). The complete proof is found in [4].

A.2 Completeness for C2
m

We prove completeness for C2
m with respect to the class F of closed sub-product frames. Thus, it is

necessary to show that every valid formula in the class F is a theorem from C2
m. Or, equivalently, we have

to prove that for every formula ϕ C2
m-consistent there is a model based on a frame F ∈ F that satisfies

ϕ. In [4] we build such finite models, that is, we prove that the system has the f.m.p. property, and
therefore, as C2

m is a finite axiomatization, we have, in addition, decidability. We also prove that the
frames of such models are indeed frames in the class of closed sub-product frames F.

The proof is standard, that is, the finite model is based on a frame F ϕ = (Wϕ,'ϕ
i ,≈

ϕ
i ,∼

∗
i ,W

ϕ
∆)

where ϕ ∈ L2
m, Wϕ contains all the ϕ-maximal C2

m-consistent sets, and the relations are defined as usual.
The Truth Lemma is proved by induction on the length of the sub-formulas α ∈ Sub(ϕ). Consider, for
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instance, that we want to prove (Mϕ, w) |= CCα ⇒ CCα ∈ w. Suppose that (Mϕ, w) |= CCα. As
w ∈ Wϕ is ϕ-maximal C2

m-consistent, the conjunction of the sub-formulas in w is also a finite formula in
L2

m. Let ŵ be the conjunction of the formulas in w. Consider the set U = {u ∈ W ϕ|(Mϕ, u) |= CCα}
of states which satisfy CCα. Let γ be the disjunction of such states, γ =

∨
u∈U û. As U is finite, then

γ is a formula of L2
m and can be considered as the formula which characterizes the states where CCα

is true. Note that γ → EC(α ∧ γ) is C2
m-consistent and, therefore, we have ` γ → EC(α ∧ γ). By the

induction rule R5, we have ` γ → CCα. As w ∈ U , then ` ŵ → γ, and thus ` ŵ → CCα (*). Hence,
CCα ∈ w, otherwise ¬CCα together with (*) would make w C2

m-inconsistent. The whole completeness
proof, including the proof for the converse, is found in [4].
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1 Introduction

According to [5], “as logic is being used more and more to formalise field problems in philosophy, language,
artificial intelligence, logic programming and computer science, the kind of logics required become more
and more complex”. In this paper a particular method for combining logics is used to construct a logic
able to express a philosophical concept as the concept of knowability, which has been a target of several
articles related to the knowability paradox. This paradox is a modal argument which shows that given
the monomodal logic KT extended with the verificationist principle A → �KA it is possible to deduce
A → KA causing the collapse of the knowledge modality. The motivation of this article is to propose a
modal formalism able to account for the complex knowability modality which emerges in the presence of
the verificationist principle. A natural conjecture underlying this proposal is that using the knowability
modality it is possible to define an n-dimensional modal version of the logic KT where it is possible to
add a bidimensional version of the verificationist principle without causing the collapse of the knowledge
operator. This would be a nice solution to the trouble. Up to now, there is no definitive argument in this
direction, but just a general clue.

The basic difference between the knowability modality and other usual modalities, in general terms, is
that it is not possible to define knowability in monodimensional modal reality. Therefore, a knowability
modality requires a two-dimensional environment defined by means of monomodal frames.

There are several different methods for combining modal logics: fibring [4] or synchronization as
defined in [3] or, otherwise, one can use fusions [6] or products as defined in [5]. Also, given a particular
method for combining logics, it is possible to give a categorial representation of the mechanism as in [2].

In this article a concrete case of product of modal frames is used to define a two-dimensional modal
frame where it is possible to express a combined modality of knowability. In order to realize this task,
the product of two modal frames (interpreted as alethic and epistemic, respectively) is defined as in [4].
Technical details of the construction will appear in the final version of the paper.

2 Bidimensional modal semantics for the knowability operator

It is well-known that the operation of product when applied to singular modal frames, defines many-
dimensional modal frames. Many-dimensional frames are used to interpret modal languages for multi-
dimensional modal logics [7]. In [4] there is the definition bellow, which is adequate for our account of
knowability.

Definition 1. Consider two generalised frames:

F1 = 〈W,R1, ..., Rn〉
F2 = 〈S, P1, ..., Pn〉

Then, a simple product of generalized frames is defined as

F1 × F2 = 〈W × S,R′
1, ..., R

′
n, P

′
1, ..., P

′
n〉

such that:

R′
i = {〈〈x, y〉, 〈z, y〉〉 : xRiz, y ∈ S}

P ′
i = {〈〈x, y〉, 〈x, z〉〉 : yPiz, x ∈W}

The notion of product can also be applied to classes of frames and logics.
We argue that it is reasonable to introduce bidimensional modal semantics to formalize the knowability

operator: using a concrete case of the definition 1, we obtain:

Definition 2. Given two frames

F1 = 〈W,R〉
F2 = 〈S, P 〉
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where F1 = 〈W,R〉 is interpreted as an alethic frame such that W is a set of possible worlds and R is an
accessibility relation between worlds, while F2 = 〈S, P 〉 is interpreted as an epistemic frame composed
by a set S of epistemic states and a plausibility relation P between epistemic states. The simple product
of a modal and an epistemic frame is defined as:

F1 × F2 = 〈W × S,R′, P ′〉

where:

〈w, s〉R′〈w′, s〉 iff wRw′ and s ∈ S
〈w, s〉P ′〈w, s′〉 iff sPs′ and w ∈ W

Clearly, just single-agent frames are considered here. The elements of W × S are called modal-
epistemic states while R′ and P ′ are called two-dimensional accessibility relations for knowability. The
basic difference between alethic and epistemic frames is that the accessibility relation does not have the
notion of agents indexed to it. In this sense it is impossible to use accessibility relations and plausibility
relations in the same way . Using the intuition to model 2-dimensional possibility and knowledge, we can
suppose that we have just one operator called knowability.

Given a product of a modal and an epistemic frames, add in the usual way a valuation v to the frame
in order to obtain a model. Then the formal semantics for the two knowability operators �L and �G are
defined as:

Definition 3 (Local Knowability).
〈w, s〉 � �Lp iff ∃w′(wRw′ ∧ 〈w′, s〉 � p) and ∀s′(sPs′ ⇒ 〈w′, s′〉 � p).

Definition 4 (Global Knowability).
〈w, s〉 � �Gp iff ∃w′(wRw′ ∧ 〈w′, s〉 � p) and (w′ � p) and ∀s′(sPs′ ⇒ 〈w′, s′〉 � p) and (s′ � p).

Adding to the two above clauses the following bidimensional classical valuations to connectives:
〈w, s〉 � A iff 〈w, s〉 ∈ v(A), for A atomic.
〈w, s〉 � ¬p iff 〈w, s〉 2 p
〈w, s〉 � p ∧ q iff 〈w, s〉 � p and 〈w, s〉 � q
〈w, s〉 � p ∨ q iff 〈w, s〉 � p or 〈w, s〉 � q
〈w, s〉 � p→ q iff 〈w, s〉 2 p or 〈w, s〉 � q

These valuations are used to show that in each point 〈w, s〉 it is possible to reason classically.
The knowability operator is introduced here with the aims to modeling the concept of “it is possible to

know ”without using two modalities, but using instead just one complex modality. The global and local
notions of knowability express the central property that agents may have different levels of knowledge,
meaning that a proposition can be known in more than a single way.

It is important to note that the local knowability modality could be defined using 2-dimensional
possibility and knowledge, but the same is not the case related to global knowability, which could be
defined using both 2-dimensional modalities and 1-dimensional modalities. The basic difference between
local and global knowability is that in the local case there are no interaction axioms between modalities
of different dimensions, while in the global knowability it is indeed possible to have interaction between
operators of different contexts. The next natural step is to find an axiomatization characterizing the two
above semantical levels of knowability.

3 Axiomatic system for LK

A particular problem which arises in questions about combining modalities is that exposed in [5]: how
to find an axiomatic system for a class of frames? An axiomatic system is proposed here in order to
axiomatize the logic for the local knowability and global knowability. It is important to note that all
these axioms could be represented in a powerset simple logic presentation, which is a better way to
represent modal logics than simple logic system presentation, as showed in [3]. Note that the signature
Σn of the LK is Σ1 = {�G,�L,¬}, for n=1.
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Definition 5. The axiomatic system for the logic of knowability LK is:
Axioms
1. All tautologies from propositional classical logic;
2. �∗(p→ q)→ (�∗p→ �∗q), ∗ ∈ {L,G}
3. �Gp→ �Lp
Inference Rules:
4. MP
5. ` p then ` ∗p, for ∗ ∈ {�L,�G}

The axiomatic system above does not recognize in its language either � or K, but somehow conveys a
common abstraction from such concepts. Both �L,�G distributes over conjunction as the proof-system
and the semantic show, given that it is possible to maintain a substantial part of classical reasoning for
them.

4 Completeness result and transfer properties

A completeness proof is developed for the logic LK using the tools of [7] with some appropriate modifi-
cations in the notion of a perfect matrix.

Lemma 6. Let Γ be a set of formulas. Γ is satisfiable iff there is a �-perfect matrix for Γ.

Lemma 7. Let Γ be a set of formulas. Γ is consistent iff there is a �-perfect matrix for Γ.

In order to prove the two lemmas, we should make several adaptations in the methods and techniques
proposed in [7], but saving the basic idea of the proof. In the following there is a general view on the
completeness procedure: the first one establishes a relation between matrices and semantics. The second
lemma is a bridge linking matrices and axioms. To prove the first lemma, define a matrix and show that
it is, in fact, a �-perfect matrix for the set Γ. Soundness is a consequence of the fact that the function in
the matrix assigns to each pair 〈w, s〉 a maximal consistent set. To prove the other direction we need to
transform the �-perfect matrix into a model and then, by induction, to prove the truth lemma. To prove
the second lemma, we must show that Γ is contained in a maximal consistent set. The other direction is
the most difficult part. Given a consistent set, how is it possible to find its �-perfect matrix? The idea
is to construct a matrix which should be a �-perfect matrix (without defects). Technical details of the
proof will be given in the final version of the paper.

As a consequence of the two lemmas:

Theorem 8. LK is sound and complete with respect to its class of modal-epistemic product models.

In the scope of transferring theorems among logics it is already known that, if L1 and L2 are canonical
logics, then the semantical product is also canonical. Given that every canonical logic is Kripke-complete,
and given that the product logic is canonical, the desired result follows immediately. If the product is
obtained from logics with known properties, then a general proof is also obtained by transferring properties
of the given logics. This is not the case here, given that we do not know which are the logics used in the
combination.

5 Conclusion

Methods for combining logics are an important tendency, as they are useful in the task of finding powerful
logics able to map natural language (although the existence of the collapsing problem related to the most
powerful mechanism for combining logics: fibring) . Such methods also have many applications in fields
varying from philosophy to computer science. It is important to note that the process of combining, for
example, two logical objects depends strongly on the nature of these objects. This means that we must
start making a selection of a particular case of structure. In this sense, combining logics constitutes a
chapter of something called Universal Logic, as defined in [1]. To illustrate these last three mysterious
sentences, let me make reference to two articles: [2] and [3]. In [2], the authors show how to give categorical
descriptions of methods, or mechanisms, for combining logics. But to realize this task, they must first
choose a particular kind of structure: signatures, hilbertian calculi or interpretation systems for creating
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the categories SIG, HIL and INT in order to represent the mechanisms in categorical terms. The same
happens in [3], but now in order to define synchronization, parameterization and fibring it is necessary
first to choose a particular kind of structure: consequence systems, simple logic systems, powerset logic
systems, etc. This present article shows a way in which it is possible to define a bidimensional modal
logic with respect to a knowability modality, without defining the kind of logic system associated, but,
instead, departing from a syntactical approach by means of frames. The above construction is a clue
that we should enter in the world of multi-dimensional modal logics and combination of logics to realize
philosophical tasks.

In [4] some known logics are shown to be particular cases of fibring. Would it be possible to find two
already known logics (one alethic and other epistemic, for example) showing that the logic LK can be
obtained by some method of combination from these logics?

The problem of examining how to obtain products of particular modal logics with epistemic logics
is another task, as it is the question of understanding further properties related to our construction.
Results concerning families of logics for knowability are still under investigation, but the task seems to
be promising.
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1 Introduction

The fusion of two modal logics M1 and M2 is the smallest logic system that contains both M1 and
M2. This combined logic system is represented by M1 ⊗M2, but in the literature it is also found as
M1 ◦M2. The two modal logics M1 and M2 are assumed to share the same set of propositional atoms
P = {p0, p1, . . .} and the boolean connectives. The modal symbols of M1 and M2 are assumed to be
distinct; if one is fusing a logic with itself, the combined system has two distinct set of copies of the modal
symbols of the original system.

In this setting, fusion is a form of combining logics that can be seen as a restricted form of fibring
logics [9, 16].

The study of fusion in particular, and of combination of logics in general, focuses on the transference of
logical properties from the component logics to the combined system. Among the most studied properties
are: soundness, completeness, decidability, compactness, finite model property, interpolation, etc.

If the component modal logics M1 and M2 are presented in terms of axiomatisations, the inference
system of the fusion M1 ⊗M2 is simply obtained by taking the union of the two axiomatisations, with the
care of renaming modal symbols appropriately if necessary. The study of this sort of independent axioma-
tisation is found in the literature since the work of Thomason [13], where the independent axiomatisation
is shown to be a conservative extension of the two component modal systems.

A more systematic study of the transference of logical properties from the component logics to the
combined system started with the works of Kracht and Wolter [12] and Fine and Schurz [6]. Both works
considered only normal monomodal logics. The work of Kracht and Wolter, which perhaps coined the
term fusion, dealt with the combination of only two modal logics, but considered the transference of a
number of logical properties. The work of Fine and Schurz considered the fusion of any finite number of
independent modal systems, but covered the transference of fewer logical properties.

The next step in the study of the fusion of modal logics was to extend such results to the fusion
of normal, multimodal logic systems, where each modality could be an n-ary modality, n ≥ 1. In this
setting, each modal logic is given by its language, its inference system, a class of models and a semantic
relation between formulas and models, which can be described as follows:

• There is a set of propositional symbols P which consist of atomic formulas.

• Each modality ∆i in modal logic M is associated to a number of arguments arity(∆i) = n ≥ 1, so
that if A1, . . . An are well formed formulas, so is ∆i(A1, . . . , An).

• The inference system contains a set of axioms, and the inference rules of Modus Ponens, Substitu-
tivity and Normalisation.

• There is a class of models K and a semantic relation |= such that for each model M∈ K and each
element w ∈M and each formula A, one can check if the formula A holds in the model M at that
point w, that is, M, w |= A.

Then the fusion of two modal logics will also define a language, an inference system, a class of models
and a semantic relation, in the following way:

• The common propositional symbols are atomic formulas in the fusion.

• Each connective of the component system are present in the fusion, with the same formation rule.

• The inference system of the fusion is the union of the axiomatisations.

• If class of models K1 has models of the form (W1, R1, . . . Ra1
) and class of models K2 has mod-

els of the form (W2, S1, . . . Sa2
), the class of models of the fusion will have models of the form

(W,R1, . . . Ra1
, S1, . . . Sa2

), and the semantic relation is defined using the rules of the component
system.

In this setting, a problem arises on how to define normality. In the case of monomodal logics, where
each modality is a unary �, it suffices that the system satisfies one of the versions of the normality axiom:

1. �(p→ q)→ (�p→ �q); or

2. �(p ∧ q)↔ (�p ∧�q); or
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3. 3(p ∨ q)↔ (3p ∨3q)

plus the normalisation inference rule `A
`�A

or its axiomatic correspondent, the validity of �>.
However, when this notion of normality is extended to n-ary modalities, several distinct definition of

normality are possible, generating fusions with more or less expressivity.

2 The Syntactic Approach to Normality

The syntactic approach was developed by Wolter [15]. It generalises the notion of normality above to
n-ary multimodalities in the following way. If ∆ is an n-ary modality, then for every argument position
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

• ` ¬∆(. . . ,⊥i, . . .);

• ` ∆(. . . , A ∨ Bi, . . .)↔ ∆(. . . , Ai, . . .) ∨∆(. . . , Bi, . . .).

Note that ∆ behaves like a diamond operator in version 3 of the definition of normality above. Such
a definition of normality suited very well the algebraic approach employed by Wolter, and in [15] it was
shown that soundness completeness and decidability transfer for normal modal systems that obey the
restrictions above.

This approach relied heavily on the syntactical definition of normality and it did not suggest any
obvious way to generalise the transference of logical properties to non-normal modalities.

It turns out that there are n-ary modalities in well known modal/temporal logics that were considered
normal when they were proposed, but that do not fit in the definition above. One case in hand is Kamp’s
temporal operators until (U) and since (S) [11]. These binary connectives have an existential semantic
in one argument and a universal semantic in the other; the latter fails the syntactic definition above. So
a different approach to normality could be investigated.

3 The Semantic Approach to Normality

The semantic (or syntactic/semantic) approach to normality in the fusion of modal/temporal logics was
presented in [8]; an earlier proposal in [5] dealt only with linear temporal logics.

This approach ignores how many arguments a modality can have. Instead, it focuses on the n-
relational model in the underlying semantics. Suppose (W,R1, . . . , Rn) is an acceptable model. The logic
is normal according to the semantic approach if every Ri is associated with a definable connective �i that
is normal, that is, ` �i(p→ q)→ (�ip→ �iq) and `A

`�iA
are valid in the logic for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Note that �i does not have to be a primitive symbol in the language; it suffices that it be definable
from the primitive n-ary connectives. This definition is strictly stronger than the previous one: every
logic that is normal in the syntactic approach is clearly normal in this approach, and there are modal
logics such as Kamp’s US-temporal logic that are normal in this approach but not in the former one.

In [8], it was shown that fusion of n-ary multimodal logics according to the semantic approach do
transfer the basic properties of soundness, completeness and decidability. One has to note that Wolter [1]
provided a definition of quasi-normal modal logics that somehow overlapped with the semantic approach,
and showed the transference of logical properties in the fusion of these systems.

Unlike the syntactic approach, which is algebraic, the semantic approach to the fusion of normal
modal logics is based on Kripke semantics, and its proof strategy in the demonstration of transference
could, in principle, be applied in the investigation of the fusion of non-normal modal logics.

4 Towards Fusion of Non-normal Modal Logics

The proof strategy for showing the transference of logic properties in the fusion of two logics according
to the semantic approach consisted in three steps:

1. The external application of a modal logic system M to a generic logic L, generating M(L), in a
process called temporalisation [4] or modalisation [7]. The modalisation is a form of combining
logics weaker than the fusion, and one proves it transfers logic properties.
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2. The study of finite iterated modalisations of two modal logic systems M1 and M2, generating
M1(M2(M1(. . .))). The aim here is to show that an outer application of M1 does not conflict with
an inner application of M1, such that the resulting system transfers logic properties.

3. The view of fusion as the union of iterated modalisations, such that every formula in a fusion
M1 ⊗M2 can be seen as a formula in some iterated modalisation. The transfer of logic properties
follows from this fact and some additional considerations.

In the case of non-normal modal logic, the approach corresponding to Kripke semantics is a semantic

based on minimal models [2], where a model is now given by (W,F, V ), where F : W → 22P

maps each
point w ∈ W to a set of sets of proposition, namely the set of propositions A such that �A is true at w.
On the proof-theoretic side, no axioms are required to hold in general, the only obligatory inference rule
is the rule of congruence, namely `A↔B

`�A↔�B
.

According to the proof strategy displayed above, the first step in the investigation of the fusion of
non-normal modal logics was the external application (modalisation) of a non-normal modal logic M to
a generic logic L, generating M(L). In [3], it was shown that the non-normal modalisation preserves
soundness, completeness and decidability.

The surprising result occurs when one tries to prove the transference of logic properties in the case
of iterated modalisations M1(M2(M1(. . .))). It turns out that non-normal modal logics behave in ways
not expected in normal modal logics.

The fusion of two modal logics, being the smallest logic that contain both its components, is not
expected to contain any form of interaction between the two components. Forms of interactions do arise
in the product of two modal logics [10], that satisfy the commutativity of two modalities, namely,

` �1�2A↔ �2�1A

and the convergence axiom

` 31�2 → �231A

Note, however, that these two axioms do not always characterise the product of two logics, for the product
does not in general transfer completeness and decidability [14].

In the fusion of two normal modal logics such interaction never occurs. Not so in the fusion of non-
normal modal logics. To see that, consider a non-normal modal logic MP containing the single axiom of
partition.

(P ) `MP
(�p↔ p) ∨ (�q ↔ ¬q)

In a normal modal logic we have �> ↔ > so axiom P trivialises to �p ↔ p, which means that the
modality can be eliminated.

Now consider the class KP of minimal frames (W,F ) such that for every w ∈ W , either:

1. F (w) = {X ⊆W |w ∈ X}; or

2. F (w) = {X ⊆W |w 6∈ X}.

We show (in an unpublished work with Rogerio Fajardo) that MP is correct and complete with respect
to KP . Furthermore, in MP we show that � and 3 can be switched, that is, for every formula A.

`MP
�A↔ 3A

Now consider the fusion of MP with itself, MP 1 ⊗MP 2, with modalities �1 and �2. We prove that
MP 1 ⊗MP 2satisfies the commutativity and confluence properties, that is, for every formula A:

`MP 1⊗MP 2
�1�2A↔ �2�1A `MP 1⊗MP 2

31�2 → �231A

We call this phenomenon a strong interaction arising in the fusion of two non-normal modal logics.
This brings us problems in considering a formula in a fusion as a formula in an iterated modalisation.

To see that, consider the formula �1�2p∧�2�1¬p. From the commutativity above we see that such
a formula is MP 1 ⊗MP 2-inconsistent. However, if we consider such formula as an iterated modalisation
MP1(MP2(MP1)), it is possible to build a model for it. The fact that an inconsistent formula is mapped
into a consistent one precludes the view that considers fusion as a set of iterated modalisations.

Note however, that the logic MP 1 ⊗MP 2 is not a counterexample for the transference of logic
properties in the fusion of two non-normal modal logics.
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5 Conclusion

We have shown how different definitions of normality may lead to stronger forms of fusions of modal
logics.

In the case of the fusion of non-normal modal logics, we have shown that it is possible that there are
surprisingly strong interactions between the modalities of the logics, which precludes the direct use of
the proof strategies used for showing the transference of logic properties in the fusion.

Perhaps a different strategy to map a formula in a fusion to a formulas in an iterated modalisation
could be explored, or a fusion of logics that respect the axiom ` �> could be shown to transfer the logic
properties using the old strategy.
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1 Logics, translations, possible-translations

Let a logic L be a structure of the form 〈S,〉, where S denotes its language (its set of formulas) and
⊆ Pow(S)×Pow(S) represents its associated consequence relation (cr), somehow defined so as to embed
some formal model of reasoning. Call any subset of S a theory . As usual, capital Greek letters will
denote theories, and lowercase Greek will denote formulas; a sequence such as Γ, α,Γ′  ∆′, β,∆ should
be read as asserting that Γ ∪ {α} ∪ Γ′  ∆′ ∪ {β} ∪∆.

Morphisms between any two of the above structures will be called translations. So, given any two
logics, L1=〈S1,1〉 and L2=〈S2,2〉, a mapping t : S1 → S2 will constitute a translation from L1 into
L2 just in case the following holds:

(T1) Γ 1 ∆⇒ t(Γ) 2 t(∆)

A translation is said to be conservative in case the converse of (T1) holds, i.e.:

(T2) Γ 1 ∆⇐ t(Γ) 2 t(∆)

Given a logic L=〈S,〉, a possible-translations representation (ptr) over it is a structure of the form
〈Log,Tr,Reg〉, where Log = {〈Sj ,j〉}j∈J is an indexed set of logics (also called factors or ingredients of
this ptr), Tr = {tj : S → Sj}j∈J is an indexed set of translations, and Reg ⊆ Pow(Tr). To any such ptr

one can immediately associate three levels of consequence relations: A local pt-cr, 
j
pt⊆ Pow(S)×Pow(S),

for each tj ∈ Tr, a regional pt-cr, R
pt⊆ Pow(S)×Pow(S), for each R ∈ Reg, and a global pt-cr, pt⊆

Pow(S)×Pow(S). These relations will be defined by setting:

(L-pt) Γ 
j
pt ∆ iff tj(Γ) j tj(∆)

(R-pt) Γ R
pt ∆ iff (atj ∈ R)[Γ j

pt ∆],
where a is some (generalized) quantifier

(G-pt) Γ pt ∆ iff (∀R ∈ Reg)[Γ R
pt ∆]

Obviously, (L-pt) is just a particular case of (R-pt). Taking Reg = {{tj} : tj ∈ Tr} makes the regional
pt-cr perfectly dispensable —we will call any ptr with that characteristics a simple ptr and write it more
simply as 〈Log,Tr〉. There are usually many ways of obtaining the same global pt-cr. Suppose for instance
that ‘a = ∀’ in (R-pt). Then, pt will be exactly the same, for every Reg such that

⋃
Reg ⊇ Tr.

Given two logics L1=〈S1,1〉 and L2=〈S2,2〉, we will say that L1 is sound with respect to L2 in
case 1⊆2. Similarly, we will say that L1 is complete with respect to L2 in case 1⊇2. Notice
that translations can be endomorphisms. In particular, any logic is sound and complete with respect
to itself, the identity endomorphism always constituting thus a trifling example of a ptr. A ptr over a
logic L=〈S,〉 is said to be adequate in case L is sound and complete with respect to 〈S,pt〉. Thus,
an adequate ptr can be seen as a way of combining a set of translations so as to obtain a very particular
conservative translation. Finally, a possible-translations semantics (pts) is simply a possible-translations
representation in which all factors are defined by ‘semantic means’ (in contrast to, say, ‘abstract deductive’
or ‘proof-theoretical’ means). This characterization certainly looks very vague, but I will show in more
detail in the following subsections how the canonical semantic notions work and how they can be seen as
special cases of simple pts, according to the above definitions.

One last methodological discrimination is sometimes useful. In case one starts with a logic L and
then finds a set of factors for it in an adequate ptr, one will call the process splitting logics; in case one
starts with the factors and then build a logic for which the corresponding ptr is adequate, the process
will be called splicing logics. The immense majority of examples from the literature on combining logics

is of a more synthetic character: More and more logics are spliced as time goes by. Here, on the contrary,
it will be often natural to use ptr’s in order to analyze some given logics, splitting them into simpler
components in order to understand them. Frango ut patefaciam.

Digression 1. (Categorial) If one considers the category where logics are the objects and translations
are the arrows, the diagrams we get for the ptr’s all look like there were sunbeams irradiating from a
common core. The logic that originates from the combination can be seen as the colimit of this diagram.
In [11] the authors show how to generalize this construction for arbitrary diagrams. This should be
compared to what is done in [30] in understanding fibring (a more general form of combination, check
[23, 4]) as a categorial construction. A first advance in that direction, generalizing the basic construction
of fibring, can be found in [16]. A different semantically driven generalization of fibring, cryptofibring, is
categorially investigated in [7].
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Digression 2. (Historical) Possible-translations semantics were first introduced in [9], restricted to the
use of finite-valued factors. The embryo was then frozen for a period, and in between 1997 and 1998 it was
publicized under the denomination ‘non-deterministic semantics’, in [12], and in several talks by Carnielli
and a few by myself. Noticing that the non-deterministic element was but a particular accessory of the
more general picture, from 1999 on the semantics retook its earlier denomination ([10, 24, 14, 15, 26]).

1.1 What is a logic?

This is a question that will not be answered in this section. Any number of answers to it can be found
in the literature, if you dig hard enough. I will here instead show how some among the most popular
answers can be recast in the present framework.

Given a logic L = 〈S,〉 as above, we will call it scottian in case its cr is subject to the following
restrictions (cf. [28]):

(C1) (Γ, ϕ  ϕ,∆) (overlap)
(C2) (Γ  ϕ,∆) and (Γ′, ϕ  ∆′)⇒ (Γ′,Γ  ∆,∆′) (cut)
(C3) (Γ  ∆)⇒ (Γ′,Γ  ∆,∆′) (dilution)

Call any clause of the form Γ  ∆ an inference. Theories that appear at the left-hand side of the  are
also dubbed countertheories, or premises assumed by the inference; theories that appear at the right-
hand side of the  are also called alternatives sanctioned by the inference. A tarskian cr (cf. [32]) is
a particular case of a scottian cr, in which each inference has a single formula as alternative (no real
‘alternative’ in that case, is it?). Such alternative is often called consequence of the inference. Tarskian
logics are also called single-conclusion, in contrast to the more symmetrical (multiple-premise) multiple-

conclusion scottian logics. It would be just as natural, of course, to consider here a countertarskian logic
to be defined by the same restrictions above, but on a single-premise-multiple-conclusion environment.
Very uncommon in practice, the countertarskian case works pretty much like the tarskian case in most
circumstances. Below I will only mention countertarskian logics explicitly, thus, when relevant.

Here are some degenerate examples of logics. Let a logic 〈S,〉 be called overcomplete in case its cr

is characterized by one of the following universal properties:

(C0.0.0) (Γ  ∆) (triviality)
(C0.0.1) (Γ, α  ∆) (nihilism)
(C0.1.0) (Γ  β,∆) (dadaism)
(C0.1.1) (Γ, α  β,∆) (semitriviality)

Note, by the way, that the trivial logic is characterized by the nonproper cr over the language S.
Clearly, tarskian logics must identify trivial and dadaistic logics, and identify nihilistic and semitrivial
logics. When we talk about the dadaistic logic in a given language we will be referring to the logic
having a non-trivial dadaistic cr. Similarly, the nihilistic logic will refer to the logic having a non-trivial
nihilistic cr, and the semitrivial logic will denote the logic having a non-dadaistic non-nihilistic cr.

A formula β of a logic L is said to be a thesis of this logic in case (Γ  β,∆), for any choice of Γ
and ∆; an antithesis of this logic is any formula α such that (Γ, α  β), for any choice of Γ and ∆. An
arbitrary thesis is sometimes denoted by >, and an arbitrary antithesis is sometimes denoted by ⊥.

Theorem 3. (i) Every multiple-conclusion overcomplete logic is scottian. Every single-conclusion over-
complete logic is tarskian.
(ii) The empty language defines a unique scottian / tarskian logic.
(iii) Any arbitrary intersection of scottian / tarkian logics defined over some fixed language defines a
scottian / tarskian logic.

Theorem 4. Fix some scottian / tarskian logic L over some non-empty language S. Then:
(i) L is the trivial logic iff there is at least one formula in its language which is both a thesis and an
antithesis of L.
(ii) L is the nihilistic logic iff all of its formulas are antitheses of it.
(iii) L is the dadaistic logic iff all of its formulas are theses of it.
(iv) L is the semitrivial logic iff any formula implies any other (or the same) formula, but no antitheses
nor theses are present in the language of this logic.
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Several other restrictions and extensions of the above notion of logic are studied in [25], from an
abstract viewpoint. As in that paper, a logic here will be called minimally decent in case it is not
overcomplete.

1.2 What is the canonical notion of entailment?

Let V denote an arbitrary set of truth-values, where DV ⊆ V denotes its subset of designated values (the
‘true truth-values’), and UV = V \DV denotes its subset of undesignated values (the ‘false truth-values’).
Given a language S, let a valuation over it be any mapping §V : S → V . Call any collection of valuations
over S a (scottian) semantics sem over S. This semantics will be called κ-valued if κ is the greatest
cardinality of truth-values of the valuations in sem, that is, κ = sup§V∈sem(|V|). To any valuation §V and

any semantics sem one can associate canonical notions of local entailment, �§
sem⊆ Pow(S)×Pow(S) and

global entailment, �sem⊆ Pow(S)×Pow(S), by setting:

(L-ce) Γ �§V
sem ∆ iff (§V (Γ) ∩ UV 6= ∅ or §V(∆) ∩ DV 6= ∅)

(G-ce) Γ �sem ∆ iff (∀§V ∈ sem)[Γ �§V
sem ∆]

An ordinary scottian semantics is one in which a fixed cardinal of designated / undesignated values is set
throughout all the valuations of the semantics. Obviously, any semantics can be made ordinary by just
adding to each valuation a convenient number of truth-values that will not be used. Similarly to above, a
tarskian (ordinary) κ-valued semantics will be defined just like a scottian (ordinary) κ-valued semantics,
only that all inferences will have exactly one formula at their right-hand sides.

Theorem 5. (i) Any scottian / tarskian κ-valued semantics induces at least one scottian / tarskian logic
by way of one of its associated canonical entailment relations.
(ii) Consider any covering of the valuations of a given scottian / tarskian semantics. Each layer of the
covering can now be said to determine a new (universal) ‘regional semantics’, and the intersection of all
the entailments associated to the latter gives you back the global entailment.

Given the above results, one sees that any semantic structure of the form 〈S,�〉 defines a scottian and
a tarskian logic, and the logics corresponding to the global entailment relation can be obtained through
the intersection of all local (or regional) entailment relations. As before, given a logic L = 〈S,〉 and
a semantics sem over S, one can now very naturally talk about L being locally sound with respect to
some § ∈ sem in case ⊆�§

sem, and being globally sound with respect to sem in case ⊆�sem. Similarly
for local and global completeness and adequacy. The statement of the following result parallels that of
Theorem 4.

Theorem 6. Here is how you can obtain adequate ordinary semantics for each sort of overcomplete logic:
(i) For the trivial logic, consider the empty semantics (empty set of truth-values).
(ii) For the nihilistic logic, consider some semantics whose valuations make everything false.
(iii) For the dadaistic logic, consider some semantics whose valuations make everything true.
(iv) For the semitrivial logic, consider some semantics whose valuations either make everything true or
make everything false.

1.3 What can be done with translations between logics?

The general definitions of translation and of conservative translation that you found at the beginning of
the present section were studied in detail in [12, 19], and interesting specializations of these notions were
proposed in [20]. Typical examples of everyday translations are given by the endomorphisms that define
uniform substitutions in a logic whose language is a free algebra (of formulas). One can here also easily
check that:

Theorem 7. (i) A logic can always be conservatively translated into itself.
(ii) To check soundness or completeness of a given logic with respect to some scottian / tarskian semantics
amounts to checking the identity mapping from the language into itself to be a translation.

Here are some degenerate examples of translations:
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Theorem 8. For logics (not necessarily scottian nor tarskian) over some fixed language S:
(i) Any logic is translatable into the trivial logic.
(ii) Any single-conclusion logic is translatable into any logic having a thesis. Any single-premise logic is
translatable into any logic having an antithesis.
(iii) The trivial single-conclusion logic is conservatively translatable into any logic having a thesis. The
trivial single-premise logic is conservatively translatable into any logic having an antithesis. The semitriv-
ial logic is conservatively translatable into any logic having a thesis but no antitheses, or having an an-
tithesis but no theses.
(iv) Given a logic with no (anti)theses at all, no logic having a(n anti)thesis whatever is translatable into
the former.
(v) Any logic having no theses nor antitheses is translatable into the semitrivial logic.

Problem: For more esoteric non-scottian logics, such as non-monotonic logics and other context-de-
pendent applications it might seem more natural to work with a definition of translation that directly
involves the inferences, instead of the formulas. In that case, a translation from 〈S1,1〉 into 〈S2,2〉 had
better be defined, say, as a mapping t : Pow(S1) → Pow(S2) instead of t : S1 → S2, as before. It might
be better as well to think of a logic directly as a set of theories, instead of a set of formulas, endowed
with a consequence relation. The properties of these sorts of definitions are yet to be investigated in
more detail. An advance in that direction was already made in [17], where the authors conceive tarskian
logics as two-sorted first-order structures (the sort of ‘formulas’ and the sort of ‘theories’), and talk about
‘transfers’ as morphisms among those structures (of which translations between tarskian logics, in the
above sense, are but particular cases).

1.4 What are possible-translations semantics?

We have defined above the notion of a possible-translations representation (ptr) based on the combination
of a collection of factors through local (j

pt), regional (R
pt) and global (pt) consequence relations (cr). A

possible-translations semantics (pts) was then characterized as a ptr based on factors defined by ‘semantic
means’. Moreover, the above sections have shown a conventional rendering of the received notion of
‘semantics’, slightly generalized in accordance with the principles of the theory of valuations (cf. [18])
and of abstract multiple-conclusion deductive systems (cf. [33, 31]).

There are several ways of combining logics. In a very pleasant paper, [3], Blackburn and de Rijke
survey the reasons one might have for splicing logics, and propose a catalogue of the forms of combination
based on the increasing level of involvement of the ingredient logics: They come up with nice pictures for
‘refining structures’, then ‘classification structures’, then ‘totally fibred structures’. Another taxonomy
is proposed in [8, 4, 29], where ‘synchronization’ and ‘parameterization’ appear as distinguished special
cases of ‘fibring’. How would the general picture for the combination through a possible-translations
representation look like?

ti
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tk

logic  �

� i

� j

� k ���

�

Figure 1. The logical Rosetta Stone.

An insightful analogy may be provided by concentrating on the situation in which a logic is split into
its simpler components and comparing it to the deciphering of the ‘Rosetta Stone’ (cf. [15]). Carved in
196B.C. and found by Napoleon troops in July 1799 near the homonymous village (Rashid) located in
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the western delta of the Nile, the Rosetta Stone is a basalt slab containing three different inscriptions of
a text written by a group of priests to honor the Egyptian pharaoh. Why is it important? Because it
finally allowed scholars to decipher the Hyerogliphic writing, a problem that had been open for several
hundred years! After the work of Thomas Young, a British physicist, and Jean-François Champollion,
a French Egyptologist, the code was finally broken, and a phonetic value was attached to hyeroglyphs
that had previously been thought to have a purely symbolic value. How was it done? The three scripts
in the stone were the Hyeroglyphic (used for important or religious documents), the Demotic (everyday
Egyptian script) and the Greek (language of the rulers of Egypt at that time). With the aid of both Greek
and Coptic (language of the Christian descendants of the ancient Egyptians), Champollion was able to
decipher the Demotic writing, and from that he was able to trace back the meaning of the Hyerogliphic
signs. But how did they know that the three scripts represented the same text, to start with? Because
the stone said so, at the very end of its Greek inscription! Another beautiful example of self-reference,
therefore.

Based on the above story, Figure 1 gives a schematic illustration of what is going on when a ptr

is designed. The Rosetta Stone is the ‘logical universe’ UN where all ingredient logics can be found,
resembling perhaps an egg with the sunny side up. The long curved format of the logic represents the
form of reasoning sanctioned by it. You can see that the morphisms (possible-translations) are intended
to preserve that format. At a distinguished hachured region of each logic you may find its circumstantial
theses and antitheses. Each translation should in particular take theses into theses, and antitheses into
antitheses. The region where they can be found in UN is at its yolk K. The appetizing part is the
one in which the ingredients are cooked together so as to give us the corresponding possible-translations
structure.

The next result shows some simple examples of ptr and pts:

Theorem 9. (i) Any logic has an adequate possible-translations representation.
(ii) Any (scottian / tarskian) semantics can be seen as a possible-translations semantics with any positive
number of factors.

One can count now on a more sophisticated interplay between local and global notions at hand: If a
scottian / tarskian semantics can be seen as a general way of gluing arbitrary collections of valuations, a
possible-translations semantics can be seen as a more general way of gluing collections of any arbitrary
kind of previously given semantics.

Call a semantics unitary in case it is defined by way of a single valuation, or a single factor; call it
large in case the cardinality of the set of valuations or the set of factors is at least as big as the cardinality
of the underlying language. Obviously, any unitary semantics is ordinary from its very inception; unitary
semantics can be made large, and large semantics can always be made ordinary at request, by the addition
of redundant valuations or truth-values. We already knew from Theorem 5(ii) than any scottian / tarskian
semantics can be reduced to the intersection of unitary scottian / tarskian semantics; the last result above
suggests now that any semantics can ultimately and quite naturally be converted into a large possible-
translations semantics whose factors are all unitary semantics themselves.

Moreover:

Theorem 10. If you are talking about logics characterized by scottian / tarskian entailments, or by
simple possible-translations representations:
(i) Global soundness implies local soundness.
(ii) Local completeness implies global completeness.
In overcomplete logics:
(iii) Local soundness automatically transfers to global soundness.
(iii) Global completeness automatically transfers to local completeness.

1.5 Which logics have adequate semantics?

Right now we have two things called scottian: The abstract consequence relations characterized by way
of clauses (C1)–(C3) in subsection 1.1 and the semantics to which canonical entailment relations were
associated in subsection 1.2. A similar thing can be said about abstract tarskian consequence relations
and tarskian semantics. The attentive reader will certainly have noticed, though, that we did not establish
a relation between the homonymous creatures! This subsection will correct this slip for the benefit of the
interested.
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Consider first the tarskian case. Given a single-conclusion logic 〈S,〉 and a counter-theory Π ⊆ S, the
right-closure of Π, denoted by Πc, is the set of all of its derived consequences, that is, the set {π : Π  π}.

Theorem 11. (i) In any tarskian logic, Πcc = Πc, that is, Πc  π ⇔ Π  π.
(ii) In any tarskian logic 〈S,〉, given arbitrary Σ ∪ Γ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ S, to check whether Σ,∆  ϕ holds is
equivalent to checking whether (∀γ ∈ Γ)Σ  γ implies Σ  ϕ.

Theorem 12. (Lindenbaum-like) Each tarskian logic has at least as many (but no less than one) sound
tarskian unitary semantics as the number of its right-closed theories.

Theorem 13. (Wójcicki-like) Every tarskian logic has an adequate semantics.

Corollary 14. Every tarskian logic 〈S,〉 has an adequate ordinary κ-valued semantics, with κ ≤|S |.

The previous result is very general, but a κ-valued semantics is more interesting in case its truth-
values are well-behaved with respect to the underlying language, for instance, in case one can count on
truth-functionality. The contrast between designated and undesignated values casts though a shadow of
bivalence. Indeed:

Theorem 15. (Suszko-like) Every tarskian logic has an adequate κ-valued tarskian semantics, for κ ≤ 2.

Everything can be easily dualized to the counter-tarskian case. Only that now, given a single-premise
logic 〈S,〉 and a theory Π ⊆ S, you had better work with the left-closure of Π, denoted by cΠ, as the
set of all of its deriving premises, that is, the set {π : π  Π}. The rest is straightforward to adapt.

I will now briefly show how the above constructions can be modified for the scottian case (cf. [31]).
As usual, call 〈Σ,Π〉 a partition of the set Θ ⊆ S in case Σ ∪ Π = Θ and Σ ∩ Π = ∅.

Theorem 16. (Cut for sets) Given a scottian logic 〈S,〉:
If Γ,Σ  Π,∆, for every partition 〈Σ,Π〉 of Θ then Γ  ∆.

Theorem 17. (L-theorem) Each scottian logic has some sound scottian unitary semantics.

Theorem 18. (W-theorem) Any scottian logic has an adequate semantics.

Corollary 19. Every scottian logic 〈S,〉 has an adequate ordinary κ-valued semantics, with κ ≤|S |.

Theorem 20. (S-theorem) Every scottian logic has an adequate κ-valued scottian semantics, for κ ≤ 2.

One can conclude from the above results that:

Theorem 21. (i) Every tarskian / scottian logic has an adequate possible-translations semantics, in fact
even a possible-translations semantics based on 2-valued factors (copies of classical logic).
(ii) The local and the global consequence relations associated to any simple possible-translations repre-
sentation or possible-translations semantics based on tarskian / scottian factors is tarskian / scottian.

It is noteworthy that the above results for canonical semantics have pretty much the same flavor of a
pts: Each unitary semantics can be seen as determining a translation, and the intersection of all of the
appropriate unitary semantics in each case gives you the desired conservative translation.

2 Further illustrations

We have seen, in the previous section, that every scottian / tarskian logic has an adequate scottian /
tarskian (2-valued) semantics. Moreover, any logic (scottian, tarskian, or not) has an adequate possible-
translations representation (ptr), and if it has an adequate semantics (scottian, tarskian, or not) then it
can be given an adequate possible-translations semantics (pts).

What about other less trivial examples of possible-translations semantics, not obtained by plain use of
brute force, as above? Indeed, notice that the previous adequacy results were often either uninformative
(when a logic was used to represent itself) or non-constructive (when a κ-valued semantics was posited but
no recursive method was presented so as to define it). The situation can be improved in a some cases. In
the case of sufficiently expressive finite-valued truth-functional logics, for instance, a constructive method
can be designed for the specification of a recursive set of clauses that describe the 2-valued semantics
announced by Theorem 15 (cf. [6, 5]).
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Moreover, to get even more concrete, one can use a ptr to provide, say, a pts based on a couple of well-
behaved and well-known finite-valued truth-functional factors for logics having no adequate finite-valued
scottian / tarskian truth-functional semantics, as done in [10, 24, 14, 26] for several paraconsistent and
paracomplete logics. Also, deductive limits for infinite hierarchies of logics can very naturally be spliced,
and decidability transferred from the factors to the product, as in [24, 14]. Moreover, truth-functional
finite-valued logics can themselves be split in terms of 2-valued logics, that is, fragments of classical logic
([24, 27]), copies of classical logic can be combined into fragments of modal logics, and so on and so forth.

The final version of the paper will display a few representative such examples in detail.

3 Some other related semantic structures

The advantage of possible-translations semantics lies in its generality. It is no overstatement to assert that
pretty much anything that one might want to call a semantics can be recast in the present framework. This
leads us immediately to the main disadvantage of possible-translations semantics: its generality! Anything
that is universally true can easily turn out to be also universally irrelevant. It is very important thus
to characterize some interesting subclasses of possible-translations semantics, defined by stricter terms.
Clauses restricting the set of translations or the factors involved are often helpful, often inevitable. With
that in mind, society semantics ([13, 24, 21, 22]), dyadic semantics ([6, 5]), and (dynamic and static)
non-deterministic semantics ([2, 1]) can all be precisely characterized as specialized forms of possible-
translations semantics.

This will be done in detail in the final version of the paper.
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1 Introduction

For the specification of large software systems, heterogeneous multi-logic specifications are needed, since
complex problems have different aspects that are best specified in different logics. True logic combinations
(in the sense of fibring [8], or colimits of logical systems [14, 17, 4, 4]) work well for certain classes of logics.
However, the true combination approach reaches its limits when logics involving very different features
(like modalities, higher-order polymorphism, and calculi for concurrent systems) shall be combined. In
such cases, a true combination of all the used logics will quickly become too complex. Hence, hetero-
geneous specification provide a weaker form of logic combination (corresponding to weighted colimits),
where basically the logics are put side by side, but can interact via logic translations.

Using heterogeneous specifications, different approaches being developed at different sites can be
related, i.e. there is a formal interoperability among languages and tools. In many cases, specialized
languages and tools have their strengths in particular aspects. Using heterogeneous specification, these
strengths can be combined with comparably small effort.

A general semantic framework for heterogeneous specification has been outlined in another paper in
this volume [20]. The goal of the present work is to show how such a framework can be equipped with
a proof calculus and tool support. Although some calculus for deriving theorems from a heterogeneous
specification is already given in [20], some further work is required in order to obtain a calculus for proving
refinements between heterogeneous specifications.

We show that Grothendieck institutions based on institution comorphisms can serve as a framework for
developing such a proof calculus and building tools. In particular, we show how to extend the verification
semantics given for structured specifications in [13] to the heterogeneous case. This semantics translates
a heterogeneous specification into a kernel formalism called development graphs.

The heterogeneous tool set provides tool support for heterogeneous specification. Based on an object-
oriented interface for institutions (using type classes in Haskell), it implements the Grothendieck institu-
tion and provides a heterogeneous parser, static analysis and proof support for heterogeneous specification.
This is based on parsers, static analysers and proof support for the individual institutions, on the above
mentioned heterogeneous verification semantics, and on a proof calculus for development graphs over the
Grothendieck institution.

2 Institutions, Their (Co)Morphisms, and Heterogeneous Spec-
ifications

We only rather briefly recall the technical preliminaries, referring to [20] for more explanation.
Following [10], we formalize logics as institutions.

Definition 1. An institution I = (SignI ,SenI ,ModI , |=I) consists of

• a category SignI of signatures,

• a functor SenI : SignI −→ Set giving, for each signature Σ, the set of sentences SenI(Σ), and
for each signature morphism σ : Σ −→ Σ′, the sentence translation map SenI(σ) : SenI(Σ) −→
SenI(Σ′), where often SenI(σ)(ϕ) is written as σ(ϕ),

• a functor ModI : (SignI)op−→CAT 1giving, for each signature Σ, the category of models ModI(Σ),
and for each signature morphism σ : Σ−→Σ′, the reduct functor

ModI(σ) : ModI(Σ′)−→ModI(Σ),

where often ModI(σ)(M ′) is written as M ′|σ (the σ-reduct of M ′),

• a satisfaction relation |=I
Σ ⊆ |ModI(Σ)| × SenI(Σ) for each Σ ∈ SignI ,

such that for each σ : Σ−→Σ′ in SignI the following satisfaction condition holds:

M ′ |=I
Σ′ σ(ϕ) ⇔M ′|σ |=

I
Σ ϕ

for each M ′ ∈ModI(Σ′) and ϕ ∈ SenI(Σ).
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Given an institution, it is possible to define the semantics of structured specifications over it in an
entirely institution independent way [16]:

presentations: For any signature Σ ∈ |Sign| and finite set Γ ⊆ Sen(Σ) of Σ-sentences, the presentation
〈Σ,Γ〉 is a specification with:

Sig [〈Σ,Γ〉] := Σ
Mod[〈Σ,Γ〉] := {M ∈Mod(Σ) |M |= Γ}

union: For any signature Σ ∈ |Sign|, given Σ-specifications SP 1 and SP2, their union SP1 ∪ SP2 is a
specification with:

Sig [SP1 ∪ SP2] := Σ
Mod[SP1 ∪ SP2] := Mod[SP1] ∩Mod[SP2]

translation: For any signature morphism σ : Σ −→ Σ′ and Σ-specification SP , translate SP by σ is a
specification with:

Sig [translate SP by σ] := Σ′

Mod[translate SP by σ] := {M ′ ∈Mod(Σ′) |M ′|σ ∈Mod[SP ]}

hiding : For any signature morphism σ : Σ −→ Σ′ and Σ′-specification SP ′, derive from SP ′ by σ is a
specification with:

Sig [derive from SP ′ by σ] := Σ
Mod[derive from SP ′ by σ] := {M ′|σ |M ′ ∈Mod[SP ′]}

We now come to the task of relating different institutions. Institution morphisms [10] relate two
given institutions. A typical situation is that an institution morphism expresses the fact that a “larger”
institution is built upon a “smaller” institution by projecting the “larger” institution onto the “smaller”
one.

Given institutions I and J , an institution morphism [10] µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→J consists of

• a functor Φ: SignI−→SignJ ,

• a natural transformation α : SenJ ◦ Φ−→SenI and

• a natural transformation β : ModI−→ModJ ◦ Φop,

such that the following satisfaction condition is satisfied for all Σ ∈ SignI , M ∈ ModI(Σ) and ϕ′ ∈
SenJ(Φ(Σ)):

M |=I
Σ αΣ(ϕ′)⇔ βΣ(M) |=J

Φ(Σ) ϕ
′

The notion of institution morphism can be varied in several ways by changing the directions of the
arrows or even, in the case of semi-morphisms, omitting the arrows [9, 18]:

morphism comorphism
Sign // // Sign′

Sen oo // Sen′ ◦ Φ
Mod // oo Mod′ ◦ Φ

forward morphism forward comorphism
Sign // // Sign′

Sen // oo Sen′ ◦ Φ
Mod // oo Mod′ ◦ Φ

1CAT be the (quasi-)category of categories and functors.
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semi morphism semi comorphism
Sign // // Sign′

Sen Sen′ ◦ Φ
Mod // oo Mod′ ◦ Φ

The respective satisfaction conditions are quite obvious (note that for semi-(co)morphisms, none is
required).

These various notions of institution translations naturally lead to the following heterogeneous speci-
fication constructs [19, 20]:

heterogeneous translation: For any institution comorphism, forward comorphism or semi-comorphism
µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→I ′ and Σ-specification SP in I , translate SP by µ is a specification with:

Sig [translate SP by µ] := Φ(Σ)
Mod[translate SP by µ] := {M ′ ∈Mod(Φ(Σ)) | βΣ(M ′) ∈Mod[SP ]}

heterogeneous hiding : For any institution morphism, forward morphism or semi-morphism
µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→I ′ and Σ-specification SP in I , derive from SP by µ is a specification with:

Sig [derive from SP by µ] := Φ(Σ)
Mod[derive from SP by µ] := {βΣ(M ′) |M ′ ∈Mod[SP ]}

3 Development Graphs

The notion of institutions gains much of its importance by the fact that one can design languages for
structured specifications in a completely institution independent and even heterogeneous way, as explained
in the previous section.

However, the standard proof calculi for proving entailment within and refinement between such struc-
tured specifications [2] rely on some form of the Craig interpolation property, which fails in some in-
stitutions (even for many-sorted logic, it holds only for sort-injective signature morphisms). Moreover,
although Craig interpolation for heterogeneous specification has been studied [7], this of course relies on
Craig interpolation for the individual logics, and some extra assumptions about Craig interpolation for
the comorphisms that are not satisfied in many practical examples.

We hence propose to follow a different path, namely to use the formalism of development graphs
[1]. The proof calculus for this does not rely on Craig interpolation; rather, is based on a different
assumption, namely the existence of weakly amalgamable cocones [12]. Note that the latter property
(although technically incomparable in strength with Craig interpolation) for practical purposes is a weaker
assumption than Craig interpolation (cf. the results of [6]).

A development graph consists of a set of nodes (corresponding to whole structured specifications or
parts thereof), and a set of arrows called definition links, indicating the dependency of each involved
structured specification on its subparts.

Definition 2. Given an arbitrary but fixed institution I , a development graph DG over I is an acyclic
directed graph S = 〈N ,L〉.
N is a set of nodes. Each node N ∈ N is a tuple (ΣN ,ΓN ) such that ΣN ∈ SignI is a signature and

ΓN ⊆ SenI(ΣN ) is the set of local axioms of N .
L is a set of directed links, so-called definition links, between elements of N . Each definition link

from a node M to a node N is either

• global (denoted M
σ // N ), annotated with a signature morphism σ : ΣM → ΣN ∈ SignI , or

• hiding (denoted M
σ

h
// N ), annotated with a signature morphism σ : ΣN → ΣM ∈ SignI going

against the direction of the link. Typically, σ will be an inclusion, and the symbols of ΣM not in
ΣN will be hidden.
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What is the meaning of such development graphs? Development graphs without hiding have a theory-
level semantics, see [1]. For development graphs with hiding, a model-level semantics seems to be more
appropriate:

Definition 3. Given a node N ∈ N in a development graph DG, its associated class ModS(N)2 of
models (or N -models for short) consists of those ΣN -models n for which

• n satisfies the local axioms ΓN ,

• for each K
σ // N ∈ DG, n|σ is a K-model, and

• for each K
σ

h
// N ∈ DG, n has a σ-expansion k (i.e. k|σ = n) which is a K-model.

Complementary to definition and hiding links, which define the theories of related nodes, we introduce
the notion of a theorem link with the help of which we are able to postulate relations between different

theories. Global theorem links3 (denoted by N
σ //___ M , where σ : ΣN −→ ΣM ) are the central data

structure to represent proof obligations arising in formal developments.

Definition 4. Let DG be a development graph. DG implies a global theorem link N
σ //___ M (denoted

DG |= N
σ //___ M ), iff for all m ∈ModDG(M), m|σ ∈ModDG(N).

4 Grothendieck Institutions and Spans of Comorphisms

Heterogeneous specification can be viewed as structured specification over a Grothendieck construction.
Diaconescu’s Grothendieck institution construction [5] basically flattens a diagram of institution and
morphisms. We here recall the Grothendieck institution for the comorphism-based case [12]:

Definition 5. An indexed coinstitution is a functor I : Indop −→ CoIns into the category CoIns of
institutions and institution comorphisms4.

The basic idea of the Grothendieck institution is that all signatures of all institutions are put side
by side, and a signature morphism in this large realm of signatures consists of an intra-institution sig-
nature morphism plus an inter-institution translation (along some institution comorphism). The other
components are then defined in a straightforward way.

Definition 6. Given an indexed coinstitution I : Indop −→CoIns, define the Grothendieck institution
I# as follows:

• signatures in I# are pairs (Σ, i), where i ∈ |Ind| and Σ a signature in the institution I(i),

• signature morphisms (σ, e) : (Σ1, i)−→(Σ2, j) consist of a morphism e : j−→ i ∈ Ind and a signature
morphism σ : ΦI(e)(Σ1)−→Σ2 (here, I(e) : I(i)−→I(j) is the institution comorphism correspond-
ing to the arrow e : j −→ i in the indexed coinstitution, and ΦI(e) is its signature translation
component),

• the (Σ, i)-sentences are the Σ-sentences in I(i), and sentence translation along (σ, e) is the compo-
sition of sentence translation along σ with sentence translation along I(e),

• the (Σ, i)-models are the Σ-models in I(i), and model reduction along (σ, e) is the composition of
model translation along I(e) with model reduction along σ, and

• satisfaction w.r.t. (Σ, i) is satisfaction w.r.t. Σ in I(i).

2ModDG is not to be confused with the model functor Mod of the institution.
3There are also local and hiding theorem links, which are omitted here for simplicity.
4Indeed, the name is justified by the fact that the category of institutions and institution comorphisms is isomorphic

to the category of coinstitutions and coinstitution morphisms. A coinstitution is an institution with model translations
covariant to signature morphisms, while sentence translations are contravariant.
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While comorphism-based Grothendieck institutions are a good semantic basis for heterogeneous spec-
ifications involving institution comorphisms, the question arises what to do with the other kinds of
translations, like institution morphisms or semi-morphisms. Rather than complicate the Grothendieck
construction with different kinds of translations, instead we represent the other kinds of translations as
spans of institution comorphisms.

The span construction works as follows:

Each institution morphism µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→J = I

Φ //
αoo

β //

J can be translated into a span

I J ◦ Φ
µ−

oo µ+

// J of institution comorphisms as follows:

SignI idoo SignI Φ // SignJ

SenI αoo SenJ ◦ Φ
id // SenJ ◦ Φ

ModI β // ModJ ◦ Φ
idoo ModJ ◦ Φ

Here, the “middle” institution J ◦ Φ is the institution with signature category inherited from I , but
sentences and models inherited from J via Φ.

Consider now a semi-comorphism I

Φ //

βoo

J . It can be translated into a span

I I∅
µ−

oo µ+

// J of comorphisms

Sign
idoo SignI Φ // SignJ

SenI incloo ∅
incl // SenJ ◦ Φ

ModI id // ModI βoo ModJ ◦ Φ

while a semi-morphism I

Φ //

β //

J is translated into a span I J ◦ Φ∅µ−

oo µ+

// J of co-

morphisms

Sign
idoo SignI Φ // SignJ

SenI incloo ∅
incl // SenJ ◦ Φ

ModI β // ModJ ◦ Φ
idoo ModJ ◦ Φ

where in each case the “middle” institution has the indicated components.

Forward comorphisms µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→J = I

Φ //
αoo

βoo

J are translated into spans of form

I J ◦ ΦSen
µ−

oo µ+

// J consisting of institution comorphisms as follows:

SignI idoo SignI Φ // SignJ

SenI αoo SenJ ◦ Φ
id // SenJ ◦ Φ

ModI id // ModI βoo ModJ ◦ Φ

The “middle” institution J ◦ ΦSen inherits signatures and models from I , but sentences (via Φ) from J .

The satisfaction relation M |=J◦ΦSen

Σ ϕ holds iff βΣ(M) |=I
Σ ϕ in I .
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Dually, a forward morphism µ = (Φ, α, β) : I −→ J = I

Φ //
α //

β //

J can be translated into a

span I J ◦ ΦMod
µ−

oo µ+

// J of institution comorphisms as follows:

SignI idoo SignI Φ // SignJ

SenI idoo SenI α // SenJ ◦ Φ

ModI β // ModJ ◦ Φ
idoo ModJ ◦ Φ

The “middle” institution J ◦ΦMod inherits signatures and sentences from I , but models (via Φ) from J .

The satisfaction relation M |=J◦ΦMod

Σ ϕ holds iff M |=J
Φ(Σ) αΣ(ϕ) in J .

5 The Heterogeneous Verification Semantics

The purpose of the heterogeneous verification semantics, which follows a similar structured verification
semantics in [13], is to provide a proof calculus for heterogeneous specifications. Some heterogeneous
calculus rules have been given already in [20]; however, they cover only the question whether a heteroge-
neous specification entails a sentence, but not the question whether a heterogeneous specification entails
(or refines to) another one.

General assumption. We assume to work with an indexed coinstitution that contains all the
“middle” institutions as well as the µ− and µ+ comorphisms given by the constructions of the previous
section, applied to those morphisms, semi-morphisms etc. that we expect to occur in our heterogeneous
specifications. Of course, we assume that all institutions and comorphisms that are used directly are
included as well.

The heterogeneous verification semantics now takes a heterogeneous specification and translates it
into a development graph over the Grothendieck institution induced by the indexed coinstitution given
by the above assumption.

In the sequel, if we want to extend a given development graphDG, we use a suggestive concise notation

like DG′ = DG ] {N ′ := (Σ′,Γ); N
σ // N ′ } which should be largely self-explanatory (in particular,

‘N ′ := (Σ′,Γ)’ means that we introduce a new node N ′ with ΣN ′

= Σ′ and ΓN ′

= Γ).
Furthermore, by abuse of notation, we identify institutions and comorphisms with their respective

indices in the index category of the indexed coinstitution (in general, it is expected that the indexed
coinstitution is an embedding of categories; hence this abuse of notation will not lead to ambiguities).

The verification semantics uses judgements of form

` SP ��� (N,DG)

which read as: the specification SP is translated to the node N in development graph DG.

Σ is a signature in I

` 〈Σ,Γ〉��� (N, {N := ((Σ, I),Γ)})

` SP1 ��� (N1,DG1)
` SP2 ��� (N2,DG2)

` SP1 ∪ SP2 ��� (K,DG1 ] DG2 ] {K := (ΣN1 , ∅)} ] { Ni
id // K |i = 1, 2})

` SP ��� (N,DG)
N = (Σ, I)

` translate SP by σ : Σ−→Σ′
��� (K,DG ] { N

(σ,idI) // K := ((Σ′, I), ∅)})

` SP ��� (N,DG)N = (Σ′, I)

` derive from SP ′ by σ : Σ−→Σ′
��� (K,DG ] { N

(σ,idI)

h
// K := ((Σ, I), ∅)})
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` SP ��� (N,DG)
N = (Σ, I)

µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→J is a comorphism

` translate SP by µ : I−→J ��� (K,DG ] { N
(id,µ) // K := ((Φ(Σ), J), ∅)})

` SP ��� (N,DG)
N = (Σ, I)

µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→J is a morphism

DG ′ = DG ] { N
(id,µ−)

h
// K := (Σ, J ◦ Φ), ∅); K

(id,µ+)// P := ((Φ(Σ), J), ∅)}

` derive from SP by µ : I−→J ��� (P,DG ′)

` SP ��� (N,DG)
N = (Σ, I)

µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→J is a semi-comorphism

DG ′ = DG ] { N
(id,µ−)

h
// K := (Σ, I∅), ∅); K

(id,µ+)// P := ((Φ(Σ), J), ∅)}

` translate SP by µ : I−→J ��� (P,DG ′)

` SP ��� (N,DG)
N = (Σ, I)

µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→J is a semi-morphism

DG ′ = DG ] { N
(id,µ−)

h
// K := (Σ, J ◦ Φ∅), ∅); K

(id,µ+)// P := ((Φ(Σ), J), ∅)}

` translate SP by µ : I−→J ��� (P,DG ′)

` SP ��� (N,DG)
N = (Σ, I)

µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→J is a forward comorphism

DG ′ = DG ] { N
(id,µ−)

h
// K := (Σ, J ◦ ΦSen), ∅); K

(id,µ+)// P := ((Φ(Σ), J), ∅)}

` translate SP by µ : I−→J ��� (P,DG ′)

` SP ��� (N,DG)
N = (Σ, I)

µ = (Φ, α, β) : I−→J is a forward morphism

DG ′ = DG ] { N
(id,µ−)

h
// K := (Σ, J ◦ ΦMod), ∅); K

(id,µ+)// P := ((Φ(Σ), J), ∅)}

` translate SP by µ : I−→J ��� (P,DG ′)

We now state the important property of the heterogeneous verification semantics:

Theorem 7. The heterogeneous verification semantics preserves model classes of heterogeneous specifi-
cations. More precisely, given a heterogenous specification SP with ` SP ��� (N,DG), we have

Mod[SP ] = ModDG(N)

By inserting theorem links into a development graph generated by the heterogeneous verification
semantics, it is now possible to tackle the problem of refinement between heterogeneous specifications.
A proof calculus for such theorem links in the context of Grothendieck institutions has been given in
[12]. This proof calculus relies on proof calculi (formalized as so-called entailment systems [11]) for the
individual institutions, as well as some technical conditions on both the institutions (namely, the existence
of weakly amalgamable cocones) as well as the comorphisms.

A word concerning the difference between morphisms and semi-morphisms is in order: although they
are treated quite similarly in the heterogeneous verification semantics, their difference shows up when
using the proof calculus: the “middle” institution is much poorer in the case of semi-morphisms (it has
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no sentences). The latter makes it much harder to conduct heterogeneous proofs; indeed, for proofs
along semi-morphisms, typically both the source and target institution have to be translatable into some
common target institution (or some special proof rules for the particular semi-morphism has to be added).
Of course, a similar remark applies to semi-comorphisms as well.

6 The Heterogeneous Tool set (Hets)

The Heterogeneous Tool Set Hets is a tool implementing the theory developed so far. Its architecture is
depicted above. Hets has an abstract interface corresponding to concept of institution (or more precisely,
entailment system — since model theory is not directly implementable) in Haskell.

Hets implements this by providing a type class Logic. Logic is a multiparameter type classes with
functional dependencies [15]. Such a type class can be thought of as a formal parameter signature. Logic
contains types for signatures, signature morphisms, sentences, abstract syntax of basic specifications etc.,
and functions for parsing, printing, static analysis, and proving. Based on this abstract interface, we have
implemented heterogeneous tools for parsing and static analysis of heterogeneous Casl(using a semantics
similar to the verification semantics in Section 5 above). The static semantic analysis yields a development
graph over the Grothendieck institution, and we are currently implementing the corresponding proof
calculus.

Technically, heterogeneity is realized as follows. On top of the type class Logic, an existential datatype
is constructed. Usually, existential types are used to realize e.g. heterogeneous lists, where each element
may have a different type. We use lists of (components of) institutions and comorphisms instead. This
leads to an implementation of the Grothendieck institution over an indexed coinstitution.

We have instantiated this general framework with institution-specific analysis tools for Casl, Has-

Casl, Haskell, Csp-Casl and ModalCasl. Future work will interface existing theorem proving tools
with specific institutions in Hets. We already have implemented an experimental interface to the theorem
prover Isabelle.

The Heterogeneous Tool Set is available at www.tzi.de/cofi/hets.
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1 Context

Most of the work on quantum logic (since the seminal paper [4]) has continued to adopt the lattice of
closed subspaces of a Hilbert space as the basis for its semantics [11, 8].

Here we take a quite different approach, what we call the exogenous approach. The key idea is to
keep the models of the classical logic (say propositional logic) as they are, to produce models for the
envisaged quantum logic as superpositions of classical models, and, finally, to design a suitable language
for constraining such superpositions.

The exogenous approach is a variation of the possible worlds approach originally proposed by Kripke
[14] for modal logic, and it is also akin to the society semantics introduced in [7] for many-valued logic and
to the possible translations semantics proposed in [6] for paraconsistent logic. In fact, Kripke structures
can be described as binary relations between classical models, the models in [7] are just collections of
classical models, and the models in [6] are obtained using translation maps into the original logic(s). The
possible worlds approach was also used in [19, 20] for probabilistic logic1: the models turn out to be
probability spaces of classical models, as first recognized in [10].

The difference between the possible worlds approach and the exogenous approach is subtle but full
of consequences. The exogenous approach is used in [16] to develop a probabilistic version of any given
logic where, as in [10], each model is a probability space of the original models, but where the connectives
are different from those of the logic being probabilized. As explained in Section 2, the global semantics
of the new connectives arises naturally when using the new models.

Note that the endogenous approach to probabilistic logic is also useful and, actually, widely used. By
endogenous approach we mean that we tinker with the classical models in order to make them suitable for
a specific type of probabilistic reasoning. For instance, if we want a logic for reasoning about probabilistic
transition systems (probabilistic automata) we can modify the Kripke models of dynamic logic by labelling
the transition pairs (pairs of the accessibility relation) with probabilities [12, 15]. As another example
of the endogenous approach, consider the probabilization of first-order logic obtained by enriching the
domain of individuals with a probability distribution [1], having in mind notions like almost everywhere.

Returning to quantum logic, the exogenous approach seems promising for several reasons: (i) it can
be applied to any given logic2; (ii) it settles once and for all the issue of the nature of the quantum models
(as superpositions of models from the original logic); and, finally, (iii) it also guides the design of the
quantum language (that should provide the means to write assertions about both the original models and
the quantum models). Furthermore, since quantum logic involves probabilistic reasoning (because of the
stochastic nature of the results of observing quantum systems), the successful exogenous development of
probabilistic logic in [16] reinforces this idea.

It is to be expected that the lattice approach to quantum logic will play a similar role to the one
played by modal algebras in modal logic, by Heyting algebras in intuitionistic logic, by Boolean algebras
in classical logic, etc. But, as in those cases, the algebraic approach is not the right source of inspiration
for discovering the linguistic ingredients of the envisaged logic. For instance, modal algebras appeared
much later than Kripke structures, well after the modal language was widely accepted.

In Section 2, we start by showing how to set up the exogenous probabilistic version of propositional
logic. Afterwards, we continue the process, first, in Section 3, towards the exogenous quantum version of
propositional logic (including the probabilistic one), and finally, in Section 4, towards a dynamic version
of the latter (for reasoning also about changes in the quantum state of a system).

2 EPPL

Assume a fixed set {Pk : k ∈
�
} of propositional constants. Recall that a classical valuation is a map

v : {Pk : k ∈
�
} → {0, 1}. The exogenous approach to probabilistic logic suggests that we identify a

probabilistic valuation with a probability space of classical valuations. A Nilsson3 structure V is a tuple
〈V,B, ν〉 where: V is a nonempty set of classical valuations; B is a σ-algebra over V (that is, B ⊆ ℘V and
B is closed under complements and countable unions) such that {v ∈ V : v  Pk} ∈ B for each k ∈

�
; and

ν is a map from B to [0, 1] such that ν(V ) = 1 and ν(
⋃

j∈ � Bj) =
∑

j∈ � ν(Bj) whenever Bj1 ∩ Bj2 = ∅

1Later on, the relationship to epistemic logic was made clear in [3, 2].
2Herein, we just address the problem of designing the quantum version of classical propositional logic, but it is feasible

to repeat the process for any given logic fulfilling some minimal requirements as it was done in [16] for probabilistic logic.
3In recognition of the significance of [19] for the development of probabilistic logic.
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for every j1 6= j2 ∈
�

. In short, a Nilsson structure is a probability space where outcomes are classical
valuations and the extent of every propositional constant is among the events.

This exogenous semantics for probabilistic reasoning suggests that we adopt the probabilistic language
composed of formulae of the form4

γ := ωk � ϕ � (t ≤ t) � (� γ) � (γ = γ)

where ϕ is a classical formula of the form

ϕ := ξk � Pk � (¬ϕ) � (ϕ⇒ ϕ)

and t is a real term of the form

t := θk � r � (
∫
ϕ) � (

∫
ϕ |ϕ) � (t+ t) � (t t)

where r is a computable real number. The ξ’s, ω’s and θ’s are variables (to be used in rules) that can
be the target of substitutions respecting the syntactic categories. An expression is said to be ground if it
does not contain any such variable. As usual, other (classical and probabilistic) connectives can be used
as abbreviations. Furthermore, we write (t1 = t2) for ((t1 ≤ t2) u (t2 ≤ t1)).

Clearly, for each ground classical formula ϕ, [ϕ]V = {v ∈ V : v  ϕ} ∈ B. So, from the probabilistic
point of view, it is worthwhile to look at classical formulae as describing events. The denotation of ground
terms is inductively defined as follows:

• [[r]]V = r;

• [[(
∫
ϕ)]]V = ν([ϕ]V);

• [[(
∫
ϕ2 |ϕ1)]]V =

{
ν([ϕ1]V∩[ϕ2]V)

ν([ϕ1]V) if ν([ϕ1]V) 6= 0

1 otherwise
;

• [[(t1 + t2)]]V = [[t1]]V + [[t2]]V;

• [[(t1t2)]]V = [[t1]]V × [[t2]]V.

According to the exogenous approach, the satisfaction of formulae by V and ground substitution ρ is
as follows:

• Vρ  ωj iff Vρ  ωjρ;

• Vρ  ϕ iff v  ϕρ for every v ∈ V ;

• Vρ  (t1 ≤ t2) iff [[t1ρ]]V ≤ [[t2ρ]]V;

• Vρ  (� γ) iff Vρ 6 γ;

• Vρ  (γ1 = γ2) iff Vρ 6 γ1 or Vρ  γ2.

The global nature of satisfaction is a key ingredient of the exogenous approach (contrarily to the local
nature of satisfaction within the possible worlds approach). The exogenous approach has the advantage
of uncoupling the two layers: the probabilistic connectives are defined independently of the original
logic. Note that the global probabilistic connectives are still classical but should not be confused with
the connectives of the original logic. Indeed, consider the following probabilistic formulae where ϕ is a
classical formula: (i) (ϕ ∨ (¬ϕ)); (ii) (ϕ t (�ϕ)); and (iii) (ϕ t (¬ϕ)). Clearly, (i) and (ii) hold in every
Nilsson structure for every ground substitution, while (iii) does not hold in general.

Observe also that the exogenous probabilization procedure applied above to classical propositional
logic is generic in the sense that it can be applied to any given logic as explained in [16]. So, probabilization
is akin to temporalization and other cases of parameterization of logics. The same comment applies to
the procedure described in Section 3 for building quantum logic.

Finally, the notion of probabilistic entailment is introduced as follows: Γ ` δ iff, for every V and
ground ρ, Vρ  δ whenever Vρ  γ for each γ ∈ Γ. This entailment enjoys the properties that one would
expect from classical and probabilistic reasoning, such as:

4When defining languages, we use the abstract Backus-Naur notation [17], but adopting � instead of the traditional | in
order to avoid confusions with the object language.
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• ` ((0 ≤ (
∫
ϕ)) u ((

∫
ϕ) ≤ 1));

• ` ((
∫
(¬ϕ)) = (1− (

∫
ϕ)));

• ` ((
∫
(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2)) = (((

∫
ϕ1) + (

∫
ϕ2))− (

∫
(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2))));

• ϕ ` ((
∫
ϕ) = 1);

• (ϕ1⇔ ϕ2) ` ((
∫
ϕ1) = (

∫
ϕ2));

• (ϕ1⇒ ϕ2) ` ((
∫
ϕ2 |ϕ1) = 1).

A Hilbert calculus is proposed in [16] that is sound and weakly complete5 with respect to the above
semantics, with the following rules on probability:

PM ` ((
∫
t) = 1);

FA ` (((
∫
(¬(ξ1 ∧ ξ2))) = 1) = ((

∫
(ξ1 ∨ ξ2)) = ((

∫
ξ1) + (

∫
ξ2))));

CP ` (((
∫
ξ2 | ξ1)(

∫
ξ1)) = (

∫
(ξ1 ∧ ξ2)));

UCP ` (((
∫
ξ1) = 0) = ((

∫
ξ2 | ξ1) = 1));

MON ` ((ξ1⇒ ξ2) = ((
∫
ξ1) ≤ (

∫
ξ2)));

MP ω1, (ω1 = ω2) ` ω2.

Observe that EPPL, the exogenous probabilistic propositional logic just described, allows us to work
with both classical and probabilistic assertions. The former constrain the outcome space of the Nilsson
structure and the latter constrain the probability measure. This feature was already present in the
possible worlds probabilistic logics proposed in [10]. For a comparison between the two approaches see
[16].

3 EQPL

Taking into account the postulates of quantum physics as stated for example in [18], the exogenous
approach to quantum logic suggests that we should identify a quantum state (or quantum valuation)
with a unit superposition of classical valuations. That is, the envisaged quantum logic should provide
the means for reasoning about a quantum system composed of a denumerable set of qubits (one for
each propositional constant Pk) and where the (classical projective) observation values are classical
valuations. The basic idea is to find a suitable Hilbert space containing the envisaged superpositions
of classical valuations. Given a nonempty set V of observable classical valuations, H(V ) is the following
inner product space over � :

• each element is a map |w〉 : V → � such that:

– supp(|w〉) = {v : |w〉(v) 6= 0} is countable;

–
∑

v∈supp(|w〉)
||w〉(v)|2 <∞.

• |w1〉+ |w2〉 = λv. |w1〉(v) + |w2〉(v).

• α|w〉 = λv. α|w〉(v).

• 〈w1|w2〉 =
∑

v∈V

|w1〉(v)|w2〉(v).

5Since we are using only finitary rules, strong completeness is out of question because probabilistic entailment (as defined
herein) is not compact.
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As usual, the inner product induces the norm |||w〉|| =
√
〈w|w〉 and, so, the distance d(|w1〉, |w2〉) =

|||w1〉 − |w2〉||. Since H(V ) is complete for this distance, H(V ) is a Hilbert space6. Clearly, {|v〉 : v ∈ V }
is an orthonormal basis of H(V ) where |v〉(v) = 1 and |v〉(v′) = 0 for every v′ 6= v.

A quantum structure w is a pair 〈V, |w〉〉 where: V is a nonempty set of classical valuations; and
|w〉 ∈ H(V ) such that |||w〉|| = 1. This structure provides the means for reasoning about a quantum
system composed of a denumerable set of qubits (one for each Pk) such that by observing it we get a
classical valuation in V . The current state of the system is the unit vector |w〉 (a unit superposition of the
observable classical valuations). The stochastic result of observing the system at that quantum state is

described by the Nilsson structure N (w) = 〈V, ℘V, ν|w〉〉 where, for each U ⊆ V , ν|w〉(U) =
∑

u∈U

|〈u|w〉|2.

Given a set S of propositional constants (qubits), we denote by V[S] the set {v|S : v ∈ V } and by
V]S[ the set {v|Sc : v ∈ V }. The Hilbert spaces H(V[S]) and H(V]S[) will be useful when asserting facts
about a target set S of qubits. Clearly, H(V) = H(V[S]) ⊗ H(V]S[) where V is the set of all classical
valuations. But, H(V ) ⊆ H(V[S]) ⊗H(V]S[) where equality does not hold in general. When it does, we
say that the quantum system is composed of two independent subsystems (one with the qubits in S and
the other with rest of the qubits). Furthermore, given a unit |w〉 ∈ H(V ), if there are unit |w′〉 ∈ H(V[S])
and unit |w′′〉 ∈ H(V]S[) such that |w〉 = |w′〉 ⊗ |w′′〉 then we say that, in state |w〉, the qubits in S are
not entangled with the qubits not in S and, therefore, that the qubits in S are independent of the other
qubits at that state |w〉.

This exogenous semantics for reasoning about a quantum system (and its subsystems) suggests that
we adopt the quantum language composed of formulae of the form7

γ := ωk � ϕ � (t ≤ t) � ([S] 3
−−→
ψ : u) � (� γ) � (γ = γ)

where ϕ is a classical formula, t is a real term, u is a complex term, S is a nonempty recursive set of
propositional constants (qubits), and ψ is a classical formula over S. The classical language is as before.
The enriched set of real terms and the set of complex terms are jointly defined as follows:

{
t := θk � r � (

∫
ϕ) � (

∫
ϕ |ϕ) � (t+ t) � (t t) � Re(u) � Im(u) � arg(u) � |u|

u := υk � (t+ it) � teit � u � (u+ u) � (uu)
.

The denotation at w of ground terms is straightforward, but it is worthwhile to mention that the
probability terms are interpreted using N (w). For instance: [[(

∫
ϕ)]]w = ν|w〉([ϕ]w). The satisfaction of

formulae by w and ground substitution ρ is as follows:

• wρ  ωj iff wρ  ωjρ;

• wρ  ϕ iff v  ϕρ for every v ∈ V ;

• wρ  (t1 ≤ t2) iff [[t1ρ]]w ≤ [[t2ρ]]w;

• wρ  ([S] 3 ψ1 : u1, . . . , ψn : un) iff there are unit |w′〉 ∈ H(V[S]) and unit |w′′〉 ∈ H(V]S[) such
that |w〉 = |w′〉 ⊗ |w′′〉 and there are distinct v1, . . . , vn ∈ supp(|w′〉) such that vk  ψkρ and
|w′〉(vk) = [[ukρ]]w for k = 1, . . . , n;

• wρ  (�α) iff wρ 6 α;

• wρ  (α1 = α2) iff wρ 6 α1 or wρ  α2.

The language of EQPL, the exogenous quantum propositional logic just introduced, is quite powerful.
Some abbreviations are useful for expressing some important derived concepts:

• (3 ϕ1 : u1, . . . , ϕn : un) for ([{Pk : k ∈
�
}] 3 ϕ1 : u1, . . . , ϕn : un);

6Actually, H(V ) is isomorphic to L2 over the counting measure on V . Since we have in mind applications to quantum
computation and information where all bits have the same importance, the choice of the counting measure is appropriate.
However, other applications may require a different approach leading to a quite different logic. For instance, when looking
at a quantum system with a physical real quantity such that each Pk reflects the k-th bit in its binary representation (and
we could use sequences of other propositional symbols for representing other quantities), the Hilbert space proposed above
would not be suitable. We should use instead L2 over the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1].

7Here we need to extend the Backus-Naur notation: we write ~δ for a finite sequence of elements of the form δ.
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• [S] for ([S] : ) — qubits in S are not entangled with those outside S;

• (3ϕ) for ((
∫
ϕ) > 0) and (2ϕ) for ((

∫
ϕ) = 1);

• (
∧

F A) for ((∧pk∈A Pk) ∧ (∧pk∈(F\A) (¬Pk))) whenever F is a finite set of propositional constants
and A ⊆ F .

As an illustration, consider the following consistent assertions about an enriched Schrödinger’s cat
(where cat-in-box, cat-alive and cat-moving are propositional constants):

• [cat-in-box, cat-alive, cat-moving];

• (cat-in-box ∧ (cat-moving⇒ cat-alive));

• ((3cat-alive) u (3(¬ cat-alive)));

• ([cat-alive, cat-moving] u (�[cat-alive]));

• (((
∫
cat-alive) = 1

3 ) u ((
∫
cat-moving | cat-alive) = 1

2 ));

• ([cat-alive, cat-moving] 3 cat-alive : 1√
6
, cat-alive : 1√

6
);

• ([cat-alive, cat-moving] 3 (cat-alive ∧ cat-moving) : 1√
6
,

(cat-alive ∧ (¬ cat-moving)) : 1√
6
,

((¬ cat-alive) ∧ (¬ cat-moving)) : ei π
3

√
2
3 ).

The notion of quantum entailment is introduced as expected: Γ ` δ iff, for every quantum structure w
and ground substitution ρ, wρ  δ whenever wρ  γ for each γ ∈ Γ. Our ultimate goal is to establish a
deduction calculus complete in some useful sense with respect to this semantics. Meanwhile, the following
are examples of interesting entailments:

• ` (� ([S] 3 ψ : 0));

• ` (([S] 3 ψ1 : u1, . . . , ψn : un) = ([S] 3 ψk : eituk)) for k = 1, . . . , n;

• ` (([S] 3 (ψ ∨ ψ′) : u)≡ (([S] 3 ψ : u) t ([S] 3 ψ′ : u)));

• ` (([S] 3 ψ1 : u1, . . . , ψn : un) = ((|u1|2 + · · ·+ |un|2) ≤ (
∫
(ψ1 ∨ . . . ∨ ψn))));

• ` (([F ] 3 (
∧

F A) : u) = ((
∫
(
∧

F A)) ≤ |u|2));

• ` ((ψ1⇒ ψ2) = (([S] 3 ψ1 : u) ≤ ([S] 3 ψ2 : u))).

4 DEQPL

For reasoning about changes in the state of a quantum system (including transitions resulting from
projective observations of a single qubit), we need to enrich the language. Following [18], according to
postulate 2 of quantum physics, the evolution of a closed quantum system is described by a unitary
operator. And postulate 3 tells us what is the resulting state when a qubit is projectively observed with
result |b〉 in H(2). We need transition terms for denoting all such state transitions, of the form

Z := τk � U � P � (Z ◦ Z)

where U is a unitary operator term of the form

U := I � Hk � Sk �
(π
8

)
k

� Xk � Yk � Zk � cNk1

k2
� U−1 � (U ◦ U)

and P is a projective observation transition term of the form

P := P
c|0〉+c|1〉
k
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where c is a complex number of the form r+ir where r is, as before, a computable real number. The eight
symbols in U denote the eight basic unitary operators (identity, Hadamard, phase, π/8, Pauli X,Y, Z,
and control not, respectively). Any finitary, unitary operator can be approximated as close as desired by
a finite composition of these basic operators [9]. We also need transition formulae of the form8

H := {γ}Z {γ} � {γ}ΩZ

where γ is a quantum formula as defined in the previous section.
The denotation [[Z]] of a transition term Z is a partial map from the unit circle of H(V) to itself (recall

that V is the set of all classical valuations). In the case of every unitary operator term this map is total.
Partiality only arises for observation transitions (as illustrated below).

Observe that, given V ⊆ V , it may happen that [[Z]]|w〉 /∈ H(V ) even when |w〉 ∈ H(V ) and [[Z]] is
defined on |w〉. We must keep this in mind when defining the satisfaction of transition formulae9:

• V ρ  {γ1}Z {γ2} iff, for every |w〉 ∈ H(V ), if 〈V, |w〉〉ρ  γ1 then 〈V, [[Z]]|w〉〉ρ  γ2 whenever
[[Z]]|w〉↓ and [[Z]]|w〉 ∈ H(V );

• V ρ  {γ}ΩZ iff, for every |w〉 ∈ H(V ), if 〈V, |w〉〉ρ  γ then [[Z]]|w〉↓ and [[Z]]|w〉 ∈ H(V ).

That is, {γ1}Z {γ2} means that if the quantum system evolves by Z from a state where γ1 holds to
a legitimate state (that is, in H(V )) then γ2 holds at the resulting state. If the resulting state is not
legitimate the transition formula is vacuously satisfied. And {γ}ΩZ means that the quantum system
reaches a legitimate state when it evolves by Z from a state where γ holds.

It is worthwhile to spell out in detail the semantics of the basic unitary operators. To this end, we
need the notion of the dual of a valuation on a qubit: vk is the valuation that agrees with v on all
propositional symbols barring Pk and gives the other Boolean value to Pk. For instance:

• [[Hk]]|w〉(v) =

{
1√
2
(|w〉(v) + |w〉(vk)) if v 6 Pk

1√
2
(|w〉(vk)− |w〉(v)) otherwise

;

• [[Sk]]|w〉(v) =

{
|w〉(v) if v 6 Pk

i|w〉(v) otherwise
;

• [[cNk1

k2
]]|w〉(v) =

{
|w〉(v) if v 6 Pk1

|w〉(vk2) otherwise
.

Before describing the semantics of the projective observation operators, we need some notation. Given
a set S of propositional constants (qubits), we denote by I[S] the identity operator on H(V[S]) and by I]S[

the identity operator on H(V]S[). Given |b〉 = α0|0〉 + α1|1〉 in H(2) we also need to use the projector
along |b〉, the operator |b〉〈b| on H(2) defined by the following matrix:

(
α0α0 α0α1

α1α0 α1α1

)
.

Letting P
|b〉
k be the projector along |b〉 for qubit k in H(V) that is given by I[{P0,...,Pk−1}] ⊗ |b〉〈b| ⊗

I]{P0,...,Pk}[, the semantics of the projective observation transition terms is as follows:

• [[P
c0|0〉+c1|1〉
k ]]|w〉 =

P
c0|0〉+c1|1〉

k
|w〉

||P c0|0〉+c1|1〉

k
|w〉||

.

Observe that [[P
c0|0〉+c1|1〉
k ]] is undefined at |w〉 if ||P

c0|0〉+c1|1〉
k |w〉|| = 0. In particular, [[P

|0〉
k ]] is

undefined at |w〉 whenever |w〉  ((
∫
(¬Pk)) = 0). In fact, it is not possible to observe 0 on Pk when all

valuations in the support of the state of the system satisfy Pk.
The projective observation transition terms play the role of qubit assignments in quantum computation

since they impose the superposition of the target qubit in the resulting state. But, contrarily to classical

8Adapting from the Hoare (pre- and post-condition) triplets in the logic of imperative programs [13].
9As usual when dealing with partial maps, we write [[Z]]|w〉↓ for asserting that [[Z]] is defined on |w〉.
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computation, an assignment to qubit Pk may also affect other qubits (those that were entangled with
Pk). For instance, the transition formula

{([Earth-cat-alive,Mars-cat-alive] 3

(Earth-cat-alive ∧Mars-cat-alive) : 1√
2
,

((¬Earth-cat-alive) ∧ (¬Mars-cat-alive)) : 1√
2
)}

P
|0〉
Earth-cat-alive

{([Mars-cat-alive] 3 (¬Mars-cat-alive) : 1)}

states, among other things, that if the two cats are entangled then after observing the Earth cat dead we
end up in a state where the Mars cat is also dead.

The proposed quantum transition language is quite powerful. We envisage to set up a relatively
complete calculus for DEQPL (the dynamic exogenous quantum propositional logic with the above se-
mantics). The key ingredients of this calculus will be the rules for the primitive operators since dealing
with composition and relating with valid formulae of EQPL will be straightforward.

5 Concluding remarks

The proposed exogenous approach to quantum reasoning provided us with a working semantics for a
powerful quantum logic. The resulting logic is promising and interesting in itself, but further work is
necessary, namely towards a complete axiomatization and a clarification of the relationship to other
quantum logics.

Since it is feasible to repeat the construction starting from any other logic (fulfilling some weak
requirements), it seems worthwhile to investigate the construction of quantum logics as a form of param-
eterization of logics (as defined in [5]), like it is done for probabilistic logic in [16].

Assessing the effective role of the chosen basis for H(V ) is also an interesting line of research. Indeed,
EQPL satisfaction, as defined herein, strongly relies upon using the orthonormal basis {|v〉 : v ∈ V }. One
wonders if we can relax the semantics, while preserving the intended entailment, in order to be able to
deal with classical formulae when we do not know V but we are just given a Hilbert space isomorphic to
H(V ).
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1 Introduction

The method of fibring for combining logics as originally proposed by Gabbay [13, 14], includes some other
methods as fusion [29] as a special case. Albeit fusion is the best developed mechanism, mainly in what
concerns preservation of properties as soundness, weak completeness, semantic Craig interpolation and
decidability (see [31, 17]), fibring in general raises some difficulties at the semantic level [26]. The general
quest for preservation represents one of the main research trends in fibring.

Although preservation of soundness and completeness has been investigated in the context of proposi-
tional-based logics [32, 28], first-order quantification [27], higher-order features [9], non truth-functional
semantics [4], sequent and other deduction calculi [16, 24], other forms of preservation are still to be
investigated.

We outline here some results on preservation of interpolation in the context of propositional-based
logics endowed with a Hilbert calculus coping with global and local derivability consequences (see [8] for
further details).

What is now generally known as Craig interpolation is a heritage of the classical results by W.
Craig [10] for first-order logic. Several abstractions have been considered either in proof-theoretical way
(e.g. [5]) or in (non-constructive) model-theoretical style (e.g. for modal and positive logics as in [20, 21],
for intuitionistic logic as in [15] and for hybrid logic as in [1, 2]). The importance of Craig interpolation for
some fundamental problems of complexity theory as shown in [22] and further developed in [23] associates
the rate of growth of the interpolant and measures of complexity.

Interpolation properties are known to be related with properties of model theory as exemplified by the
correspondence between Craig interpolation and joint consistency properties for classical propositional
logic. This correspondence is mediated in the classical case by finite algebraizability and by the familiar
(global) metatheorem of deduction.

In the general case of deducibility relations, however, specially in those where the peculiarities of local
and global deduction interfere, this correspondence opens difficult and challenging problems. We refer
here to careful reasoning when the distinction of global and local deduction is relevant: careful reasoning
may lead to other forms of interpolation even at propositional level. In the sequel we use the labels
l-property and g-property when it makes sense to distinguish between local and global versions of that
property; we write d-property when there is no distinction between them.

The importance of a general form of metatheorem of deduction is stressed, proving that Craig in-
terpolation implies another form of interpolation proposed by S. Maehara [19], thus showing that the
mediation of metatheorem of deduction plays a central role. Moreover, in certain specific cases, local
interpolation implies global interpolation.

A result on preservation of Craig interpolation for fusion of modal logics restricted to global reasoning
was obtained in [17]. Herein we study this question in a much broader sense for a wide-scoped fibring
combinations covering global and local reasoning and encompassing several logics besides the modal
ones. We establish sufficient conditions for preservation of interpolation by fibring using a translation of
formulae from the fibring to the components. Along the way we show the preservation of a generalized
version of the deduction metatheorem.

General techniques for obtaining interpolation are not known in general; Craig interpolation for ex-
ample fails unexpectedly in all  Lukasiewicz logics Ln with n finite or infinite see [18], and also in all Gödel
logics Gn for n ≥ 4, see [3]. Developing constructive proofs of interpolation is still a harder problem.
We obtain here constructive methods of Craig interpolation for special logics as it is the case of some
many-valued logics and logics of formal inconsistency (as studied in [6]).

2 Preliminaries

A signature C is an
�

-indexed family of countable sets. The elements of each Ck are called constructors of
arity k. Let sL(C,Ξ) be the free algebra over C generated by Ξ. We denote by var(ϕ) the set of elements
of Ξ occurring in ϕ and var(Γ) = ∪γ∈Γvar(γ). A substitution is any map σ : Ξ→ sL(C,Ξ). Substitutions
can inductively extended to formulae: σ(γ) is the formula where each ξ ∈ Ξ is replaced by σ(ξ) and also
to sets: σ(Γ) = {σ(γ) : γ ∈ Γ}. When var(ϕ) = {ξ1, . . . , ξn} and σ(ξi) = ψi for i = 1, . . . , n, we may use
ϕ(ψ1, . . . , ψn) to denote σ(ϕ).

A rule over C is a pair r = 〈Θ, η〉 where Θ ∪ {η} ⊆ sL(C,Ξ) and Θ is finite. A deductive system is
a triple D = 〈C,Rl, Rg〉 where C is a signature and both Rl and Rg are sets of rules over C such that
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Rl ⊆ Rg. The rules in Rl are called local rules and those in Rg are called global rules. The distinction
between local and global rules is imparted in the concept of careful reasoning and is reflected when
investigating metatheoretical properties and their preservation.

A global derivation of ϕ ∈ sL(C,Ξ) from Γ ⊆ sL(C,Ξ), indicated by Γ `g
D ϕ, is a sequence ψ1 . . . ψn

such that ψn is ϕ and each ψi is either an element of Γ or there are a rule r = 〈{θ1, . . . , θm}, η〉 ∈ Rg

and a substitution σ such that ψi is σ(η) and σ(θj) appears in ψ1 . . . ψi−1 for every j = 1, . . . ,m. A local
derivation of ϕ ∈ sL(C,Ξ) from Γ ⊆ sL(C,Ξ), indicated by Γ `l

D ϕ, is a sequence ψ1 . . . ψn such that ψn

is ϕ and each ψi is either an element of Γ, is globally derivable from the empty set or there are a rule
r = 〈{θ1, . . . , θm}, η〉 ∈ Rl and a substitution σ such that ψi is σ(η) and σ(θj) appears in ψ1 . . . ψi−1 for
every j = 1, . . . ,m. We use the notation Γ `d

D ϕ when stating properties that hold either for global or
for local derivation. We will extend the derivations to sets: Γ `g

D Ψ with Ψ ⊆ sL(C,Ξ) iff Γ `g
D ψ for

every ψ ∈ Ψ.
Several deduction metatheorems can be considered as indicated in [12]: they generalize the usual

deduction metatheorems that require the existence of an implication in the signature. Herein, we consider
extended versions taking into account global and local reasoning as follows: A deduction system D has
the d-metatheorem of deduction (d-MTD) if there is a finite set of formulae ∆ ⊆ sL(C, {ξ1, ξ2}) such that
if Γ, ϕ1 `d

D ϕ2 then Γ `d
D ∆(ϕ1, ϕ2). And it has the d-metatheorem of modus ponens (d-MTMP) if there

is a finite set of formulae ∆ ⊆ sL(C, {ξ1, ξ2}) such that the converse holds.

3 Interpolation

We recast here some forms of interpolation taking into account the distinction between local and global
deduction. A deductive system has the d-extension interpolation property (d-EIP) whenever Γ,Ψ `d

D ϕ
implies that there is Γ′ ⊆ sL(C, var(Ψ) ∪ var(ϕ)) such that Γ `d

D Γ′ and Γ′,Ψ `d
D ϕ, for every Γ,Ψ ⊆

sL(C,Ξ) and ϕ ∈ sL(C,Ξ). Although as mentioned before  Lukasiewicz logics Ln with n ≥ 3 do not have
CIP they do enjoy EIP.

A deductive system has the d-Craig interpolation property (d-CIP) whenever Γ `d
D ϕ and var(Γ) ∩

var(ϕ) 6= ∅ implies that there is Γ′ ⊆ sL(C, var(Γ) ∩ var(ϕ)) such that Γ `d
D Γ′ and Γ′ `d

D ϕ, for every
Γ ⊆ sL(C,Ξ) and ϕ ∈ sL(C,Ξ).

The relevance of careful reasoning is measured by the fact that in some cases it is also possible to
relate local and global CIP. That is the case of deductive systems which share with modal and first-order
logics the important property that we call careful-reasoning-by-cases. A deduction system D is said to
enjoy careful-reasoning-by-cases iff whenever Γ `g

D ϕ then there is Ψ such that Γ `g
D Ψ, var(Ψ) ⊆ var(Γ)

and Ψ `l
D ϕ.

Theorem 1. A deductive system D enjoying careful-reasoning-by-cases has g-Craig interpolation when-
ever it has l-Craig interpolation property.

A deductive system has the d-Maehara interpolation property (d-MIP) whenever Γ,Ψ `d ϕ and
sL(C, var(Γ)∩(var(Ψ)∪var(ϕ))) 6= ∅ implies that there is Γ′ ⊆ sL(C, var(Γ)∩(var(Ψ)∪var(ϕ))) such that
Γ `d Γ′ and Γ′,Ψ `d ϕ, for every Γ,Ψ ⊆ sL(C,Ξ) and ϕ ∈ sL(C,Ξ). It is proved in [11] that a deductive
system has g-MIP iff it has g-EIP and g-CIP. Careful reasoning allows to the following improvement that
together with the result in [11] shows that d-MTD and d-EIP are provable from each other.

Theorem 2. A deductive system with d-MTD, d-MTMP and d-CIP has d-MIP.

4 Preserving metaproperties

Given two deductive systems D′ and D′′, their fibring is the deductive system D defined as follows:
Ck = C ′

k ∪ C
′′
k for every k ∈

�
, Rl = Rl

′ ∪ Rl
′′ and Rg = Rg

′ ∪ Rg
′′. Observe that the deductive system

induced by D is not the union (in the sense of [30]) of consequence systems induced by D′ and D′′ neither
for local nor for global derivation. Moreover taking Γ′ ⊆ sL(C ′,Ξ) and Γ′′ ⊆ sL(C ′′,Ξ) in general we get

that Γ′`′d

⊂Γ′`d

and Γ′′`′′d

⊂Γ′′`d

.
In order to analyze the preservation of MTD it is easier to provide an alternative characterization

involving derivations in the object logic. We start by presenting a necessary and sufficient condition for
a deductive system to have MTMP.
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Lemma 3. A deductive system has d-MTMP iff there is a finite set ∆ ⊆
sL(C, {ξ1, ξ2}) of formulae such that ∆, ξ1 `d

D ξ2.

Lemma 4. A deductive system with d-MTMP has d-MTD iff there is a finite set ∆ ⊆ sL(C, {ξ1, ξ2}) of
formulae such that: (1) {ξ1} `l

D ∆(ξ2, ξ1); (2) `d
D ∆(ξ1, ξ1); and (3) ∆(ξ1, θ1)∪· · ·∪∆(ξ1, θm) `d

D ∆(ξ1, η)
for each rule r = 〈{θ1, . . . , θm}, η〉 ∈ Rl.

Theorem 5. d-MTMP and d-MTD are preserved by fibring deductive systems with the same ∆.

The relationship between global and local Craig interpolation in the fibring can be investigated. The
first step is to be able to transform derivations in the fibring D into derivations in the components D′

and D′′ by using a “ghost” technique and transformation maps τ ′ and τ ′′ over the enrichments of D′ and
D′′ with the ghosts.

Theorem 6. Careful-reasoning-by-cases is preserved by fibring deductive systems.

A deductive system has conjunction if there is a constructor ∧ ∈ C2 and 〈{(ξ1 ∧ ξ2)}, ξ1〉, 〈{(ξ1 ∧
ξ2)}, ξ2〉, 〈{ξ1, ξ2)}, (ξ1 ∧ ξ2)〉 ∈ Rg.

Theorem 7. g-Craig interpolation is preserved by the fibring D of two deductive systems D′ and D′′

with conjunction, g-MTMP, g-MTMP and an axiom that can be instanced with any finite number of
variables.

For instance, in modal logic the axiom (ξ1 ⇒ (ξ2 ⇒ ξ1)) can be instanced with any finite number of
variables: the instance ((∧k

j=1ξj)⇒ (ξ2⇒ (∧k
j=1ξj))) includes ξ1, . . . , ξk.

Craig interpolation can also be investigated when no hypothesis are present and we are dealing with
systems that have implication connective. A deductive system has the implication connective iff ⇒ ∈ C2

and the d-MTD and the d-MTMP hold with ∆ = {(ξ1⇒ ξ2)}. A deductive system with implication has
imp-Craig interpolation if `g

D (ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2) and var(ϕ1) ∪ var(ϕ2) 6= ∅ then there is ψ ∈ sL(C, var(ϕ1) ∪
var(ϕ2)) such that `g

D (ϕ1⇒ ψ) and `g
D (ψ⇒ ϕ2).

Theorem 8. Imp-Craig interpolation is preserved by the fibring D of two deductive systems D′ and D′′

both with the same implication and conjunction.

The preservation of l-Craig interpolation requires more assumptions on the component logics, namely
a refinement of the notion of careful-reasoning-by-cases. A deductive system D has localized-careful-
reasoning-by-cases if Γ,Ψ `g

D ϕ, Ψ is finite and with a derivation where rules in Rg are only applied to

hypotheses in Ψ then there is a finite Ω ∈ sL(C, var(Ψ)) such that Ω ⊆ Ψ`g

D and Ω `l
D ϕ. Both modal

and first-order logics have this property.

Theorem 9. l-Craig interpolation is preserved by the fibring D of two deductive systems D′ and D′′

both with localized-careful-reasoning-by-cases, conjunction, l-MTMP, l-MTD and an axiom that can be
instanced with any finite number of variables.

Theorem 10. d-Maehara interpolation (d-MIP) is preserved by fibring deductive systems D′ and D′′

both with d-MTMP, d-MTD, conjunction and an axiom that can be instanced with any number of
variables (and with localized-careful-reasoning-by-cases).

5 Some logics with constructive Craig interpolation

Some constructive proofs of Craig interpolation can be given for deductive systems that enjoy certain
properties. For this purpose we need a few semantic notions. A matrix is a triple 〈B, ·, D〉 where
m = 〈B, ·〉 is an algebra over C (of values) and D ⊆ B (the set of distinguished values). A valuation is
any map from Ξ to B. The denotation of formula [[ϕ]]mv is defined inductively in the expected way. A
formula ϕ is a global semantic consequence of Γ, written Γ `g ϕ if [[ϕ]]mv ∈ D whenever [[γ]]mv ∈ D for
every γ ∈ Γ. When a logic has a unique matrix up to isomorphism we may use v(ϕ) to refer to [[ϕ]]mv .

A deductive system has binary supremum with respect to global derivation iff there is ∨ ∈ C2 such
that (i) ξi `

g
D (ξ1 ∨ ξ2) and (ii) if ξi `

g
D ψ then (ξ1,∨ξ2) `g

D ψ for i = 1, 2. A deductive system with
binary supremum has any finite suprema as well. We represent by (ξ1 ∨ . . . ξn) the suprema of ξ1 . . . , ξn.

A deductive system is said to be suitable iff and there are δi ∈ sL(C, {ξ1}) with i = 1, . . . , n satisfying
the following conditions:
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1. for every ϕ ∈ sL(C,Ξ) and δi there is θϕ
i ∈ sL(C,Ξ) such that: (a) var(θϕ

i ) ⊆ var(ϕ) \ {ξ1};
(b) ϕ, δi `

g
D θϕ

i and δi, θ
ϕ
i `

g
D ϕ; (c) ϕ, δi `

g
D ψ for every i = 1, . . . , n then ϕ `g

D ψ.

2. If γ1, γ `
g
D γ2 and var(γ) ∩ var(γ1) = var(γ) ∩ var(γ2) = ∅ then γ1 `

g
D γ2.

Conditions 1(a) and (b) mean that we can separate the formula into two equivalent formulae without
sharing variables. Condition 1(c) indicates that in order to analyze ϕ it is enough to analyze δi for
every i = 1, . . . , n. We call property 2 the omitting symbols property that holds in every free algebra
sL(C,Υ) where Υ is a finite subset of the set of variables Ξ and sL(C,Ξ) is the union of such algebras
[30] (Section 1.1). In classical logic, the omitting symbols property holds iff γ is a contradiction. If the
deductive system is complete with respect to matrix semantics we can provide sufficient conditions for 2.
Observe that if ϕ `g ψ, ϕ is satisfiable and var(ϕ) ∩ var(ψ) = ∅ then `g ψ.

Lemma 11. Let D be a complete deductive system having implication. Assume that var(γ)∩ var(γ1) =
var(γ)∩var(γ2) = ∅, γ is satisfiable and for every formula α, v(α) = v′(α) whenever v(ξ) = v′(ξ) for each
ξ ∈ var(α). If γ1, γ `

g
D γ2 then γ1 `

g
D γ2.

Theorem 12. Every suitable deductive system with binary supremum and implication has g-Craig
interpolation.

Constructive Craig interpolation can also be given for deductive systems allowing the possibility of
expressing all truth values at the syntactical level. A logic L is syntactically faithful if its deductive
system has binary supremum ∨ and there are β1, . . . , βn depending at most upon the variables ξ1, . . . , ξn
such that v(βi) = bi for every valuation v and for every truth value bi ∈ B. Several finite-valued and
non-truth functional logics share this property. Besides Rosser-Turquette deductive systems [25] and Post
systems, several logics of formal inconsistency such as mbC, bC, Ci and da Costa’s Cn for n ∈

�
are

also syntactically faithful, see [7], and thus enjoy g-Craig interpolation.

Theorem 13. Every syntactically faithful logic has g-Craig interpolation.
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1 Introduction

Institutions [8] formalize the intuitive notion of logical system, using concepts from category theory. Their
initial goal was ”to do as much computing science as possible” independent of what the underlying logic
may be. Recently, this ‘institution-independent’ approach found applications in model theory [5, 4, 2].
Our paper introduces a Kripke semantics at the level of institutions. Also, we state a fundamental
preservation result, that each modal sentence is preserved by ultraproducts of frames. Following [5], logical
connectives and quantifiers can be developed internally to any institution. Knowledge on institution-
independent ultraproducts [5] is required.

2 Kripke frames

Definition 1. Assume an institution morphism
(Φ∆, α∆, β∆) : ( � ign,Sen,Mod, |=) → ( � ign∆,Sen∆,Mod∆, |=∆). Given a signature Σ in � ign, a
Σ-frame (W,R) consists of

• a family of Σ-models W : IW → |Mod(Σ)| such that sharing condition β∆
Σ (W i) = β∆

Σ (W i′ ) holds
for each i, i′ ∈ IW , and

• an binary accessibility relation R on the index set IW .

A Σ-frame homomorphism (hW , hI) : (W,R)→ (W ′, R′) consists of

• a function hI : IW → IW ′ between the index sets which is a relation homomorphism, i.e. 〈i, j〉 ∈ R
implies 〈hI(i), hI(j)〉 ∈ R′, and

• a natural transformation hW : W ⇒ hI ;W ′ such that β∆
Σ ((hW )i) = β∆

Σ ((hW )i′) for each i, i′ ∈ IW .

For each K ∈ {T, S4, S5}, the Σ-frames and their homomorphisms form a category denoted K∆-Mod(Σ).

Definition 2. Given a signature morphism ϕ : Σ → Σ′, each Σ′-frame (W ′, R′) can be reduced
to the Σ-frame (W ′; Mod(ϕ), R′). Similarly, each frame homomorphism (hW , hI) can be reduced to
(hW Mod(ϕ), hI ). This defines a frame model functor K∆-Mod : � ignop → � at.

3 Modal sentences

The definition below extends the internal logic of [5] with modalities.

Definition 3. Given any institution ( � ign,Sen,Mod, |=), a functor M-Sen : � ign → � et is a modal
sentence functor over Sen when

• for each signature Σ, each sentence in M-Sen(Σ) can be obtained from the sentences of Sen(Σ) by
iterative application of

– usual logical connectives (i.e. conjunction, disjunction, negation, implication, etc.),

– modal (unary) connectives (i.e. necessity 2 , possibility 3 ),

– universal or existential quantification along signature morphisms, i.e. (∀χ)ρ is a Σ-sentence
when ρ is a Σ1-sentence and χ : Σ→ Σ1 is a signature morphism.

• for each signature morphism φ : Σ→ Σ1,

– M-Sen(φ)(ρ) = Sen(φ)(ρ) when ρ ∈ Sen(Σ),

– M-Sen(φ)(ρ1 ∧ ρ2) = M-Sen(φ)(ρ1) ∧M-Sen(φ)(ρ2); similarly for other logical connectives,

– M-Sen(φ)(2ρ) = 2(M-Sen(φ)(ρ)); similarly for 3, and

– M-Sen(φ)((∀χ)ρ) = (∀χ′)M-Sen(φ1)(ρ) where

Σ
φ //

χ

��

Σ′

χ′

��
Σ1

φ1

// Σ′
1

is a pushout of signatures; similarly for existential quantification.
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4 Modal satisfaction

Definition 4. Given a signature Σ, for each Σ-frame (W,R) and each modal sentence ρ ∈ M-Sen(Σ) we
define the satisfaction of ρ in (W,R) at the possible world i ∈ IW , denoted (W,R) |=i ρ by

• (W,R) |=i ρ if and only if W i |= ρ when ρ ∈ Sen(Σ),

• (W,R) |=i ρ1 ∧ ρ2 if and only if (W,R) |=i ρ1 and (W,R) |=i ρ2; similarly for other logical
connectives,

• (W,R) |=i
2ρ if and only if (W,R) |=j ρ for each 〈i, j〉 ∈ R, and

• (W,R) |=i (∀χ)ρ if and only if (W ′, R) |=i ρ for each expansion (W ′, R) of (W,R) along χ.

For each Σ-frame (W,R) and each Σ-modal sentence ρ, then (W,R) satisfies ρ, denoted (W,R) |=m ρ, if
and only if (W,R) |=i ρ at each possible world i ∈ IW .

Theorem 5. Assume that both the base institution and the domain institution are semi-exact [EB.+ED.],
and that the mapping between their categories of signatures preserve pushouts [ET.].

Then for any modal sentence functor M-Sen over Sen, and for each K ∈ {T, S4, S5},
( � ign,M-Sen,K∆-Mod, |=m) is an institution.

Proposition 6. For each signature Σ and ρ and ρ′ any Σ-sentences,

• |=m
2ρ→ ρ,

• |=m
2(ρ→ ρ′)→ (2ρ→ 2ρ′),

• ρ |=m
2ρ.

when K ∈ {T, S4, S5},

• |=m
2ρ→ 22ρ

when K ∈ {S4, S5},

• |=m
3ρ→ 23ρ

when K = S5.
For any signature morphism χ : Σ→ Σ′ and each Σ′-sentence ρ,

• (∀χ)2ρ↔ 2(∀χ)ρ, and

• (∃χ)2ρ→ 2(∃χ)ρ

when K ∈ {T, S4, S5}.

Notice however that due to the generality of quantification along signature morphisms, in the example
of classical modal logic the last two rules hold also for second order quantification.

5 Reduced products of frames

Let (Φ∆, α∆, β∆) : ( � ign,Sen,Mod, |=)→ ( � ign∆,Sen∆,Mod∆, |=∆) be an institution morphism from
a base institution to a domain institution such that

EB. the base institution ( � ign,Sen,Mod, |=) is semi-exact,

ED. the domain institution ( � ign∆,Sen∆,Mod∆, |=∆) is semi-exact,

ET. Φ∆ : � ign→ � ign∆ preserves pushouts, and

RP. for each signature Σ the category of Σ-models Mod(Σ) has small products and directed colimits
and β∆

Σ preserves them.

LI. for any signature Σ, β∆
Σ lifts isomorphisms, i.e. if β∆

Σ (M) is isomorphic to N ′ there exists N
isomorphic to M such that N ′ = β∆

Σ (N).

In connection to Proposition 6 we have seen conditions [EB.], [ED.], and [ET.] as very easy, while the
condition [LI.] is almost trivial, all examples of domain institution for first order logic discussed above
satisfying it easily. Condition [RP.] is also very easy being very similar to the preservation of reduced
products by model reducts corresponding to signature morphisms in an institution.
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Proposition 7. For each K ∈ {T, S4, S5} and for each signature Σ, the category of frames K∆-Mod(Σ)
has reduced products .

Proof: Let us make the construction of the reduced products of frames explicit. For each J ∈ F we
denote the frame product

∏
j∈J (Wj , Rj) by (WJ , RJ). Then

• (IWJ
, RJ) =

∏
j∈J (IWj

, Rj) in the category of first order models for a signature with only one
sort and only one binary relation symbol; then each k ∈ IWJ

can be represented as (kj)j∈J with
kj ∈ IWj

for each j ∈ J , and we have that

〈k, k′〉 ∈ RJ if and only if 〈kj , k
′
j〉 ∈ Rj for each j ∈ J

• for each k = (kj)j∈J ∈ IWJ
we have W k

J =
∏

j∈J W
kj

j .

For each J ⊆ J ′ where J, J ′ ∈ F , let pJ′,J denote the canonical projection (WJ′ , RJ′)→ (WJ , RJ). The
reduced product (WF , RF ) of {(Wi, Ri) | i ∈ I} modulo F is the colimit of the directed diagram made of
all these projections pJ′,J .

(WJ′ , RJ′)
pJ′,J //

µJ′
%%JJJJJJJJJ

(WJ , RJ )

µJzzuuuuuuuuu

(WF , RF )

This colimit is constructed in two steps. We first do the reduced product (IWF
, RF ) of the family of first

order models {(IWi
, Ri) | i ∈ I} modulo F

(IWJ′ , RJ′)
pI

J′,J //

µI
J′ %%KKKKKKKKK

(IWJ
, RJ)

µI
Jzzttttttttt

(IWF
, RF )

and then for each i ∈ IWF
we define W i

F as the colimit of the (directed) diagram constituted of the

canonical projections pk′,k : W k′

J′ → W k
J for each J ⊆ J ′ in F , and each k ∈ µI

J

−1
(i) and k′ ∈ µI

J′

−1
(i)

with pI
J′,J(k′) = k

W k′

J′

pk′,k //

µk′

��9
99

99
99

W k
J

µk

����
��

��
�

W i
F

Notice that for each i, i′ ∈ IWF
, 〈i, i′〉 ∈ RF if and only if there exists J ∈ F and there exists k ∈ µ−1

J (i)
and k′ ∈ µ−1

J (i′) such that 〈k, k′〉 ∈ RJ . Based on this remark, we can further notice that if Ri is reflexive,
symmetric, or transitive for each i ∈ I , then RF is reflexive, symmetric, respectively transitive.

Also, by conditions [RP.] and [LI.] we can see that W i
F can be chosen such that W i

F = W i′

F for each i
and i′ in IWF

. /

We can also notice that for each i ∈ IWF
, W i

F can be presented as a reduced product.

Lemma 8. For each i ∈ IWF
, and each (kj)j∈I ∈ µ

−1
I (i), W i

F is the reduced product modulo F of the

family {W
kj

j | j ∈ I}.

Proof: For each k ∈ µ−1
I (i) and each J ∈ F , let kJ = pI,J(k). Then the diagram constituted by the

projections pkJ′ ,kJ
for all J ⊆ J ′ in F is a final sub-diagram of the diagram defining W i

F . /
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6 Modal fundamental theorem

Let ( � ign,M-Sen,K∆-Mod, |=m) be a modal institution over the institution morphism

(Φ∆, α∆, β∆) : ( � ign,Sen,Mod, |=)→ ( � ign∆,Sen∆,Mod∆, |=∆)

satisfying the conditions [EB.], [ED.], [ET.], [RP.], and [LI.].

Definition 9. Let F be a class of filters. For a signature Σ, a modal sentence ρ is

• modally preserved by F-reduced factors when for each i ∈ IWF
,

∏
F (Wi, Ri) = (WF , RF ) |=i ρ

implies “there exists J ∈ F and k ∈ µ−1
J (i) such that (Wj , Rj) |=kj ρ for each j ∈ J”, and

• modally preserved by F-reduced products when for each i ∈ IWF
, “there exists J ∈ F and k ∈ µ−1

J (i)
such that (Wj , Rj) |=kj ρ for each j ∈ J” implies

∏
F (Wi, Ri) = (WF , RF ) |=i ρ.

for each filter F ∈ F over a set I and for each family {(Wi, Ri)}i∈I of Σ-frames.

The following modal fundamental ultraproducts theorem represents a modal extension of the main
result of [5].

Theorem 10. For any modal institution ( � ign,M-Sen,K∆-Mod, |=m) over an institution morphism
(Φ∆, α∆, β∆) : ( � ign,Sen,Mod, |=)→ ( � ign∆,Sen∆,Mod∆, |=∆)

1. Each sentence of the base institution which is preserved by F-reduced products is also modally
preserved by F-reduced products of frames.

2. Each sentence of the base institution which is preserved by F-reduced factors is also modally
preserved by F-reduced factors of frames.

3. The set of sentences modally preserved by F-reduced products of frames is closed under possibility
3.

4. The set of sentences modally preserved by F-reduced factors of frames is closed under possibility
3.

5. The set of sentences modally preserved by F-reduced products of frames is closed under existential
χ-quantification, when χ is conservative and preserves F-reduced products in the base institution.

6. The set of sentences modally preserved by F-reduced factors of frames is closed under existential
χ-quantification, when χ lifts F-reduced products of frames.

7. The set of sentences modally preserved by F-reduced factors of frames and the set of sentences
modally preserved by F-reduced products of frames are both closed under (finite) conjunction.

8. The set of sentences modally preserved by F-reduced products of frames is closed under infinite
conjunctions.

9. If a sentence is modally preserved by F-reduced factors of frames then its negation is modally
preserved by F-reduced products of frames.

And finally, if we further assume that F contains only ultrafilters,

10. If a sentence is modally preserved by F-reduced products of frames then its negation is modally
preserved by F-reduced factors of frames.

11. The set of sentences modally preserved by both F-reduced products and factors of frames is closed
under negation.

Theorem 11. Each modal sentence obtained from the  Loś-sentences of the base institution by iterative
application of logical connectives, necessity 2, possibility 3, and χ-quantifications for which χ is con-
servative, preserves reduced products of models (in the base institution), and lifts reduced products of
frames

1. is modally preserved by ultraproducts and ultrafactors, and

2. is preserved by ultraproducts.
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Note that (ordinary) preservation by ultrafactors is not a property to be in general expected for
modal satisfaction, since, unlike in the case of ultraproducts, for ultrafactors the (ordinary) preservation
cannot be established as a consequence of the modal preservation. This seems to be one of the important
particularities of modal satisfaction.

Similarly to the corresponding result from [5], the only conditions that narrow the set of modal
sentences which are preserved by ultraproducts refer to the quantifiers. Except lifting of reduced frames,
the other conditions are at the level of the base institution and they have been previously analysed.
Therefore, the key condition is the lifting of reduced frames. However the result below reduces it to
lifting of models (in the base institution).

Definition 12. A signature morphism χ : Σ→ Σ′ is Φ∆-exact when the square of the naturality of β∆

for χ is pullback:

Σ

χ

��

Mod(Σ) Mod′(ΣΦ∆)
β∆
Σoo

Σ′ Mod(Σ′)

Mod(χ)

OO

Mod′(Σ′Φ∆)
β∆
Σ′

oo

Mod(χΦ∆)

OO

Proposition 13. Let χ : Σ→ Σ′ be a signature morphism in the base institution. If χ is Φ∆-exact and
lifts and preserves reduced products of models, then it lifts reduced products of frames.

By Proposition 13 we get the following sufficient condition for lifting of reduced products of frames.

Corollary 14. A signature morphism lifts reduced products of frames when it is finitary representable
conservative, Φ∆-exact, and preserves reduced products of models (in the base institution).

Example 15. We may recall that for the institution first order logic of first order logic, each injective
signature morphism adding only a finite number of constants as new symbols is finitary representable.
Moreover, such signature morphism is also Φ∆-exact when we take the sub-institution with signatures are
sets of sort symbols plus constant declarations as the domain institution. This shows how the preservation
of modal sentences by ultraproducts in conventional modal first order logic becomes a special case of
Theorem 11.

Let us derive a compactness property for modal institutions as application of our modal preservation
result.

Definition 16. A set of sentences E for a signature Σ is consistent if E∗ is not empty.
An institution is model compact if each set of sentences is consistent when all its finite subsets are

consistent.
If for each set of sentences E and each sentence e, E |= e implies the existence of a finite subset

Ef ⊆ E such that Ef |= e, then we say that the institution is compact.

Remark 17. Each model compact institution having negation is compact and each compact institution
having false1 is model compact.

Recall from [5] the the following result:

Proposition 18. Any institution in which each sentence is preserved by ultraproducts is model compact.

When we apply this to modal institutions we obtain:

Corollary 19. If the base institution is a  Loś-institution and each modal sentence is obtained from the
sentences of the base institution by iterative application of logical connectives, necessity 2, possibility 3,
and χ-quantifications for which χ is finitary representable, conservative, Φ∆-exact, and preserves reduced
products of models (in the base institution), then the modal institution is model compact.

Example 20. A typical concrete instance of Corollary 19 is conventional modal first order logic, which
is therefore model compact. By Remark 17 modal first order logic is compact too.

1A sentence which is not satisfied by any model.
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7 Conclusions and Future Research

We have defined abstract ‘modal’ institutions which has frames defined from the models of the base
institution, modal sentences as extensions of the sentences of the base institution with the usual modal
operators as sentences, and a modal satisfaction between frames and sentences. We can extent our work
to the multi - modal case. Other logical systems such as epistemic logic, action logic, dynamic logic or
deontic logic which use Kripke models may benefit from our approach. Grothendiek institutions may be
used to combine logics with abstract Kripke semantics. Applications in formal ethics can be found.
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Abstract

The logic of (commutative integral bounded) residuated lattices is known under dif-
ferent names in the literature: monoidal logic [9], intuitionistic logic without contrac-
tion [1], HBCK [13], etc.
This paper contains a summary of the results obtained in [6] about the 〈∨, ∗,¬, 0, 1〉-
fragment and the 〈∨,∧, ∗,¬, 0, 1〉-fragment of the logic of residuated lattices.
. As regards the algebraic aspects of this study, we define two new varieties: the
variety of commutative integral bounded semilatticed pseudocomplemented monoids,
denoted by ��� ����� s`, and the variety of commutative integral bounded latticed pseu-
docomplemented monoids, denoted by ��� ����� `. We show that every ��� ����� s`-algebra
and every ��� ����� `-algebra is embeddable into a residuated lattice.
As regards the logical aspects of this study, we introduce two sequent calculi:
FLew[∨, ∗,¬] and FLew[∨,∧, ∗,¬]. It can be shown that ��� ����� s` ( ��� ����� `) is
the equivalent variety semantics [14, 8] of the intuitionistic Gentzen system asso-
ciated to the sequent calculi FLew [∨, ∗,¬] (FLew[∨,∧, ∗,¬]). Moreover we show
a generalization of [11, Corollary 9]: the external deductive system Se[∨, ∗,¬]
(Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬]) associated to FLew[∨, ∗,¬] (FLew[∨,∧, ∗,¬]) is the 〈∨, ∗,¬, 0, 1〉-
fragment (〈∨,∧, ∗,¬, 0, 1〉-fragment) of the logic of residuated lattices. We also show
that Se[∨, ∗,¬] and Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬] are decidable.
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1 Preliminary concepts

In this section we recall some concepts and results about Gentzen systems and the algebraization of these
systems which will be used in this paper (for more information see [14], [15], [8]).

1.1 Gentzen systems

Let L be a propositional language. We will denote by FmL the set of L-formulas and by FmL the algebra
of L-formulas. Let α and β be some subsets of the set ω of natural numbers. A L-sequent of type (α, β)
is a pair (Γ,∆) of finite sequences of L-formulas such that the length of Γ belongs to α and the length of
∆ belongs to β, that is, (Γ,∆) ∈ Fmm

L × Fm
n
L for some m ∈ α and n ∈ β. We will write Γ⇒ ∆ instead

of (Γ,∆). We will denote by Seq
(α,β)
L the set of L-sequents of type (α, β).

A consequence relation `G on the set Seq
(α,β)
L is said to be invariant under substitutions if, for every

h ∈ Hom(FmL, FmL),

{Γi ⇒ ∆i : i ∈ I} `G Γ⇒ ∆ implies {h (Γi ⇒ ∆i) : i ∈ I} `G h (Γ⇒ ∆) ,

where h(ϕ0, . . . , ϕm−1 ⇒ ψ0, . . . , ψn−1) stands for hϕ0, . . . , hϕm−1 ⇒ hψ0, . . . , hψn−1.

A Gentzen system of type (α, β) is a pair G = 〈L,`G〉 where `G is a relation which is finitary and

invariant under substitutions on the set Seq
(α,β)
L . If T ∪ {Γ⇒ ∆,Π⇒ Λ} ⊆ Seq

(α,β)
L , we will write

T,Γ⇒ ∆ `G Π⇒ Λ for T ∪ {Γ⇒ ∆} `G Π⇒ Λ.

We will say that two sequents Γ⇒ ∆ and Π⇒ Λ are G-equivalent and we will write Γ⇒ ∆ a`G Π⇒ Λ

if it holds that Γ ⇒ ∆ `G Π ⇒ Λ and Π ⇒ Λ `G Γ ⇒ ∆. A sequent Γ ⇒ ∆ ∈ Seq
(α,β)
L is G-derivable if

∅ `G Γ⇒ ∆.

Clearly, a deductive system S can be seen as a Gentzen system GS of type ({0} , {1}), if we identify
a formula ϕ with the sequent ∅ ⇒ ϕ. Furthermore, if K is a class of algebras such that the equational
consequence relation determined by K is finitary, then SK = 〈L, |=K〉 will be considered as a Gentzen
system GK of type ({1} , {1}), if we identify an equation ϕ ≈ ψ with the sequent ϕ⇒ ψ.

1.2 Fragments

Let G be a Gentzen system of type (α, β) and let L′ be a sublanguage of L. The L′-fragment of G is the
Gentzen system G′ = 〈L′,`G′〉 of type (α, β) defined by:

T `G′ Γ⇒ ∆ iff T `G Γ⇒ ∆, for all T ∪ {Γ⇒ ∆} ⊆ Seq
(α,β)
L′ .

Let α′ ⊆ α and β′ ⊆ β. The (α′, β′)-fragment de G is the Gentzen system G ′ = 〈L,`G′〉 of type
(α′, β′) defined by:

T `G′ Γ⇒ ∆ iff T `G Γ⇒ ∆, for all T ∪ {Γ⇒ ∆} ⊆ Seq
(α′,β′)
L .

1.3 Sequent calculus

An (L, (α, β))-sequent calculus is a set of (L, (α, β))-rules. Every (L, (α, β))-sequent calculus LX deter-
mines a Gentzen system GLX = 〈L,`LX〉 of type (α, β) in the following way:

Let T ∪ {Γ⇒ ∆} ⊆ Seq
(α,β)
L . We will say that Γ⇒ ∆ is deduced from T in the Gentzen system GLX

and we will write T `LX Γ⇒ ∆ iff there is a finite sequence of L-sequents Γ0 ⇒ ∆0, . . . ,Γn−1 ⇒ ∆n−1

(which is called a proof of Γ ⇒ ∆ from T ) such that Γn−1 ⇒ ∆n−1 = Γ⇒ ∆ and for each i < n one of
the following conditions holds:

(i) Γi ⇒ ∆i is an instance of an axiom of LX ;

(ii) Γi ⇒ ∆i ∈ T ;

(iii) Γi ⇒ ∆i is obtained from {Γj ⇒ ∆j : j < i} by using a rule r of LX , i. e.,
T

Γi ⇒ ∆i

∈ r for some

T ⊆ {Γj ⇒ ∆j : j < i} .
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In this case we will say that GLX is the Gentzen system determined by the sequent calculus LX . Note
that we use the rules of the calculus to obtain sequents from sets of sequents (and so not only from the
empty set).

1.4 Equivalence of Gentzen systems

From now on let G1 and G2 be Gentzen systems over the same language L of type (α1, β1) and (α2, β2)
respectively. A ((α1, β1), (α2, β2))-translation is a set

τ =
{
τ(m,n) : m ∈ α1, n ∈ β1

}
,

where every τ(m,n) is a finite set of sequents Seq
(α2,β2)
L in m+ n variables p0, . . . , pm−1, q0, . . . , qn−1 (at

most) if (m,n) 6= (0, 0), and in one variable p0 (at most) if (m,n) = (0, 0).

Given Γ ⇒ ∆ = (ϕ0, . . . , ϕm−1) ⇒ (ψ0, . . . , ψn−1) ∈ Seq
(α1,β1)
L , we will write τ(Γ ⇒ ∆) =

τ(m,n) (Γ⇒ ∆), the result of replacing the variable pi by ϕi, i < m, and the variable qj by ψj , j < n, in

every sequent of τ(m,n). If ∅ ⇒ ∅ ∈ Seq
(α1,β1)
L , we will write τ (∅ ⇒ ∅) = τ(0,0) (p0). If T ⊆ Seq

(α1,β1)
L ,

τ(T ) will denote the set ∪{τ (Γ⇒ ∆) : Γ⇒ ∆ ∈ T}.

We say that G1 and G2 are equivalent if there is a translation τ of the set of sequents Seq
(α1,β1)
L in

the set of sequents Seq
(α2,β2)
L and a translation ρ of the set of sequents Seq

(α2,β2)
L in the set of sequents

Seq
(α1,β1)
L , such that

(i) T `G1
Γ⇒ ∆ iff τ (T ) `G2

τ (Γ⇒ ∆) for all T ∪ {Γ⇒ ∆} ⊆ Seq
(α1,β1)
L .

(ii) T `G2
Γ⇒ ∆ iff ρ (T ) `G1

ρ (Γ⇒ ∆) for all T ∪ {Γ⇒ ∆} ⊆ Seq
(α2,β2)
L .

(iii) Γ⇒ ∆ a`G2
τρ (Γ⇒ ∆) for all Γ⇒ ∆ ∈ Seq

(α2,β2)
L .

(iv) Γ⇒ ∆ a`G1
ρτ (Γ⇒ ∆) for all Γ⇒ ∆ ∈ Seq

(α1,β1)
L .

In fact this definition is redundant because (i) and (iii) are equivalent to (ii) and (iv) (see [15, Propo-
sition 2.1]).

1.5 Algebraization of Gentzen systems

Let K be a class of algebras. We will denote by SK the equational system associated with K. Gentzen
system G is said to be algebraizable with equivalent algebraic semantics K if G and SK are equivalent as
Gentzen systems.

If K is an equivalent algebraic semantics for a Gentzen system G, then so is the quasivariety KQ

generated by K [15, Corollary 2.2]. Moreover, if K are K ′ are equivalent algebraic semantics for G, then
K and K ′ generates the same quasivariety [15, Corollary 2.4]. This quasivariety is called the equivalent
quasivariety semantics for G.

2 The calculi FLewc, FLew, FLew[∨, ∗,¬], FLew[∨,∧, ∗,¬]

In this section we recall the definition of the sequent calculi (cut free) FLewc and FLew (Cf. [10], [12]) in
the languageL = {∨,∧, ∗,→,¬, 0, 1} and we define the calculi FLew [∨, ∗,¬] and FLew[∨,∧, ∗,¬] obtained
by restriction of the calculus FLew to the languages {∨, ∗,¬, 0, 1} and {∨,∧, ∗,¬, 0, 1} respectively.

Definition 1. Let L = {∨,∧, ∗,→,¬, 0, 1} be a propositional language of type (2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0). Let
ϕ, ψ be L-formulas; Γ,Π,Σ finite sequences (possibly empty) of L-formulas and ∆ a sequence of at most
one formula. FLewc is the calculus of L-sequents of type (ω, {0, 1}) defined by the following axioms and
rules:

Axioms::
ϕ⇒ ϕ (Axiom 1) 0⇒ ∅ (Axiom 2) ∅ ⇒ 1 (Axiom 3)
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Structural rules::

Cut:
Γ⇒ ϕ Σ, ϕ,Π⇒ ∆

Σ,Γ,Π⇒ ∆
(Cut)

Exchange:
Γ, ϕ, ψ,Π⇒ ∆

Γ, ψ, ϕ,Π⇒ ∆
(e⇒)

Weakening:
Σ,Γ⇒ ∆

Σ, ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
(w ⇒)

Γ⇒ ∅

Γ⇒ ϕ
(⇒ w)

Contraction:
Σ, ϕ, ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Σ, ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
(c⇒)

Rules of introduction of connectives:

Σ, ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆ Σ, ψ,Γ⇒ ∆

Σ, ϕ ∨ ψ,Γ⇒ ∆
(∨ ⇒)

Γ⇒ ϕ

Γ⇒ ϕ ∨ ψ
(⇒ ∨1)

Γ⇒ ψ

Γ⇒ ϕ ∨ ψ
(⇒ ∨2)

Σ, ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Σ, ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ⇒ ∆
(∧1 ⇒)

Σ, ψ,Γ⇒ ∆

Σ, ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ⇒ ∆
(∧2 ⇒)

Γ⇒ ϕ Γ⇒ ψ

Γ⇒ ϕ ∧ ψ
(⇒ ∧)

Σ, ϕ, ψ,Γ⇒ ∆

Σ, ϕ ∗ ψ,Γ⇒ ∆
(∗ ⇒)

Γ⇒ ϕ Π⇒ ψ

Γ,Π⇒ ϕ ∗ ψ
(⇒ ∗)

Γ⇒ ϕ Σ, ψ,Π⇒ ∆

Σ, ϕ→ ψ,Γ,Π⇒ ∆
(→⇒)

ϕ,Γ⇒ ψ

Γ⇒ ϕ→ ψ
(⇒→)

Γ⇒ ϕ

¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∅
(¬ ⇒)

ϕ,Γ⇒ ∅

Γ⇒ ¬ϕ
(⇒ ¬)

Definition 2. FLew is the calculus of L-sequents of type (ω, {0, 1}) obtained from FLewc by deleting
the rule ( c⇒).

Theorem 3 ([10, Theorem 6]). Cut elimination holds for FLewc and FLew .

Definition 4. The calculus obtained by deleting from FLew the rules of introduction of the additive
conjunction and the implication will be denoted by FLew[∨, ∗,¬]1, and the calculus obtained by deleting
from FLew the rules for the implication will be denoted by FLew [∨,∧, ∗,¬]. The Gentzen systems asso-
ciated to the calculi FLew[∨, ∗,¬] and FLew[∨,∧, ∗,¬] will be denoted by GFLew[∨,∗,¬] and GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬],
respectively.

Theorem 5. FLew[∨, ∗,¬] and FLew[∨,∧, ∗,¬] satisfy the cut elimination theorem.

3 Equivalence between GFLew
, the deductive system ÎPC

∗
\c and

the variety of residuated lattices

In this section we will define the deductive system ÎPC
∗
\c. It is easy to see that this system is defini-

tionally equivalent to IPC∗\c [1], HBCK [13] and ML [9]. We will also state the algebraization of the
Gentzen system GFLew

.

Definition 6. ÎPC
∗
\c is the deductive system in the language L = {∨,∧, ∗,→,¬, 0, 1} of type (2, 2, 2,

2, 1, 0, 0), defined by the Modus Ponens rule and the following axioms:

1It would be more accurate to talk about FLew[∨, ∗,¬, 0, 1] because this is the language where this calculus is given,
but for the sake of simplicity we will not do so.
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(A1) ϕ→ 1

(A2) (ϕ→ ψ)→ ((γ → ϕ)→ (γ → ψ)) (B)

(A3) (ϕ→ (ψ → γ))→ (ψ → (ϕ→ γ)) (C)

(A4) ϕ→ (ψ → ϕ) (K)

(A5) (ϕ ∧ ψ)→ ϕ

(A6) (ϕ ∧ ψ)→ ψ

(A7) ϕ→ (ψ → (ϕ ∧ ψ))

(A8) ((γ → ϕ) ∧ (γ → ψ))→ (γ → (ϕ ∧ ψ))

(A9) ψ → (ϕ ∨ ψ)

(A10) ϕ→ (ϕ ∨ ψ)

(A11) (ϕ→ γ)→ ((ψ → γ)→ ((ϕ ∨ ψ)→ γ))

(A12) ϕ→ (ψ → (ϕ ∗ ψ))

(A13) (ϕ→ (ψ → γ))→ ((ϕ ∗ ψ)→ γ)

(A14) 0 → ϕ

(A15) ¬ϕ→ (ϕ→ ψ)

(A16) (ϕ→ ψ)→ (¬ψ → ¬ϕ)

(A17) ϕ→ ¬¬ϕ

Let us recall the definition of residuated lattice:

Definition 7. The class ��� of commutative integral bounded residuated lattice, or residuated lattice for
short, is the class of algebras A = 〈A,∨,∧, ∗,→,¬, 0, 1〉 of type (2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0) satisfying the following
conditions:

1. 〈A,∨,∧, 0, 1〉 is a bounded lattice with minimum element 0 and maximum element 1,

2. 〈A, ∗, 1〉 is a commutative monoid,

3. ∀ a, b ∈ A, a→ b = max {c ∈ A : a ∗ c ≤ b} ( i.e. x ∗ z ≤ y ⇔ z ≤ x→ y)

4. ∀a ∈ A, ¬a = ¬a→ 0.

It is well known that ��� is a variety. It was proved in [1, Theorem 22] that GLJ∗\c and IPC∗\c are
equivalent and it was also proved in [1, Theorem 22] that the Gentzen system GLJ∗\c is algebraizable with

equivalent algebraic semantics the variety of residuated lattices. As GFLew
and ÎPC

∗
\c are essentially

equivalent to GLJ∗\c and IPC∗\c, respectively, we have the following results:

Theorem 8. GFLew
and ÎPC

∗
\c are equivalent, with the translations τ from GFLew

to ÎPC
∗
\c and ρ

from ÎPC
∗
\c to GFLew

defined as follows:

τ(m,1)(p0, ..., pm−1 ⇒ q0) =





p0 → (p1 → (...→ (pm−1 → q0)...)), if m ≥ 1

q0, if m = 0

τ(m,0)(p0, ..., pm−1 ⇒ ∅) =





p0 → (p1 → (...→ (pm−1 → 0)...)), if m ≥ 1

0, if m = 0

ρ(p0) = {∅ ⇒ p0}.

That is, the following conditions are satisfied:
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(i) For every Σ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ FmL, Σ `
ÎPC

∗\c
ϕ iff {ρ (σ) : σ ∈ Σ} `FLew

ρ (ϕ).

(ii) For every Γ⇒ ∆ ∈ Seq
(ω,{0,1})
L , Γ⇒ ∆ a`FLew

ρτ (Γ⇒ ∆).

Theorem 9. GFLew
is algebraizable with equivalent variety semantics the variety ��� with translations τ

from GFLew
to S ��� (the equational system associated to ��� ) and ρ from S ��� to GFLew

defined as follows:

τ(m,1)(p0, ..., pm−1 ⇒ q0) =





p0 → (p1 → (...→ (pm−1 → q0)...)) ≈ 1, if m ≥ 1

q0 ≈ 1, if m = 0

τ(m,0)(p0, ..., pm−1 ⇒ ∅) =





p0 → (p1 → (...→ (pm−1 → 0)...)) ≈ 1, if m ≥ 1

0 ≈ 1, if m = 0

ρ(p0 ≈ p1) = {p0 ⇒ p1; p1 ⇒ p0}

Remark 1. Observe that since in ��� the following holds

• (x0 ∗ x1 ∗ . . . ∗ xn)→ y ≈ x0 → (x1 → (. . .→ (xn → y) . . .))

• x ∨ y ≈ y iff x ≤ y iff x→ y ≈ 1,

then in Theorem 9 we could take the following translations:

τ(m,1)(p0, ..., pm−1 ⇒ q0) = {((p0 ∗ p1 ∗ ... ∗ pm−1) ∨ q0) ≈ q0}

τ(m,0)(p0, ..., pm−1 ⇒ ∅) = {p0 ∗ p1 ∗ ... ∗ pm−1 ≈ 0}.

4 The varieties
�����	��
 s` and

�������	
 `

In this section we study the class of commutative integral bounded semilatticed pseudocomplemented
monoids ( ��� ����� s` for short) and the class of commutative integral bounded semilatticed pseudocom-
plemented monoids ( ��� ����� ` for short). We introduce the notion of pseudocomplement applied to the
operation ∗ of the commutative integral bounded semilatticed monoids. This notion is a generalization of
the concept of pseudocomplement defined traditionally in the context of the bounded distributive lattices
(see for instance [3]).

Definition 10. A commutative semilatticed monoid (commutative s`-monoid for short) is an algebra
A = 〈A,∨, ∗, 1〉 of type (2, 2, 0) such that:

1. 〈A,∨〉 is a semilattice,

2. 〈A, ∗, 1〉 is a commutative monoid,

3. A � (x ∨ y) ∗ z ≈ (x ∗ z) ∨ (y ∗ z).

A commutative latticed monoid (commutative `-monoid for short) is an algebra A = 〈A,∨,∧, ∗, 1〉 of
type (2, 2, 2, 0) such that 〈A,∨,∧〉 is a lattice and such that 〈A,∨, ∗, 1〉 is a commutative s`-monoid.

Definition 11. An algebra A = 〈A,∨, ∗, 0, 1〉 of type (2, 2, 0, 0) is a commutative integral bounded s`-
monoid if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. 〈A,∨, ∗, 1〉 is a commutative s`-monoid,

2. A � 0 ∨ x ≈ x (i.e. 0 ≤ x),

3. A � x ∨ 1 ≈ 1 (i.e. x ≤ 1).

An algebra A = 〈A,∨,∧, ∗, 0, 1〉 of type (2, 2, 2, 0, 0) is a commutative integral bounded `-monoid if
〈A,∨,∧〉 is a lattice and 〈A,∨, ∗, 0, 1〉 is a commutative integral bounded s`-monoid.
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We will denote by ��� ��� s` the class of commutative integral bounded s`-monoids and by ��� ��� ` the
class of commutative integral bounded `-monoids. Obviously these classes of algebras are varieties. The
variety of bounded distributive lattices, ��� � for short, is the subvariety of ��� ��� s` defined by the equation
x ∗ x ≈ x.

Theorem 12. The variety ��� � of bounded distributive lattices is the subvariety of ��� ��� s` defined by
the equation x ∗ x ≈ x.

Next we will introduce the notion of pseudocomplement with respect to the monoidal operation of
A ∈ ��� ��� s` or A ∈ ��� ��� `. This notion is a generalization of the notion of pseudocomplement in the
context of meet-semilattices. Let us recall this definition for distributive lattices with minimum:

Definition 13 ([3, Definition 1, p. 152]). Let A = 〈A,∧,∨, 0〉 be a distributive lattice with minimum
element 0. An element a ∈ A is called pseudocomplemented if the set {b ∈ A : a ∧ b = 0} has a
maximum. In this case this maximum is denoted by ¬a and is called the pseudocomplement of a. A
pseudocomplemented distributive lattice is a distributive lattice with minimum element 0 in which every
element has a pseudocomplement.

Let us recall that if A is a pseudocomplemented distributive lattice, then a ≤ ¬0 for all a ∈ A, so
A has a maximum element 1 = ¬0. Hence we can define the class of pseudocomplemented distributive
lattices, which we denote by ��� � , in the language {∨,∧,¬, 0, 1}.

Definition 14. Let λ ∈ {s`, `} and A ∈ ��� ��� λ. An element a ∈ A is called ∗-pseudocomplemented if
the set {b ∈ A : a ∗ b = 0} has a maximum with respect to the order of the semilattice. In this case this
maximum is denoted by ¬a and is called the ∗-pseudocomplement of a.

Definition 15. The class of commutative integral bounded pseudocomplemented λ-monoids, ��� ����� λ for
short, is the class of algebras B = 〈A,¬〉 such that:

1. A ∈ ��� ��� λ

2. For every a ∈ A, ¬a = max {b : a ∗ b = 0}

Obviously the classes ��� ����� s` and ��� ����� ` are quasivarieties and in fact they are also varieties. We
thank Roberto Cignoli for his personal communication stating this result.

Theorem 16. The class ��� ����� s` is the equational class of algebras A = 〈A,∨, ∗,¬, 0, 1〉 of type
(2, 2, 1, 0, 0) satisfying the following equations:

(1) The set of equations defining the commutative integral bounded s`-monoids.

(2) ¬1 ≈ 0.

(3) ¬0 ≈ 1.

(4) (x ∗ ¬(y ∗ x)) ∨ ¬y ≈ ¬y.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 16 we obtain an equational definition of the class ��� ����� `.

Theorem 17. The class ��� ����� ` is the equational class of algebras A = 〈A,∨,∧, ∗,¬, 0, 1〉 of type
(2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0) satisfying the set of equations defining the commutative integral bounded `-monoids and
the equations (2), (3) and (4) in Theorem 16.

In the next result we characterize the variety of pseudocomplemented distributive lattices as a sub-
variety of ��� ����� s`.

Theorem 18. The variety ��� � of pseudocomplemented distributive lattices can be defined as the sub-
variety of ��� ����� s` defined by the equation x ∗ x ≈ x.

It is well known that every pseudocomplemented distributive lattice is isomorphic to a subreduct of a
Heyting algebra [4, Proof of Theorem 2.6]. The following two theorems are generalizations of this result.
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Theorem 19. Every ��� ����� s`-algebra is embeddable into a complete residuated lattice. Thus, the
class ��� ����� s` is the closure under isomorphism and subalgebras of the class of algebras {A : A =
〈A,∨, ∗,¬, 0, 1〉 and there are operations ∧,→ such that 〈A,∨,∧, ∗,→,¬, 0, 1〉 ∈ ��� }.

Theorem 20. Every ��� ����� `-algebra is embeddable into a complete residuated lattice. Therefore, the
class ��� ����� ` is the closure under isomorphism and subalgebras of the class of algebras {A : A =
〈A,∨,∧, ∗,¬, 0, 1〉 and there is an operation → such that 〈A,∨,∧, ∗,→,¬, 0, 1〉 ∈ ��� }.

The following theorem concerns decidability.

Theorem 21. The quasiequational theories of ��� ����� s` and ��� ����� ` are decidable.

We also show that ��� ����� s` and ��� ����� ` are not the equivalent algebraic semantics of any deductive
system.

Theorem 22. Let λ ∈ {s`, `}. Let � ��� ����� λ be the equational consequence relation determined by
��� ����� λ. Then S ��� ����� λ = 〈L,� ��� ����� λ〉 is not the equivalent algebraic semantics of any deductive system.

5 Algebraization of the Gentzen systems determined by the se-

quent calculi FLew[∨, ∗] and FLew[∨,∧, ∗]

In the following result we show the equivalence between GFLew[∨,∗,¬] and S ��� ����� s` as Gentzen systems
(see Section 1.5) by means of the translations τ and ρ defined in Theorem 9 but writing τ in the form
considered in Note 1. That is, we show the algebraization of GFLew[∨,∗,¬].

Theorem 23. The Gentzen system GFLew[∨,∗,¬] determined by FLew[∨, ∗,¬] is algebraizable, with equiv-

alent algebraic semantics the variety ��� ����� s`, with translations τ from GFLew[∨,∗,¬] to S ��� ����� s` and ρ
from S ��� ����� s` to GFLew[∨,∗,¬] defined as follows:

τ(m,1)(p0, ..., pm−1 ⇒ q0) =





(p0 ∗ ... ∗ pm−1) ∨ q0 ≈ q0, if m ≥ 1

1 ≈ q0, if m = 0

τ(m,0)(p0, ..., pm−1 ⇒ ∅) =





p0 ∗ ... ∗ pm−1 ≈ 0, if m ≥ 1

1 ≈ 0, if m = 0

ρ(p0 ≈ p1) = {p0 ⇒ p1, p1 ⇒ p0}

We also show that the result obtained in [15] (see also [14]) stating that the variety of pseudocomple-
mented distributive lattices is the equivalent algebraic semantics of the Gentzen system determined by
the calculus obtained by deleting the implication rules from LJ (this Gentzen system is essentially the
same as GFLewc[∨,∗,¬]) can be easily obtained from Theorem 23.

Theorem 24. The Gentzen system GFLewc[∨,∗,¬] determined by the calculus FLewc[∨, ∗,¬] is algebraiz-
able, with equivalent algebraic semantics the variety ��� � , with the translations τ from GFLewc[∨,∗,¬] to
S ��� � and ρ from S ��� � to GFLewc[∨,∗,¬] defined in Theorem 23.

We also have that the variety ��� ����� ` is the equivalent algebraic semantics of the Gentzen system
GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬].

Theorem 25. The Gentzen system GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬] is algebraizable and the variety ��� ����� ` is its equiv-
alent algebraic semantics, with the translations τ from GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬] to S ��� ����� ` and ρ from S ��� ����� ` to
GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬] defined in Theorem 23.

To finalize this section we state two straightforward consequences of the algebraization of GFLew[∨,∗,¬]

and GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬]. The first one concerns the contraction rule.

Theorem 26. The contraction rule is not admissible in GFLew[∨,∗,¬] and GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬].
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The second consequence concerns the impossibility of obtaining equivalent Hilbert-style formulations
of the Gentzen systems GFLew[∨,∗,¬] and GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬]. Using Theorem 22 and the algebraization results
we obtain:

Theorem 27. The Gentzen systems GFLew[∨,∗,¬] and GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬] are not equivalent to any deductive
system.

6 The external deductive systems associated to GFLew [∨,∗,¬] and

GFLew [∨,∧,∗,¬]

In this section we study the external deductive systems associated to the Gentzen systems GFLew[∨,∗,¬]

and GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬] denoted here by Se[∨, ∗,¬] and Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬], respectively, and we study their position
in the Abstract Algebraic Logic hierarchy. First let us recall the definition of external deductive system
associated to a Gentzen system.

Definition 28. The external deductive system2 associated to a Gentzen system G of type (α, β), with
0 ∈ α and 1 ∈ β, is the deductive system Se(G) = 〈FmL,`Se(G)〉 defined in the following way: for all
Σ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ FmL, Σ `Se(G) ϕ iff there is a finite subset {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn} ⊆ Σ such that ∅ ⇒ ϕ1, . . . , ∅ ⇒
ϕn `G ∅ ⇒ ϕ.

To show that Se[∨, ∗,¬] and Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬] are fragments of ÎPC
∗
\c we show first that ÎPC

∗
\c is the

external deductive system of FLew and using this result, the algebraization theorems and the results
about subreducts, we show that the Gentzen systems GFLew[∨,∗,¬] and GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬] are fragments of
GFLew

.

Lemma 2. ÎPC
∗
\c is the external deductive system of GFLew

.

Lemma 3. GFLew[∨,∗,¬] is the {∨, ∗,¬, 0, 1}-fragment of GFLew
, that is, if L = {∨, ∗,¬, 0, 1} and T∪{Γ⇒

∆} ⊆ Seq
(ω,{0,1})
L , then:

T `FLew
Γ⇒ ∆ iff T `FLew[∨,∗,¬] Γ⇒ ∆.

Lemma 4. GFLew[∨,∧,∗,¬] is the {∨,∧, ∗,¬, 0, 1}-fragment of GFLew
.

Using the two last results we prove that Se[∨, ∗,¬] and Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬] are fragments of ÎPC
∗
\c.

Theorem 29. For all Σ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ Fm{∨,∗,¬,0,1}, we have that

Σ `
ÎPC

∗\c
ϕ iff Σ `Se[∨,∗,¬] ϕ.

Theorem 30. For all Σ ∪ {ϕ} ⊆ Fm{∨,∧,∗,¬,0,1}we have that

Σ `
ÎPC

∗\c
ϕ iff Σ `Se[∨,∧,∗,¬] ϕ.

Let us denote by IPC{∨,∗,¬,0,1} the implication-less fragment of the intuitionistic propositional logic
(we use the symbol ∗ to the additive conjunction). We prove that Se[∨, ∗,¬], the fragment without

conjunction and without implication of ÎPC
∗
\c, is a proper subsystem of IPC{∨,∗,¬,0,1}.

Theorem 31. Se[∨, ∗,¬] ( IPC{∨,∗,¬,0,1}.

Let us denote by IPC∗
{∨,∧,∗,¬,0,1} the implication-less fragment of the intuitionistic propositional logic

(with ∗ = ∧). We then obtain the following:

Theorem 32. Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬] ( IPC∗
{∨,∧,∗,¬,0,1}.

Finally we will explain the position of our deductive systems in the Abstract Algebraic Logic hierarchy.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 27, we have that the varieties ��� ����� s` and ��� ����� ` cannot
be the equivalent algebraic semantics of Se[∨, ∗,¬] and Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬] respectively. In fact we prove that
these external systems are not proto-algebraic. Recall that a deductive system S is protoalgebraic if
the Leibnitz operator Ω is monotonic on the set of S-theories (see for example [7]). This condition is
equivalent to the fact that there is a set of formulas P (p, q) (in two variables at most) such that:

2We use the name extern for this deductive system following A.Avron (see for instance [2]).
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∅ `S P (p, p), (Reflexivity)
{p} ∪ P (p, q) `S q, (Modus Ponens)

As a consequence, if S is not protoalgebraic, there is no defined binary connective → such that:

∅ `S p→ p, (Identity)
p, p→ q `S q, (Modus Ponens).

Theorem 33. Neither the deductive system Se[∨, ∗,¬] nor Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬] are protoalgebraic.

So these two deductive systems are not algebraizable. Nevertheless it can be seen that the algebraiza-
tion results for our Gentzen systems give the following completeness statements:

Theorem 34. The variety ��� ����� s` is an algebraic semantics for Se[∨, ∗,¬] with defining equation p ≈ 1.

Theorem 35. The variety ��� ����� ` is an algebraic semantics for Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬] with defining equation
p ≈ 1.

From these results and the decidability of the quasivarieties ��� ����� s` and ��� ����� ` (Theorem 21) we
obtain the following:

Theorem 36. Se[∨, ∗,¬] and Se[∨,∧, ∗,¬] are decidable.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we show that filter logic (FL) can be faithfully embedded into a first-order logic theory of
certain predicates. We thus provide a framework where the semantic intuitions of FL (for ‘most’) can be
combined with proof methods for classical first-order logic (CFOL). This framework supports theorem
proving in FL, as it permits using proof procedures and theorem provers for CFOL. It will also help
clarifying the role of such extensions of CFOL for ‘generally’.

Some logics for ‘generally’ (LG) were introduced for handling assertions with some vague notions,
such as ‘generally’ and ‘rarely’, by non-standard generalized quantifiers [2, 9].1 Their expressive power is
quite convenient and they have sound and complete deductive systems. This, however, still leaves open
the question of theorem proving, namely theorem provers for them. We will show that special predicates
(representative and compatible predicates) allow one to use existing theorem provers (for CFOL) for this
task.2

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we review some ideas about LG. Section 3 introduces
representative sets and functions. In section 4 we examine the translation of ∇ by predicates and com-
patibility. Section 5 introduces representative axioms to internalize our translation. Section 6 exhibits
a framework for reducing filter reasoning to CFOL theories of compatible predicates and examines some
applications. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks about our approach.

2 Logics for Reasoning about ‘Generally’

We now examine some ideas about LG: motivations and some technical aspect
We first briefly consider some motivations underlying LG [11, 12]. Assertions and arguments involving

some vague notions, such as ‘generally’, ‘rarely’, ‘most’, ‘several’, etc., occur often in ordinary language
and in some branches of science. One often meets assertions such as “Several bodies expand when heated”,
“Most birds fly” and “Metals rarely are liquid under ordinary conditions”. The assertions “Whoever
likes sports watches SporTV” and “Boys generally like sports” appear to lead to “Boys generally watch
SporTV”. Qualitative reasoning about such notions often occurs in everyday life. We can express some
assertions in CFOL: e. g. “All birds fly” and “Some birds fly”. But, what about vague assertions like
“Birds generally fly”? We wish to express such assertions and reason about them in a precise manner.
Logics for some vague notions can be obtained by extending CFOL with an operator ∇ and axioms [9].
So, one can express “Birds generally fly” by ∇vF (v).

Logics for ‘generally’ extend CFOL by generalized quantifiers, interpreted as ‘generally’ [9, 12]. We
now briefly review FL. We use L(ρ) for the usual CFOL language (with equality ') of a given signature
ρ. It is convenient to have a fixed, though arbitrary, ordering for the set V of variables: in each list of
variables, they will be listed according to this ordering. We will use L∇(ρ) for the extension of L(ρ) by the
new operator ∇. The formulas of L∇(ρ) are built by the usual formation rules and a new variable-binding
formation rule giving generalized formulas : for each variable v, if ϕ is a formula in L∇(ρ) then so is ∇vϕ.
Other syntactic notions, like substitution (ϕ[v/t]), can be easily adapted.

We provide semantic interpretation for ‘generally’ by enriching structures with filters and extending
the definition of satisfaction to ∇. A filter structure AF = 〈A,F〉 for signature ρ consists of a usual
structure A for ρ together with a filter F over the universe A of A. We extend the usual definition of
satisfaction of a formula in a structure under assignment a to its (free) variables, using the extension
AF [ϕ(a, z)] := {b ∈ A : AF |= ϕ(u, z)[a, b]}, as follows: AF |= ∇zϕ(u, v)[a] iff Au[ϕ(a, z)] is in F . Other
semantic notions, such as reduct, model (AF |= Γ) and validity, are as usual [4, 7].3 The notion of filter
consequence is as expected: Γ |=F τ iff AF |= τ , for every filter model AF |= Γ.

We can formulate deductive systems for our LG by adding schemas to a calculus for CFOL. To set up
a deductive system `f for FL, we take a sound and complete deductive calculus for CFOL, with Modus
Ponens as the sole inference rule (as in [7]), and extend its set Λρ of axiom schemas by adding a set ∆ρ

of new axiom schemas (coding properties of filters), to form Λρ := Λρ ∪∆ρ. This set ∆ρ consists of all
the universal generalizations of the following five schemas (where ϕ, ψ and θ are formulas of L∇(ρ)):

1These logics are related to variants of default logic [1], but they are quite different logical systems, both technically and
in terms of intended interpretations [10]. The expressive power of our generalized quantifiers [3] paves the way for other
possible applications where it may be helpful: e. g. expressing some fuzzy concepts [12].

2We will concentrate on FL (for ‘most’), but the main lines can be adapted to some other LG (cf. [13, 8]).
3Satisfaction of a formula hinges only on the realizations assigned to its symbols.
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[∇∃] ∇vϕ→ ∃vϕ [∀∇] ∀vϕ→ ∇vϕ
[∇α] ∇vϕ↔ ∇uϕ[v := u] for a new variable u not occurring in ϕ
[→ ∇] ∀v(ψ → θ)→ (∇vψ → ∇vθ) [∇∧] (∇vψ ∧ ∇vθ)→ ∇v(ψ ∧ θ)

These schemas express properties of filters, with [∇α] covering alphabetic variants. Derivations are
CFOL derivations from the schemas: Γ `f ϕ iff Γ ∪ Λρ ` ϕ. Other usual deductive notions, such as
(maximal) consistent sets, witnesses and conservative extension [4, 7], can be easily adapted.

We have a sound and complete deductive system for our logic (|=F=`f ), which is a proper conservative
extension of CFOL [6, 12, 11].4 In the sequel, we show that we can reason about such ‘most’-assertionss
entirely within CFOL by means of special predicates: we will show that FL can be faithfully embedded
into a CFOL theory of compatible predicates.5

3 Representative Sets and Functions

We will now introduce the notions of representative sets and functions.
We first examine some ideas about representative sets. “Most birds fly” (∇vF (v)) is intended to

mean that the set of flying birds is an ‘important’ set of birds. As such, we cannot infer from it that
an arbitrary bird flies (we do not have instantiations: ∇zϕ → ϕ[z/t] is not valid). We may consider
as typical a bird with the properties that most birds have; so, we can instantiate generalized formulas
to typical objects: for each typical bird b (if any) we have ∇vF (v) → F (b). Such typical objects are
somewhat elusive: they may fail to exist. (What would be a typical natural number? Considering ‘most’
as cofinite, no standard natural can be typical.) Now, what about the converse: from which set of birds
can we infer ∇vF (v)? This appears problematic, like experimental induction. Let us call a set S of birds
sufficiently representative when one can infer ∇vF (v) from F (b), for all b ∈ S. These ideas motivate
calling a set S representative (with respect to flying) when ∇vF (v) is equivalent to F (b), for all b ∈ S.

We now examine representative objects in a filter structure AF . A representative set for a generalized
sentence ∇zϕ is a subset S ⊆ A such that AK |= ∇zϕ iff, for every a ∈ S, AK |= ϕ[a]. We can extend
this idea to representative functions for formulas with free variables. A representative function for a
generalized formula ∇zϕ with m free variable is an m-ary function r : Am → ℘(A), assigning to each
m-tuple a ∈ Am a representative set r(a) ⊆ A: AK |= ∇zϕ[a] iff, for every b ∈ r(a), AK |= ϕ[a, b].6

In the sequel, we will show that we can translate ‘most’-assertions by means of special predicates. We
will use expansions of signatures by new predicates. Given a signature σ, consider for each n ∈ IN, a new
(n+ 1)-ary predicate symbol pn not in σ, and form the expansion σ[P ] := σ ∪P , obtained by adding the
set P := {pn : n ∈ IN}. We will translate ∇ by universal relativizations to these predicates.

4 Translation of ‘Most’ to First-Order

We will now consider the translation of ∇ by predicates and examine the idea of compatibility.
We translate ∇ by universal relativizations to new predicate symbols in the set P := {pn : n ∈

N}. We transform ∇zθ(u, z), with list u of m free variables, to (∀z : pm|u)θ(u, z), which abbreviates
∀z[pm(u, z)→ θ(u, z)]. Now, we eliminate ∇ from a formula ϕ of L∇(σ[P ]) by replacing (inside-out) each
subformula ∇zθ(u, z) of ϕ by (∀z : p|u|(u))θ(u, z) to obtain a formula of L(σ[P ]): its P -transform ϕP .
This process defines a ∇-eliminating P -translation ()P : L∇(σ[P ])→ L(σ[P ]).

We now introduce compatibility. Our transformation should preserve provability. For this purpose, we
need some (FO) information connecting the new predicates symbols: their compatibility. A motivation
for compatibility comes from examining the translation of the filter schemas into FO: each instance of
the schemas [∀∇] and [∇α] becomes logically valid, but no so for the other schemas. Compatibility will
provide a way to handle schemas [∇∃], [∇∧] and [→ ∇]. Our requirements are related to the P -translation
of generalized formulas: (∇zϕ)P := (∀z : pm|u)ϕP , for ∇zϕ with list u of m free variables. We also
consider the list vn of the n variables v1, . . . , vn, for each n ∈ N .

4Soundness is clear and completeness can be established by adapting Henkin’s familiar proof for CFOL. It is not difficult to
see that we have conservative extensions of CFOL. These extensions are proper, because some sentences, such as ∃u∇zu ' z,
cannot be expressed without ∇ [12, 11].

5The crucial issue here is having a faithful interpretation. An interpretation into CFOL can be obtained by replacing
throughout ∇ by ∀: each filter axiom is translated to a logical validity, but this interpretation is not faithful.

6We may view an m-ary function r : Am → ℘(A) as an (m + 1)-ary relation r ⊆ Am × A given by 〈a, b〉 ∈ r iff b ∈ r(a).
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The inclusion in the translation is vacuously satisfied by a void predicate. So, our first requirement
p

n
(a) 6= ∅ is the non-voidness axiom ∃(pn): ∀vn∃v0pn(vn, v0). The intuition of having a representa-

tive set for each n-tuple suggests a second compatibility requirement, p
n+1

(a, b) ⊆ p
n
(a), expressed

by the decreasing axiom ↓ (pn): ∀vn∀vn+1∀v0[pn+1(vn, vn+1, v0) → pn(vn, v0)]. The third requirement
mirrors the idea that new free variables do not matter, as expressed by the restriction axiom (p

v
nϕ):

∀u∀v[∀z(pm+k(u, v, z)→ ϕ)→ ∀z(pm(u, z)→ ϕ)] (where v is a list of k variables other than u and z).
We will extend these axioms to schemas for sets. The non-voidness and decreasing schemas are the

sets ∃[P ] := {∃(pn) : pn ∈ P} and ↓ [P ] := {↓ (pn) : pn ∈ P}, respectively. The restriction schema for
L∇(σ) is the set [P ↑ σ∇] consisting of the restriction axioms for the P -translation of every generalized
formula ∇zϕ in L∇(σ). We shall also use the compatibility schema Ω? := ∃[P ]∪ ↓ [P ] ∪ [P ↑ σ∇].

We now examine some properties of compatible predicates.

Lemma 1. The P -translations of the filter axioms in ∆σ follow from the compatibility schema Ω?.

Proof: The schema ∃[P ] yields the translation of [ ∇∃ ] and the P -translation of each axiom in [∇∧ ] and
[→ ∇ ] follows from the other two schemas (which permit adjusting the free variable). /

We see that our translation interprets FL into a CFOL theory of compatible predicates.

Proposition 2. The P -translation ()P restricted to L∇(σ) interprets FL (for signature σ) into any CFOL
theory Σ ⊆ L(σ[P ]) where the new predicate symbols in P are compatible (i. e. Ω? ⊆ Cn(Σ)): for each
set Γ ∪ {τ} of sentences of L∇(σ), if Γ `f τ then Σ ∪ ΓP ` τP .

Proof: The assertion follows from the preceding lemma, giving [∆σ ]P ⊆ Cn(Ω?). /

5 Representative Predicates and Axioms

We now introduce representative axioms to internalize our translation of ∇ by special predicates.
We first formulate representative predicates by sentences in the expanded language L∇(σ[P ]).
Given a generalized formula ∇zϕ of L∇(σ[P ]) with list u of m free variables, the formula (∀z : pm|u)ϕ

is in L∇(σ[P ]), and the representative axiom ∂(pm∇zϕ) for ∇zϕ is the universal closure of the formula
∇zϕ ↔ (∀z : pm|u)ϕ of L∇(σ[P ]). We extend this idea to sets of formulas. The representative schema
for a set Ψ of formulas of L∇(σ[P ]) is the set |∂[Ψ] consisting of the representative axioms for every
generalized formula ∇zϕ in Ψ. When Ψ is the set of all the (generalized) formulas of signature σ, we use
|∂[σ∇] := |∂[L∇(σ)] for the representative schema for L∇(σ).

We can now see that the representative axioms internalize our P -translation ()P into L(σ[P ]).

Proposition 3. The representative schema |∂[Ψ] for a set Ψ of formulas of L∇(σ[P ]), closed under
subformulas, yields the equivalence between a formula ψ in Ψ and its P -transform ψP : |∂[Ψ] `f ψ ↔ ψP ,
for ψ ∈ Ψ.

Proof: By induction on the structure of the formulas.
Thus, representative axioms enable the elimination of the new quantifier ∇ in favor of representative

predicates. In particular, |∂[σ∇] `f τ ↔ τP , for every sentence τ of L∇(σ). We can now see that the
restriction axioms are filter consequences of the representative schema. /

Corollary 4. The restriction axioms in [P ↑ σ∇] are filter consequences of the representative schema
|∂[σ∇].

Proof: Each restriction axiom (p
v
nϕ) is a filter consequence of two representative axioms. /

We will now establish the conservativeness of extensions by compatible and representative axioms.
Representative sets are elusive: many structures fail to have them. Nevertheless, we can add them

conservatively into theories. To establish this fact, we introduce some terminology and show that a filter
structure has compatible relations that are representative for a finite set of generalized formulas.

Consider a filter structure AF = 〈A,F〉. We call an n-ary function r : An → ℘(A) strong iff r(a) ∈ F ,
for every a ∈ An. Given an (n + 1)-ary function s : An+1 → ℘(A), we call s inclusive with respect to
n-ary function r iff, for every 〈a1, . . . , an, b〉 ∈ An+1, s(a1, . . . , an, b) ⊆ r(a1, . . . , an). We will call a set R
of relations on A adequate iff the associated functions into ℘(A) are strong and inclusive.

A filter structure has adequate relations that are representative for a finite set of formulas.
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Lemma 5. A filter structure AF has adequate relations that are representative for a finite set Φ of
formulas.

Proof: The functions are intersections of extensions in F : with vm as the highest free variable in the
generalized formulas of Φ, take rn(a) as the intersection of the extensions AF [ϕ(a, z)] in F for ∇zϕ in Φ
with free variables up to vn, for 0 ≤ n ≤ m. The associated relations are adequate and representative. /

So, one can always conservatively extend a theory by compatible and representative predicates.

Proposition 6. Given a set Γ of sentences of L∇(σ), the theory Γ?[∂] := Γ ∪ Ω? ∪ ∂[σ∇] ⊆ L∇(σ[P ]) is
a conservative extension of Γ ⊆ L∇(σ): Γ?[∂] `f τ iff Γ `f τ , for each sentence τ ∈ L∇(σ).

Proof: The assertion follows from the previous lemma and corollary: Γ ∪ ∃[P ]∪ ↓ [P ] ∪ ∂[σ∇] is a
conservative extension of Γ (by compactness) and [P ↑ σ∇] ⊆ Cnf (∂[σ∇]). /

6 Framework for Reasoning with ‘Most’ in First-Order

Now we exhibit our reduction framework based on a faithful interpretation.
We first put together our results to see that we have a common (conservative) extension.

L∇(σ) L∇(σ[P ])

Γ ΓP ∪ Ω?

Λ ∩
Γ ∪ Ω? ∪ |∂[σ∇] 1

4 ΓP ∪ Ω? ⊆ L(σ[P ])

L∇(σ[P ]) L∇(σ[P ])

Corollary 7. Given a set Γ of sentences of L∇(σ), the theory Γ?[∂|] := Γ ∪ Ω? ∪ |∂[σ∇] ⊆ L∇(σ[P ]) is a
conservative extension of Γ ⊆ L∇(σ) which extends the CFOL theory ΓP ∪ Ω? ⊆ L(σ[P ]).

Proof: The assertion follows from the previous results: the propositions in 5. /

So, we have a faithful interpretation of FL into the theory of compatible predicates.

Theorem 8. The P -translation ()P restricted to L∇(σ) interprets faithfully FL (for σ) into the CFOL
theory Ω? ⊆ L(σ[P ]): Γ `f τ iff ΓP ∪ Ω? ` τP , for a set Γ ∪ {τ} of sentences of L∇(σ).

Proof: The assertion follows from the previous results: the proposition in 4 and the preceding corollary.
/

We thus have a sound and complete reduction of filter consequence to CFOL derivability with com-
patible predicates: establishing Γ |=K τ amounts to showing that ΓP ∪ Ω? ` τP .

We will now examine some examples illustrating the application of our reduction procedure.
As a simple example, we see that ∇z∀uL(u, z) `f ∀u∇zL(u, z), since the translated conclusion

[∀u∇zL(u, z)]P is a CFOL consequence of the translated hypothesis [∇z∀uL(u, z)]P together with the de-
creasing axiom ↓ (p0). Similarly, we can reduce ∃v∇zϕ `f ∇z∃vϕ to CFOL consequence (from [P ↑ σ∇]).
We also see that {∇zψ,∇z(ψ → θ)} `f ∇zθ, because [∇zθ]P is a CFOL consequence of the translated
hypotheses [∇zψ]P and [∇z(ψ → θ)]P together with the schemas ↓ [P ] and [P ↑ σ∇]. For an induction-
like example, consider a universe of emeralds and imagine every emerald examined to be green. If we also
assume that most emeralds are similar to those examined and that similarity generally transfers colors,
then we can infer that most emeralds are green: ∇zG(z). Here Γ consists of ε: ∀u(E(u) → G(u)), δ:
∇z∃u(E(u) ∧ S(u, z)) and γ: ∇z∇u[(E(u) ∧ S(u, z))→ (G(u)→ G(z))].

In many practical cases (as in databases, for instance), we deal only with finitely many formulas.
As the preceding examples indicate, in such cases one needs only a finite number of new predicates
and axioms related to generalized subformulas of the formulas involved. These ideas are also useful for
investigating provability in FL, as we will now illustrate with some cases involving simply generalized
formulas: those of the form ∇zϕ, for ϕ without ∇.
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Proposition 9. Consider a set Σ of sentences and a formula ψ in L(σ).
1. For each formula θ ∈ L(σ): Σ ∪ ∇zψ `f ∇zθ iff Σ ` ∀z(ψ → θ) and Σ `f ∇zθ iff Σ ` ∀zθ.
2. For each sentence τ ∈ L(σ): Σ ∪ ∇zψ `f τ iff Σ ∪ ∃zψ ` τ .
3. There exists a sentence τ ∈ L(σ) so that Σ `f ∇zψ ↔ τ iff Σ ` ∃zψ → ∀zψ.

Proof: Reduce to compatible axioms. For (1): (⇒), choose compatible functions giving the nonempty
z-extension of ψ ∧ ¬θ in some model M |= Σ. Part (2) is like (1) and they yield (3). /

7 Conclusion

Logics for ‘generally’ were introduced for handling assertions with vague notions, such as ‘generally’,
‘most’, ‘several’. We have established that FL (filter logic) can be faithfully embedded into a CFOL
theory of compatible predicates. This provides a CFOL reduction of filter consequence, thus allowing the
use of methods for CFOL. So, there are many proof procedures and theorem provers at one’s disposal
[5]. In addition, this approach helps to clarify the place of FL: despite its semantics based on filters, this
extension of CFOL can be regarded as (part of) a CFOL theory of compatible predicates.

The development has concentrated on FL (for ‘most’), but its main lines can be adapted to some
other LG.7 Our framework is not meant as a competitor to non-monotonic logics, although it does solve
monotonically various problems (e. g., generic reasoning) addressed by non-monotonic approaches.

As special predicates enable using any available classical proof methods, we expect to have paved the
way for theorem proving in FL for ‘most’. In fact, our framework permits combining the intuitions about
‘important’ subsets of the universe, extensions of CFOL by non-standard generalized quantifiers and
proof methods for CFOL. Such combinations appear to be very fruitful, deserving further consideration.
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1 Introduction

Many security protocols have been proposed to help build secure distributed systems. Given how difficult
it is for humans to predict all possible ways for distributed computation to proceed, it is not so surprising
that attacks have been found on many protocols that were originally believed to be secure. Due to the
subtlety of the problem, the use of formal methods for analyzing security protocols has been gaining
popularity. These include approaches based on process algebras, e.g. [5, 14, 20, 25], which support
elegant models but lack a suitable logical language to express protocol properties; model-checking and
related techniques, such as [2, 3, 11, 22, 26], which are suitable for automation but rely on simplifying
assumptions (to yield finite models) and hence are difficult to use reliably on different applications; special-
purpose epistemic logics like BAN, e.g. [10], which provide for high-level knowledge-based formalizations
of protocols and their properties, but whose semantics is complex, restricted, or simply lacking; and
inductive theorem proving, like [24], which are general, but require time consuming interactive theorem
proving by experienced researchers.

In this paper, we report on our work-in-progress on the formalization of a suitable version of temporal
logic for communicating agents which provides both an object level tool, where we can specify and reason
about specific protocols, and a metalevel tool for the compared analysis of security protocol models and
properties. Our starting point is the work of [15, 17], which focus on the expressibility of properties
from the local point of view of each agent, and that we extend in order to express also global properties.
Besides its very clean interpretation structures, which provide a nice and intuitive model of distributed
systems, our reasons for using this logic are primarily threefold. First, its temporal dimension can be
effectively used to formalize and reason about interleaved protocol executions; this is in contrast to
other approaches based on epistemic or doxastic logics, which are not well-suited for reasoning about
such interleavings but consider only single protocol executions. Second, its distributed dimension, with
explicit agent identification, supports formalizing the different security properties that the protocols have
been designed to achieve, such as secrecy of information and different notions of authentication between
agents. Finally, it is well-suited for specifying communicating agents in distributed systems.

Using the logic we are able to specify a protocol-independent distributed communication model, on
top of which protocols can be formally defined and analyzed. For instance, we have used the logic to
analyze a number of protocols and properties the protocols are supposed to establish. In particular, we
have analyzed the well-known Needham-Schroeder Public-Key Protocol (NSPK) [18]. We have thereby
been able both to find the usual man-in-the-middle attack to the NSPK and to show that authentication
properties hold for the corrected version NSL (given by Lowe to prevent the man-in-the-middle attack).

The principal aim of our work, however, is not merely the concrete analysis of specific protocols.
Rather, our long-term objective is to use our logic as a metalevel tool for the compared analysis of security
protocol models and properties. Our logic provides a basis to rigorously investigate general metalevel
properties of different protocol models, by establishing modeling and analysis simplification techniques
that may contribute to the sound design of effective protocol validation tools. In this regard, we believe
that our logic can contribute to clarifying the concepts involved through a natural representation of
the underlying computational models. We anticipate several applications. The most direct consists
of a rigorous account of widely used simplification techniques, namely by reasoning about (formally
proving) the correctness of widely used simplification principles, like bounds on the number of principals
involved, the adequacy of the intruder trace as an abstraction of the hostile communication channel,
step-compression and other reduction, abstraction and approximation techniques (see, for example, [1, 3,
4, 6, 9, 12, 16, 23]). A number of promising preliminary results are described in [7, 8].

2 Distributed temporal logic

DTL [15] is a logic for reasoning about temporal properties of distributed systems from the local point
of view of its agents, which are assumed to execute sequentially and to interact by means of synchronous
event sharing. Distribution is implicit, making it easier to state the properties of an entire system through
the local properties of its component agents and their interaction. Herein, we introduce a version of DTL
tailored to allow also for the smooth spelling and proof of global properties.

The logic is defined in the context of a given signature of a distributed system,

〈Id , {Acti}i∈Id , {Propi}i∈Id 〉
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where Id is a finite set (of agent identifiers) and, for each i ∈ Id , Acti is a set (of local action symbols)
and Propi is a set (of local state propositions). The global language L is defined by the grammar

L ::= @i[Li] | ⊥ | L⇒ L ,

where the local languages Li for each i ∈ Id are defined by

Li ::= Acti | Propi | ⊥ | Li⇒Li | Li U Li | Li S Li | @j [Lj ] ,

with j ∈ Id . Locally for an agent, U and S are respectively the until and since temporal operators.
Furthermore, actions correspond to true statements of an agent when they have just occurred, whereas
state propositions characterize the current local states of the agents. Note that @j [ϕ] means different
things depending on the context. If it is a global formula, it means that ϕ holds at the current local
state of agent j. If it is a local formula appearing inside an @i-formula, it means that agent i has just
communicated with agent j for whom ϕ held.

We can then define a number of other operators as abbreviations as usual, e.g. ¬, >, ∨, ∧,⇔, as well as:

Xϕ ≡ ⊥ U ϕ next
Yϕ ≡ ⊥ S ϕ previous
Fϕ ≡ > U ϕ sometime in the future
Pϕ ≡ > S ϕ sometime in the past
Gϕ ≡ ¬3F ¬ϕ always in the future
Hϕ ≡ ¬P¬ϕ always in the past

† ≡ ¬©> in the end
∗ ≡ ¬Y> in the beginning

F◦ ϕ ≡ ϕ ∨3Fϕ now or sometime in the future
P◦ ϕ ≡ ϕ ∨ Pϕ now or sometime in the past
G◦ ϕ ≡ ϕ ∧ 2Fϕ now and always in the future
H◦ ϕ ≡ ϕ ∧ Hϕ now and always in the past

The interpretation structures of L are built upon adequate forms of Winskel’s event structures [27].
A local life-cycle (of agent i ∈ Id) is a pair λi = (Evi,→i) where Evi is a set (of local events) and
→i⊆ Evi×Evi is a (local successor) relation such that →∗

i defines a well-founded total order of causality
on Evi. Of course, Evi can be finite or infinite, but it is always denumerable. A local configuration of
λi is any finite set ξi ⊆ Evi such that if e′ ∈ ξi and e →i e

′ then e ∈ ξi. We denote the set of all local
configurations of λi by Ξi. Clearly, every local configuration ξi 6= ∅ has a maximum event that we denote
by last(ξi). Moreover, for every local configuration ξi 6= Evi there exists a unique next event next(ξi),
corresponding to the minimum event in Evi \ ξi, such that ξi ∪ {next(ξi)} is a local configuration.

A distributed life-cycle is a family λ = {λi}i∈Id , where λi = (Evi,→i) is the local life-cycle of each
agent i, such that →∗= (

⋃
i∈Id →i)

∗ defines a partial order of causality on the set Ev =
⋃

i∈Id Evi of all
events. Note that each event may be shared by several agents at communication points. Therefore, the
condition that→∗ defines a global ordering of the set of events amounts to requiring that communication
does not introduce cycles among the different local causality orderings. A global configuration of λ is any
set ξ ⊆ Ev such that if e′ ∈ ξ and e→ e′ then e ∈ ξ. We denote the set of all global configurations of λ
by Ξ. Clearly, every global configuration ξ contains a local configuration ξ|i = ξ ∩ Evi for each i ∈ Id .
Moreover, given E ⊆ Ev finite, (E ↓) = {e′ ∈ Ev | e′ →∗ e for some e ∈ E} is a global configuration.
Given a global configuration ξ and E * ξ, (ξ + E) stands for ξ ∪ (E ↓). If E = {e} we just write (e ↓)
and (ξ + e). The following lemma shows that the configurations of any distributed life-cycle λ can be
built by consecutively adding events.

Lemma 1. If ξ, ξ′ ∈ Ξ and ξ  ξ′ then there exists e ∈ ξ′ \ ξ such that ξ ∪ {e} ∈ Ξ.

An interpretation structure for L is a suitably labeled distributed life-cycle, that is, a triple µ =
〈λ, σ, α〉 where λ is a distributed life-cycle, σ = {σi | Ξi → 2Propi}i∈Id is an agent-indexed family of
maps that associate a local state to each local configuration, and α = {αi | Evi → 2Acti}i∈Id , with
αi(e) 6= ∅ and finite for every e ∈ Evi, is an agent-indexed family of maps that associate a non-empty
finite set of local actions to each local event. We can now define the satisfaction relation at a given global
configuration ξ of µ

µ, ξ  @i[ϕ] if µ, ξ|i i ϕ; µ, ξ 6 ⊥; and µ, ξ  γ⇒ δ if µ, ξ 6 γ or µ, ξ  δ,

where local satisfaction is defined by

• µ, ξi i act if ξi 6= ∅ and αi(last(ξi)) = act;

• µ, ξi i p if p ∈ σi(ξi);
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• µ, ξi 6i ⊥;

• µ, ξi i ϕ⇒ ψ if µ, ξi 6i ϕ or µ, ξi i ψ;

• µ, ξi i ϕ U ψ if there exists ξ′′i ∈ Ξi with ξi  ξ′′i such that µ, ξ′′i i ψ, and µ, ξ′i i ϕ for every
ξ′i ∈ Ξi with ξi  ξ′i  ξ′′i ;

• µ, ξi i ϕ S ψ if there exists ξ′′i ∈ Ξi with ξ′′i  ξi such that µ, ξ′′i i ψ, and µ, ξ′i i ϕ for every
ξ′i ∈ Ξi with ξ′′i  ξ′i  ξi; and

• µ, ξi i @j [ϕ] if ξi 6= ∅, last(ξi) ∈ Evj and µ, (last(ξi) ↓)|j j ϕ.

As usual, we say that µ is a model of Γ ⊆ L if µ, ξ  γ for every global configuration ξ of µ and every
γ ∈ Γ.

We now present some useful lemmas about the logic.

Lemma 2 (Local properties). Let ϕ ∈ Li be a local formula and µ an interpretation structure. If
ξ, ξ′ ∈ Ξ are such that ξ|i = ξ′|i then µ, ξ  @i[ϕ] if and only if µ, ξ′  @i[ϕ].

In the sequel, if ϕ ∈ Li does not include @ subformulas then it is called a private formula. Furthermore,
if ϕ is also free of the temporal operators U and S then it is called a state formula. The following is a
useful lemma concerning private formulas.

Lemma 3 (Private properties). Let ϕ ∈ Li be a private formula and µ, µ′ interpretation structures
with µi = µ′

i. If ξ ∈ Ξ and ξ′ ∈ Ξ′ are such that ξ|i = ξ′|i then µ, ξi  @i[ϕ] if and only if µ′, ξ′i  @i[ϕ].

The logic allows us to state the following invariance rule for global properties.

Proposition 4 (Global invariance rule). Let γ ∈ L be a global formula, µ an interpretation structure
and ξ ∈ Ξ a global configuration. If both µ, ξ  γ, and µ, ξ′  γ implies µ, ξ′ ∪ {e}  γ for every ξ′ ∈ Ξ
and e ∈ Ev \ ξ′ such that ξ ⊆ ξ′ and ξ′ ∪ {e} ∈ Ξ, then µ, ξ′  γ for every ξ′ ∈ Ξ such that ξ ⊆ ξ′.

For local state properties, the invariance rule can be stated in the following more familiar way.

Proposition 5 (Local invariance rule). Let ϕ ∈ Li be a local state formula, µ an interpretation
structure and ξi ∈ Ξi a local configuration. If both µ, ξi i ϕ, and µ, ξ′i i ϕ implies µ, ξ′i∪{next(ξ′i)}  ϕ
for every ξ′i ∈ Ξi such that ξi ⊆ ξ′i ( Evi, then µ, ξ′i i ϕ for every ξ′i ∈ Ξi such that ξi ⊆ ξ′i, or
equivalently, µ, ξi i G◦ ϕ.

Hence, µ is a model of @i[ϕ] if and only if µ is a model of both @i[∗ ⇒ ϕ] and @i[(ϕ ∧ X>)⇒ Xϕ],
or equivalently, @i[(ϕ ∧ X act)⇒ Xϕ] for every act ∈ Acti.

3 The network model

We provide the specification of a generic open network where agents interact by exchanging messages
through an insecure public channel. A network signature is a pair 〈Pr,Nam〉, where Pr is a finite set
of principal identifiers A,B,C, . . . , and Nam is a family {NamA}A∈Pr of pairwise disjoint finite sets
of names, corresponding to the possible aliases used by each principal (the importance of aliases will
become clearer below. We write A′ to denote a name used by principal A. By abuse of notation, we
also use Nam =

⋃
A∈Pr NamA. Furthermore, we assume fixed two sets Non and Key of “numbers” that

can be used as nonces and keys, respectively, and whose members we denote by N and K, possibly with
annotations. In general, we assume that several kinds of keys can coexist and that each key K has its own
inverse key K−1. Messages, which we denote by M possibly with annotations, are built inductively from
atomic messages (names and “numbers”), by concatenation ( ; ), which we assume to be associative,
and encryption under a key K ({ }K). The set Msg of messages is thus defined by

Msg ::= Nam | Non | Key | Msg; Msg | {Msg}Key .

Given a network signature 〈Pr,Nam〉, we obtain a distributed signature by taking Id = Pr ] {Ch},
where Ch is the communication channel (used to model asynchronous communication), and letting the
local alphabet of each agent (the principals and the channel) be defined as follows. The signature of a
principal A requires actions ActA and state propositions PropA, where ActA includes
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• send(M,B′) — sending of the message M to B′;

• rec(M) — reception of the message M ;

• spy(M) — eavesdropping of the message M ; and

• nonce(N) — generation of the fresh nonce N ,

and PropA includes

• knows(M) — knowledge of the message M .

For the channel Ch we do not require any state propositions, i.e. PropCh = ∅, whereas the actions ActCh

include

• in(M,A′) — arrival at the channel of the message M addressed to A′;

• out(M,A′) — delivery of M from the channel to principal A; and

• leak — leaking of messages.

In the network model, principals can send and receive messages, at will, always through the channel. If
the principal A sends a message to B′, then the message synchronously arrives at the channel, where it is
stored for future delivery to B. If delivery ever happens, it must be synchronized with the corresponding
receive action of B. However, principal A can only send M to B ′ if A knows both B′ and M . As usual,
the knowledge of principals is not static. In addition to their initial knowledge, principals gain knowledge
from the messages they receive and the nonces they generate. Principals may also spy on messages being
leaked by the channel and learn their content. We do not allow principals to explicitly divert messages,
but we also do not guarantee that messages delivered to the channel are ever received.

To ensure that principals do not learn messages in an ad hoc fashion, we specify that the knows

propositions only hold where strictly necessary. We follow the idea underlying Paulson’s inductive model
[24], in accordance with the usual assumption of perfect cryptography. We restrict attention to those
interpretation structures µ such that, for every principal A, the following condition holds for all messages
M and global configurations ξ ∈ Ξ such that ξ|A 6= ∅:

(K) µ, ξ A knows(M) iff

M ∈ synth(analyz ({M ′ | µ, ξ A (Y knows(M ′)) ∨ rec(M ′) ∨ spy(M ′) ∨ nonce(M ′)})) ,

where analyz and synth are the functions representing how principals analyze or synthesize messages
from a given set of messages (see, e.g., [24]).

To guarantee the freshness and uniqueness of the nonces generated by each principal, we further
require the axioms

(N1) @A[nonce(N)⇒ Y¬ knows(MN )],

(N2) @A[nonce(N)]⇒
∧

B∈Pr\{A} @B[¬ knows(MN)],

where MN ranges over all the messages containing the nonce N . Together with (K), (N1) and (N2)
guarantee that every nonce is generated at most once, if at all, in each model, and always freshly (taking
also into account the initial knowledge of all agents). The specification of the network model also comprises
a number of axioms that characterize the behavior of the channel and of each principal A ∈ Pr:

(C1) @Ch [in(M,A′)⇒
∨

B∈Pr @B [send(M,A′)]];

(C2) @Ch [out(M,A′)⇒ P in(M,A′)]]; and

(C3) @Ch [out(M,A′)⇒@A[rec(M)]],

(P1) @A[send(M,B′)⇒ Y(knows(M) ∧ knows(B′))];

(P2) @A[send(M,B′)⇒@Ch [in(M,B′)]];

(P3) @A[rec(M)⇒@Ch [
∨

A′∈NamA
out(M,A′)]];

(P4) @A[spy(M)⇒@Ch [leak ∧ P
∨

B′∈Nam in(M,B′)]];

(P5) @A[
∧

B∈Pr\{A} ¬@B [>]]; and

(P6) @A[nonce(N)⇒¬@Ch [>]].
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The channel axioms (C1–C3) are straightforward. They state that a message addressed to A′ only arrives
at the channel if it is sent to A′ by some principal B; that the channel only delivers a message to A′ if such
a message for A′ has previously arrived; and that if the channel delivers a message to A′ then A receives
it. The principal axioms are also simple. (P1) is a precondition for sending a message, stating that the
sender must know both the message and the recipient’s name beforehand. The next three formulas are
interaction axioms. (P2) and (P3) state that the sending and receiving of messages, respectively, must
be shared with the corresponding arrival and delivery actions of the channel. (P4) guarantees that a
spied message must have arrived at the channel, addressed to some recipient. The two final axioms limit
the possible amount of interaction: (P5) guarantees that principals never communicate directly (only
through the channel), and (P6) states that nonce generating actions are not communication actions.

4 Protocol modeling and analysis

Protocols are usually informally described by short sequences of messages that are exchanged by principals
in order to achieve particular security goals in open, hostile environments. We illustrate protocol modeling
on top of our network by using a standard example: the (flawed) simplified Needham-Schroeder Public-
Key Protocol NSPK [18], which we present as the following sequence of message exchange steps.

a→ b : (n1). {n1; a}Kb

b→ a : (n2). {n1;n2}Ka

a→ b : {n2}Kb

In this notation a and b are variables of sort name that denote each of the roles played in one execution of
the protocol, and n1 and n2 are variables of sort nonce. The arrows represent communication, from sender
to receiver. The parenthesized nonces prefixing the first and second messages exchanges signify that these
nonces must be freshly generated before the subsequent message is sent. Moreover, it is assumed that an
underlying “infrastructure” of public and private keys exists: Ka represents the public key of a, whose
inverse key should be private, i.e. known by no one but the principal using that name. Although other
possibilities could be easily added to the model, we refrain from doing so here, for simplicity, and assume
that these are the only existing keys.

Formalizing a protocol like the above involves defining the sequences of actions (send, rec, and nonce)
taken by honest agents executing the protocol. Namely, for each role, we formalize the actions taken
and the order in which they must be taken. In the case of NSPK there are two roles: an initiator role
Init, represented by a, and a responder role Resp, represented by b. Given distinct names A′ and B′, of
principals A and B respectively, and nonces N1 and N2, the role instantiations should correspond to the
execution, by principal A, of the sequence of actions runInit

A (A′, B′, N1, N2):

〈nonce(N1).send({N1;A′}KB′ , B
′).rec({N1;N2}KA′ ).send({N2}KB′ , B

′)〉 ,

and to the execution, by principal B, of the sequence runResp
B (A′, B′, N1, N2):

〈rec({N1;A′}KB′ ).nonce(N2).send({N1;N2}KA′ , A
′).rec({N2}KB′ )〉 .

If runi
A(M) = 〈act1 . . . actn〉 then we can consider the local formula rolei

A(M):

actn ∧ P(actn−1 ∧ P(. . . ∧ P act1) . . . ) .

For example, it should be clear that µ, ξ  @A[roleInit
A (A′, B′, N1, N2)] if and only if A has just

completed at ξ the required sequence of actions.

4.1 Honesty

We take an external view of the system, supported by the one-intruder reduction reported in [7, 8], and
consider a protocol signature to be a triple 〈Hn, {Z},Nam〉 where Hn is the set of honest of principals and
Z /∈ Hn is the intruder, and 〈Hn ∪ {Z},Nam〉 is a network signature such that every honest principal has
exactly one name and never plays two distinct roles in the same protocol run. Without loss of generality,
we assume that NamA = {A} for every A ∈ Hn. We assume also that the private key of each honest
principal is initially only known by that principal. This can be achieved by the axioms (Key1) and
(Key2) below, where A ∈ Hn:
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(Key1) @A[∗⇒ knows(K−1
A )]; and

(Key2) @B [∗⇒ ¬ knows(M)], for every B ∈ Pr \ {A} and M containing K−1
A .

Models of a protocol will be those network models where, furthermore, all honest principals follow the
rules of the protocol. That is, for every A ∈ Hn, if the local life-cycle of A is e1 →A e2 →A e3 →A . . . ,
then the corresponding (possibly infinite) sequence of actions 〈αA(e1).αA(e2).αA(e3) . . .〉 must be an
interleaving of prefixes of possible protocol runs, but using distinct fresh nonces in each of them. In the
case of NSPK, this means that the life-cycle of an honest agent must be built by interleaving prefixes of
sequences of the form runInit

A (A,B′, N1, N2) or runResp
A (B′, A,N1, N2), such that no two initiator runs

can have the same N1, no two responder runs can have the same N2, and the N1 of any initiator run
must be different from the N2 of any responder run.

4.2 Security goals

The aim of protocol analysis is to prove (or disprove) the correctness of a protocol with respect to the
security goals that it is supposed to achieve. For instance, secrecy of the critical data exchanged during
an execution of the protocol among its participants is certainly a goal to be achieved. In addition, an
honest principal running the protocol should be able to authenticate the identities of its protocol partners
through the examination of the messages he receives. Below, we show how to formulate the required
secrecy and authentication goals of protocols in the general case, illustrating them by means of the
NSPK protocol.

As usual, we call an attack to the protocol, and specifically to a given security goal, any protocol
model µ and configuration ξ for which the formula expressing the goal does not hold. Let us start with
secrecy.

Secrecy We can formalize that the messages in a finite set S will remain a shared secret between the
participants after a complete execution of the protocol with participants A1, . . . , Aj by the formula secrS :

j∧

i=1

@Ai
[P◦ rolei

Ai
(M)] ⇒

∧

B∈Pr\{A1,...,Aj}

∧

M∈S

@B[¬ knows(M)].

Of course, this property can only be expected to hold in particular situations. Assume that all the
participants in a complete run of the protocol are honest. One should then expect that the “critical”
nonces generated during that run will remain a secret shared only by the participating principals. Indeed,
being honest, they will not reuse those nonces in further protocol runs. Using the logic, we can check the
property secrF (M) for the relevant set F of fresh nonces. In the case of NSPK, this would amount to
requiring secr{N1,N2}(A,B,N1, N2), with A and B both honest.

Authentication There are many possible shades of authentication (see, e.g., [19]). However, most
authors agree that authentication should be expressed as some kind of correspondence property between
the messages an agent receives in a protocol run and the messages that other participants of the same run
are supposed to send. The typical authentication goal states that if an honest principal A completes his
part of a run of a protocol in role i, with certain partners and data, then it must be the case that these
partners have also been actively involved by sending to A the messages that he received. The property
that A authenticates a partner B in role j at step q of the protocol can be defined in our logic by the
formula authi,j,q

A,B(M), which is

@A[rolei
A(M)]⇒@B [P◦ send(M,A)],

assuming that the protocol step q requires that B, in role j, sends message M to A, in role i. We should
therefore require authi,j,q

A,B(M) to hold whenever step q is considered essential. In the case of NSPK,
we could require for honest A acting as initiator, the authentication of the responder at step 2 using
authInit,Resp,2

A,B (A,B′, N1, N2), and for honest B acting as responder, the authentication of the initiator at

step 3 using authResp,Init,3
B,A (A′, B,N1, N2). The latter fails in the man-in-the-middle attack to NSPK [18],

as we explain below.
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4.3 Analysis

To evaluate the cogency of our approach, we have analyzed the well-known Needham-Schroeder Public-
Key Protocol (NSPK) and the protocol NSL, the corrected version given by Lowe to prevent the man-
in-the-middle attack on NSPK [18]. We have applied our logic to these and other similar examples, and
have thereby been able both to:

• find the usual man-in-the-middle attack to NSPK (which results from the failure of the proof of the
mentioned authentication formula), and

• show that the authentication properties hold for NSL.

A detailed account of our analysis of these and other protocols and properties can be found in [7, 8].

5 Conclusion

We have been applying our logic also to investigate general metatheoretic properties of the underlying
protocol models and model simplification techniques that may contribute to the sound design of effective
protocol analysis tools. Such results also help simplify the underlying protocol model and thereby simplify
the analysis of properties such as the ones considered in the previous section. Namely, in [7, 8], we prove
a general lemma about secret data that is similar to the secrecy theorems of [13, 21]. We also obtain
soundness and completeness results, with respect to typical security goals, for two model-simplification
techniques: one intruder is enough, in the lines of [12], and the predatory-intruder, a bound on the
behavior of the intruder that goes in the direction of the trace models used in practice, e.g. [24]. While
these results, mutatis mutandis, have already been shown for other particular formalisms, our logic
provides a means for proving them in a general and uniform way, within the same formalism, which opens
the way for further general investigations. Our formalization has also allowed us to clarify aspects of these
simplification properties that are often neglected or cannot be specified in the first place (e.g. concerning
principals’ identities and the way security properties are established). We have also begun applying
our logic to other metatheoretical investigations, such as the development of appropriate partial-order
techniques that may reduce the (potentially infinite) state-space exploration involved in model-checking
protocol properties (cf. [3]). This is work in progress and the first results are promising.
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1 Introduction

Two main areas of temporal logics are those of linear time and of branching time. In the former, time
is viewed as a linear sequence of moments (see e.g. [5]), while, in the latter, time is pictured in a tree-
like fashion: the past of any moment is linearly ordered, but there might be incomparable moments in
its future (see e.g. [2, 4]). Linear orders, though, play a crucial role also in logics for branching time.
Prior’s Ockhamist and Peircean semantical rules for branching time [6], in fact, involve quantification over
histories in tree-like structures, where histories are maximal linearly ordered sets of moments. Moreover,
this quantification can be viewed as (and in Ockhamist logic is) the result of the application of a modal
operator (see e.g. [8]). This means that the language and semantics for branching time can be obtained
as the combination of languages and semantics for linear time with a modality for possible histories. In
this paper, we study various degrees of combining linear time and modal operators and semantics, and
we discuss the problem of transferring logical properties from linear to branching time.

1.1 Technical preliminaries

The propositional language for logics of linear time consists of the usual Boolean part plus the temporal
operators P and F (with dual operators H = ¬P¬ and G = ¬F¬). The semantics of these operators is
the usual Kripke semantics for modal logics: given any linear order L = 〈X,<〉 and any evaluation V of
the propositional variables in X , truth of Boolean combinations of formulae in the model M = 〈L, V 〉 is
defined in the usual way, while, for tensed formulae, we set

M, t |= Fθ ⇔ M, t′ |= θ , for some t′ > t

M, t |= Pθ ⇔ M, t′ |= θ , for some t′ < t
(1)

Given any class C of linear orders, the temporal (P, F ) logic of C will be denoted by Lt(C) and the
modal logic representing its future fragment by Lm(C).

In the context of this paper, a tree is an irreflexive and transitive order T = 〈T,≺〉 with the left-
linearity property: if x ≺ y and z ≺ y, then either x ≺ z, or z ≺ x, or x = z. A history in the tree T is a
subset of T linearly ordered by ≺, which is maximal for inclusion. The set of all histories in the tree T
will be written as H(T) and the set of histories passing through t will be written as Ht(T).

Given any model M = 〈T, V 〉 based on the tree T, any history h in T and any moment t ∈ h, the
truth of a PF -temporal formula θ in M at 〈h, t〉, denoted M,h, t |= θ, is defined as truth of θ at t in the
linear order 〈h,≺|h〉, with the evaluation V ′ = V|h.

In a branching time context, the modality ♦ is read as ‘for some possible history’ passing through the
current moment. Thus, we can set

M,h, t |= ♦θ ⇔ M,h′, t |= θ , for some h′ ∈ Ht(T) (2)

It is worth observing here that the truth of ♦θ at 〈t, h〉 in M does not depend on h and hence the right
part of (2) is often written as M, t |= ♦θ. Formulae of this kind are called state formulae. Formulae of
the form Fθ, whose truth is history dependent, are called path formulae. As always, we write � for the
dual operator ¬♦¬.

Given a class of linear orders C we denote by T(C) the class of trees in which every history belongs
to C. We say that T(C) is the class of trees generated by C. Note that C ⊆ T(C). Moreover, for a set
C = {〈Xi, <i〉 : i ∈ I} of linear orders such that 〈∪i∈IXi,∪i∈I <i〉 is a tree T, it might happen that
T 6∈ T (C): T might have emerging histories which do not belong to C.

The converse operation is that of passing from a class C of trees to the class H(C) = ∪T∈CH(T). In
this way, the expressions H(T) and H({T}) are different names for the same set.

2 A unified approach to branching time semantics

Given a class of linear orders C we can define a hierarchy of modal and temporal logics over the class of
trees T(C) by combining in different degree the temporal operators F, P with the modality ♦ - see [6],
[3], [4], [1], and other works. Here we indicate the natural combinations of modalities and the resulting
logic when these are added to propositional logic.
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• ♦F : the ordinary modal logic Lm
Prior(T(C)) on T(C);

• ♦F,♦P : the ordinary Priorean temporal logic Lt
Prior(T(C)) on T(C);

• {♦,�} × {F} : the future fragment of the Peircean logic Lm
Peirce(T(C)) over T(C);

• {♦,�} × {F, P} : the full Peircean logic Lt
Peirce(T(C)) over T(C);

• {♦, F} : the future fragment Lm
Ockham(T(C)) of the Ockhamist logic over T(C);

• {♦, F, P} : the full Ockhamist logic Lt
Ockham(T(C)) over T(C).

In Prior and Peircean logics tenses and modalities occur only as part of composed operators. Thus,
we will adopt the following notation:

F := �F f := ♦F G := ¬f¬ g := ¬F¬

P := �P p := ♦P H := ¬p¬ h := ¬P¬

According to (1) and (2), given any branching time model M = 〈T, V 〉 and any moment t in T, the
truth conditions for F and f are

M, t |= Fθ ⇔ ∀h ∈ Ht ∃t′ ∈ h : t ≺ t′ and M, t′ |= θ

M, t |= fθ ⇔ ∃h ∈ Ht ∃t′ ∈ h : t ≺ t′ and M, t′ |= θ
(1)

The truth conditions for P and p can be expressed similarly, by replacing ≺ with �. It must be observed,
however, that the left-linearity property of trees implies that the interpretations of P and p coincide.
These two operators actually agree with the linear time operator P . For this reason, in the sequel we
will use only P and H.

Priorean and Peircean validity (in symbol, �Prior and �Peirce) are defined on the basis of the above
truth conditions, by means of the obvious quantifications over moments and models. On Prior formulae
θ, �Prior and �Peirce are trivially equivalent.

The Ockhamist logic operators are just the linear time operators P and F , plus the modality ♦, and
their truth conditions are given by (1) and (2), which define the notion of Ockhamist validity (�Ockham).
It must be observed that, in general, the truth of Ockhamist formulae in a model is relative to pairs 〈t, h〉.

Note that for each of the Peircean and Ockhamist logic, and their future fragments, there are (at
least) two different natural semantics: over bundled trees ([3], [8]), and over complete bundled trees which
is equivalent to the one considered above. In the bundled tree semantics, the quantifications over H(T) is
replaced by a quantification over an arbitrary subset (bundle) B of H(T) with the property that ∪B = T .

The Ockhamist formula �G♦F�p→ ♦GF�p ([3]) is valid in all complete trees, but can be falsified
in some bundled tree. On Peircean validity, instead, the two semantics coincide [4]. This does not mean,
though, that any formula which is valid in a specific tree T is also valid in any bundled tree based on
T. The formula G(p → fp) ∧ fp → gfp, for instance, is Peirce-valid on all complete binary ω-trees1 but
fails on any bundled ω-tree where exactly one history is removed and p is true precisely at all moments
of that history.

3 Translations

The linear time PF -language (or its future fragment) can be embedded into the languages of Priorean,
Peircean, and Ockhamist logics. In the case of Priorean logic, the obvious embedding is given by F 7→ f
and P 7→ P. Also for Ockhamist logic there is only one possible choice, namely, the identical embedding
of the linear time operators.

The situation is more interesting with Peircean logic where we have many possible choices. In principle,
each occurrence of F in a linear time formula θ can be translated either to F or to f and hence, if θ has
n occurrences of F , then there are 2n possible ways of translating it to a Peircean formula.

1A binary ω-tree is a tree in which every history is isomorphic to the set ω of natural numbers and every moment has
exactly two immediate successors.
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In general, arbitrary translations of linear time formulae to Peircean formulae do not preserve validity.
The simplest example is the formula

Fp ∧ Fq → F (p ∧ Fq) ∨ F (q ∧ Fp) ∨ F (p ∧ q) (1)

which expresses that time is linear towards the future. Both constant translations, F 7→ F and F 7→ f ,
transform this formula into non-valid Peircean formulas. On the other hand, linearity towards the future
can also be expressed by the formula

Fp→ G(p ∨ Fp ∨ Pp) (2)

and the translation Fp → G(p ∨ Fp ∨ Pp) of this formula is Peirce valid, as well as the translation
fp→ g(p ∨ fp ∨Pp).

Thus, a natural question arises to determine the syntactic conditions under which a translation pre-
serves validity, and, in general, the semantical behaviour of translated formulas. Two limit translations
can be considered, for instance. The weakest translation τw (of linear time language to Peircean lan-
guage) replaces every positive occurrence of F by f and every negative occurrence by F. The strongest
translation τ s works the other way around.

Every point-wise valuation V (assigning a set of moments to every propositional variable) over a tree
T, restricted to any h ∈ H(T) determines a valuation Vh on that linear order. Thus, for any Prior formula
θ, it makes sense to set, as an auxiliary notion,

T, V, t �Peirce ♦θ iff ∃h ∈ Ht(T) : h, Vh, t �Prior θ

and similarly for T, V, t �Peirce � θ. On the basis of this definition, we have that, for every linear time
formula θ,

�Peirce ♦θ → τw(θ) and �Peirce τ
s(θ)→ � θ (3)

Indeed, note first that after driving all negations in τw(θ) inside the temporal operators, only operators
f and g will occur in τw(θ), i.e. every temporal operator will be prefixed by a ♦. Then, it suffices to use
the validities � ♦α ∨ ♦β ↔ ♦(α ∨ β), � ♦(α ∧ β)→ ♦α ∧ ♦β, � ♦Fα→ ♦F♦α, and � ♦Gα→ ♦G♦α
to pull all ♦′s in front of the formula and eventually show that � ♦θ → τw(θ). Likewise, but dually, for
τs(θ).

A first consequence of (3) is that, for any Priorean formula θ, tree T, valuation V on T, and t ∈ T :

h, Vh, t �Prior θ for some h ∈ H(T) ⇒ T, V, t � Peirce τ
w(θ) (4)

and, taking into account that ¬τw(θ) ≡ τs(¬θ),

T, V, t �Peirce τ
s(θ) ⇒ h, Vh, t �Prior θ for every h ∈ H(T) (5)

These results imply in turn that, for any Priorean formula θ and any class of linear orders C,

C �Prior θ iff T(C) �Peirce τ
w(θ) (6)

Proof: The implication from right to left is immediate, because C ⊂ T(C) and both semantics coincide
on linear orders. Now, suppose T(C) 6�Peirce τ

w(θ), i.e. T, V, t �Peirce ¬τw(θ), hence T, V, t �Peirce τ
s(¬θ)

for some T ∈ T(C). Then (5) implies h, Vh, t �Prior ¬θ for every h ∈ H(T), but H(T) ⊆ C. /

As we see from the proof of (6), the claim can be strengthened. In this paper we will establish a
syntactic characterization of the translations for which that claim still holds.

In general, the set of translations of a given Prior formula θ can be endowed with a lattice structure
by letting τ ≤ τ ′ whenever τ(θ) can be obtained from τ ′(θ) by replacing some (possibly no) positive
occurrence of f by F and some (possibly no) negative occurrence of F by f . In this way τw and τs turn
out to be the top and the bottom or the lattice, respectively. On the basis of the Peirce validity Fα→ fα
it can be proved that

τ ≤ τ ′ ⇒ �Peirce τ(θ) → τ ′(θ)
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4 Transfer of properties

In this paper we are investigating transfer of logical properties, such as definability, axiomatizations and
decidability between various linear time logics Lt(C) (or Lm(C)) and their branching time counterparts
Lt(T(C)) with Priorean, or Peircean, or Ockhamist semantics.

4.1 Transfer of definability

Which modally definable properties of linear orders in a given class C transfers to properties of all histories
in T(C)? More specifically, given a property of linear orders and a formula θ which defines that property
in the class C, we wonder whether some translation of θ defines the same property for all histories in
T(C).

The answer is trivial when Ockhamist logic is considered because Ockhamist tense operators are linear
time operators and hence any definable property is transferred to a property which is definable in tree
by means of the same formula.

Passing from Peircean definability to linear time definability is trivial as well. If the Peircean formula φ
defines a given property of histories in some T(C), then, for any translation τ , τ−1(φ) defines that property
in C. In fact, the elements of C are particular trees in T(C) and, on linear orders, the interpretations of
both F and f coincide with the interpretation of F .

General transferability results from linear time logics to Peircean logics have not been established yet.
As a further consequence of (3), we have that, if θ defines the property P in the class of linear orders,
then, for every tree T:

(1) T, t �Peirce τ
w(θ) whenever a history passing through t has P ,

and

(2) T, t �Peirce τ
s(θ) implies that every history passing through t has P .

Here are some examples of definable properties of linear orders which are also definable in trees by
Peircean formulas.

Density fp→ ffp (or Fp→ FFp)

Discreteness
(f> → ((p ∧Hp)→ FHp))∧

(P> → ((p ∧ gp))→ Pgp)

Dedekind Continuity FG¬p ∧ Fp→ F(g¬p ∧Hfp)

Isomorphism to
�

Hp→ Pp ∧Gp→ Fp∧

H(Hp→ p)→ (PHp→ Hp)∧

G(Gp→ p)→ (FGp→ Gp)

4.2 Transfer of satisfiability/validity, axiomatizations, decidability

How do satisfiability and validity transfer between linear time logics and their branching time coun-
terparts? Accordingly, when are axiomatizations and decidability results preserved in passing between
these?

With Ockhamist logic, for instance, the translation τ is the identical embedding and Ockhamist PF -
validity is linear time validity. Thus, any axiomatization of Lt(C) is also an axiomatization of the PF
fragment of Lt

Ockham(T(C)). Decidability transfers similarly.

The situation is quite different, though, if we adopt a different definition of T(C), and we let this
class be the set of bundled trees 〈T,B〉 in which B ⊆ C. This new perspective is actually suggested by
the Kamp frames considered in [7]. With this new definition of T(C), emerging histories might appear
and, at this stage, no proof of the preservation results considered above seems to be available.
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5 Concluding remarks

This paper aims at systematic investigation of the logical aspects and virtues of combining linear orders
as semantics for modal and temporal logics, with modalities for possible histories, resulting into a variety
of branching time logics.
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